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ABSTRACT 
The ‘information explosion’ has generated unprecedented amount of published infor-
mation that is still growing at an astonishing rate. As the amount of information grows, 
the problem of managing the information becomes challenging. A key to this challenge 
rests on the technology of Information Extraction, which automatically transforms un-
structured textual data into structured representation that can be interpreted and manipu-
lated by machines. It is recognised that a fundamental task in Information Extraction is 
Named Entity Recognition, the goals of which are identifying references of named enti-
ties in unstructured documents, and classifying them into pre-defined semantic categories. 
Further, due to the polysemous nature of natural language, name references are often am-
biguous. Resolving ambiguity concerns recognising the true referent entity of a name ref-
erence, essentially a further named entity ‘recognition’ step and often a compulsory pro-
cess required by tasks built on top of NER. 
This research presents a body of work aimed at addressing three research questions for 
NER. The first question concerns effective and efficient methods for training data annota-
tion, which is the task of creating essential training examples for machine learning based 
NER methods. The second question studies automatically generating background 
knowledge for NER in the form of gazetteers, which are often critical resources to im-
prove the performance of NER methods. The third question addresses resolving ambigu-
ous name references, a further ‘recognition’ step that ensures the output of NER to be us-
able by many complex tasks and applications.   
For each research question, the related literature has been carefully studied and their limi-
tations have been identified and discussed. New hypotheses and methods have been pro-
posed, leading to a number of contributions:  
 an approach to training data annotation for supervised NER methods, based on 
the study of annotator suitability and suitability based task allocation; 
 a method of automatically expanding existing gazetteers of pre-defined semantic 
categories exploiting the structure and knowledge of Wikipedia;  
 a method of automatically generating untyped gazetteers for NER based on the 
“topic-representativeness” of words in documents;   
 a method of named entity disambiguation based on maximising the semantic re-
latedness between candidate entities in a text discourse;  
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 a review of lexical semantic relatedness measures; and a new lexical semantic re-
latedness measure that harnesses knowledge from different resources. 
The proposed methods have been evaluated by carefully designed experiments, following 
the standard practice in each related research area. The results have confirmed the validi-
ty of their corresponding hypotheses, as well as the empirical effectiveness of these 
methods. Overall it is believed that this research has made solid contribution to the re-
search of NER and related areas.  
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1 Introduction 
PREFACE 
This chapter provides an overview of the research questions and objectives of the work in 
this thesis. It is divided into five sections. Section 1 introduces the motivation to this re-
search and a brief introduction to the research area. Section 2 discusses the research ques-
tions that this thesis aims to address. Section 3 introduces the research hypothesises. Sec-
tion 4 discusses the main contributions of this research and Section 5 outlines the struc-
ture of this thesis. 
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1.1 Motivation 
We live in the Information Age. In every moment, an enormous amount of information is 
generated on the Internet, adding to its already gigantic size. Access to such a massive 
amount of information has totally changed the way we work and study. For organisations, 
possession and effective utilisation of information is deemed as a key part of strategic 
competitiveness. On the other hand, the scale and the scope of the information that one 
has to deal with at a time are also unprecedented, which makes locating useful pieces of 
information extremely difficult. The amount of accessible information would not be of 
much use if there were no suitable techniques to process it and extract knowledge from it.  
The answer to this challenge is the technology of Information Extraction (IE), the 
technique for transforming unstructured textual data into structured representation that 
can be understood by machines. IE has been an active research field for decades, involv-
ing many sub-topics that are addressed by rigorous communities.  It originates from a set 
of earlier competitions organised within the Natural Language Processing (NLP) com-
munity. One of the most important is the Message Understanding Conference (MUC) 
(Grishman and Sundheim, 1996) where an earlier primary goal was to identify mentions 
or names of entities from unstructured news articles and classify them into predefined 
semantic categories. In brief, an entity is a unique real word object, such as ‘George 
Walker Bush, born July 6, 1946, an American politician who served as the 43rd President 
of the United States, from 2001 to 2009’; a mention or name is a lexicalised expression 
used to designate an entity, such as ‘George Bush’; and a semantic category is a high 
level concept that groups same types of entities, such as ‘people’, ‘place’, ‘organisation’, 
and ‘temporal’ and ‘numerical expressions’. This task is called Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER), a term first coined at the sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC6) 
(Grishman and Sundheim, 1996), which was hosted to encourage research for Infor-
mation Extraction (IE) from unstructured texts. It was recognised at the time that an es-
sential step to enable other IE tasks was to identify these important information units 
from texts. To name a few, named entities and their semantic categories must be identi-
fied before identifying relations (Giuliano et al., 2006; Giuliano et al., 2007; Thahir et al., 
2011) between them and extracting events (Smith, 2002; Zhang et al., 2007) involving 
entities. In populating knowledge bases such as ontologies (Cimiano, 2006; Giuliano and 
Gliozzo, 2008), named entities must be extracted from texts and classified into fine-
grained ontological concepts. In addition to IE, NER is also an important technology for 
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many other applications and research areas. In Information Retrieval (IR) and Question 
Answering (QA), named entities are identified to locate important information and facts 
(Lee et al., 2007; Srihari and Peterson, 2008). For example, in the question answering 
competition in TREC-8 (TREC-8 QA Data, 2002), 80% of the evaluation questions ask 
for a named entity (Nadeau, 2007a). In enabling the Semantic Web, NER is used to im-
prove semantic search (Caputo et al., 2009). In machine translation, accurate translation 
of named entities plays an important role in the translation of the overall text (Babych 
and Hartley, 2003). Also in many domain specific contexts, domain specific NER is the 
key technology for constructing terminology resources (Nenadić et al., 2003; Byrne, 
2007; Saha et al., 2009).  
The techniques for NER can be divided into two branches: handcrafted rules and learn-
ing based methods (Sarawagi, 2007). Methods based on handcrafted rules require devel-
opers to manually create extraction rules usually expressed as lexico-syntactic patterns 
and semantic constraints that hypothesize the occurrences of similar named entities. 
Learning based methods automatically induce extraction patterns or sequence labelling 
algorithms from a collection of training examples. Learning based methods have proved 
to be more flexible and robust than handcrafted rules, since they lessen the requirements 
on linguistic knowledge and reduces human effort to only providing sufficient amount of 
examples. Therefore, they have become the more popular approach to NER (Nadeau, 
2007a).  
An essential input to learning based methods are training data, which usually take the 
form of documents containing annotations that are labelled instances of example named 
entities. Therefore training data are also called labelled data or training annotations. 
Training data have to be manually created by humans, a process that is often time con-
suming and costly. To address this, recent research has branched out to study methods 
that require less training data, which has created the stream of semi-supervised methods 
that learn using both annotated (training) and unannotated data (Chung et al., 2003; 
Kozareva et al., 2005; Olsson, 2008), and unsupervised methods that learn without or 
with very few training data (Da Silva et al., 2004; Cimiano and Völker, 2005). To con-
trast these areas, learning methods that use only annotated training data will be referred to 
as supervised learning methods in the remainder of this thesis.  
Although supervised learning methods have been criticised for their overly dependence 
on training data, they remain the primary choice in many research and application areas. 
1. Introduction 
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In particular, supervised learning methods still dominate in many resource-poor lan-
guages (AbdelRahman et al., 2010; Duan and Zheng, 2011; Singh, 2011) and technical 
domains (Byrne, 2007; Iria, 2009a; Ju et al., 2011). Although there is the lack of compar-
ative evaluation of supervised learning methods against others on the same datasets, some 
studies of semi-supervised learning methods have shown compromised accuracies when 
compared against the best results reported for the supervised learning competitors (Gu et 
al., 2007).  
One important problem neglected by NER is the ambiguity in the extracted names. A 
name is ambiguous if it can be used to refer to different entities. For example, ‘Washing-
ton’ can refer to different locations or persons. While NER recognises the mention and 
assigns general semantic categories or labels, it does not answer what exact entity it re-
fers to. Resolving ambiguities is traditionally a sense disambiguation task and treated 
separately from NER. However, theoretically, the two carry similar goals – NER can be 
considered as disambiguation at a higher level (Wacholder et al., 1997) while name dis-
ambiguation can be considered as a further step of ‘recognition’ where the true identity of 
a name mention is uncovered. Practically disambiguation is often an essential post-
process to enable NER output to be useful for other complex NLP applications. This has 
been widely recognised and major evaluation campaigns have proposed to deal with the 
two tasks simultaneously (TAC KBP Track, 2009; TAC KBP Track, 2010).  
1.2 Research Questions 
The above problem setting motivates the work explored in this thesis. This thesis focuses 
on supervised learning methods for NER due to their significance in this field of research. 
Central to this thesis is the following research question: 
How to effectively recognise named entities from texts? 
This thesis views ‘recognition’ essentially a process fulfilling three goals: identifying 
named entities in text, assigning semantic categories to these named entities, and assign-
ing referent entities to them (i.e., disambiguation). Therefore, this question is further di-
vided into three related research questions each contributing to the overall objective. The 
three questions are: 
1. How to create training data effectively and efficiently to enable supervised NER? 
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2. How to automatically generate background knowledge in the form of gazetteers 
to improve the accuracy of NER? 
3. How to resolve ambiguities in the extracted names and recognise the unique ref-
erent entities, which makes the NER output useful to other applications? 
1.2.1 Training Data Annotation 
As mentioned before, annotated training data are essential input to supervised learning 
methods. These act as examples to the learning algorithm, which induces a model able to 
predict similar instances of the same types in new data. Training data are annotated by 
domain experts, and must be of good quality and sufficient quantity in order to ensure an 
effective model to be learnt. 
Creating high-quality annotations is a difficult task due to many reasons. The most im-
portant of which that has been widely studied is Inter Annotator Agreement (IAA), al-
so called inter annotator consistency, or inter annotator discrepancy. IAA evaluates 
the problem that annotators can never agree completely or exactly on what and how to 
annotate. It is a major indicator of the usefulness of training data to a learning method 
(Brants, 2000).  Essentially, discrepancies and inconsistencies among annotators are pri-
marily caused by the differences in their knowledge and experiences (Hripcsak and 
Wilcox, 2002). To reach a reasonable level of IAA, the traditional annotation process in-
volves multiple domain experts working on the same annotation task in an iterative and 
collaborative manner to identify and resolve discrepancies progressively, to eventually 
produce an output that best matches the subtly varying viewpoints across a community. 
However, such a detailed process is often ineffective despite taking significant time and 
effort – typically months, and even years in rare cases (Brants, 2000; Wilbur et al., 2006). 
Unfortunately, discrepancies can never be eliminated and remain high in some cases 
(Morante et al., 2009).  
The tremendous cost involved in such an often ineffective and inefficient practice means 
that it is difficult to introduce NER to new domains and particularly inapplicable in many 
practical situations such as industries due to resource limitations such as finance, time 
and personnel (Iria, 2009a). For this reason, a better approach to training data annotation 
must be sought. Addressing this research problem will help tackle one of the major bot-
tlenecks in developing supervised NER systems.   
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1.2.2 Gazetteer Generation 
In addition to the training data as an essential input, NER often benefits from additional 
background knowledge, which is most commonly encoded in the form of gazetteers. 
Gazetteers are reference lists used to map terms to certain categories or types. For NER, 
in the most commonly adopted sense, they contain reference entity names that are la-
belled by pre-defined categories relevant to the task. For example, a person gazetteer may 
be used as background knowledge to support recognising person entities. From the more 
general learning point of view, a gazetteer will be useful as long as it returns consistent 
labels even if these are not the required named entity types by the task, since the corre-
spondence between the labels and the types can be learnt automatically (Kazama and 
Torisawa, 2008). A common approach is using word clusters as untyped gazetteers 
(Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Saha et al., 2009). For example, the observation that ‘Mi-
crosoft’ and ‘AT&T’ are often found in the same clusters suggests that they are likely to 
share certain degree of similarity. With an additional piece of evidence that ‘Microsoft’ is 
a ‘company’, one can infer that ‘AT&T’ is also a company. In this case, the semantic cat-
egory represented by the cluster is unknown a-priori; however, it provides additional 
learning evidence equivalent to a gazetteer. In this thesis, the first type of gazetteers will 
be referred to as ‘type-oriented’ or ‘typed’ gazetteers, while the second type will be re-
ferred to as ‘alternative’ or ‘untyped’ gazetteers.  
It has been shown that gazetteers play an important role in improving the accuracy of 
NER systems and often lead to crucial improvement in domain specific applications 
(Roberts et al., 2008; Sasaki et al., 2008). Unfortunately, gazetteers are not always avail-
able and often incomplete, especially in technical domains. Building and maintaining 
gazetteers by hand is a laborious process and can be very expensive (Kazama and 
Torisawa, 2008). Therefore, effective methods are needed to support automatic genera-
tion of gazetteers – either in the type-oriented or alternative forms. Addressing this re-
search problem will help improve the learning accuracies of NER methods.  
1.2.3 Resolving Ambiguities 
As mentioned before, due to the polysemy of natural language, names can be used for 
different entities, a problem that is referred to as ambiguity. For example, NER will iden-
tify ‘Bush’ as a person entity from ‘President Bush attended the opening ceremony of the 
Olympic Games in Beijing’, but is unable to recognise whether it is the ‘43rd president, 
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George. W. Bush’, or ‘the 41st president, George H.W. Bush’. While most of the time the 
problem is not a concern for humans, for machines’ interpretation of human language it is 
necessary to resolve the ambiguities and recognise the true entity that the name refers to.   
Traditionally, resolving ambiguities is not considered as part of the NER process, but to 
be dealt with by Named Entity Disambiguation (NED), the task of resolving ambiguous 
name mentions to entities in a reference inventory. It is a field closely related to Word 
Sense Disambiguation (WSD), where meanings of ambiguous words are resolved based 
on their context, usually according to a sense inventory such as a dictionary that lists all 
possible word senses (Navigli, 2009). NED is often treated as a post-processing task for 
NER. However, theoretically, the two tasks serve similar goals and address ‘recognition’ 
at different levels. While NER recognises named entities in text and their semantic cate-
gories, NED recognises the true identity the name refers to. From a different perspective, 
NER is also a ‘disambiguation’ process, where the boundaries between name mentions 
and other text units and the semantic categories for name mentions are disambiguated 
(Vlachos and Gasperin, 2006). From a practical point of view, NED is often an important 
step before the output of NER can be used for many advanced tasks. For example, when 
searching for person names, search engines can benefit by disambiguating different iden-
tities and group results referring to the same person entity. When the NER output is used 
to populate a knowledge base of cities and countries one has to disambiguate the name 
‘Manchester’ to the UK or US cities, or others. The need to combine NER with NED is 
also acknowledged by some well-known evaluation campaigns in the IE community. For 
example, the Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track in the Text Analysis Conference 
(TAC KBP Track, 2009; TAC KBP Track, 2010) has been hosting an entity linking task 
on an annual basis since 2009. The goal is to identify named entities from a query (NER), 
and link the named entity mentions to unique entities defined in a knowledge base (NED). 
This thesis takes the view that both NER and NED addresses the ‘recognition’ task of 
named entities from different but complementary levels, essentially enabling the ‘learn-
ing’ of named entities. NER should be followed by a process of resolving name ambigui-
ties, which essentially assigns unique identifies to the output of NER. Addressing this 
problem will truly enable ‘recognition’ of named entities, i.e., from identification of 
names, to semantic category classification, to identity recognition. Ultimately this ena-
bles NER output to be used for many other applications.  
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1.3 Research Hypothesis 
To answer the above research questions, this thesis has studied existing work related to 
each question and identified their limitations. Based on these findings, several hypothe-
sises are proposed corresponding to the three research questions outlined above. 
H1. Training data annotation: the discrepancies among annotators, caused by 
the difference in their knowledge and experiences, indicate different levels of an-
notator’s suitability for an annotation task. It is possible to assess such suitability 
and define suitability-based tasks so as to ensure annotations to be generated in a 
more effective and efficient way. 
As discussed in Section 1.2.1, the discrepancies or inconsistencies among annotators is a 
major concern in creating training data. Essentially, the majority of discrepancies among 
annotators are caused by the differences in their knowledge and experiences (Hripcsak 
and Wilcox, 2002). The traditional annotation process identifies these differences and 
aims to minimise them iteratively, eventually producing an output that best matches the 
subtly varying viewpoints across a community. This thesis takes a different point of view 
that these differences result in different levels of annotators’ suitability for an annotation 
task or sub-tasks. This is inspired by the real life experiences that people typically spe-
cialise in one or several areas and no one is perfectly suited for all. Analogously in a doc-
ument annotation practice, not every candidate is perfectly suitable for all tasks; however, 
one can be more suitable for particular tasks than others (e.g., based on the entity types in 
NER). Therefore, the key to improving annotation quality is not correcting the differ-
ences revealed by the repetitive checking process at the maximum effort, but rather iden-
tifying annotators’ suitability and defining suitability-based annotation tasks. Annotators 
should be allocated to tasks they are most suitable for, thus ensuring both quality and ef-
ficiency.  
This hypothesis is further discussed in Chapter 5. A document annotation exercise is 
conducted to reveal and study different levels of discrepancy for annotating different en-
tity types. Based on the findings the annotator’s suitability is analysed and annotators are 
selected for annotating particular types of entities in a further set of documents, which are 
then used as the final training data to a supervised NER system. Experiments are de-
signed to evaluate the proposed methodology to further justify the validity of the hypoth-
esis.  
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H2.1 Type-oriented gazetteer: Wikipedia can be used as a knowledge base of 
named entities. An existing gazetteer of predefined types can be automatically 
expanded using Wikipedia by defining gazetteer hypernyms using the structure 
and content of Wikipedia, and extracting similar entities that share similar hy-
pernyms with the seed gazetteer. 
This hypothesis particularly addresses methods that automatically generate type-oriented 
gazetteers, i.e., gazetteers of pre-defined types. Literature in this area has largely assumed 
that an initial ‘seed’ gazetteer or domain-specific extraction patterns must be available to 
bootstrap the automatic generation process (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Thelan and Riloff, 
2002). While these methods have predominantly built gazetteers using unstructured doc-
uments, recent research has shifted the focus to exploiting collaborative knowledge 
sources on the Web. 
Collaborative knowledge resources have gained substantial popularity in the wider re-
search communities of NLP and IE. The most representative of these is Wikipedia
1
, pos-
sibly the largest encyclopaedia ever built and maintained by collaborative efforts.  It has 
been used to support a wide range of NLP and IE related tasks, such as NER (Toral and 
Munoz, 2006; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008), NED (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Cucerzan, 
2007), and document classification (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2006). The majority of 
Wikipedia articles are descriptions of entities and concepts. The sheer size of Wikipedia 
and its broad coverage of various topics make it a vast knowledge base of named entities, 
which has great potential for building comprehensive gazetteers and updating the re-
sources for specific NER tasks.  
This hypothesis has been partially justified by a number of existing studies, including 
Toral and Munoz (2006) and Kazama and Torisawa (2008), which will be further dis-
cussed in Chapter 6. This chapter also introduces a domain-independent method of gazet-
teer expansion, which utilises various structures and contents from Wikipedia to expand 
existing gazetteers of pre-defined types. This method is then evaluated in a gazetteer ex-
pansion task for NER in the Archaeology domain to empirically justify the hypothesis.  
H2.2 Alternative gazetteer: named entities are highly related to topic-oriented 
words specific to a document. The topicality of words can be evaluated based on 
                                                          
1
 Wikipedia, http://www.wikipedia.org/, last retrieved on 14 Mar 2012. 
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the relevance measures widely used for Information Retrieval. It can be used for 
generating alternative gazetteers for NER.   
This hypothesis particularly addresses alternative gazetteers, i.e., the broader sense of 
gazetteers that are not explicitly typed but simply as groupings of related terms. Litera-
ture in this area has primarily taken word-clustering based approaches (Freitag, 2004; 
Miller et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2006; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Saha et al., 2009; 
Finkel and Manning, 2009; Chrupała and Klakow, 2010), while some (Kazama and 
Torisawa, 2007a; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008) have used automatically extracted hyper-
nyms that group semantically similar concepts or instances.  
The link between the topicality of words and named entities was initially discussed in 
Clifton et al. (1999) and Hassel (2003). Few studies have exploited this feature in NER 
related research (Rennie and Jaakkola, 2005; Gupta and Bhattacharyya, 2010). These 
have suggested that topicality of words can be quantified by the property of informa-
tiveness. Although a formal definition is lacking, it is generally agreed that informative 
words are those that often demonstrate a ‘peaked’ frequency distribution over a collection 
of documents, such that the majority of their occurrences are found in only a handful of 
documents in the collection (Church and Gale, 1995b). Informativeness measures are typ-
ically based on global word distributional characteristics observed in the entire corpus 
(e.g., document frequency, word frequency in the corpus), while ignoring the distinctive 
distributional patterns of words within individual document (local) contexts (e.g., fre-
quency within documents). However, in practice, topics can vary by documents even if 
they belong to the same domain. This may translate to different distributional characteris-
tics of a word observed at individual document basis. Global informativeness scores can 
mis-represent the strength of topicality of words in different document contexts and harm 
learning accuracy.  
Instead, this thesis hypothesizes that topic-oriented words should be defined specifically 
to document context and they can be useful indicators of named entities in the same doc-
ument context. Following this hypothesis, within a specific document context, words can 
be grouped based on their level of topicality and the intuition is that those falling under 
the highly topic-oriented groups can be useful features to NER. Essentially this has in-
spired the creation of document-level, alternative gazetteers. To extract topic-oriented 
words for each document, this thesis proposes to use relevance measures widely used in 
the Information Retrieval tasks as a proxy for topicality.   
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This hypothesis is discussed in Chapter 7. The link between topicality of words and 
named entities is partly justified by the literature review, which also discusses a number 
of methods based on the similar ground. The hypothesis leads to a novel approach which, 
when submitted to a comprehensive comparative evaluation, has shown to be effective 
and generalisable across domains.  
H3.1 Resolving ambiguities: an ambiguous entity name can be resolved based on 
the semantic relatedness between its referent entities and other named entities it 
co-occurs with in its context, because contextually co-occurring named entities 
are semantically related.  
Given a coherent text discourse that contains multiple (ambiguous) names of entities, the 
true referent entities of each name are usually semantically related. For instance, in the 
previous example ‘President Bush attended the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games 
in Beijing’, to a human reader it is clear that ‘President Bush’ refers to the 43rd US Pres-
ident George W. Bush and ‘Olympic Games’ refers to the 2008 summer Olympic Games 
held in Beijing. The underlying logic is that these are the only solutions to maximise the 
semantic connections among the three names ‘Bush’, ‘Olympic Games’ and ‘Beijing’ in 
a single discourse.  
This hypothesis is inspired by Cucerzan (2007), who argued that ambiguous entity names 
can be resolved by maximising the agreement among the data held for candidate entities 
in the same discourse. This thesis argues that this agreement can be measured by lexical 
semantic relatedness. Then disambiguation can be achieved based on the idea of ‘agree-
ment (as determined by relatedness) maximisation’. This is discussed in Chapter 9 and 
justified by a method of NED based on a lexical semantic relatedness measure.  
The key to manifest this hypothesis is capturing the semantic relatedness between enti-
ties, a task that can be achieved by lexical semantic relatedness methods that determine 
the semantic association strength between terms or concepts based on certain background 
information about them. Although literature on lexical semantic relatedness is particular-
ly abundant, a thorough review reveals that existing methods typically employ back-
ground information of terms and entities from a single resource. However, different 
background information resources may contain information about the same entities or 
concepts, while having different focuses in terms of the type and amount of knowledge 
encoded. This suggests a complementary nature of different background information re-
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sources. This motivated a study that leads to a novel lexical semantic relatedness measure 
based on the following hypothesis: 
H3.2 Lexical semantic relatedness: lexical semantic relatedness measures can 
benefit from combining different background information resources since they 
complement each other in certain ways.  
This argument is discussed in Chapter 8. The literature is thoroughly reviewed and com-
pared including an analysis of the characteristics of different background information re-
sources widely used in this task. A novel method is proposed based on the principle of 
combining knowledge of terms and concepts from different resources. This method is 
then evaluated in both the general and technical domains, which further justifies the hy-
pothesis it builds on. It is then adapted to the Named Entity Disambiguation task that is 
further discussed and evaluated in Chapter 9.  
1.4 Contributions 
This thesis presents a body of work exploring methodologies and techniques to enable ef-
fective learning of named entities. The main contributions of this thesis are distinct tech-
niques each addressing an essential task in the ‘recognition’ of named entities.  
1.4.1 Training Data Annotation 
An effective and efficient approach to manual document annotation 
Creating training data is an essential process but also the bottleneck in supervised NER. 
This thesis studies the standard methodology for document annotation and analyses its 
limitations. An alternative approach is introduced based on the hypothesis of annotator’s 
suitability in a task. The approach firstly studies Inter Annotator Agreement for the anno-
tation of each entity type based on a sample of the domain corpus following the standard 
annotation practice. Next, a set of experiments are carried out to evaluate machine learn-
ing accuracy using these annotations. The results together with the IAA studies are used 
to evaluate annotators’ suitability for annotating each type of named entities. Lastly, to 
create the final training data for supervised NER, each annotator is only required to anno-
tate the documents for the entity types they are most suitable for, and the work load is 
equally distributed among all annotators. Experiments show that this approach leads to 
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reduced overall annotation time and improved annotation quality. Details of this are pre-
sented in Chapter 5, which addresses the hypothesis H1.  
1.4.2 Gazetteer Generation 
A method of automatically expanding type-oriented gazetteers for NER using Wikipe-
dia 
Due to the evolutionary nature of human knowledge, existing gazetteers often need to be 
updated and expanded in order to be adapted to related domains or simply to be up-to-
date. Such a task, if done manually, can cause significant cost. Therefore, the ability to 
automatically update and expand gazetteers is also an important feature to an NER sys-
tem. This thesis introduces a novel approach to automatically expanding existing gazet-
teers using knowledge in Wikipedia. Unlike previous work, the method exploits various 
kinds of content and structural elements of Wikipedia, and does not rely on domain-
specific knowledge. Briefly, given an existing seed gazetteer containing named entities 
that are described by Wikipedia articles, it firstly extracts hypernyms of the entities in the 
initial gazetteer using their Wikipedia article contents and structures. Next, related enti-
ties are identified as the links on these articles. If a related entity shares the hypernyms of 
the entities in the seed gazetteer, they are added to the expanded set. The method is em-
pirically tested in the Archaeology domain, where three existing gazetteers are automati-
cally expanded following the proposed method. The resultant gazetteers are then used in 
an NER task, where the results have shown that they have contributed to further im-
provement in NER learning accuracy. Details of this are presented in Chapter 6, which 
answers the hypothesis H2.1. 
A method of automatically generating alternative gazetteers for NER by exploiting the 
association between word topicality and named entities 
Based on the hypothetical association between named entities and topic-oriented words 
within specific document context as outlined in H2.2, this thesis proposes to measure 
word topicality with respect to specific document contexts by the relevance measures 
widely used for Information Retrieval tasks, and transfers the scores to useful features for 
learning NER. Briefly, for each unique word in a document the method firstly computes a 
topicality score using a relevance measure, such as tf.idf (Spark Jones, 1973). It then hy-
pothesizes that highly topic oriented words are indicative of named entities. They are rare 
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but can be used by many named entities (including multiple occurrences) in the document 
and as the scores drop, their usefulness drop disproportionately faster. This creates a non-
linear distribution of topic-oriented words over named entities. To capture this nature and 
also to normalise document-specific topicality to a uniform scale such that they are com-
parable across documents, the words are ranked by the scores and a simple equal interval 
binning technique is applied to segment the list into a handful of sections. Effectively, 
this is equivalent to creating a handful of untyped gazetteers, which are then used for a 
statistical NER model. In addition, other methods of exploiting word informativeness in 
NER are also studied and compared. Details of these are presented in Chapter 7. 
1.4.3 Lexical Semantic Relatedness 
As discussed before, methods of lexical semantic relatedness are the enabling technique 
for the proposed disambiguation approach. To gain sufficient understanding of the field, 
a thorough review of the literature on lexical semantic relatedness has been carried out, 
which further led to a novel approach. Two contributions are made in this domain: 
A comprehensive review of lexical semantic relatedness methods covering multiple 
domains and resources, with an objective to connect different methods in terms of 
their rationale, and contrast different methods in terms of their advantages and dis-
advantages 
A careful study of the literature shows that there is a need for an up-to-date comprehen-
sive review of state-of-the-art. It has been noted that, a great number of methods has been 
introduced in the last few decades in different domains, and based on different back-
ground information resources. Efforts on summarising these studies are rare, and are lim-
ited in scope since they generally target on specific areas (e.g., domains, rationales, re-
sources). Work across such area boundaries is insufficiently communicated, and it has 
been noted by this study that near-identical methods have been introduced in different 
contexts, costing expensive research effort.  
Therefore, one contribution of this thesis is to present a comprehensive literature review 
that addresses these limitations. Different methods are discussed from a generic perspec-
tive and their rationales and connections are analysed. Conclusive remarks are also drawn 
regarding the research and application of lexical semantic relatedness. It is believed that 
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this will be a valuable reference for researchers and practitioners of lexical semantic re-
latedness. This part of work is presented in Section 8.2 of Chapter 8. 
A lexical semantic relatedness measure that harnesses different knowledge sources 
under a uniform framework 
Following the literature review, a novel lexical semantic relatedness measure is intro-
duced in Chapter 8. This in particular, addresses hypothesis H3.2. As opposed to the ma-
jority of existing work that are based on a single source of background knowledge, the 
method harnesses knowledge from three resources in computing lexical semantic related-
ness: Wikipedia, WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) and Wiktionary
2
. Firstly, given a polyse-
mous term and its corresponding entries found in each of the three resources, an entry in 
Wikipedia is mapped with the closest entry from WordNet and Wiktionary that are likely 
to refer to the same meaning using a simple feature overlap based method. Next, different 
kinds of features (lexical and semantic content) are extracted from each resource, and 
features of similar types across different resources are mapped. Based on the cross-
mapped entries and features, a joint feature vector representation is created for each 
mapped entry. The semantic relatedness between two polysemous terms is then computed 
based on the joint feature vectors of their underlying sense entries. Compared to the pre-
vious work, the proposed method combines knowledge from different resources and im-
proves the accuracy of measuring semantic relatedness in both general and specific do-
mains. 
1.4.4 Resolving Ambiguities 
A method of NED based on lexical semantic relatedness measure 
The lexical semantic relatedness measure introduced in Chapter 8 is then adapted for re-
solving ambiguous entity names based on the hypothesis of H3.1 ‘agreement maximisa-
tion’. To do so, entity names from a single discourse are firstly extracted to form the con-
text to each other. Next, candidate referent entities for each name are identified from 
Wikipedia. Then, the lexical semantic relatedness measure proposed before is adapted to 
compute pairwise relatedness between the candidate entities to derive a semantic related-
ness matrix. The final step is choosing a single referent entity for each entity name, the 
process of which aims to maximise the agreement in terms of the semantic relatedness 
                                                          
2
 Wiktionary, http://www.wiktionary.org/, last retrieved on 14 Mar 2012 
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scores among all entity names. Several techniques are introduced and experimented for 
this purpose, which is presented in Chapter 9. The proposed method largely outperforms 
a baseline model and outperformed the best method in the literature on the larger dataset. 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
The remainder of this thesis is divided into five parts and organised as follows. 
1.5.1 Part I. Background 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of NER required for the understanding of the subsequent 
parts of this thesis. To be consistent with the literature, the discussion focuses on the tra-
ditional sense of named entity ‘recognition’, which will be formally defined. The meth-
ods for NER and evaluation approaches are briefly introduced. Literature concerning 
specific research questions will be discussed in details in the subsequent parts of this the-
sis.  
Chapter 3 details the three research questions related to NER outlined above, i.e., training 
data annotation and gazetteer generation for NER, and resolving ambiguities – where the 
need for sense disambiguation for NER (Named Entity Disambiguation) is discussed and 
the view of a complementary nature between NED and NER is introduced.  
Chapter 4 presents a supervised learning model for NER. This is a uniform model that 
makes the fundamental NER system used in the experiments of later chapters.  
1.5.2 Part II. Training Data Annotation  
Chapter 5 presents the proposed method for training data annotation. It begins with a lit-
erature review of the standard practices for document annotation, where the limitations of 
the standard approaches are analysed. It then presents a case study of a real document an-
notation exercise conducted in the archaeology domain, in which the details of the pro-
posed annotation method are discussed. This process generates a set of annotations for 
the archaeology domain, which are also used later in this thesis. The proposed annotation 
method is then evaluated both for efficiency and effectiveness.  
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1.5.3 Part III. Gazetteer Generation 
Chapter 6 presents the proposed method for expanding typed gazetteers using Wikipedia. 
It firstly discusses existing studies on automatic generation of typed gazetteers, which 
usually start with certain seed data. Next, the novel method of expanding gazetteers using 
Wikipedia is introduced. It is then tested in the archaeology domain, an example of a do-
main specific application that is rarely addressed in the literature. Three existing gazet-
teers are expanded using the proposed method, and the expanded gazetteers are evaluated 
in an NER task.  
Chapter 7 presents the proposed method for generating alternative gazetteers based on 
word topicality. It begins with a review of related work on generating alternative gazet-
teers. A particular focus will be placed on studies based on the similar ground, against 
which the proposed method is compared. Next the method is discussed in details, fol-
lowed by a comprehensive evaluation using several datasets from different domains and 
comparing against several other methods based on similar hypotheses of word topicality. 
An in-depth analysis follows to uncover the link between topic-oriented words and 
named entities, and discusses how it can be used properly to support NER.  
1.5.4 Part IV. Resolving Ambiguities 
Chapter 8 presents the study of lexical semantic relatedness methods, which lays the 
foundation for the study on Named Entity Disambiguation in Chapter 9. It begins with a 
comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art aimed at bridging the gap identified in the 
existing surveys in this field. A novel method is then proposed to measure lexical seman-
tic relatedness based on the combination of multiple knowledge sources. The method is 
thoroughly evaluated on both general and specific domain datasets. It comprises the main 
component for the NED method to be discussed in Chapter 9. 
Chapter 9 introduces a method to NED based on the hypothesis of ‘agreement maximisa-
tion’, which is assessed using the lexical semantic relatedness measure introduced in 
Chapter 8. The literature on NED is firstly presented, followed by a discussion of the hy-
pothesis and details of the proposed method of NED. The method is then evaluated on 
standard benchmarking datasets and compared against state-of-the-art. 
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1.5.5 Part V. Conclusion 
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis and discusses how the work explored in the previous 
chapters has contributed to proving the hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1. It also discusses 
how work carried out in this thesis can be extended in the future. 
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Part I - Background 
 
This part presents the background knowledge that is essential to the understanding of this 
thesis. Chapter 2 introduces NER in general; Chapter 3 details the three research ques-
tions related to NER to be addressed by this thesis; Chapter 4 presents a uniform model 
of NER that lays a common ground for the individual studies in later chapters.  
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2 Background of NER 
PREFACE 
This chapter introduces the Named Entity Recognition task from a general point of view, 
focusing on basic concepts and principles that are required for the understanding of the 
subsequent parts of this thesis. Section 1 describes the NER task in detail with supporting 
examples. Section 2 presents a brief summary of the applications of NER to illustrate its 
important role to other related research and application areas. Section 3 outlines methods 
and techniques commonly used for NER. Section 4 describes the evaluation methodolo-
gies. Section 5 summarises this chapter. 
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Mr. <ENAMEX:TYPE=‘PERSON’>Dooner</ENAMEX> met with 
<ENAMEX: TYPE= ‘PERSON’>Martin Puris</ENAMEX>, presi-
dent and chief executive officer of <ENAM-
EX:TYPE=‘ORGANIZATION’>Ammirati & Puris</ENAMEX>, 
about <ENAMEX: TYPE=‘ORGANIZATION’>McCann</ENAMEX>’s 
acquiring the agency with billings of <NUMEX: 
TYPE=‘MONEY’>$400 million</NUMEX>, but nothing has ma-
terialised. 
 
 
2.1 Defining Named Entity Recognition   
The task of Named Entity Recognition was formally defined in MUC6 as the task of 
‘identifying the names of all the people, organisations and geographic locations in a text’, 
as well as ‘time, currency and percentage expressions’ (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). 
An example of such is shown in Figure 2.1, in which names of entities are annotated us-
ing mark-up tags. ‘ENAMEX’ and ‘NUMEX’ are both tags introduced in MUC6, where 
the former stands for ‘entity name expression’ and the latter stands for ‘numeric expres-
sion’. 
 
 
 
Since MUC6 there has been increasing interest in this topic and extensive effort has been 
devoted into its research. Major computational linguistic conferences hosted special 
tracks for the task and there has been steady growth of publications throughout the years. 
Several events made the attempt to enrich the definition of the task. For example, MUC7 
(Chinchor, 1998) included date and time entities, and introduced the multi-lingual named 
entity recognition. The Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program introduced several 
new entity types and a more fine-grained structure of entity sub-types in an attempt to 
achieve more precise classification of entities, such as distinguishing government, educa-
tional and commercial organisations from each other, which all belong to the coarse-
grained entity type ‘organisation’ (Doddington et al., 2004).  
The task has also been extended to technical domains to recognise domain-specific enti-
ties, typically in the domain of biomedical science to recognise domain-specific entities 
such as gene and protein names. Large amount of resources have been created for the 
purpose of evaluating biomedical entity recognition such as the Genia corpus (Ohta et al., 
2002), and successive events have been hosted to motivate the research such as the Bi-
oNLP/JNLPBA shared task on entity recognition (Kim et al., 2004). Figure 2.2 illustrates 
an example sentence from the Genia corpus annotated by domain-specific entity types (as 
defined by ‘<cons sem=>‘). 
Figure 2.1. Example of named entities in the MUC6 dataset 
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In <cons sem=‘G#cell_type’>primary T lymphocytes</cons> we 
show that <cons sem=‘G#protein_molecule’>CD28</cons> ligation 
leads to the rapid intracellular formation of <cons  sem= 
‘G#inorganic’>reactive oxygen intermediates</cons> (<cons 
sem=‘G#inorganic’>ROIs</cons>) which are required for <cons  
sem=‘G#other_name’><cons sem=‘G#protein_molecule’>CD28</cons>-
mediated activation</cons> of the <cons sem=‘G#protein_ mole-
cule’>NF-kappa B</cons>/<cons sem=‘G#protein_complex’> <cons 
sem=‘G#protein_molecule’>CD28</cons>-responsive complex 
</cons> and <cons sem=‘G#other_name’><cons sem=‘G#protein_ 
molecule’>IL-2</cons> expression</cons>. 
To generalise, NER is the task of identifying the mentions (or names) of entities in the 
text and assign semantic categories to them.  
 Entities – refer to real world objects that are individually distinctive and identifi-
able by unique identifiers, such as ‘George Walker Bush, born July 6, 1946, an 
American politician who served as the 43rd President of the United States, from 
2001 to 2009’;  
 Mentions/names – these are lexical realisations of entities, such as ‘George 
Bush’, ‘Mr. President’, and ‘President Bush’ that can be used to refer to the same 
entity above. Other terms such as ‘proper names’ and ‘surface forms’ are used in-
terchangeably for the same purpose; 
 Semantic categories – these are semantic classes used to label same kinds of en-
tities, such as ‘person’ and ‘location’. They are also referred to as types, classes, 
or labels. 
The NER task naturally translates into two sub-tasks: name detection or identification 
(the bold text in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2) that finds the boundaries of entity names; and 
semantic classification (the tags in ‘< >‘) that assigns the most appropriate semantic cat-
egory. Due to the polysemy of human language, a name can be ambiguous since it may 
refer to multiple entities.  For example, in Figure 2.1, ‘Dooner’ may refer to any person 
with the same surname. The process of resolving these ambiguities can be considered as a 
process of recognising the unique identities – or the true referent entities – that each 
name refers to, which enables truly ‘recognition’ of named entities. This is crucial to the 
ultimate understanding of the text. However, traditionally it is not the goal of NER, but 
Figure 2.2. Example of domain specific named entities in the Genia corpus 
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rather to be dealt with by the task of sense disambiguation, or Named Entity Disambigu-
ation in this context.  
2.2 Applications  
NER is an enabling technology to many applications. It is often used in a pre-processing 
step to many complex IE and IR tasks. This section briefly summaries some of these 
tasks. 
Relation Extraction – Relation Extraction is the task of recognising semantic relations 
expressed between entities and concepts (Giuliano et al., 2006; Giuliano et al., 2007). 
Examples of relations include Person-Affiliation (Larry Page, Google Inc.), Located-In 
(University of Sheffield, Sheffield), Born-In (Albert Einstein, Ulm) etc. Since relations 
are often found between entities and concepts, recognising named entities and/or con-
cepts is often the essential first step.   
Event Extraction – Event Extraction involves detecting multiple entities and relations 
between them often according to a pre-defined template. For example seminars are usual-
ly made up of several parts: speaker, topic, location, start time and end time. Extracting 
events requires the ability to recognise named entities that form integral parts of the event.  
Knowledge base generation and population – A knowledge base refers to a resource of 
certain types of knowledge units – usually entities and concepts – organised structurally 
by certain types (e.g., semantic) of relations. Examples of frequently used knowledge ba-
ses include taxonomies, ontologies, thesauri, etc. Knowledge bases are often used for au-
tomated reasoning, an important capability for enabling the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee 
et al., 2001). Building knowledge bases involves extracting concepts and entities from 
texts and learning semantic relations between them, and therefore, requires support from 
NER and Relation Extraction. Additionally, the process typically requires disambiguation 
(Dredze et al., 2010) to resolve ambiguities and integrate information.  
Question Answering (QA) – Question answering is the task of automatically finding an-
swers to a question expressed in natural language. A core component in many QA sys-
tems is NER, which is used to recognise named entities in both the questions and poten-
tial answer texts. It is found that often a very large proportion of questions are formed 
around named entities (Nadeau, 2007a), and entity names are useful for locating support-
ing information and facts (Lee et al., 2007; Srihari and Peterson, 2008) in texts. QA sys-
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tems can often benefit from a sense disambiguation processor, which can help better un-
derstand the question as well as locating accurate answers (Huang et al., 2005).    
Semantic Search – as opposed to the traditional free text search that returns a list of 
documents matching a query expressed as a set of keywords, semantic search aims to bet-
ter understand users’ intentions and find the information and knowledge that directly an-
swers the query. For example a keyword based search for ‘object oriented programming 
languages’ may return a list of documents containing either some or all of the keywords; 
semantic search may return a list of instances such as ‘Java’, ‘C#’, ‘Python’ etc. Similar 
to QA, enabling semantic search usually requires recognition of named entities and con-
cepts from documents. For example, Pasca (2004) cited two variants of semantic search: 
one returns a list of entities of a semantic category; and the other returns a list of siblings 
of an entity. In both cases, NEs must be identified in the text to support the task.  
2.3 Techniques for NER 
Techniques for NER are most often divided into two main streams: handcrafted rules 
and learning based approaches (Sarawagi, 2007).  
2.3.1 Rule-based Approaches 
Methods based on handcrafted rules involve designing and implementing lexical-
syntactic extraction patterns and using existing information lists such as dictionaries that 
can frequently identify candidate named entities. An example of such rules can be ‘a 
street name is a multi-word phrase ends with the word ‘X’ and proceeded by the preposi-
tion word ‘Y’’, where ‘X’ and ‘Y’ are lists of common words that are suitable for this 
purpose. For example, X could be ‘Street’ and Y could be ‘in’, thus the rule can recog-
nise names of streets from texts such as ‘The Apple store in Oxford Street in London’. 
Some well-known rule-based systems include FASTUS (Appelt et al., 1995), which es-
sentially employs carefully handcrafted regular expressions to extract names of entities; 
LaSIE (Kaufmann et al., 1995) and LaSIE II (Humphreys et al., 1998), which made use 
of an extensive amount of lookup lists of reference entity names and grammar rules such 
as indicative words to identify candidate entities. Early entity recognition systems pri-
marily adopted rule-based approaches, as noted by (Nadeau, 2007a). They are efficient 
for domains where there is certain formalism in the construction of terminology. A typi-
cal example is the biology domain, where certain types of entities can be extracted by 
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domain-specific rules with sufficient accuracy. Relevant work includes (Seki and 
Mostafa, 2003; Lin et al., 2004; Roberts et al., 2008). Also it has been successfully ap-
plied in open information extraction (Cafarella et al., 2005), where information redun-
dancy is available for relatively simple types of entities. 
However, the major limitation of these systems is that they require significant expertise 
from the human developers, in terms of the knowledge about the language, domain as 
well as programming skills (Sarawagi, 2007). These knowledge and resources are often 
expensive to build and maintain and are not transferrable across domains. Consequently 
these approaches suffer from limited or no portability. As a result, the focus of research 
has shifted towards more robust learning based approaches since they have been intro-
duced.  
2.3.2 Learning-based Approaches 
Machine learning is a way to automatically learn to recognise complex patterns or se-
quence labelling algorithms and make intelligent decisions based on data. Central to the 
machine learning paradigm is the idea of providing positive and negative training ex-
amples for the task; modelling distinctive features associated with examples; and design 
algorithms that consume these features to automatically distinguish positive from nega-
tive examples and to recognise similar information from unseen data.  
Training examples or training data are usually an essential input to learning based 
methods.  They often take the form of annotations that are labelled instances of named 
entities, created by domain experts in a document annotation process. For example, the 
annotated entities (text in bold) in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 can be used as training data 
for building an extraction model of relevant entity types (defined by the tags). In machine 
learning, such annotated data are often called labelled data, which are often used to train 
an extraction model; on the other hand, the data without annotations are called test data. 
In many unsupervised learning methods (Section 2.3.2.3) that do not require annotations, 
a set of ‘seed data’ is often needed to support the learning. Seed data are typically lists of 
example entities of a particular type. Essentially they can be considered as training data 
in a rather different form.  
Features are characteristics of text objects to be studied in a computational linguistic 
problem. In NER, the target text objects are tokens (e.g., words) or sequences of tokens 
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(e.g., phrases, n-grams) for identification and classification. Features are used to create a 
multi-dimensional representation of the text objects, which can then be used by learning 
algorithms for generalisation in order to derive patterns that can extract similar data and 
distinguish positive from negative examples.  
A wide range of features have been introduced for the NER task. Details of these can be 
found in Nadeau (2007a). The author describes features in three categories: word-level 
features, list look-up features, and document and corpus features. Examples of word-
level features include word case, morphology, stem, lemma, part-of-speech, and word 
patterns. List look-up features are usually based on gazetteer, lexicon or dictionary, 
which can contain a list of reference terms that are likely to be (part of) an entity of inter-
est. Such features are known to be very effective in some NER tasks (Roberts et al., 2008; 
Sasaki et al., 2008). Document and corpus features are defined by both document content 
and structure. Examples include co-occurrences with other words or entities and position 
in the document, particularly in structural elements such as titles, lists and tables.  
The effectiveness of features is often dependent on several factors, such as language, do-
main, qualitative and quantitative characteristics of training data. As a result, the choice 
of features is usually task-specific, and feature selection can often lead to different per-
formance of NER systems. 
Learning algorithms are methods able to consume features of training data to automati-
cally induce patterns for recognising similar information from unseen data. Learning al-
gorithms can be generally classified into three types: supervised learning, semi-
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning utilises only the 
labelled data to generate a model. Semi-supervised learning aims to combine both the la-
belled data as well as useful evidence from the unlabelled data in learning. Unsupervised 
learning is designed to be able to learn without or with very few labelled data. These are 
discussed separately in the following sections. 
2.3.2.1 Supervised learning 
In a supervised learning setting an NER system takes training data and their features as 
input to induce an extraction model, which is then used to recognise similar objects in 
new data. Supervised learning has been the most frequently used and still the dominant 
approach in the NER community (Nadeau, 2007a). There are several extensively used 
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machine learning techniques for this task. Support Vector Machines (SVM) builds a 
model that draws a hyperplane that best separates positive and negative examples in the 
labelled data. The model represents the examples as points in space, mapped so that the 
positive and negative examples are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. At 
application time, new instances are mapped into that same space and predicted to belong 
to a category based on which side of the gap they fall on. It is used by, for example, 
Isozaki and Kazawa (2002) and Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay (2010). Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM) is a statistical Markov model in which the sequence of states is not direct-
ly visible (hidden) but can be predicted from a sequence of observations formulated as a 
probabilistic function of the states. In the context of NER, the learning process infers an 
HMM based on the observed features of the sequences of tokens and the associated visi-
ble states (i.e., tags) in the training data. The model creates a mapping such that a se-
quence of observations can predict a sequence of states with certain probability. At appli-
cation time, the observations based on the new data are generated. The inferred model is 
applied to the observations to calculate the most likely sequence of hidden states. Exam-
ple studies of NER using HMM include Zhou and Su (2004) and Ponomareva et al. 
(2007). Conditional Random Fields (CRF) is also a probabilistic model that is similar to 
HMM but relaxes certain assumptions about the input and output sequence distributions 
of HMM. Kazama and Torisawa (2007a) and Arnold et al. (2008) employed a CRF-based 
entity recogniser. Other widely used machine learning techniques such as the Perceptron 
algorithms (Kazama and Torisawa, 2007b), Naïve Bayes (Mohit and Hwa, 2005) Expec-
tation Maximisation (Pandian et al., 2007), Decision Trees (Finkel and Manning, 2009), 
and Maximum Entropy model (Chieu and Ng, 2003) have also been applied to NER.  
It has been shown that some machine learning techniques can outperform others on cer-
tain data (Farkas et al., 2006; Krishnarao et al., 2009). However, exploration of various 
techniques for the NER task is not the focus of this thesis. This has been partly discussed 
in (Olsson, 2008). 
As mentioned before, compared to other methods, the major limitation of supervised 
learning methods is its dependence on large amount of training data, which has to be cre-
ated by the manual document annotation process. This is usually a difficult task that can 
require substantial investment in terms of both finance and personnel. 
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2.3.2.2 Semi-supervised Learning 
Compared to supervised learning, the major difference in semi-supervised learning is that 
it makes use of both labelled data and unlabelled data. Many researchers have found that 
it is possible to combine largely available unlabelled data with small amount of labelled 
data in the learning process to reduce the system’s dependence on training data, yet 
achieving competitive learning accuracy. A popular form of semi-supervised learning in 
NER is bootstrapping or self-training, in which a system firstly trained on an initial small 
set of examples are used to tag unlabelled data. The resulting annotations are then select-
ed to augment the initial training dataset, which is then used to re-train the system. The 
process repeats for several iterations to progressively refine the learning decisions and 
annotate the documents. This type of method has gained significant popularity and a 
large amount of semi-supervised NER methods are based on bootstrapping approaches, 
such as (Vlachos and Gasperin, 2006; Olsson, 2008; Knopp, 2011). 
One highly influential work of this type is Riloff and Jones (1999). The method starts 
with a handful of seed entity names of given types and an unlabelled corpus. The seed en-
tity names are located in the corpus and their contexts are pruned to generalise extraction 
patterns. The patterns are then ranked based on a confidence score, and the top ranked 
patterns are selected to be used to discover new examples. The process is repeated in an 
iterative manner and eventually the corpus is annotated automatically. Thelan and Riloff 
(2002) extended this idea by incorporating collective evidence from a large set of extrac-
tion patterns, which proved to be more effective than the earlier approach. Liao and 
Veeramachaneni (2009) build a semi-supervised NER system that starts with training a 
supervised learner using a small amount of labelled data. The trained learner is then ap-
plied to unlabelled data to generate new annotations of entities. The newly annotated cor-
pus is merged with previously labelled data to form a new training corpus, which is then 
used to train a new classifier. The process is repeated in several iterations, ensuring that 
in each turn, only the accurately tagged (measured by confidence) non-redundant exam-
ples are added to the pool of labelled examples to form new training data for the next it-
eration.  
The major limitations of this class of approaches are ‘error propagation’, that the perfor-
mance rapidly declines as noisy patterns or entities are introduced in the bootstrapping 
process (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Ando, 2004). Also, low frequency classes of entities can 
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be problematic since there may be insufficient contextual information for pattern general-
isation. 
Another semi-supervised approach is co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998). In co-
training, two learning models are trained using the same training data, but each with a 
disjoint set of features and sometimes with different machine learning algorithms. Each 
model creates a different view of the data and outputs from each model are aggregated. 
One of the earlier studies of this branch is Collins and Singer (1999). The authors pro-
posed to build two separate classifiers, one employs the ‘spelling’ rules of words and the 
other utilises the ‘contextual’ rules. Examples of spelling rules can be a look-up for the 
exact string, its prefix and suffix; while contextual rules consider words surrounding the 
string in the sentence it appears in. Learning begins by firstly labelling the data with a 
small set of spelling rules. The annotations are then used to infer contextual rules, which 
are then scored and selected to re-annotate the same data. This generates new annotations, 
from which new spelling rules can be derived. This process repeats iteratively until an ar-
bitrary number of rules are reached. Niu et al. (2003) firstly label a corpus with concept-
based seeds, such as ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘man’ and ‘woman’ for the Person class. The motivation 
is that concept-based seeds share the same grammatical structures as their corresponding 
instance entities and they occur more frequently in a corpus. Then a decision tree based 
approach is applied to learn the parsing-based rules from this labelled corpus. Finally, the 
inferred model is applied to an unlabelled corpus, using which an HMM NER classifier is 
trained. Other examples of co-training based NER studies include Steven (2002), Chung 
et al. (2003), Kozareva et al. (2005) and Ma (2009).  
Similar to the bootstrapping approach, co-training generally depends on information re-
dundancy (Collins and Singer, 1999), which can make the approach ineffective to low-
frequency named entity classes. Also, errors in the annotations created by one classifier 
may be propagated when the annotations are used for training the other.  
2.3.2.3 Unsupervised Learning 
Unsupervised learning methods make decisions based on unlabelled data. In NER, most 
unsupervised learning methods make use of clustering techniques, distribution statistics 
and similarity based functions. 
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Evans (2003) studied the problem of NER in the open domain, which is concerned with 
recognition of any types of entities that may be useful to IE. The method firstly extracts 
sequences of capitalised words that are likely to be entity names, and then composes 
search queries using these word sequences together with Hearst patterns (Hearst, 1992).  
For example, if a capitalised word sequence is ‘Microsoft Inc.’, the phrase ‘? such as Mi-
crosoft Inc.’ is created as a search query. The query is then sent to search engines to re-
trieve a list of documents, which are further processed to find the hypernyms of the word 
sequences. These are simply the word or phrase filling the position of ‘?’ in the returned 
document snippets. The extracted hypernyms are then clustered, looked up in WordNet 
and labelled by top level concepts in WordNet.  
Da Silva et al. (2004) hypothesized that named entities are often lexicalised as Multi-
Word Units (MWUs), the components of which occur more often together than separate-
ly. They proposed to use mutual information measures and the frequency of words to 
identify n-grams (where n>1) from corpus that are potential entities. Next, they used a 
clustering algorithm to group similar named entities together. Later Downey et al. (2007) 
extended this idea and applied similar method using the Web data. However, these meth-
ods do not attempt to classify named entities to pre-defined categories. 
Cimiano and Völker (2005) used a vector similarity based model which labels candidate 
entity names based on its similarity with candidate types. Essentially, candidate entity 
names and types or classes are modelled as vectors based on certain features. A candidate 
name string is assigned the type whose feature vector is most similar to its own. Kliegr et 
al. (2008) followed a similar approach that they call Semantic Concept Mapping. Given a 
list of candidate entity names and a pool of labels, both names and labels are looked up in 
WordNet and represented as WordNet synsets. Next, the matching type for an entity 
name is the one that maximises the similarity between two WordNet synsets using Lin’s 
similarity function (Lin, 1998b).  
2.4 Evaluation of NER 
Evaluation of NER systems is typically based on the comparison of the output of an NER 
system with that of human annotators on the same dataset. In this case, the output of an 
NER system is often called ‘predictions’ and the human annotations are called ‘gold 
standard’. The standard measures for evaluating the comparison are precision, recall 
and F-measure. 
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2.4.1 Precision, Recall and F-measure 
The calculations of precision and recall are based on the numbers of true positives, false 
positives, and false negatives. Given a list of entity annotations of a particular type pre-
dicted by an NER system and the gold standard annotations for the same dataset, true 
positives are the instances correctly labelled according to the gold standard, false posi-
tives are the instances incorrectly labelled, and false negatives are the instances that 
should be labelled but were missed by the system. Using these numbers, precision and 
recall are calculated using the formulas as below: 
|Positives False|  |Positives True|
|Positives True|
Precision

   Equation 2.1 
|Negatives False|  |Positives True|
|Positives True|
ecallR

       Equation 2.2          
In simple words, precision measures the ability of an NER system in predicting named 
entities correctly, whereas recall measures the ability of the system in discovering named 
entities from text completely. Depending on the purpose of an NER task, it is often desir-
able to trade off certain precision to obtain higher recall or vice versa (Minkov et al., 
2005). However, in most cases, one may want to balance both factors in the evaluation. 
The standard approach is using the F-measure, which is a harmonic mean of precision 
and recall, calculated as below: 
callReecisionPrβ
callReecisionPr) β(
Fβ



2
21
     Equation 2.3 
       
where β is the relative importance of precision versus recall. The most often used form of 
F-measure adopts β=1, and is therefore, usually referred to the F1 measure.  
2.4.2 Matching Predictions against Gold Standard 
As described in Section 2.1, NER contains two sub-tasks: entity name detection that iden-
tifies the boundaries of a candidate named entity, and semantic classification that assigns 
semantic category to it. For this reason, qualifying true positives also involves satisfying 
two criteria: finding the correct boundaries and assigning the correct label.  
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Several early research conferences and workshops have proposed varying standards for 
matching true positives. The simplest approach is ‘exact match’, under which a predict-
ed named entity mention qualifies a true positive if and only if both the boundaries and 
the label are exactly the same as in the gold standard. Therefore this is also the strictest 
matching method, which has been used in the shared NER task in CoNLL2003 (Sang and 
Meulder, 2003).  
The MUC events (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996; Chinchor, 1998) defined a more re-
laxed scheme, which rewards systems that either predicts correct labels, regardless of 
whether the boundaries are correct but as long as there is a text overlap; or systems that 
predict correct boundaries even if the label assigned is incorrect. The overall performance 
measure takes into account of both types of matches. 
ACE (Doddington et al., 2004) defined the most complex form of evaluation in an at-
tempt to incorporate issues such as partial matches, wrong type, and the newly proposed 
‘subtype’ and ‘class’ scheme. Each NE type is assigned a weight parameter and contrib-
utes up to a maximum proportion of the final score. The ACE standard can be problemat-
ic due to its sophisticated nature that can complicate the error analysis.  
Freitag (1998) and De Sitter and Daelemans (2003) raised the question of what is really 
needed by an NER task when counting true positives. If the extracted data were to be 
used for populating a database, high accuracy is necessary and thus exact match is needed. 
On the other hand, if the purpose was to help a human locate useful information in a doc-
ument, it may be sufficient to just have a system that predicts overlaps with desired in-
formation. For this reason, they proposed and used three different ways of matching: the 
exact match as introduced above; containment, as whether a predicted instance contains 
an actual instance, allowing a maximum of n neighbour tokens; and overlapping, as 
whether a predicted instance overlaps with an actual instance, allowing a maximum of n 
neighbour tokens and m missing tokens. Similarly, Tsai et al. (2006) suggested several 
practical matching schemes for evaluating NER in biomedicine that relax the penalties 
for boundary mis-matching: matching only the left or right boundary, approximate match, 
core-term match and so on. 
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2.4.3 Macro- and Micro-averaged F-measure 
Since an NER task often involves multiple types of entities, it is often required to obtain 
an assessment of the overall performance of the system for all named entity types. This is 
often done in two ways: macro-averaged F-measure and micro-averaged F-measure. 
Macro-average F-measure is the mean of F-measures of all the entity types in the corpus. 
Micro-average F-measure is obtained by adding together the labelled instances of all enti-
ty types and then computing precision, recall, and F-measure. The difference is that the 
micro-averaged measure can be dominated by the larger classes in the corpus such that 
the performance of the system on smaller classes is counted much less. However, micro-
averaged measure is more frequently used in commonly used evaluation tools such as the 
MUC scorer (Chinchor, 1998). 
2.4.4 Cross Validation 
Cross validation is a technique used for balanced evaluation of a system. It is a common 
technique used to evaluate supervised learning methods. The core idea is to partition the 
labelled data into complementary (usually equal) k subsets, usually performing training 
on k – 1 subsets (training data) and test the learned model on the other one subset (testing 
data). The process is usually repeated for k iterations and is called k-fold cross validation. 
In each turn, a different subset is used for testing and the final performance is the average 
of the performance figures obtained in all iterations. Cross validation is a standard ap-
proach for evaluating NER and widely in the field.    
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has presented an overview of NER to provide a basic understanding of the 
task. Traditionally, NER is often divided into two sub-tasks, named entity detection or 
identification from text, which finds the boundaries of named entity mentions; named en-
tity classification, which assigns semantic categories to identified entities. Extracted 
named entities can be ambiguous; however, traditionally disambiguation is not part of the 
NER process. NER is an important technique to many research fields, and has a wide 
range of applications. Methods for NER are generally classified into handcrafted rule 
based methods and machine learning based methods, which are further divided into su-
pervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised methods depending on their requirements for 
training data. Although the dependence on training data in supervised learning methods 
may limit its application to some extent, it remains the dominant choice for NER tasks. 
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There is well-established practice for evaluating NER methods. The standard evaluation 
measures are precision, recall and F-measure.  
The discussion in this chapter has focused on the traditional sense of NER, and aimed at 
providing an overall background of the field. The next chapter of this thesis discusses 
three major research questions concerning NER and addressed by this work. The litera-
ture reviews concerning each research question will also be presented in details in the 
subsequent parts of this thesis.  
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3 Research Questions 
PREFACE 
This chapter discusses several research questions related to Named Entity Recognition. It 
is divided into five sections. Section 1 gives an overview of the research questions and 
challenges concerning NER. Then each of the following three sections (2, 3, 4) discusses 
in details one specific research question that this thesis aims to address. The last section 
(5) of this chapter summarises the discussion. 
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3.1 Overview 
NER is a very challenging task that has seen decades of research focusing on different re-
search questions. One of the most extensively studied concerns training data, the essential 
input to most NER methods. Most research in this direction has focused on semi- and un-
supervised learning methods that minimise the use of training data, while few have ad-
dressed the actual annotation process. Another major challenge concerns adapting an ex-
isting NER model built on certain training data to new datasets. The new data may differ 
in terms of the feature space whether or not they belong to the same domain of the train-
ing data. It is found that often, porting an existing model to new data results in damaged 
learning accuracy (Jiang and Zhai, 2007; Blitzer, 2008). Thus research has looked for 
methods of domain adaptation and transfer learning that are able to fit existing NER 
models to new data without re-training (Jiang and Zhai, 2007; Blitzer, 2008; Pan and 
Yang, 2010). Another frequently studied question concerns automatically generating 
background knowledge to support NER (Toral and Munoz, 2006; Smith and Osborne, 
2006). Such background knowledge, typically in the form of gazetteers, is found to be 
very effective in improving NER learning accuracies. However, they are also difficult 
and costly to build and maintain. A closely related problem that is typically ignored by 
traditional NER is resolving ambiguities in NER output. As discussed before, entity 
names can be ambiguous and must be further processed to support machine interpretation 
or other applications. The process of resolving ambiguities can be considered as an addi-
tional ‘entity recognition’ step, in which the unique identity or entity referenced by an en-
tity name is to be recognised. This thesis views Named Entity Disambiguation as NER in 
a different form.  
As discussed before in Chapter 1, this thesis will focus on three research questions con-
cerning training data annotation, gazetteer generation, and sense disambiguation.  
3.2 Training Data Annotation 
The need for training data – As discussed before, training data are the essential input to 
supervised learning methods. Although semi-supervised and unsupervised approaches 
have been introduced to cope with lack of training data in NER, supervised learning 
methods remain the primary choice in research and applications. In particular, supervised 
learning methods still dominate in adapting NER to new languages and domains. For ex-
ample, supervised learning methods remain the primary approach for the Chinese (Duan 
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and Zheng, 2011) and Arabic languages (AbdelRahman et al., 2010), and all participating 
systems in the IJCNLP 2008 Workshop on NER for South and South East Asian Lan-
guages are based on supervised methods (Singh, 2011). NER in technical domains such 
as history (Byrne, 2007), aerospace (Iria, 2009a) and biomedicine (Ju et al., 2011) has 
mostly adopted supervised learning methods using domain specific annotations. Particu-
larly in the biomedical domain, there are continuous efforts and studies for creating train-
ing data (Ohta et al., 2002; Usami et al., 2011) for NER; as well as public evaluation 
tracks (Kim et al., 2004) to promote the usage of these data in NER tasks. The perfor-
mance of semi-supervised approaches can also be controversial. Some studies of semi-
supervised learning methods have shown compromised accuracy when compared against 
the best results reported for the supervised learning competitors. For example Gu et al. 
(2007) showed that their semi-supervised approach achieved an accuracy of 46.15 points 
in F-measure on a biomedical dataset when using only 50% of the training data. However, 
it is 10 points below a supervised model and nearly 26 points lower than the best per-
forming supervised model on the same dataset. 
Availability of training data – Thanks to decades of research in NER, several large da-
tasets (Ohta et al., 2002; Doddington et al., 2004; Sang and Meulder, 2003) have been 
created and constantly maintained by vigorous communities. These are predominantly 
limited to the newswire and biomedical domains, which has seen considerable research 
effort over the past years. Similar data for other domains are extremely scarce. In many 
cases, annotated data cannot be made available for various reasons, which prevents reus-
ability. For example, in commercial environments, documents can contain proprietary in-
formation and must not be released to the public (Iria, 2009a). In the clinic domain, due 
to the concerns of privacy, access to public clinical data has been very limited (Sasaki et 
al., 2007; Uzuner, 2008). In fact, the first public fully annotated and anonymised clinical 
corpus was only made available in 2007 in a shared task on clinical text classification 
(Pestian et al., 2007). This means that introducing supervised NER to new languages and 
domains often requires creating new annotated training data. 
The challenge of document annotation – Creating high quality training data for super-
vised NER remains a major challenge in this field. It is a process that often requires sub-
stantial investment in terms of both personnel and finance. On the one hand, typical an-
notation procedures adopted for the creation of most public datasets require months and, 
in rare cases, years of effort from domain experts, linguists and even programmers 
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(Brants, 2000; Ferro et al., 2000). The high cost would make it inapplicable in many 
practical situations such as industries, due to resource limitations. On the other hand, de-
spite the use of guidelines and common practices, the quality of annotations can still be 
unsatisfactory due to the intrinsic difference of human annotators’ experience and 
knowledge. It has been shown that ensuring inter-annotator consistency has a major im-
pact on the quality of training data and therefore, the ability of an NER system to learn.  
However, this is often difficult to achieve and the inter-annotator consistency reported in 
many datasets are very low (Saracevic, 1991; Colosimo et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006; 
Wilbur et al., 2006).  
The research of active learning has been introduced to the field of NER (Shen et al., 
2004; Laws and Schätze, 2008; Olsson, 2008), aimed at addressing the issue from a dif-
ferent perspective. Active learning aims to reduce the effort of annotation by involving 
both the annotators and the learning system in a series of annotation-learning cycles, in 
which both parties provide feedback to one another. The theory is that in each turn the 
learning system finds the candidates that it is most uncertain with and asks the annotators 
to annotate them. In doing so, the annotators avoid redundant annotations from which the 
learning system benefits little, but concentrate on the most informative examples that are 
most useful to learning. The outcome is reduced overall quantity of annotations but im-
proved quality. However, a new challenge that comes with active learning is selecting the 
most appropriate examples for annotation, which can involve complex modelling and 
computation (Shen et al., 2004; Laws and Schätze, 2008). Furthermore, some compara-
tive evaluation of machine learning based NER methods has shown that active learning 
does not always return its benefits (Ireson et al., 2005). 
For these reasons, there is still the pressing need for better methods of document annota-
tion to support training data creation for supervised learning methods. Ideally, the method 
should be easy to implement, and both effective and efficient. Solving this challenge will 
enable supervised NER to be built at lower cost, and also to be ported to new domains 
more easily.  
3.3 Gazetteers as Background Knowledge 
Background knowledge – It is well-known that the lexical-level features play a central 
role in NER (Li et al., 2009). Such features are usually gathered solely from the training 
data based on the annotated NEs and their contexts (Smith and Osborne, 2006).  It has 
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been argued that this type of features alone is often insufficient. It can be ineffective 
when contextual evidence is insufficient (Carvalho et al., 2008; Ganti et al., 2008), for 
highly ambiguous terms (Ratinov and Roth, 2009), and for out-of-vocabulary entity 
names which tend to cause ‘extreme sparseness in feature space’ (Li et al., 2009).  
For these cases, incorporating ‘background’ or ‘external’ (Smith and Osborne, 2006) 
knowledge can lead to a better representation and eventually improve NER. Despite the 
lack of a formal definition of background knowledge, it is generally agreed that it refers 
to additional learning evidence that is unavailable from the lexical-level features in the 
training data.   
Gazetteers as background knowledge – In NER, the most often used type of back-
ground knowledge is a gazetteer.  Generally, gazetteers are a way to group related terms 
and map them to certain types or categories, such that the same types of named entities 
tend to be consistently associated to the same gazetteers. As discussed before, this thesis 
adopts two views of gazetteers: type-oriented or typed gazetteers, and alternative or un-
typed gazetteers. Typed gazetteers refer to the most commonly adopted sense of gazet-
teers, which usually contain reference named entities labelled by pre-defined types that 
are relevant to the task. For example, a person gazetteer may be used as background 
knowledge to recognise person entities. Alternative gazetteers refer to a more general 
sense. From the learning point of view, a gazetteer will be useful as long as it returns 
consistent labels even if these are not the desired named entity types, since the corre-
spondence between the labels and the entity types can be learnt automatically (Kazama 
and Torisawa, 2008). For example, knowing that ‘Microsoft’ is a company and the fact 
that it often appears in the same clusters with ‘AT&T’, one can infer that the latter is also 
a company. In this case, the semantic category represented by the clusters is unknown a-
priori; however, it provides additional learning evidence equivalent to a gazetteer. From 
this broader perspective, gazetteers can include automatically induced clusters of terms 
that group distributionally similar terms (Freitag, 2004; Miller et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 
2006; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Saha et al., 2009; Finkel and Manning, 2009; 
Chrupała and Klakow, 2010), or automatically extracted hypernyms that group semanti-
cally similar sub-class concepts under the same super-class concept (Kazama and 
Torisawa, 2007a; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008). 
Gazetteers are found to be particularly effective in improving the performance of NER 
systems when combined with other lexical-level features (Friedrich et al., 2006; Wang, 
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2006; Roberts et al., 2008; Saha et al., 2009). For example, in Mikheev et al. (1999), the 
use of gazetteers improved the accuracy of a supervised NER tagger by 39% in precision 
and 31% in recall. Particularly in technical domains, gazetteers or technical dictionaries 
are the major resource for resolving the complexity of domain-specific named entities.  
Gazetteer generation – Similar to training data, gazetteers are language and domain 
specific. They are often unavailable, and creating and maintaining such resources require 
significant effort (Toral and Munoz, 2006; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008). Due to the evo-
lutionary nature of human knowledge, vocabularies are constantly changing and mean-
ings of particular terms evolve over time. The growth of vocabularies can be too fast to 
manage easily. For example, the Unified Medical Language System – UMLS 
(Bodenreider, 2004)  is the largest knowledge base containing a large amount of con-
trolled vocabularies in the biomedical domain. It contains a ‘Meta Thesaurus’, which is a 
repository of biomedical terminology and their relationships. Woods et al. (2006) report-
ed that in the Meta Thesaurus, the number of new concepts introduced between 1998 and 
2002 was over 300,000, while the increase between 2002 and 2003 was nearly 100,000, 
and today it stands at over two million. Manually creating and maintaining such re-
sources requires significant investment.  
As a result, another major challenge concerning NER is how to automatically build gaz-
etteers – either as typed or the alternative form – to support NER. The availability of such 
methods can enable access to valuable background knowledge for NER, which in turn 
helps to improve its performance.  
3.4 Resolving Ambiguities  
Ambiguous entity names – As discussed earlier in Section 2.1, due to the polysemy of 
human language, the lexical realisation of an entity – the name or mention – can be am-
biguous since it may be used to refer to multiple entities.  For example ‘Bush’ in the sen-
tence ‘President Bush attended the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games in Beijing’ 
is an ambiguous name that can refer to 50 different identities according to Wikipedia
3
. 
Combining the contextual word ‘President’ with additional further context may reveal it 
to be the 43rd president, George. W. Bush, and not the 41st president, George H.W. Bush 
or other persons. This type of ambiguities is found to be very common in NER datasets. 
                                                          
3
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bush_(surname), last retrieved on 30 Nov 2011. All examples based 
on Wikipedia in this thesis are last checked up to this date. 
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To illustrate, the named entities extracted from the dataset used by the CoNLL2003 
shared task (Sang and Meulder, 2003) are searched on a local Wikipedia copy (dated 5 
Apr 2011) to retrieve the corresponding articles. Among the total of 34,870 (10,347 
unique) named entities of all types, 30,377 (7,257 unique) have entries in Wikipedia. 
Among these, 17,742 – 58.4% (or 2,243 unique – 30.9%) have used an ambiguous name 
that can refer to multiple entities (because they can retrieve multiple articles).  
However, traditionally resolving ambiguous names is not the goal of NER, which only 
deals with assigning high-level semantic categories rather than distinguishing instances. 
Instead, this is dealt with by the task of Named Entity Disambiguation (NED), a field 
closely related to Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), where meanings of ambiguous 
words are resolved based their context, usually according to a sense inventory such as a 
dictionary that lists all possible word senses (Navigli, 2009). NED on the other hand, 
deals with ambiguous entity names.  
Need for disambiguation – While most of the time ambiguity is not a concern for hu-
mans, for machines’ interpretation of human language it is necessary to resolve the ambi-
guities and recognise the true entity that the name refers to.  Many applications that build 
on named entities (e.g., see Section 2.2) either require a compulsory sense disambigua-
tion procedure or can benefit from such a process. For example in relation extraction, 
given the sentence ‘<PERSON>Bowen</PERSON> published his work <MISC>‘Two 
Intermezzi, Op. 141’</MISC> in 1951’ and the knowledge that ‘Bowen’ in this context 
refers to the musician ‘Edwin York Bowen (22 February 1884 – 23 November 1961)’ ra-
ther than the novelist ‘John Griffin Bowen (born November 5, 1924)’ one can infer a 
more specific relation ‘composer-of’ between the PERSON and the MISC entity. In 
knowledge base generation and population, ambiguous entity names must be resolved to 
individual instances before they can be integrated into the knowledge base. For example, 
it is necessary to know if ‘Manchester’ refers to the city in the UK or the town in the 
USA when populating a knowledge base of world cities. Similarly, for question answer-
ing and semantic search, resolving ambiguities is an important step to understanding the 
users’ intentions. For example to answer the question ‘what is the last train from Shef-
field to Manchester’, the system should resolve both ambiguous location names ‘Shef-
field’ and ‘Manchester’ (cities and towns of UK/USA) and group answers based on their 
referred instances.  
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The need to combine NER with a process of disambiguation has also been widely recog-
nised. The TAC is currently organising annually competition events in which participants 
are invited to solve a task that extracts named entity mentions from a query and linking 
the mentions to unique entities in an existing entity knowledge base. Essentially the task 
requires both NER and NED.   
Recognition or Disambiguation – From a theoretical point of view, NER and NED are 
two closely related, complementary tasks. In a broader sense, the two tasks can be con-
sidered equivalent. NER identifies named entity mentions in texts, and classifies them in-
to semantic categories. On the one hand, this can be considered as ‘recognising’ the ex-
istence of named entities and their semantic categories; on the other hand, the classifica-
tion process can be considered as a coarse-grained disambiguation process, which identi-
fies entity name boundaries and resolves entity names to the closest semantic categories. 
In fact, the pioneer study in NED by Wacholder et al. (1997) particularly addressed NER 
by resolving two levels of ambiguities: resolving ambiguous boundaries between entity 
names (e.g., whether to split the phrase into two named entities by ‘in’ in ‘The White 
House in Washington DC’), and resolving ambiguous names to the most suitable seman-
tic categories (e.g., whether ‘Washington’ is a person or location). The first corresponds 
to the name or mention detection subtask in NER, while the latter corresponds to the se-
mantic classification subtask. NED on the other hand, resolves entity names to unique re-
al world entities. This is a fine-grained disambiguation process, which can also be con-
sidered as a process of ‘recognising’ the unique identities of named entities and therefore, 
a further ‘recognition’ step. Therefore, NER and NED essentially serve similar goals, but 
at different, complementary levels. Also due to the similar nature of the two tasks, a large 
number of empirical methods of NER and NED are also built on certain common 
grounds. 
For these reasons, this thesis views sense disambiguation as the third challenge closely 
related to NER. Resolving ambiguities in NER output can enhance the ‘recognition’ of 
named entities from texts and enables the output of NER to be used by a wide range of 
applications.  
Although an extensive amount of methods have been proposed for WSD and NED in the 
past, they are limited in different ways and many have adopted supervised methods 
(Navigli, 2009). This thesis will explore unsupervised methods that do not require train-
ing data for NED.  
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3.5 Summary 
This chapter has introduced several research questions to be addressed by this thesis. The 
first concerns how to create training data in an effective and efficient way. The second 
concerns how to automatically acquire background knowledge in the form of gazetteers. 
The third concerns how to perform unsupervised sense disambiguation for named entities 
extracted by NER. These research questions are core to NER and interrelated. Addressing 
the training data annotation issue can lower the barrier of porting supervised NER meth-
ods across domain boundaries, potentially enabling NER in a wider range of contexts. 
Addressing automatic gazetteer generation is one of the critical strategies for improving 
NER learning accuracy, particularly in specialised domains. Resolving ambiguities in 
NER output and assigning unique identities essentially addresses ‘recognition’ at a fur-
ther level, and ensures the output of NER to be ultimately useful to a wide range of tasks. 
Each research question will be addressed separately in the following chapters of this the-
sis.  
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4 A Uniform NER Model for this Thesis 
PREFACE 
This chapter presents a basic supervised learning model for Named Entity Recognition 
that lays the common ground to the studies in later chapters. The supervised learner is 
based on a Support Vector Machine classifier, which will be introduced in Section 1 of 
this chapter. A number of features to be used by this model will be described in Section 2.  
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4.1 An SVM Model for NER 
SVM is a widely used supervised machine learning algorithm for NER in a wide range of 
domains (Isozaki and Kazawa, 2002; Mayfield et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005; Ekbal and 
Bandyopadhyay, 2010). An SVM learner aims to learn a classification model for a prob-
lem from a set of training data D:   
n
ii
p
iii }},{y,x|)y,x{( 111 D                               Equation 4.1  
D is the training dataset containing a set of pairs (xi, yi), where xi is a single training data 
instance represented by a p-dimensional real vector, and yi is either -1 or 1, indicating 
whether the instance xi belongs to a particular class. The p-dimensional vector is created 
based on the features associated with the training data instances. The number of dimen-
sions of the vector is defined by the total number of unique features that represent all 
training data instances. Given a training dataset, the SVM algorithm tries to find a maxi-
mum-margin hyperplane in this p-dimensional space that divides the instances having 
yi=1 from those having yi= -1. The intuition is that this hyperplane has the largest dis-
tance to the nearest training data points of any class, which effectively reduces the gener-
alisation error for the classifier. This can be illustrated using Figure 4.1. 
 
Figure 4.1. Two hyperplanes (solid line) that can be learnt using a sample of train-
ing data. Adapted from Wikipedia (Wikipedia, 2011) 
In Figure 4.1, dark and white spots represent training data instances of two different 
classes. The dotted spot in (b) represents a new instance of the dark class to be classified 
that is unseen at training. Given the training data instances as shown, multiple hyper-
planes can be plotted to separate instances of one class from another. However, the hy-
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perplane in (a) has the maximum margin to both classes and therefore, minimises gener-
alisation error. This can be illustrated by introducing a new instance of the dark class for 
classification as shown by the dotted spot in both (a) and (b). The hyperplane in (b) will 
make an incorrect prediction, while the maximum-margin hyperplane in (a) still succeeds. 
This hyperplane can be written as a set of points x satisfying: 
0 bxw        Equation 4.2  
where w is the normal vector to the hyperplane and ∙ denotes the dot product. The maxi-
mum-margin given at this hyperplane is the distance between two parallel hyperplanes 
that are as far as possible while still separating the data. The two hyperplanes can be de-
scribed by the following equations: 
 bxw 1 , a hyperplane closest to x such that y=1  Equation 4.3 
 bxw 1 , a hyperplane closest to x such that y=-1  Equation 4.4 
Using geometry the distance between the two hyperplanes is calculated as 2/||w||. As a re-
sult, the SVM learning problem is transformed into an optimisation problem that looks 
for a solution to minimise ||w|| while satisfying the condition  .1)bxw(y ii  Details of 
how to solve this optimisation problem is beyond the scope of thesis. Readers may refer 
to Burges (1998) for a full explanation. 
After training, the maximum-margin hyperplane is obtained. At application time, previ-
ously unseen data are mapped onto the same p-dimensional space and the predictions are 
based on what side of the hyperplane the new instances fall on. 
The SVM model as discussed so far works well for data which is linearly separable as in 
the case of the example in Figure 4.1. However, in some cases, the data are not separable 
linearly. To fit such data usually a kernel trick is used (Boser et al., 1992) to replace eve-
ry dot product by a non-linear kernel function. This allows the algorithm to fit the maxi-
mum-margin hyperplane in a transformed feature space. The transformation may be non-
linear; thus although the classifier is a hyperplane in the higher-dimensional feature space, 
it may be nonlinear in the original input space. 
SVM v.s. other models – Most statistical machine learning algorithms are often classi-
fied into discriminative and generative models. A discriminative model learns the condi-
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tional probability distribution P(y|x) directly from data. A generative model learns the 
joint probability distribution P(x, y) then infers P(y|x) by applying the transformation: 
    
)x(P
)y,x(P
P(y | x)        Equation 4.5 
Classification tasks do not necessarily require the joint distribution since the goal is to 
predict y given x. Therefore, intuitively discriminative models take a direct strategy to the 
task. On the other hand, generative models are more flexible in encoding dependencies in 
complex learning tasks. It is also known that discriminative models perform better when 
plenty of training data are available but can become less effective than generative models 
in semi-supervised learning tasks (Bishop and Lasserre, 2007). 
In the NER task, examples of commonly used discriminative models include SVMs, Per-
ceptrons, Maximum Entropy (ME) models and CRFs; while examples of commonly used 
generative models include HMM and Naïve Bayes. It is well-known that SVM is closely 
related to the Perceptron learning algorithm, both of which are designed with the goal to 
find hyperplanes that separate two classes of data. In comparison, SVM is known to be 
more robust due to margin maximisation, while Perceptron can often overfit the training 
data. The ME model is also widely used in NER, however, many (Kazama et al., 2002; 
Wu et al., 2006b) have shown that SVM generally achieves better results than ME. CRF 
is essentially a kind of Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM), which combines 
features of HMM and ME. Its strength stems from its ability to encode interdependencies 
between labels. The hypothesis is that certain NE types can be inter-related, which for 
example, can be indicated by higher probability of co-occurrence. The SVM algorithm 
cannot incorporate such information naturally. This must be encoded as separate features. 
Although some (Li et al., 2008) have reported better results using CRF, others 
(Tsochantaridis et al., 2005)  have shown that SVM was better in NER and Keerthi and 
Sundararajan (2007) demonstrated that the two were quite close in performance when 
identical features are used.  
SVM for NER – This thesis adopts a linear SVM model for NER for two main reasons: 
1) it is state-of-the-art and empirically achieves competitive performance compared 
against other models (Takeuchi and Collier, 2002; Wu et al., 2006b; Lam, 2010); 2) this 
research deals with supervised learning tasks in which a discriminative model learns well. 
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The SVM model adopted in this research is based on that by Finn (2006), which repre-
sents the standard approach in SVM-based NER (Lee et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005; Iria et 
al., 2006). Learning is performed at the token-level, whereby each token is a classifica-
tion instance and represented as a high-dimensional feature vector. Learning is divided 
into two stages: classification and decoding. In the classification stage, for each NE type, 
two binary classifiers are learnt to recognise the start and end tokens of NEs of that type. 
All tokens that begin a labelled NE are positive instances for the start classifier, while all 
the other tokens become negative instances (not-start) for this classifier. Similarly, the 
positive examples for the end classifier are the last tokens of each labelled NE, and the 
other instances are negative examples (not-end). For example, to build a classifier for 
recognising Person names, one binary classifier is trained to recognise the beginning of a 
Person NE; and the other binary classifier is trained to recognise the end of a Person NE. 
An illustration is shown in Figure 4.2. Thus for an NER learning task that concerns n 
types of NEs, 2n binary classifiers are trained and applied independently to recognise the 
start and end boundaries of NEs.  
 
Figure 4.2. Illustration of the SVM-based NER model, taken from Finn (2006). 
The output from the classification stage is a collection of start and end tags for different 
NE types. Next, the decoding stage scans the output and matches start tags with end tags 
to create the final NE labels. In Finn (2006), a histogram is firstly generated based on the 
number of tokens between each start and end tag in the training data. To match predic-
tions, the probability of a start tag being paired with an end tag is estimated as the propor-
tion with which a field of that length occurred in the training data. Furthermore, Iria 
(2009b) extended this by introducing a number of heuristics such as favouring shorter 
NEs (NEs with fewer component tokens) rather than longer NEs (using arbitrary thresh-
old of length). Iria’s method is followed in this study. Predictions with multiple NE types 
(i.e., two annotations that are labelled as different NE types and have overlapping tokens) 
are also resolved following this procedure.  
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This thesis does not re-implement the model described above but adopts an existing im-
plementation that matches the described model. This is the SVM-based NER tagger in T-
Rex (Iria, 2009b), which uses the SVM-light package (Joachims, 1999). All default pa-
rameters have been used in this work.  
4.2 Features 
As described in the previous section, to apply the SVM-based NER, each token must be 
transformed to a p-dimensional real vector, which is to be classified into the start, end 
boundaries of NEs, or nothing. The vector encodes various features related to the token, 
and the dimension depends on the total number of unique features that represent all train-
ing data instances. A survey on a wide range of features used for NER can be found in 
Nadeau (2007a). This section briefly introduces some state-of-the-art features that are 
used in the experiments to be reported in the remaining sections of this thesis.  
Token features map the presence of specific words or symbols to specific named entity 
types. For instance, the presence of the token ‘Smith’ can be highly indicative that the 
word represents (part of) a person entity name. 
Stem and lemma are used to refer to two types of base forms of word.  For grammatical 
reasons, documents use different inflectional forms of a word, such as ‘street’, ‘Streets’, 
‘going’ and ‘go’. Additionally, there are families of derivationally related words with 
similar meanings, such as ‘realise’, ‘realistic’, and ‘realisation’. Stemming and lemmati-
sation are two techniques to reduce inflectional and derivationally related forms of a 
word to a common base form. Stemming usually adopts crude heuristics to return a word 
to a ‘pseudo’ base form that never changes with inflection or derivation. Thus it often 
collapses derivationally related words. Lemmatisation uses vocabulary resources and 
morphological analysis of words, normally aiming to remove inflectional endings only 
and to return the base or dictionary form of a word known as the lemma. Given the token 
‘produced’, stemming might return ‘produc’ because there are words such as ‘produc-
tion’, whereas lemmatisation would return ‘produce’. Therefore, stem or lemma features 
map the presence of certain base forms of words to specific named entities.  In this work, 
the stemming algorithm is described in Porter (1980) and the lemmatisation is processed 
using the Dragon Toolkit (Zhou et al., 2007). 
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Orthography of a token gives information about a word’s capitalisation, use of upper 
case letters, digits and other word formation information such as hyphens (‘Stoke-upon-
Trent’) and punctuations (‘Mr.’). 
Part-of-Speech (POS) tags describe linguistic categories of words (or more precisely 
lexical items). These are generally defined by the syntactic or morphological behaviour 
of the lexical item in question. Common categories include noun, verb, adjective and ad-
verb among others. The standard set of POS tags used in the literature as well as in this 
thesis can be found at the Penn Treebank POS website (Penn Treebank Project, 1998). 
Gazetteer in general is a way to group related terms and map them to certain types or 
categories, such that the same types of named entities tend to be consistently associated 
to the same gazetteers. In the most commonly adopted sense, a gazetteer contains refer-
ence entity names of one pre-defined entity type that are relevant to the task. For example, 
a person gazetteer may be used as features to recognise person entities. Alternatively, in a 
more general sense, gazetteers can be any ways of grouping related terms even if they are 
untyped. For example, they can include automatically induced clusters of terms that 
group distributionally similar terms. Typically in NER, the gazetteer feature for a token is 
encoded as a binary value depending on whether or not the token is included as (part of) a 
term in the gazetteer (e.g., if ‘Bob’ is included by a person-first-name gazetteer it re-
ceives 1 for this gazetteer feature and 0 otherwise). When multiple gazetteers are used, 
the token receives a binary feature for each gazetteer. 
Context Window is a method to include the features of the surrounding tokens of a 
named entity mention in text. The motivation is that similar types of named entities will 
be described by similar words, which are often around the named entity mentions. For 
example, the word ‘Mr.’ often indicates that the next token followed is often a person 
name. The context window is usually set to a fixed size n, which means to include n to-
kens before and n tokens after the current token, in the construction of the feature vector 
for the token.  
Each token in the text is then encoded into a binary vector for classification based on the 
features described above. Thus given the example annotated text shown previously in 
Figure 2.1 in Section 2.1,  Figure 4.3 below shows the transformed feature representation 
vectors of the token ‘Dooner’ using the features token (t), token Part-of-Speech (pos), 
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context window=1. ‘prev1’ represents the previous one token to the current token; ‘0’ 
indicates the feature is inapplicable; ‘1’ indicates the feature is applicable. 
Features McCann 
t=Dooner 0 
t=McCann 1 
t_pos=NNP 1 
t_prev1=Mr. 0 
t_prev1=about 1 
t_prev1_pos=RP 0 
t_prev1_pos=IN 1 
t_next1=met 0 
t_next1=acquiring 1 
t_next1_pos=VBD 0 
t_next1_pos=VBG 1 
Figure 4.3. Examples of feature representation for NER 
4.3 Summary 
This section has introduced the statistical SVM model for classification tasks and how it 
can be tailored for NER. Given a set of training data containing instances of two different 
classes that are represented as high-dimensional vectors, SVM learns a maximum-margin 
hyperplane that separates the data. At application, new instances are projected as the 
same high-dimensional vectors, and the predictions are based on what side of the hyper-
plane the new instances fall on. To tailor SVM to NER, each type of named entities is 
treated separately and a boundary detection model that learns to recognise the start and 
end boundaries of named entity mentions is used. The output is then combined using heu-
ristics. A list of features to be used with this model has also been introduced.  
This supervised learning model makes the fundamental NER system to later chapters in 
this thesis and is used in corresponding experiments involving different domains and da-
tasets. The evaluation of this model will be presented later in corresponding chapters un-
der specific tasks.   
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Part II – Training Data Annotation 
 
This part addresses the first research question concerning training data annotation for 
NER. This is presented in Chapter 5. 
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5 Training Data Annotation 
PREFACE 
This chapter addresses the first research question: effectively and efficiently creating 
training data for supervised Named Entity Recognition. Training data are created by doc-
ument annotation, a process in which the NER task is undertaken by human domain ex-
perts, who tag instances of named entities within a collection of documents manually. 
This chapter is divided into six sections. Section 1 gives an introduction to the problem. 
Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 discusses the limitations of existing approach-
es to document annotation, which motivates the research for an alternative approach. Sec-
tion 4 introduces the new approach to document annotation using a case study. Section 5 
discusses the results and the final section (6) concludes this chapter. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Training data play a central role in supervised learning methods. For many NLP and IE 
tasks such as Part-of-Speech tagging, chunking, sense disambiguation, NER and relation 
extraction, the training data are created by manual document annotation. It is a process 
that requires humans (usually domain experts) to undertake the same tasks to create anno-
tated data which will be used as examples to train a learning model. For NER, this in-
volves tagging named entity instances by pre-defined semantic categories in a collection 
of documents. 
It has been recognised that document annotation is the major bottleneck to the develop-
ment and adaptation of supervised learning tasks (Nadeau, 2007b; Howlett and Curran, 
2008). The process is not only laborious and costly, but also difficult. Crucial to the an-
notation process is resolving annotator discrepancies and achieving reasonable inter-
annotator agreement, the problem stemming from annotators behaving differently and in-
consistently for the same annotation task. This is due to the differences in their skills, 
knowledge and experiences, and issues such as workload and tiredness. The problem can 
affect the quality of annotation and therefore, the learning accuracy of a system (Brants, 
2000; Ferro et al., 2000).  
To address this issue, the typical annotation process requires a number of domain experts 
to work in an iterative and collaborative manner in order to discover and resolve discrep-
ancies progressively. Usually in each iteration, a set of documents are duplicated across 
all annotators, who are required to annotate the same documents for the same types of in-
formation (e.g., for NER this could be the same semantic categories such as person and 
location names) independently. Outputs from different annotators are then cross-checked, 
discussed, validated, consolidated and a sophisticated annotation guideline is documented, 
followed, and refined (Brants, 2000; Ohta et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2008) in following iter-
ations. The process is repeated as much as possible until the level of discrepancies is re-
duced to a satisfactory level. Such a repetitive process in some cases can require months 
and in rare cases, even up to years of work of experienced annotators (Brants, 2000; 
Wilbur et al., 2006).  However, discrepancies can never be eliminated (Hripcsak and 
Wilcox, 2002); they can remain high in some cases (Saracevic, 1991); and the resulting 
annotations and guidelines are often application-specific and non-generalisable. The high 
cost of hiring annotation experts means that it is inapplicable in many practical situations 
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such as industries, due to resource limitations (Iria, 2009a). A more effective and effi-
cient approach is required. 
The remainder of this chapter analyses the problem in details and proposes a different so-
lution. It is structured as follows: Section 5.2 presents a literature review to better under-
stand the problem and limitations of the commonly adopted approach to document anno-
tation. Section 5.3 describes a different viewpoint at the problem and introduces the fun-
damental hypothesis of the novel approach. Section 5.4 presents the approach using a real 
NER annotation case study, detailing the design of the experiments and key findings. 
Section 5.5 presents the final results and further discussions. Section 5.6 concludes this 
chapter.  
5.2 Related Work 
Previous studies on document annotation practices have focused on tackling annotator 
discrepancy – particularly inter-annotator discrepancy, which is often considered the 
main contributing factor to annotation quality and an important determinant for annota-
tion effort.  
5.2.1 Annotator Discrepancy 
Research has shown that human annotators can never agree completely with each other 
on what and how to annotate (Hripcsak and Wilcox, 2002), and they even tend to disa-
gree with themselves in some situations (Cucchiarini and Strik, 2003). The first case is 
often referred to as inter-annotator ‘agreement’, ‘consistency’ or ‘discrepancy’.  The 
second case is referred to as intra-annotator ‘agreement’, ‘consistency’ or ‘discrepan-
cy’. Inter-annotator discrepancies are often caused by the differences in annotators’ 
knowledge and experiences, their understanding and reasoning of the corpora (Kim et al., 
2008). Intra-annotator discrepancies exist because annotators’ level of interest and moti-
vation may drop and level of fatigue rises as the annotation process continues (Gut and 
Bayerl, 2004); as a result, annotators make mistakes. Most studies have focused on inter-
annotator discrepancy, possibly because it is naturally much easier to solve intra-
annotator discrepancy (i.e., to agree with yourself) than inter-annotator discrepancy (i.e., 
to get others to agree with you). One of the most often used metrics for evaluating IAA is 
the ƙ-statistic (Carletta, 1996). 
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Inter-annotator discrepancy is a prevailing issue in many research fields. Depending on 
the specific task, the inter-annotator agreement can vary significantly. For example, Sara-
cevic (1991) indicated that the agreement between human annotators varied between 40% 
and 75% for different tasks. Most reports of inter-annotator discrepancy are found in the 
field of NER. Research by Fort et al. (2009) has shown that in these tasks, discrepancies 
typically arise due to three types of difficulties in annotating entities. Firstly, it is difficult 
to determine the right category and what they encompass (e.g., ‘Kofi Annan’ can be ‘Per-
son’, but what about ‘Kennedys’, ‘the Conservatives’); secondly, it is difficult to select 
the candidate texts and delimitation boundaries (e.g., should annotators only tag proper 
nouns, or also pronouns and definitional descriptions); thirdly, how to annotate homo-
nyms, e.g., ‘England’ may refer to a location or a football team. These problems become 
even harder to resolve within specialised domains such as biomedicine and engineering, 
due to the intrinsic complexity of terms in these domains including multi-word expres-
sions, complex noun phrase compositions, acronyms, ambiguities and so on (Tanabe et 
al., 2005). Typically, the inter-annotator agreement in NER found in these domains is be-
tween 60% and 80% (Colosimo et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006; Wilbur et al., 2006), of-
ten measured by the ƙ-statistic. 
From all these studies, it is evident that perfect agreement between annotators is difficult 
to reach, and it is also difficult to obtain a high level of inter-annotator consistency, espe-
cially in specialised domains. However, researchers argue that consistency highly in-
creases the usefulness of annotations for training or evaluation purposes, and it is crucial 
to the success of machine learning algorithms (Brants, 2000; Ferro et al., 2000). There-
fore, research has been conducted to study scientific methods for creating high quality 
annotations and addressing inter-annotator consistency. 
5.2.2 The State-of-the-Art Approach 
As introduced before, the typical process of annotating a corpus often involves a group 
consisting of a number of domain experts and ideally also linguists working on a same 
range of annotation tasks in an iterative and collaborative approach aimed at resolving 
discrepancies. The entire process and decision making logic is documented to form a 
guideline for the annotation task, which is to be followed in future exercises. Due to the 
nature of the work, it is always a lengthy and costly process. The guidelines are often 
subject to the specific domain and not generalisable to other problems.   
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For example, Brants (2000) reported their work on creating syntactic annotations (part-
of-speech and structural information) on a German newspaper corpus. The activity in-
volved trained annotators performing the annotation tasks at sentence level independently, 
then cross-checking and discussing together to resolve discrepancies. They reported that 
a trained annotator needs on average 50 seconds per sentence, with an average of 17.5 to-
kens; however, the total annotation effort including the consolidation activity increases to 
10 minutes per sentence. Pyysalo et al. (2007) annotated a corpus of 1,100 sentences 
from abstracts of biomedical research articles for biomedical named entities, relationships 
between named entities and syntactic dependencies. They also adopted a repetitive pro-
cess, which took 15 person-months of effort. Wilbur et al. (2006) conducted experiments 
to investigate inter-annotator agreement in a text annotation task in biomedical domain 
and identify factors that can help improve consensus. Their experiment involved twelve 
annotators annotating a same set of 101 sentences. Multiple iterations were conducted in 
a period of over one year, during which they developed and refined a guideline consid-
ered applicable for similar annotation problems. The resulting inter-annotator agreement 
remained between 70% and 80%. They concluded that annotators must have a good un-
derstanding of the language and experience in reading scientific literature, and must be 
properly trained in order to deliver high quality annotations. Also, they indicated the 
availability of clear, well developed annotation guidelines as critical.  
Other researchers have also recognised the necessity for clear annotation guidelines. Kim 
et al. (2008) showed by experiments that high level of discrepancy will form without an-
notation guidelines even if the task is carried out by well-educated domain experts. Their 
studies on event annotation on the Genia corpus took 1.5 years of effort of five graduate 
students and two coordinators. Whenever new annotators joined the project, they had to 
be trained using previously annotated examples and follow the guideline. Colosimo et al. 
(2005) and Tanabe et al. (2005) also conducted corpus annotation in the biology domain 
and concluded that clear annotation guidelines are important, and the annotations should 
be validated by proper inter-annotator-agreement experiments.  
Even if well-prepared guidelines are available for annotation problems, they are not the 
ultimate answer to the problem. Firstly, most guidelines are lengthy documents and are 
difficult to read. For example, Ferro et al. (2000) designed guidelines for annotating tem-
poral information, which has 57 pages. The entity recognition task defined by ACE 
(Doddington et al., 2004) is accompanied with guidelines of over 70 pages for annotating 
only five classes of entities. Secondly, interpretation of the guideline documents differs 
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from annotator to annotator; as a result, some annotation criteria remain problematic and 
can cause discrepancies (Fort et al., 2009). For example, the event annotation on the 
Genia corpus by Kim et al. (2008) only achieved 56% inter-annotator agreement with 
strict match (Morante et al., 2009) even though all annotators were trained and educated 
using example annotations and guidelines.  
To summarise, the standard approach adopted by the literature requires substantial in-
vestment, including clear definition of annotation guidelines to be created and followed; 
well-educated domain experts with proper training in document annotation, careful study 
of inter-annotator agreement and iterative attempts to address the issues revealed by the 
study and to resolve discrepancies. Many scientific research tracks such as MUC present 
a scenario in which the cost of such effort is not considered important (Ciravegna et al., 
2000). However, the scenario breaks as the technology is to be adopted by various spe-
cialised domains, in which the cost is a serious issue (Nadeau, 2007b). Industries and 
businesses are not willing to invest resources (personnel, finance and time) into lengthy 
document annotation exercises (Iria, 2009a); annotators feel overwhelmed by the scale of 
monotonous annotation tasks expressing a strong reluctance to doing them.  
One exception to this is the domain of biomedicine, where well-curated resources are 
richly available and users are more familiar with the benefits that can follow from anno-
tation. Unfortunately, these resources are hardly re-usable across domains because they 
address specific issues in bio-informatics; and demands for similar resources in other 
specialised domains such as aerospace engineering, astronomy and arts and humanity are 
equally high, these however are scarcely addressed (Murphy et al., 2006; Jeffrey et al., 
2009; Iria, 2009a).  
Given the complexity of these problems, the crucial status of supervised methods in the 
NER field and their dependence on training data, there is a strong demand for efficient 
and practical approaches to manual document annotation.  
5.3 Hypothesis 
Essentially, the majority of discrepancies among annotators are caused by the differences 
in their knowledge and experiences (Hripcsak and Wilcox, 2002). The traditional annota-
tion practice aims to identify these differences and minimise them by collaborative and 
iterative exercises, eventually producing an output that best matches the subtly varying 
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viewpoints across a community. This thesis takes a different viewpoint at the problem 
that is based on the following hypothesis: 
H1. Training data annotation: the discrepancies among annotators, caused by 
the difference in their knowledge and experiences, indicate different levels of an-
notator’s suitability for an annotation task. It is possible to assess such suitability 
and define suitability-based tasks so as to ensure annotations to be generated in a 
more effective and efficient way. 
This is inspired by the real life experiences that people typically specialise in one or sev-
eral areas and no one can be perfect for any tasks. For example, computational linguists 
often have expertise in specific subjects such as sense tagging, NER, sentiment analysis 
etc. Even experts of the same subject can have varying levels of expertise in terms of the 
methods, domains, and other factors. In practice, when allocating tasks it is natural to 
match a candidate’s knowledge and experiences against the requirements of the task – an 
act of assessing suitability.  
Similarly, a document annotation task can also be further divided into sub-tasks, each re-
quiring different types of knowledge. Consider a named entity annotation task that re-
quires tagging persons by different occupations, e.g., politician, musician, sports person. 
Normally, a person who likes sports may be able to do a better (faster and more accurate) 
job on tagging sports person while a person who is a music fan may be quicker at anno-
tating musicians, because they both possess certain specialist background knowledge that 
can support their understanding of the content. They both, however, may find it more dif-
ficult to annotate politicians and will more likely make mistakes. For technical, specialist 
domains the problem can be even more acute. For example, it may be difficult to distin-
guish RNAs, DNAs, protein names, cell types and cell lines when annotating biomedical 
named entities even for domain experts, due to the complexity and the evolutionary na-
ture of vocabulary in this domain. In these cases, special knowledge about one of these 
entity types clearly makes a person a better candidate for the annotation of that particular 
type. On the contrary, inclusion of annotators that lack such knowledge is more likely to 
cause inconsistencies and errors.  
Therefore, the key to improving annotation quality is identifying annotators’ suitability 
and suitability-based task allocation. The annotation task should be sub-divided into 
smaller components, based on which annotator’s suitability can be assessed and assigned 
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to different sub-tasks. Inconsistent annotators unsuitable for a sub-task should be identi-
fied and isolated such that the annotation quality is not compromised. 
5.4 Suitability-based Document Annotation 
This section proposes a new approach towards manual document annotation. The ap-
proach will be presented using a case study of named entity annotation in a specialised 
domain – archaeology. This was part of the effort in a real-life project of enabling e-
archaeology (Archaeotools, 2007), which had a substantial focus on NER for the archae-
ology domain. The annotated data are later adapted and used by further studies of this 
thesis.  
The proposed approach is based on the hypothesis that the different levels of knowledge 
and experiences of annotators lead to different levels of suitability for an annotation sub-
task. This is reflected by inconsistent levels of discrepancies they demonstrate in annotat-
ing each type of named entity. Therefore, a named entity annotation task can be further 
divided into sub-tasks based on the named entity types. Annotator discrepancies and suit-
ability must be studied on a per-entity-type basis, and only the most suitable annotators 
should be selected for annotating specific named entity types other than all types. 
The approach contains four phases, which are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The first phase 
follows the traditional approach of manual document annotation to study the level of dis-
crepancy of the task using a sample of data. The size of this sample is controlled to en-
sure that the efforts required from annotators are minimised to an acceptable level, also 
that the annotations created are adequate for studying the inter-annotator agreement. In 
the second phase, a set of experiments are carried out to evaluate machine learning accu-
racy using these annotations. In the third phase, the results from the previous two anal-
yses are used to evaluate annotators’ suitability of annotating a particular type of named 
entity. From this a mapping between named entity types and their best-fit-annotators 
can be created – specific annotators are chosen to annotate the types of named entities for 
which they are most suitable based on these mappings. In the final phase, the final set of 
documents to be annotated is firstly selected. Then for each named entity type, the docu-
ments are split proportionally between each member of the best-fit-annotators for that 
type. This ensures all documents are annotated by the most consistent annotators for all 
named entity types, while no annotators perform redundant work. Compared to the tradi-
tional approach, this is a desirable feature since the distributional nature of work in the 
final phase allows workload to be reduced and total output to be increased. A set of ex-
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periments are then carried out to evaluate the machine learning accuracy obtainable on 
the final annotations.  
 
Figure 5.1. The overall workflow of suitability based document annotation process 
5.4.1 Case Study: the Archaeology Domain 
The domain of modern archaeology is a good representation of the document annotation 
problem for two reasons. Firstly, compared to other domains such as newswire and bio-
medicine, it is rarely addressed in NER but has a pressing need for automatic knowledge 
acquisition technologies (Jeffrey et al., 2009). It is a discipline that has a long history of 
active fieldwork and a significant amount of legacy data dating back to the nineteenth 
century and earlier. Despite fast-growing large corpora existence, little has been done to 
develop high quality metadata for efficient access to the contained information in these 
datasets. This is because annotating archaeological documents is a challenging task due 
to the complexity of language characterised by ambiguities, uncertainties, long and com-
posite terms, changing language use over the extended timeframe of the corpora, acro-
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nyms and so on. As a result, low inter-annotator agreement has been noted in related 
work (Byrne, 2007).  
The documents to be used for annotation are a typical representation of the unstructured 
legacy data in the domain. The collection consists of full-length archaeological reports 
archived by the Arts and Humanities Data Service in the UK (AHDS, 1995). The reports 
vary from five to over a hundred pages. According to Jeffrey et al. (2009), important 
facts in archaeology data can often be summarised by three types of information: what, 
where and when. They correspond to three types of named entities: 
 Subject (SUB) – concerns the ‘what’ information. These are often the objects 
that a report refers to, such as findings of artefacts and monuments. This is the 
most ambiguous type because it covers various specialised domains such as war-
fare, architecture, agriculture, and machinery. Also, it includes a wide range of 
general concepts rather than ‘named’ entities. Examples of such include ‘Roman 
pottery’, ‘spearhead’, ‘shard’, ‘chapel’, ‘arrowhead’ and ‘courtyard’. 
 Temporal terms (TEM) – concerns the ‘when’ information. These are often 
mentions of archaeological dates related to findings or events. They are written in 
a number of ways, such as numerical expressions ‘1066 - 1211’, ‘circa 800AD’; 
centuries ‘C11’, ‘the 1st century’; and concepts ‘Bronze Age’, ‘Medieval’; and 
acronyms such as ‘BA’ (Bronze Age), ‘MED’ (Medieval). 
 Location (LOC) – concerns the ‘where’ information. These are typically place 
names related to findings or events, such as names of cities, streets, place of in-
terests and excavation sites (e.g., Sheffield, City of York, York Minster, the 
Tower Bridge, A61, M62).  
5.4.2 Phase 1 – Sampling Annotator Discrepancy  
Purpose – The purpose of this step is to sample the inter-annotator discrepancy in the 
named entity annotation task for archaeology. Each type of named entity is treated sepa-
rately and the inter-annotator discrepancies for each type are analysed. The hypothesis is 
that annotators may have different levels of knowledge and understandings of different 
concepts such that their suitability for annotating specific named entity types will differ. 
The sample corpus – In this phase, five documents were randomly selected from the 
AHDS archive. Each document varied from five to thirty pages. These documents are 
much larger than the standard datasets used in the newswire and biomedical domains, 
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where typically short articles and abstracts of reports are used. Meanwhile, the selection 
criteria ensured that there were sufficient contents for annotation (as indicated by the tag 
density and number of annotations revealed in the post-annotation statistical analysis). 
The total number of words in this corpus was 47,101. On average, the total number of 
annotations created by each annotator was approximately 2,100, with 58% for SUB, 19% 
for LOC and 23% for TEM. This corpus is referred to as ‘sample corpus’. It was then to 
be annotated by five archaeology researchers in four iterations following the traditional 
document annotation approach. 
The state-of-the-art process – Throughout phase one, two annotators were constantly 
involved in all meetings with knowledge acquisition (KA) experts to provide feedback 
from all annotators and design simple annotation guidelines and ensure they are followed. 
The annotation process consisted of four mini-iterations, as shown in Figure 5.2. 
Iteration 1 
A trial attempt to identify major discrepancies 
and create initial guidelines 
(2 annotators, 2 documents) 
Iteration 2 
A further test round to refine the guidelines 
(5 annotator, 1 ~ 2 documents each) 
Iteration 3 
Re-annotate the whole sample corpus 
(5 annotator, all documents) 
Iteration 4 
Validation against the guideline 
(1 annotator, all documents) 
Figure 5.2. Four mini-iterations adopted in Phase 1 document annotation 
In the first iteration, two annotators made trial attempts at annotating two medium sized 
documents from the sample corpus. Discrepancies were identified at this early stage and 
were discussed and resolved in the meeting with the KA experts. The outputs of this pro-
cess were some guidelines for annotation, which were then provided to all five annotators 
in the second iteration, during which each annotated between 1 and 2 documents. The 
purpose of this exercise is again to identify as many discrepancies as possible. By study-
ing these annotations, the guidelines for annotation were further refined and enriched. In 
the third iteration, all five annotators were required to follow the guideline to re-annotate 
the trial corpus independently and fully in a series of intensive workshops. In the final it-
eration, one annotator undertook final validation by checking 10% of all annotations to 
correct obvious mistakes that violated the guidelines. These corpora are used to study in-
ter-annotator consistency and machine learning accuracy.  
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Cost of the Process – due to the sampling technique, according to the annotators’ estima-
tion, the first iteration of Phase one took 2 person-days of work; the second iteration took 
5 person-days of work; the third iteration took 5 person-days of work; and the final itera-
tion took 2 person-days of work. The total estimated cost in terms of person-days of work 
is 14. 
Inter-Annotator Agreement – As mentioned before, the most popular approach for 
measuring IAA is the ƙ-statistic. However, it is argued that ƙ-statistic is not a very suita-
ble measure when evaluating inter-annotator agreement in NER tasks (Pyysalo et al., 
2007). Instead, the F-measure proposed by Hripcsak and Wilcox (2005) is used for this 
purpose. This measure allows computing pair-wise inter-annotator agreement using the 
standard precision, recall and the harmonic F-measure by treating one annotator as gold 
standard and the other as predictions. Table 5.1 shows the pair-wise agreement in F1 for 
each named entity type. A, B, C, D, E are identifiers of different annotators. 
LOC TEM 
 A B C D E Avg  A B C D E Avg 
A 1 0.8 0.69 0.77 0.66 0.73 A 1 0.83 0.77 0.79 0.77 0.79 
B 0.8 1 0.72 0.75 0.75 0.76 B 0.83 1 0.67 0.77 0.83 0.78 
C 0.69 0.72 1 0.69 0.7 0.7 C 0.77 0.67 1 0.78 0.71 0.73 
D 0.77 0.75 0.69 1 0.69 0.73 D 0.79 0.77 0.78 1 0.77 0.78 
E 0.66 0.75 0.7 0.69 1 0.7 E 0.77 0.83 0.71 0.77 1 0.77 
SUB  
 A B C D E Avg 
A 1 0.55 0.65 0.63 0.62 0.61 
B 0.55 1 0.51 0.53 0.49 0.52 
C 0.65 0.51 1 0.51 0.51 0.55 
D 0.63 0.53 0.51 1 0.5 0.54 
E 0.62 0.49 0.51 0.5 1 0.53 
Table 5.1. Pair-wise inter-annotator-agreement in F1.  
Comparing the figures, it is evident that even with reasonable effort from well-trained 
and skilled archaeology professionals devoted to developing annotation guidelines and 
resolving discrepancies in several iterations, the task of annotating named entities re-
mained difficult and the level of discrepancy remained high. Annotating SUB is a much 
harder task than the other two types of named entity. This is expected because SUB spans 
across multiple specialised domains and terms are characterised by a high level of ambi-
guity and heterogeneity. Most discrepancies were due to identifying the boundaries of 
composite noun phrase entities, acronyms and identifiers (e.g., object codes or ID’s). Al-
so for every type of named entities, there are always sub-groups of annotators that are 
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more mutually consistent than with other annotators. This raised the issue of annotator 
suitability and the question that it is beneficial to eliminate inconsistent annotators from 
an annotation task to reduce discrepancies.  
5.4.3 Phase 2 – Evaluating Machine Learning Accuracy  
In order to gain a different view of the quality of the annotations produced in Phase one, 
two sets of experiments were conducted to evaluate how well an NER system can learn 
from these annotations. The first set of experiments used a corpus including annotations 
from all annotators to reflect the high level of discrepancy in the annotations. To do so, 
annotations produced by the five annotators were selected randomly, whilst ensuring the 
five documents are covered in full and roughly equal numbers of annotations were select-
ed from each annotator. This corpus is referred to as consolidated-sample-corpus. The 
second set of experiments contained five sub-experiments, each using the annotated data 
created by an individual annotator. Thus there were five corpora for testing and they are 
referred as individual-sample-corpus. Theoretically, these corpora are free from inter-
annotator discrepancy (but can still be limited by certain levels of intra-annotator agree-
ment). On each of these six corpora, the SVM-based named entity tagger previously in-
troduced in Chapter 4 was trained and evaluated in a five-fold cross validation experi-
ment. All experiments have been carried out under consistent settings in order to fairly 
compare the effect of corpus quality. The following set of features are selected for this 
study as they are the most widely used features in the majority of NER research and 
prove to be effective in different domains (Byrne, 2007; Collier et al., 2000; Iria, 2009a; 
Nadeau, 2007a):  
 The exact token string 
 Orthographic type of the token 
 Morphological root of a token (i.e., lemma) 
 A context window of 5 
 Domain specific gazetteers, including the MIDAS English archaeology period 
terms as the gazetteer for TEM, the Thesaurus of Monuments Types from Eng-
lish Heritage and the Thesaurus of Archaeology Objects from the STAR (STAR, 
2007) project as gazetteers for SUB, and the UK Government list of administra-
tive areas as the gazetteer for LOC. 
Results of these experiments are shown in F1 in Table 5.2. 
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Corpus SUB TEM LOC 
Corpus annotated by A 0.73 0.78 0.62 
Corpus annotated by B 0.66 0.78 0.65 
Corpus annotated by C 0.76 0.74 0.69 
Corpus annotated by D 0.78 0.84 0.7 
Corpus annotated by E 0.79 0.67 0.75 
Consolidated-sample-corpus 0.53 0.68 0.64 
Table 5.2. F1 of NER learning accuracy obtained on the sample corpus used in 
phase 1. 
Results of these experiments have shown interesting findings. Given no inter-annotator 
issues in each individually annotated corpus, one would expect higher levels of con-
sistency and better annotation quality than the consolidated annotations, which translate 
to better machine learning accuracy. This was mostly true compared to results obtained 
on the consolidated-sample-corpus. However, exceptions were noticed for annotator A on 
LOC (0.02 lower), and E on TEM (0.01 lower). Also, comparing the figures across dif-
ferent named entity types, the named entity tagger had the lowest performance on LOC 
among four annotators (A, B, C, D), possibly indicating the lower quality of annotations 
and that it was the hardest task among all the three types. For the annotations created by 
each annotator, for person E the learning algorithm performed badly for TEM. The result 
in F-measure was even lower than that obtained from the consolidated-sample-corpus. 
However, on this named entity type other annotators produced fairly good annotations, as 
indicated by higher learning accuracies. This possibly indicates that E may find it more 
difficult at annotating TEM entities. Similar patterns were found for person B on SUB, 
and person A on LOC (figures in bold).  
The results so far have revealed several conclusions that are useful for document annota-
tion. Firstly, inter-annotator discrepancy has a major impact on the training data and 
therefore, machine learning accuracy. High level of discrepancy harms the quality of an-
notations, and decreases obtainable machine learning accuracy on a corpus. On the other 
hand, given uniform settings for a learning algorithm, different accuracies obtained from 
the same set of documents may indicate different levels of quality of the annotations.  
Secondly, annotators may have different skill levels in annotating different named entity 
types, possibly due to the difference in the focus of their knowledge. This has caused 
varying levels of inconsistencies in an annotator’s annotations, depending on the specific 
named entity type. Therefore, there is the need for considering annotator’s suitability for 
a task and isolating inconsistent annotators from a task. In line with the results from Ta-
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ble 5.1, these fostered the motivation of splitting an annotation task to sub-tasks depend-
ing on specific named entity types and selecting the most suitable annotators – as being 
mutually consistent – for each named entity type annotation sub-task.  
5.4.4 Phase 3 – Annotator Selection  
Annotator selection – In this stage, the document annotation task is split into three sub- 
tasks, each addressing the SUB, TEM, and LOC entities respectively. For each named en-
tity type, the most suitable three annotators – best-fit-annotators – are identified and se-
lected based on the analyses above. However, depending on the availability of annotators, 
the workload and inter-annotator consistency analysis, more or fewer annotators may be 
selected.  
In the simplistic form, best-fit-annotators can be selected as those with the highest aver-
age inter-annotator agreement for each named entity type. These figures are shown in 
Table 5.3. However, as concluded from Table 5.2, certain annotators had high levels of 
inconsistency in annotating a particular type of named entities as shown by low machine 
learning accuracy (F-measure) tested on their annotations. This possibly suggests lack of 
knowledge in these annotators and therefore, their annotations can be of lower quality 
and an inadequate reference to others. As a result, it is important to exclude these annota-
tors and their contributions from the calculation of inter-annotator agreement. Following 
this, for each named entity type, the annotations on which the learner obtained the lowest 
F-measure – particularly those below that obtained on the consolidated-sample-corpus – 
are eliminated. This caused person A eliminated from LOC, person B eliminated from 
SUB and person E eliminated from TEM. The average agreement is re-calculated and 
shown as the revised figures (the ‘R’ columns) in Table 5.3. 
Annotator SUB SUB-R TEM TEM-R LOC LOC-R 
A 0.61 0.63 0.79 0.8 0.73 - 
B 0.52 - 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.74 
C 0.55 0.56 0.73 0.74 0.7 0.7 
D 0.54 0.55 0.78 0.78 0.73 0.71 
E 0.53 0.54 0.77 - 0.7 0.713 
Table 5.3. Average inter-annotator agreement in F1 for each NE type 
Using the revised IAA figures, for each named entity type three annotators are selected as 
those with the highest average inter-annotator agreement scores. That is, persons A, C, D 
for SUB; persons A, D, B for TEM, and persons B, E, D for LOC, as shown in Table 5.4. 
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Annotator SUB TEM LOC 
A O O  
B  O O 
C O   
D O O O 
E   O 
Table 5.4. Selected best-fit-annotators for NE types 
5.4.5 Phase 4 – Final Corpus Annotation 
Next, the most suitable annotators identified for each entity type were asked to annotate 
the final corpus, which contains 25 full-length documents from the AHDS archive. There 
are two major differences between this annotation activity and that in the first phase: 
 Annotators were only required to annotate entity types that they were most suita-
ble for; 
 The corpus was distributed evenly among annotators. No duplicate documents 
were used for further inter-annotator agreement analysis. 
For each type of named entity, the documents were split into equal portions among its 
best-fit-annotators. For example, the 25 documents were split into three sets and each set 
was given to an annotator (A, C, or D) for annotating SUB. In the end, all annotations 
were merged into a single collection. This is based on the assumption that mutually con-
sistent annotators will continue annotating consistently for the same annotation problem 
and the same type of corpus even without the process of consolidation and discrepancy 
resolution. Therefore, the workload can be distributed among the annotators for each par-
ticular entity type, while reasonable level of consistency can be expected.  
5.5 Final Results and Discussion 
The final annotation process (Phase 4) took roughly 10 to 15 person-days of work, alt-
hough in practice it was spread across a couple of weeks to minimise tiredness and tedi-
um to ensure annotators have the highest level of concentration during the work. To veri-
fy the quality of the annotations created in such a way, the final annotated corpus (final-
corpus) was also used for a 5-fold cross validation experiment using the same settings as 
Phase 2. The results in F1 are shown in Table 5.5.  
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 SUB TEM LOC 
Final-corpus 0.68 0.83 0.71 
Consolidated-sample-corpus 0.53 0.68 0.64 
Best result on individual-sample-corpus 0.79 0.84 0.75 
Table 5.5. Learning accuracies on the final annotated corpus 
Compared against results obtained on the consolidated-sample-corpus, the NER tagger 
obtained much better results on the final-corpus, which can be attributed to lower level of 
discrepancy in the annotations and therefore high quality of the annotations. Compared 
against the best results obtained on the individual-sample-corpora, which we consider the 
upper bound learning accuracy under no inter-annotator discrepancy, the NER tagger 
achieved very good results. The relatively smaller improvement on SUB is believed to be 
due to the heterogeneity of information included by the named entity type, which would 
have increased the difficulty of reaching agreement, as shown by the inter-annotator 
agreement studies before.  
In terms of the effort spent on the annotation process, the method has significantly short-
ened the process required in the traditional document annotation approach.  Phase 1 an-
notation process that follows the traditional approach was estimated to cost 14 person-
days to annotate 5 documents; whereas, the Phase 4 annotation process following the an-
notator suitability theory was estimated to cost only 10-15 person-days to annotate 25 
documents. In total, the annotation exercise undertook less than 1 person month, yet pro-
duced high quality annotations for machine learning purposes. These results are encour-
aging evidence of the applicability and technical soundness of the suitability-based anno-
tator selection and document annotation approach, which can produce high quality anno-
tations in a much more effective and efficient way. 
Although the method was applied to the named entity annotation task, in theory, it can be 
generalised and applied to other document annotation tasks. Essentially, the key is to di-
vide an annotation task into smaller components such that inter-annotator discrepancy 
can be sampled and each sub-task addressed separately with suitability analysis. For ex-
ample, to adapt the method to event annotation for the Genia corpus, one can divide the 
task based on different event types, such as ‘binding’, ‘localisation’, and ‘positive regula-
tion’. Given the high level of expertise required due to the complexity of the domain, it is 
likely that annotators may possess differing levels of knowledge about different event 
types. This can be revealed by sampling inter-annotator agreement at per-event-type basis, 
and identifying inconsistent learning accuracies obtained on the annotations created by 
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individual annotators.  The suitability of annotators can then be defined based on these 
findings and used to support further annotation activities. In document classification, the 
problem may be analysed based on the genre of documents (e.g., science, entertainment) 
since some annotators may be more familiar with certain kinds of topics than others, es-
pecially when they have different academic backgrounds. Similarly in sense disambigua-
tion, the analysis may also be performed from the angle of the genre of documents (e.g., 
financial news report, sports news report), since different people may have different level 
of knowledge of certain areas, which will affect their ability to understand the content.  
5.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has addressed training data annotation for supervised NER. Training data 
are crucial resources to enable supervised machine learning methods. However, creating 
high-quality annotations is a difficult task due to inter-annotator discrepancies caused by 
differences in annotators’ knowledge and experiences. Consequently, the annotation pro-
cess typically requires significant amount of effort and time from multiple domain ex-
perts to work iteratively and collaboratively to identify and resolve discrepancies. The 
process is often expensive and time-consuming, creating a barrier for porting supervised 
learning methods to new tasks, especially in commercial and industrial environments.  
To address this issue, an alternative approach to document annotation has been intro-
duced. It is based on the idea of dividing an annotation task to smaller components, as-
sessing annotator suitability, and annotator selection for sub-tasks. Illustrated using a real 
named entity annotation task, the method starts by dividing the annotation task by differ-
ent entity types and then sampling the annotator discrepancy problem using the tradition-
al document annotation process on a small corpus; the annotations are then used to evalu-
ate machine learning accuracy to gain an insight to the annotator discrepancies in the task. 
Results of these experiments have shown that even with reasonable effort following the 
traditional annotation approach, high-level discrepancy may still remain, and can lead to 
low machine learning accuracy. Further analysis revealed that annotators may have dif-
ferent skill levels for annotating different types of named entities, suggesting the need for 
considering annotators’ suitability in specialised annotation tasks. Using this information, 
the annotation sub-tasks are treated separately where only the most suitable candidates 
are required to tag the documents for specific named entity types. Furthermore, by match-
ing best-fit-annotators to named entity types the workload can be distributed among the 
annotators since the intuition is that the best-fit-annotators are mutually consistent, and 
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therefore, discrepancy can be irrelevant. This effectively reduces the workload per anno-
tator, but increases the potential amount of annotations that can be produced whilst re-
taining high quality of annotations. Shown by the final results, the approach produced a 
final annotated corpus of five times of the size of the corpus created using the traditional 
approach (Phase one). The machine learning accuracy obtained on these annotations is 
better than that obtained from the annotations created in the traditional way, and is very 
close to the best result obtained under zero inter-annotator discrepancy using the individ-
ual-sample-corpora.  
Several inadequacies will be further investigated in future research. First, intra-annotator 
agreement has been isolated from this study. It can be argued that the machine learning 
accuracy obtained on individual-sample-corpora in Phase two is partially attributed by in-
tra-annotator discrepancy. This was not studied in this work. Studying intra-annotator 
agreement can reveal further useful details of annotators’ capability in an annotation task, 
and evidence should be aggregated to make stronger support for annotator selection. Sec-
ond, ideally the assessment of suitability should be and parameterised and the selection of 
suitable annotations should be formalised. This will be explored in the future. Further-
more, crowdsourcing (Wang et al., 2010) has become an interesting solution for docu-
ment annotation in NLP research in recent years and it is known that quality control is a 
difficult issue because, for example, developing and enforcing annotation guidelines can 
be difficult. It is expected that the method introduced in this study can be adapted to help 
quality assurance in crowdsourcing-based annotation tasks. This will also be explored in 
the future work. 
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Part III – Gazetteer Generation 
 
This part addresses the second research question concerning automatically building gaz-
etteers for NER. Chapter 6 discusses automatic expansion of typed gazetteers; Chapter 7 
discusses automatic generation of alternative, untyped gazetteers without the need of pre-
defined seed gazetteers. 
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6 Typed Gazetteer Expansion 
PREFACE 
This chapter discusses automatically expanding existing gazetteers of pre-defined types. 
It is divided into six sections. Section 1 gives an introduction to the problem. Section 2 
discusses related work. Section 3 discusses the hypothesis behind this work and Section 4 
introduces a novel approach that automatically expands existing gazetteers based on 
knowledge in Wikipedia. Section 5 presents experiments, results and discussion. Section 
6 concludes this chapter.  
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6.1 Introduction 
Gazetteers, in the context of NER, can be either typed or untyped. Typed gazetteers con-
tain reference entity names of pre-defined semantic types that are relevant to the task. For 
example, a person gazetteer may be used as background knowledge to support recognis-
ing person entities. This type of gazetteers is more frequently used in NER. Untyped gaz-
etteers provide a simple way of grouping related terms without explicitly defining the 
type or categories of the groups, such as word clusters. This chapter discusses typed gaz-
etteers, while the next chapter (Chapter 7) discusses alternative untyped gazetteers for 
NER. For brevity, the term ‘gazetteer’ refers to the ‘typed’ sense in the remainder of this 
chapter unless otherwise stated. 
Gazetteers (both typed and untyped), are found to be particularly effective in improving 
the performance of NER systems when combined with other lexical-level features 
(Friedrich et al., 2006; Wang, 2006; Roberts et al., 2008; Saha et al., 2009). For example, 
in Mikheev et al. (1998), the use of gazetteers improved the accuracy of a supervised 
NER tagger by 39% in precision and 31% in recall. Particularly in technical domains, 
gazetteers or technical dictionaries are the major resource for resolving the complexity of 
domain-specific named entities (Roberts et al., 2008; Sasaki et al., 2008). Unfortunately, 
gazetteers are not always available or are often found to be incomplete, especially in 
technical domains. Even if gazetteers are already available, due to the evolutionary nature 
of human knowledge, terminologies and vocabularies are constantly changing, which re-
quires frequent maintenance and update. Such task, if done manually, can be a laborious 
process and potentially very expensive (Kazama and Torisawa, 2008).  
For these reasons, research has been carried out to develop methods of automatically 
generating or expanding typed gazetteers. In theory, the task of gazetteer generation or 
expansion shares the similar goal as NER, i.e., to recognise named entities of pre-defined 
types. While NER focuses on recognising and annotating each instance of named entities 
in texts, gazetteer construction ignores individual occurrences in the source text but fo-
cusing on creating lexical resources.  
Traditional methods for gazetteer construction exploit lexical and syntactic patterns to ex-
tract named entities from unstructured corpora (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Thelan and Riloff, 
2002). With increasing availability of semi-structured documents from the Web, methods 
have been proposed to harvest named entities from webpages by exploiting the structures 
in such documents (Ciravegna et al., 2004; Blanco et al., 2010). Recently, a new type of 
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web-based resource has gained significant attention in NLP research. This is Wikipedia, a 
free online encyclopeadia that is created and maintained by collaborative effort. It is 
widely recognised that Wikipedia is a massive knowledge resource of named entities 
(Bunescu and Pasca, 2006). Its semi-structured nature enables easy access to vast amount 
of knowledge of named entities. It has been employed in a wide range of NLP tasks, such 
as document classification (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2006), Named Entity Disam-
biguation (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006), and semantic relatedness (Gabrilovich and 
Markovitch, 2007).  
Using Wikipedia for NER or gazetteer construction is rarely studied. Its potential for 
such tasks has been unleashed in a number of studies, such as Toral and Munoz (2006), 
and Kazama and Torisawa (2007a). These methods are still limited in several ways. First, 
none have exploited the full content and structure of Wikipedia articles, but only focused 
on the article’s first sentence. However, the full content and structure of Wikipedia carry 
rich information that can be potentially useful. Second, evaluation has been focused on 
the newswire domain and the four classic entity types defined in MUC6, i.e., location 
(LOC), person (PER), organisation (ORG) and miscellaneous (MISC). The usefulness of 
Wikipedia for technical domains has not been addressed. NER in technical domains is of-
ten much harder due to complexity of domain languages, density of information and 
specificity of classes (Nobata et al., 2000; Murphy et al., 2006; Byrne, 2007). As a result, 
gazetteers can play a more important role in domain specific NER. 
This study proposes a new approach to automatically expand existing typed gazetteers 
using Wikipedia as an external knowledge resource. Unlike previous work, the method 
exploits various kinds of content and structural elements of Wikipedia, and does not rely 
on domain-specific knowledge. Briefly, given an existing seed gazetteer containing 
named entities that are described by Wikipedia articles, it firstly extracts hypernyms of 
the entities in the seed gazetteer using their Wikipedia article contents and structures. 
Next, related entities are identified as the links on these articles. If a related entity shares 
hypernyms with the seed gazetteer, they are added to the expanded set. The method is 
empirically tested in the Archaeology domain, where three existing gazetteers are auto-
matically expanded following the proposed method. The resultant gazetteers are then 
used in an NER task, where the results have shown that they have contributed to further 
improvement in NER learning accuracy. 
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The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 describes related work on au-
tomatic gazetteer generation; Section 6.3 discusses the hypothesis behind this work; Sec-
tion 6.4 introduces the proposed methodology; Section 6.5 describes the experiment and 
evaluation, followed by the conclusion in Section 6.6. 
6.2 Related Work 
Methods for automatically generating or expanding typed gazetteers can be divided into 
three categories: pattern driven approaches that use unstructured corpora; wrapper 
based approaches that use structures of webpages; and knowledge resource approach-
es that use external knowledge resources, usually well-structured.  
Pattern driven approaches uses lexical and syntactic patterns to extract entity names 
from unlabelled corpora. Such patterns are often domain- and language-specific patterns. 
A highly influential work of this type is Riloff and Jones (1999), which aims to build dic-
tionaries of named entities using seed entities and unlabelled corpora. The method adopts 
an iterative learning strategy bootstrapped with a small amount of examples. Starting 
with a handful of seed entity names of a pre-defined type and an unlabelled corpus, the 
seed entity names are firstly located in the corpus. Then, lexical patterns are extracted for 
each occurrence based on its context to obtain a collection of patterns that can extract en-
tities of the same type. Each pattern is then scored to promote patterns that extract a larg-
er number of named entities and that often correlates to one particular semantic type. The 
pattern with the highest score is selected to be used for a new iteration of learning. Names 
that are extracted by the selected pattern are also submitted to a scoring function, which 
promotes names that are extracted by multiple patterns belonging to the same semantic 
type, and by patterns that have high scores. Finally, the five highest scored extractions are 
added to the seed gazetteer, and a new iteration of learning is repeated following the 
same pattern-extraction, name-extraction workflow. This gradually grows the seed gazet-
teer until certain arbitrary threshold is reached, for example, a given number of iterations. 
This method is later extended in Thelan and Riloff (2002), which permitted more extrac-
tion patterns to be learnt in each iteration and introduced a different scoring function for 
candidate entity names. This proved to be more effective than the earlier approach.  
Talukdar et al. (2006) followed a similar approach to create gazetteers using seed entities 
and unlabelled corpora, but used different pattern induction and scoring methods. Given 
seed entities, they are searched and labelled in texts. The contexts of each occurrence are 
gathered for pattern induction. The pattern induction process begins with identifying 
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from the contexts the so-called ‘trigger words’ that often indicate the presence of entities 
belonging to the same type. Trigger words are selected if they are frequently found in the 
contexts associated with the type of interest. Next, rather than using individual contexts 
as lexical patterns, an extraction pattern is induced as automata that summarises the most 
significant regularities of the contexts sharing a given trigger word.  A pattern automaton 
represents the set of contexts that share the same trigger word as transitions that connect 
contextual words, the trigger word and also the named entity position. The pattern scor-
ing method promotes patterns that extract more entity instances and penalises patterns 
that extract entities belonging to seed entities of other types (negative entities). Any pat-
terns that extract negative entities, or whose scores are below a certain threshold are dis-
carded. After the pattern filtering, newly extracted entities are scored based on the num-
ber of different patterns that extracts them. Eventually, the learning process also adopts 
an iterative nature, which gradually grows the seed gazetteers.  
Pattern based approaches are generally effective and are often preferred in tasks involv-
ing large scale of data such as webpages (Etzioni et al., 2004; Freeman et al., 2011; 
Nakashole et al., 2011). A major limitation of this class of approaches is ‘error propaga-
tion’, that the performance rapidly declines as noisy patterns or entities are introduced in 
the bootstrapping process (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Ando, 2004). Also, low frequency en-
tities can be problematic since there may be insufficient contextual information for pat-
tern generalisation. Furthermore it has been criticised for weak domain adaptability and 
inadequate extensibility due to the specificity of derived patterns (Toral and Munoz, 2006; 
Kazama and Torisawa, 2008).  
Wrapper based approaches exploit the structure of webpages. They are based on the idea 
that webpages often present similar information in similar structures. For example, a 
football league table will list instances of football teams; a yellow page website will list 
instances of companies. Therefore, if seed entities can be used to locate such webpages 
and structures, entities of the same type can be harvested by a wrapper program that pro-
cesses the structured data and extracts information from similar structures. For example, 
Ciravegna et al. (2004) proposed to harvest person names from webpages based on seed 
entities. Firstly, webpages are crawled and those that contain mentions of seed entities are 
kept. All the occurrences of seed names are then annotated on the webpages and only 
those that contain a reasonable quantity of known names organised in structures such as 
lists and tables are selected to be further processed. Then, if a list or a table structure (e.g., 
column, row) contains multiple seed entities (e.g., at least four), a wrapper that can ex-
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tract data from such structures is automatically induced, and applied to the similar struc-
ture to extract new entities. For example, if a list contains four seed entities that are al-
ready known person names, a wrapper is induced to extract all elements in the list and la-
bels the extracted elements as person names.  
Other wrapper based studies have been carried out (Blanco et al., 2010; Dalvi et al., 
2011), generally based on the same principle but are distinguished by focusing on inte-
gration of knowledge extracted from different sources, or scoring and selecting induced 
wrappers in case of noisy annotations.  
Knowledge resource approaches rely on the abundant information encoded in external 
knowledge resources and exploits domain-independent structures in such resources. 
Magnini et al. (2002) used WordNet as a gazetteer together with rules to extract named 
entities from texts. WordNet is a lexicalised ontology of words. It encodes word senses as 
synsets, which are indexed by their word forms and connected to other synsets by lexical 
and semantic relations. They suggested two ways that WordNet can be used as a gazet-
teer for this task. First, WordNet defines concepts that are hyponyms of an entity type. 
For example, the ‘person’ synset corresponding to the person named entity (as PER in 
MUC6) contains over six thousand hyponyms, among which words such as ‘astronomer’, 
and ‘musician’ can be used as trigger words to identify presence of the person entities in 
texts. Second, WordNet also defines instances of concepts, such as ‘Galileo’ and ‘New 
York’, which can be used directly as gazetteers. Based on these observations, they pro-
posed to extract words that have the hyponymy relation with the desired named entity 
type from WordNet (i.e., by traversing the IS-A relation in WordNet), and then used sim-
ple heuristics to classify the words into ‘trigger’ words, and named entity instances (e.g., 
using capitalised word sequences). These are then used with a rule-based method to ex-
tract new named entities from texts. The main limitation of WordNet is lack of domain 
specific vocabulary, which is critical to domain specific applications.  
Research in gazetteer construction and NER has also started to benefit from the success-
ful lessons of using Wikipedia for NLP tasks. Toral and Munoz (2006) proposed to build 
gazetteers for location, person and organisation using Wikipedia. Given a Wikipedia arti-
cle, they firstly extracted the noun phrases from the first sentence on the article page. The 
noun phrases are then mapped to WorldNet synsets. Next, starting from the mapped syn-
set, the hypernymy relation is traversed until a higher level synset that satisfies one of the 
two conditions is found: 1) it represents the desired named entity type; 2) or it represents 
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a sub-class concept of the desired named entity type (e.g., ‘country’ is considered a sub-
class concept of the type location). If such a synset can be found, the title of the Wikipe-
dia article is added as an instance of the named entity gazetteer.  
Kazama and Torisawa (2007a) proposed to extract hypernymy labels from Wikipedia and 
use the labels as features for NER. Firstly, capitalised word sequences are extracted from 
a corpus, and then looked up in Wikipedia. If a Wikipedia article is found for a candidate, 
the first sentence of the article is processed to extract the hypernym of the concept or en-
tity described by the article. This is done by extracting the head noun of the first noun 
phrase after be in the first sentence of the article. For example, ‘mammal’ is the extracted 
hypernym for the word ‘cat’, which has the first sentence as ‘The domestic cat is a small, 
usually furry, domesticated, carnivorous mammal’ in its Wikipedia article. The hyper-
nyms are used as features for the search candidates, which are to be classified into pre-
defined named entities. Empirically in an experiment, they mapped over 39,000 search 
candidates to approximately 1,200 hypernyms. Essentially, the process is equivalent to 
generating 1,200 gazetteers (labelled by the hypernyms) that include a total of 39,000 
candidate entities. Although the hypernyms can be more specific than the required types 
of an NER task, the correspondence between them can be automatically learnt by a statis-
tical classifier using training data.  
While these earlier methods of gazetteer generation using Wikipedia have shown encour-
aging results, one major limitation is that they only make use of an article’s first sentence. 
Other content and structural elements of Wikipedia can also carry rich and potentially 
useful information, but have been ignored. Meanwhile, it is unclear whether the methods 
can be extensible to technical domains, where due to the complexity of domain languages 
and specificity of classes, the suitability of Wikipedia can be questioned.  
6.3 Hypothesis 
This work proposes an approach that automatically expands typed gazetteers by exploit-
ing various content and structural elements in Wikipedia. It is based on the following hy-
pothesis: 
H2.1 Type-oriented gazetteer: Wikipedia can be used as a knowledge base of 
named entities. An existing gazetteer of predefined types can be automatically 
expanded using Wikipedia by defining gazetteer hypernyms using the structure 
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and content of Wikipedia, and extracting similar entities that share similar hy-
pernyms with the seed gazetteer. 
The first part of this hypothesis views Wikipedia as a knowledge base of named entities. 
As discussed before, this has been proposed by earlier studies and justified in various 
NLP tasks concerning named entities (Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Gabrilovich and 
Markovitch, 2006; Toral and Munoz, 2006; Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007). Fur-
thermore, a number of studies have been carried out to study Wikipedia’s coverage of 
domain specific vocabulary.  
Holloway et al. (2007) showed that by 2005, Wikipedia already contained 1,069 discon-
nected clusters of categories of articles each denoting a distinctive subject. Milne et al. 
(2006) studied Wikipedia’s coverage of domain specific terminology in the domain of 
food and agriculture. Firstly, they made a direct comparison between Wikipedia and a 
manually created domain-specific thesaurus, and showed that approximately 50% of all 
terms in the thesaurus are included in Wikipedia. Further analysis showed that the ma-
jority of missing terms in Wikipedia are generally scientific terms and highly specific 
multi-word phrases. Next, they investigated how well Wikipedia provides thesaurus sup-
port for a domain-specific corpus by studying the coverage of terminology found in the 
corpus. Interestingly, it was found that many of the missed terms by Wikipedia are rarely 
used in the corpus; and as a result, the coverage of Wikipedia increased to over 70%. 
Overall Milne et al. concluded that Wikipedia can be used as a reliable terminology 
source for the food and agriculture domain.  
Halavais (2008) compared the topical coverage distribution of Wikipedia against that of 
Bowkers Book in Print, which lists nearly all books that are currently available in English 
and in the United States from major publishers. A sample of 3,000 articles was drawn 
randomly from a 2006 English Wikipedia dump and articles with less than 30 words of 
text were discarded. These articles were manually classified by the Library of Congress 
(LC) category at the broadest level by two coders familiar with both Wikipedia and the 
LC system. The distribution of topics was then compared against that of the collection by 
Bowkers Books in Print. They found that the topical coverage of Wikipedia was general-
ly good across all areas, although it seemed to be driven by the interests of its users. In 
particular, the sciences were well represented. However, it was not universally the case 
for every sub-area. For example, articles in medicine and law were particularly sparse. 
Other studies by Altmann (2005) and Clauson et al. (2008) also confirmed that Wikipe-
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dia’s coverage of biomedical terminology is generally very limited when compared 
against specialist resources. 
It is unsurprising that the usefulness of Wikipedia as a biomedical knowledge base is 
very limited. The biomedical domain is an area that has seen decades of development of 
lexical resources and benefited from a vigorous community constantly contributing to 
such resources. However, well-curated knowledge resources in other domains can be 
lacking and therefore, Wikipedia can still be a very useful resource for other domains that 
are not well-represented. On the other hand, to some extent, the exponential growth of 
Wikipedia may compensate towards its coverage limit.  
The second part of the hypothesis states that given an initial gazetteer that contains 
named entities defined in Wikipedia, additional named entities of the same type can be 
identified based on the content defined for the entities and structural links with other 
Wikipedia resources. This requires: 1) that the Wikipedia articles must be linked in cer-
tain ways such that additional resources can be collected by following the links; 2) that 
the hypernyms of named entities can be labelled based on the content and structural ele-
ments in their corresponding Wikipedia articles, such that they can be matched. The first 
condition is easily satisfied since Wikipedia articles are intensively hyperlinked. In addi-
tion, a categorisation system is used to group articles under similar topics. The second 
condition can also be satisfied as it is justified by previous studies (Kazama and Torisawa, 
2007a). Nevertheless, a different approach is explored in this work. 
6.4 Gazetteer Expansion using Wikipedia Content and Structure 
This section introduces the proposed method of automatic gazetteer expansion. Given an 
existing gazetteer containing named entities of a predefined type, the named entities are 
searched in Wikipedia and the articles describing the entities are retrieved. Next, the 
named entities are labelled by hypernymy terms that are extracted from their Wikipedia 
articles. These hypernymy terms are often more fine-grained class labels than the desired 
entity type. To contrast, the pre-defined entity type is named Coarse-Grained Class 
(CGC) labels and the extracted hypernyms are named Fine-Grained-Class (FGC) labels. 
Next, candidate named entities are identified as the links found on the articles of the ini-
tial seed named entities. Finally, to decide whether a candidate named entity belongs to 
the pre-defined type (i.e., CGC), it is also labelled by its FGCs. Its FGCs are then com-
pared with the pool of FGCs extracted for the initial gazetteer to decide whether the can-
didate entity qualifies for the same type. This process is divided into three steps: the 
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matching step, the classification step, and the expansion step. The pseudo-algorithm is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1.  
 
Figure 6.1. Pseudo algorithm for gazetteer expansion using Wikipedia 
6.4.1 The Matching Step 
In the matching step, a given named entity is searched in Wikipedia to obtain the corre-
sponding article describing the entity. Three types of outcomes can be expected. First, 
Wikipedia returns a single article page for terms that are unambiguous, or those of which 
a most commonly used sense is available. For example, the phrase ‘natural language pro-
cessing’ has a unique article page in Wikipedia; the word ‘cat’ is given the article page 
that describes the most widely use sense of ‘a kind of domesticated animal’ rather than 
anything else that can also be referred by the same word. In this case, the single article 
page is selected for the named entity.  
Second, some terms will not point to any articles in Wikipedia. In this case, the ‘leftmost 
longest match’ rule is applied to fuzzily match the entity to the closest Wikipedia article. 
For example, for the phrase ‘Stone Age flint arrowhead’, the entire phrase returns no arti-
cles. Therefore, it is reduced to ‘Age flint arrowhead’, ‘flint arrowhead’ and ‘arrowhead’ 
Input: initial gazetteer of named entities SE of a predefined type (CGC) C  
Output: new entities NE of type C  
STEP 1  - matching  
a. Initialise Set A to contain articles for SE; 
b. For each entity e: SE  
c.     Retrieve article a from Wikipedia for e; 
d.     Add a to A;  
STEP 2  - classification  
a. Initialise Set L  
b. For each a: A  
c.      Extract fine grained class labels (FGC) l; 
d.      Add l to L;  
e. Filter L 
STEP 3 –expansion  
a. Initialise Set HL; 
b. For each a: A  
c.     Add hyperlinks from a to HL; 
d. (optional) recursively crawl extracted hyperlinks and repeat b and c 
e. For each link hl: HL  
f.  Extract fine grained class labels (FGC) l’; 
g. If match_function(l’, L) = true  
h.     Add title of hl to NE; 
i.     Add titles of redirect links of hl as entity names to NE; 
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and searched in turn in Wikipedia until a match is found. The intuition is to match the 
named entity to the closest concept that is likely to be the hypernym of the entity.  
Third, for polysemous terms and names that can be used to refer to different concepts and 
entities, Wikipedia uses ‘disambiguation’ pages as directory lists for such articles. A dis-
ambiguation page lists different meanings with links to corresponding article pages. For 
example, the search for ‘George Bush’ returns a disambiguation page that lists all named 
entities that are referenced by this name. In this case, the named entity is discarded and 
not used for the following steps. 
Using ‘Sheffield’ as a running example, it is matched to a single article ‘http://en.wiki-
pedia.org/wiki/Sheffield’ in this step as it is defined as the most commonly used sense by 
Wikipedia. 
6.4.2 The Classification Step 
Once Wikipedia articles are retrieved for all seed entities, the entities are labelled by their 
FGCs based on the article content. There are two types of information from Wikipedia 
that can be used as reliable labels (Step 2, a – d in Figure 6.1). The first is based on the 
study by Kazama and Torisawa (2007a), who observed that the first sentence of an article 
is often a definitive sentence. Specifically, the head noun of the noun phrase just after be 
is most likely the hypernym of the entity of interest.  
There are two issues in this approach. First, the head noun may be too generic to repre-
sent a domain-specific class. For example, following their approach the FGC extracted 
for the archaeological term ‘Post-Classic Stage’ from the sentence ‘The Post-Classic 
Stage is an archaeological term describing a particular developmental level’ is ‘term’, 
which is the head noun of ‘archaeological term’. Clearly in such a case the phrase is more 
domain-specific than the head noun. For this reason, the first noun phrase after be is used 
as FGC instead of the head noun. Second, their method ignores a correlative conjunction 
that often indicates equally useful FGCs. For example, the two noun phrases in italics in 
the sentence ‘Leeds is a city and metropolitan borough in West Yorkshire, England’ are 
equally useful FGCs for the article ‘Leeds’. For this reason, we also extract the noun 
phrase that is connected by a correlative conjunction as the FGC. For brevity, this method 
of classification is referred to as FirstSentenceLabeling, and the FGCs extracted are re-
ferred to as FGCs.  
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Therefore, using the previous example, the first sentence ‘Sheffield is a city and metro-
politan borough in South Yorkshire, England’ is extracted from the Wikipedia article, 
and ‘city’ and ‘metropolitan borough’ are extracted as FGCs for ‘Sheffield’ and its corre-
sponding gazetteer. 
The second method for extracting FGC is based on the Wikipedia category structure. 
Wikipedia articles are labelled by one or multiple categories, which are generalised con-
cepts organised in a hierarchical structure, creating a category tree generally resembling 
the broader and narrower sense of relation between categories. Similar articles are 
grouped by same category labels. Although the hierarchy does not define strict taxonomic 
relations between categories, research (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006; Zesch and Gurevych, 
2010a) has shown that it can be used as an approximate taxonomy in many tasks. There-
fore, category labels of articles are extracted, filtered and selected as FGCs of entities. 
This approach is named as CategoryLabeling, and the extracted FGCs are denoted by 
FGCc. Following this approach, the category labels extracted from the ‘Sheffield’ article 
include: ‘Populated places established in the 1st millennium’, ‘Cities in Yorkshire and the 
Humber’, ‘Local government districts in South Yorkshire’, ‘Metropolitan boroughs’, 
‘Sheffield’, ‘Local government districts of Yorkshire and the Humber’.  
There are three situations in which the extracted FGCs must be revised (Step 2, e ‘Filter 
L’ in Figure 6.1). Firstly, some articles have a category with the same name as the article 
title. In the above example, the article of ‘Sheffield’ has a category also named as ‘Shef-
field’. In this case, the category tree is traversed to the next level up to extract categories 
of the category ‘Cities in Yorkshire and the Humber’, ‘Metropolitan boroughs’, ‘Local 
government districts in South Yorkshire’, ‘Districts of England’. Secondly, for manage-
ment purposes, arbitrary categories have been created by Wikipedia moderators to group 
and organise articles. Examples include ‘Articles to be Merged since 2008’, ‘Wikipedia 
Templates’, etc. Such categories do not carry useful semantics, and can introduce noisy 
labels. Therefore, a stopwords list is manually created to filter out such categories. The 
full list is shown in Figure 6.2
4
. Any categories that contain a word in Figure 6.2 are ig-
nored. Thirdly, to further filter out noisy labels, only FGCs that are extracted for at least 2 
seed entities are kept.  
                                                          
4
 These stopwords are used for a version of Wikipedia dated 6 Feb 2007. It is known that later ver-
sions of Wikipedia have introduced more category labels for management purposes and therefore, 
additional stopwords may be needed. 
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Figure 6.2. A list of stopwords used to filter out noisy category labels 
The classification process generates a pool of FGCs which are hypernyms of input named 
entities and potentially hyponyms of pre-defined CGCs. In the next step, they are used as 
a control vocabulary to guide the expansion of similar named entities. 
6.4.3 The Expansion Step 
Next, expanding the gazetteer involves identifying from Wikipedia the candidate entities 
that are related to the input named entities. This is done by following the hyperlinks from 
the full content of articles retrieved for the input named entities (Step 3, a – c in Figure 
6.1). The hyperlinks connect the main article of an entity (source entity) to other sets of 
entities (related entities). Therefore, by following these links a large set of related entities 
to the initial gazetteer can be reached. These are considered candidate entities for selec-
tion. For example, Figure 6.3 shows a screenshot of the Wikipedia article for ‘Sheffield’ 
with a number of links highlighted (as underline).  
 
Figure 6.3. Linked articles that are relevant to ‘Sheffield’ 
Furthermore, the hyperlinks can be recursively followed to retrieve more candidate enti-
ties and Wikipedia articles if necessary (Step 3, d in Figure 6.1), e.g., when the initial 
gazetteer is very small and very few Wikipedia articles can be found for the initial named 
entities. 
Next, the two classification approaches introduced in the previous section are used to 
identify the FGCs of candidate entities (Step 3, e, f in Figure 6.1). For example, the link 
‘Barnsley Metropolitan Borough’ is followed to retrieve a candidate entity’s article. Then, 
based on FirstSentenceLabeling the FGCs are extracted as ‘metropolitan borough’; based 
on CategoryLabeling the FGCs are extracted as ‘Politics of Barnsley’, ‘Local govern-
ment districts in South Yorkshire’, ‘Metropolitan boroughs’, and ‘Local government dis-
tricts of Yorkshire and the Humber’. These extracted FGCs are matched against the pool 
of FGCs extracted for the initial gazetteer using a match function; if a match condition is 
cleanup, articles, pages, disambiguation, infobox, Wikipedia, Wiktionary, 
Wiki, underpopulated, disputes from, accuracy disputes, categories, classifi-
cation, uncategorized, wikify 
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satisfied, then the candidate entities – the title of the corresponding Wikipedia article – 
are accepted to extend the gazetteer (Step 3, g, h in Figure 6.1). In this study, the match 
function simply checks if the FGCs of a candidate entity are included by those of the ini-
tial gazetteer extracted using the same classification method. That is, if the FGCs of the 
initial gazetteer are built by FirstSentenceLabeling, only the candidate entity’s FGCs la-
belled by the FirstSentenceLabeling approach are used for matching. Thus following the 
previous example, the FGCs extracted by FirstSentenceLabeling for ‘Barnsley Metro-
politan Borough’ – ‘metropolitan borough’ – is checked against those extracted for ‘Shef-
field’ by the same classification method, and is found to be shared by the two entities. As 
a result, it is considered a valid match and ‘Barnsley Metropolitan Borough’ is accepted 
into the gazetteer. The same procedure applies to CategoryLabeling for gazetteer expan-
sion. The intuition is that if a candidate entity shares a hypernym with a source entity, 
then any higher level hypernyms – and eventually the desired entity type – of the source 
entity should also apply to the candidate.  
In addition, for each qualifying Wikipedia article accepted into the gazetteer, the associ-
ated ‘redirection’ titles are also selected as entity names (Step 3, i in Figure 6.1).  Redi-
rection titles for a Wikipedia article are usually name aliases for the same entity or con-
cept. In Wikipedia, all redirection titles point to the same article page. To further elimi-
nate potentially ambiguous entities, for each extended gazetteer, we exclude entities that 
are found in domain-independent gazetteers. For example, we use a generic person name 
gazetteer to exclude ambiguous names from the extended gazetteers for LOC (Location). 
After applying these processes, the initial gazetteer is expanded by entities with which 
they share the same FGCs. The method can be repeated for a number of iterations, in 
which the newly added entities serve as seed entities and go through the three stages 
again. Depending on the size of seed entities and the desired scale of the output, one can 
customise the number of runs to build various sizes of gazetteers.  
6.5 Evaluation and Discussion 
The proposed method is evaluated in an NER task in the archaeology domain. As dis-
cussed before, gazetteer generation is rarely addressed in domain-specific contexts, par-
ticularly scientific domains. Existing studies have predominantly evaluated their methods 
in the newswire domain.  
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In brief, the proposed method is firstly applied to extend three domain-specific gazetteers, 
which are referred to as initial gazetteers. Then, both the initial gazetteers and expanded 
gazetteers are used in an NER experiment on archaeology data. The results are compared. 
The corpus described previously in Chapter 5 is used in this experiment. The dataset is 
then split into five equal parts for five-fold cross-validation experiments. The SVM-based 
NER tagger used in Chapter 4 is reused with the same setting. The baseline features for 
the classifier are: 
 The exact token string 
 Orthographic type of the token 
 Morphological root of a token (i.e., lemma) 
 A context window of 5 (i.e., five tokens before and five tokens after the current 
token) 
To access Wikipedia content, the JWPL (Java-based Wikipedia Library) library (Zesch et 
al., 2008a) is used. A version of Wikipedia dated 6 Feb 2007 is parsed by this library and 
accessed locally. 
The accuracies (Precision – P, Recall – R, F1) obtained with the baseline are shown in 
Table 6.1. 
Next, the same domain specific gazetteers previously used in Chapter 5 are used as addi-
tional features to the baseline. To re-cap, these include the MIDAS English archaeology 
period terms as the gazetteer for TEM, the Thesaurus of Monuments Types from English 
 LOC SUB TEM 
 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 
Baseline (B) 69.4 67.4 68.4 69.6 62.3 65.7 82.3 81.4 81.8 
Table 6.1. Baseline learning accuracy 
Heritage and the Thesaurus of Archaeology Objects from the STAR (STAR, 2007) pro-
ject as gazetteers for SUB, and the UK Government list of administrative areas as the 
gazetteer for LOC. These will be referred to as GAZinit. The learning accuracies with the 
added gazetteer features are shown in Table 6.2. 
 LOC SUB TEM 
 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 
B+GAZinit 69.0 72.1 70.5 69.7 65.4 67.5 82.3 82.7 82.5 
Table 6.2. Learning accuracies by the baseline with the initial gazetteers 
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The initial gazetteers are then expanded using the proposed method. Since two separate 
methods are introduced for the classification stage and used separately for labelling can-
didate entities, they are applied separately and compared. Specifically for each entity type, 
GAZexp_firstsent denotes an expanded gazetteer built using FirstSentenceLabeling for classi-
fying initial gazetteer entities and candidate entities; GAZexp_category refers to an expanded 
gazetteer built with CategoryLabeling. Table 6.3 shows statistics of the gazetteer expan-
sion results. Table 6.4 shows the most frequently extracted FGCs for each gazetteer by 
each classification method. 
 Number of unique entries in gazetteers 
 LOC SUB TEM 
GAZinit 11,786, 
8,228 found in Wikipedia 
5,725, 
4,320 found in Wikipedia 
61, 
43 found in Wikipedia 
GAZexp
_firstsent 
19,385, 
7,599 new to GAZinit 
11,182, 
5,457 new to GAZinit 
163, 
102 new to GAZinit 
GAZexp
_category 
18,861, 
7,075 new to GAZinit 
13,480, 
7,745 new to GAZinit 
305, 
245 new to GAZinit 
Table 6.3. Number of unique entities in each gazetteer 
The expanded gazetteers then replace the initial gazetteers, and are used for NER. Results 
are shown in Table 6.5. 
The results so far have shown that, despite the large sizes of the initial gazetteers, they 
are still incomplete and can be further expanded. The expansion process significantly in-
creased the amount of domain-specific entities as indicated by the numbers in Table 6.3. 
Careful analyses have shown that there are gaps between the annotations and initial gaz-
etteers. For the LOC gazetteer, many street names (‘Blue Stone Heath Road’, ‘A61’), 
place of interests (‘Royal Armory Museum’, ‘Abbey Village Reservoir’) and alternative 
names are used in the corpus; however, these are largely missing in the initial LOC gazet-
teer, which only contains UK administrative areas. Similarly for TEM, many alternative 
and new names are found in annotations but not included in the gazetteer. Examples in-
clude ‘renaissance’, ‘Roman Republic’, ‘Byzantine Empire’. The problem is even more 
acute for SUB due to the heterogeneity of information in this class. The initial gazetteers 
were initially divided into 44 sub-topics, which is equivalent to an average of roughly 
130 entities per topic. The gazetteer expansion process successfully doubled the size of 
SUB gazetteers. The quality of the generated gazetteers is considered to be good since 
they improved the performance of the baseline with the initial gazetteers by 1 – 3 points 
in F1. 
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LOC 
FirstSentenceLabeling  CategoryLabeling  
village, 
small village, 
place, 
town, 
civil parish 
villages in north Yorkshire, 
north Yorkshire geography stubs, 
villages in Norfolk, 
villages in Somerset, 
English market towns 
SUB 
FirstSentenceLabeling  CategoryLabeling  
facility, 
building,  
ship, 
tool, 
device 
ship types, 
monument types, 
gardening, 
fortification, 
architecture stubs 
TEM 
FirstSentenceLabeling CategoryLabeling 
period, 
archaeological period, 
era, 
century, 
historical era 
Periods and stages in archaeology, 
Bronze age, 
middle ages, 
historical eras, 
centuries 
Table 6.4. Top 5 most frequently extracted FGCs by each classification method 
 LOC SUB TEM 
 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 
B+ GAZexp_firstsent 69.9 76.7 73.1 70.0 68.3 69.1 82.6 84.6 83.6 
B+ GAZexp_category 69.1 75.1 72.0 68.8 67.0 67.9 82.0 83.7 82.8 
Table 6.5. Learning accuracies with the expanded gazetteers. 
Furthermore, the effects of combining the two classification methods for initial and relat-
ed candidate entities are studied. Two additional sets of gazetteers were created and test-
ed with the NER tagger. Firslty, GAZexp_union merges gazetteers built using two different 
approaches; secondly, GAZexp_intersect takes the intersection of GAZexp_firstsent and 
GAZexp_category i.e., only entities that are generated by both approaches. The sizes of the 
two new gazetteers are shown in Table 6.6. The NER performance using these gazetteers 
is shown in Table 6.7.  
 LOC SUB TEM 
GAZexp_union 23,741 
11,955 new to GAZinit 
16,697 
10,972 new to GAZinit 
333, 
272 new to GAZinit 
GAZexp_intersect 14,022, 
2,236 new to GAZinit 
7,455, 
1,730 new to GAZinit 
133, 
72 new to GAZinit 
Table 6.6. Number of unique entities in each gazetteer built by combining the 
two approaches 
 Location Subject Temporal 
 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 
B+GAZexp_
union 
68.9 75.0 71.8 69.8 66.5 68.1 82.4 83.4 82.9 
B+GAZexp_
intersect 
69.3 76.2 72.6 69.7 67.6 68.6 82.6 84.3 83.4 
Table 6.7. Learning accuracies with GAZexp_union and GAZexp_intersect. 
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Results have shown that taking the intersection of gazetteers generated by the two ap-
proaches outperformed the union, but figures are still lower than the best results obtained 
with GAZexp_firstsent as shown in Table 6.5. Also, learning accuracies obtained with 
GAZexp_category are lower than with GAZexp_firstsent. These observations suggest the quality of 
gazetteers generated using CategoryLabeling is lower than those by FirstSentenceLabel-
ing, therefore, merging the gazetteers included noisy entities from the low-quality gazet-
teer, while intersecting the gazetteers excluded valid entities from the high-quality gazet-
teer. Analysing examples of the FGCs extracted by the two methods showed that this 
could be due to two reasons. First, the loose structure of the Wikipedia category graph 
does not always follow the IS-A relationship. Although several heuristics have been in-
troduced to reduce noise, the FGCs extracted by this method are still noisier than those 
built by FirstSentenceLabeling. Such examples include ‘Bronze’ for TEM, and ‘Units of 
force’ for LOC. These noisy FGCs accepted invalid entries in the gazetteers. On the other 
hand, compared to Wikipedia categories, the FGCs extracted from the first sentences are 
sometimes very fine-grained and restrictive. For example, the FGCs extracted for ‘Buck-
inghamshire’ from the first sentence are ‘ceremonial Home County’ and ‘Non-
metropolitan County’, both of which are UK-specific Location concepts. These fine-
grained FGCs are believed to help control the gazetteer expansion to focus on the domain 
of interest. The better performance with FirstSentenceLabeling suggests that this has 
played a positive role in improving the quality of candidate entities.  
6.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has addressed methods for expanding existing gazetteers of pre-defined 
types. Gazetteer is a type of background knowledge that is important in NER. However, 
it is not often available and manually creating gazetteers is a time consuming and costly 
process. To address this issue, research has been carried out to develop methods for au-
tomatically generating or expanding existing gazetteers of pre-defined types. The majori-
ty of these methods use lexical and syntactic patterns to identify named entities from un-
structured corpus. Many have exploited the regularities of webpages and developed 
wrapper based methods that extract named entities from webpage structures such as ta-
bles and lists. Recently, several studies are made to exploit the structure and content in 
Wikipedia to create named entity gazetteers for NER. Compared to other types of meth-
ods, Wikipedia provides the advantage of easier access to richly structured information, 
good coverage of named entities and specialised terminology, and reasonable coverage 
for many technical domains. The exponential growth of Wikipedia knowledge base en-
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sures promising prospects for methods built on top of it. Unfortunately, existing studies 
are inadequate in several ways. Firstly, they only make use of very limited content and 
structures of Wikipedia; secondly, they have only addressed the newswire domain. The 
applicability of Wikipedia in domain specific tasks has not been tested. 
In this study, a new method of gazetteer expansion has been proposed to address these is-
sues. Given an initial gazetteer of a pre-defined type, the method automatically expands 
the gazetteer by exploiting various content and structural elements in Wikipedia. The 
method is domain-independent, only relying on the generic structures of Wikipedia. Em-
pirically tested in an NER task concerning three domain-specific entity types in the ar-
chaeology domain, the method has doubled the sizes of initial gazetteers with additional 
entities of the same type harvested from Wikipedia. The extended gazetteers have also 
further improved learning accuracies in an NER task.  
Several questions remain to be answered in the future research. Firstly, the method is 
evaluated indirectly by an NER application. Alternatively, the expanded gazetteers could 
be manually inspected to assess its quality. This will be carried out in the future work.  
Secondly, the method will be revised to improve its scalability. As discussed before, the 
method is designed to be scalable, in the way that it can be repeated in iterations to gen-
erate various sizes of gazetteers. Theoretically, it can also be applied with much smaller 
initial seed gazetteers. However, these have not been empirically tested. With much 
smaller seed gazetteers (e.g., gazetteers with less than 50 elements), the classification 
stage may have to be revised to relax the granularity of the extracted FGCs (e.g., ‘cities’ 
instead of ‘cities of the Yorkshire county’) in order to bootstrap iterative gazetteer gener-
ation. Additionally, certain noise control strategies may be necessary as the number of it-
erations grows. These will be explored in the future.  
Further, the current method explores only the named entities that have a dedicated article 
page in Wikipedia. However, a vast amount of named entities exist in the articles of Wik-
ipedia but they do not have a dedicated page. For example, ‘Dell Latitude D600’ is a 
named entity that does not have a dedicated Wikipedia page but is mentioned on the page 
of ‘Dell Latitude’. It may be beneficial to capture and include these entities in the learn-
ing process.  
Last but not least, the long term goal will be exploring methods that are based on a com-
bination of online resources, including generally structured webpages, Wikipedia and 
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other web resources, such as the Open Directory Project (ODP
5
), a large directory of 
named entities. It is impossible to create an ultimate, complete knowledge base; however, 
different knowledge sources may complement or re-enforce each other. Therefore, gazet-
teer generation may benefit from collective evidence based on a combination of resources. 
One interesting research that may help towards this goal is the DBpedia project (Bizer et 
al., 2009), which interlinks knowledge from different sources and publishes them through 
a uniform access protocol. It is a free online multi-million triple store that links concepts 
and entities by semantic relations. For example, as by 29th Feb 2012, DBpedia includes 
triples that describe 416,000 persons, 526,000 places, 106,000 music albums, 60,000 
films, 17,500 video games, 169,000 organisations, 183,000 species and 5,400 diseases. 
Therefore, DBpedia can be a potentially powerful knowledge resource for gazetteer con-
struction. Methods based on DBpedia will be explored in the future.  
  
                                                          
5
 ODP (Dmoz), http://www.dmoz.org/, last retrieved on 29 Feb 2012 
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7 Alternative Gazetteer Generation  
PREFACE 
This chapter discusses automatically generating alternative gazetteers for NER. Alterna-
tive gazetteer is a concept relative to traditional and typed gazetteers discussed in the 
previous chapter. Alternative gazetteers simply provide a way of grouping related terms 
without explicitly defining the type or category of the groups. This chapter is divided into 
seven sections. Section 1 gives an introduction to the problem. Section 2 discusses related 
work. Section 3 details the hypothesis behind this work and Section 4 introduces an ap-
proach that exploits word topicality for alternative gazetteer generation. Section 5 pre-
sents experiments and results. Section 6 discusses results, and presents an in-depth analy-
sis of lessons learnt. Section 7 concludes this chapter. 
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7.1 Introduction 
Alternative gazetteers provide a simple way of grouping related terms without explicitly 
defining the type or categories of the groups as the typed gazetteers do. Thus a typed gaz-
etteer of companies may say that ‘Microsoft’ and ‘Google’ are both company entities; an 
alternative gazetteer simply says that the two terms are always found belonging to the 
same group, regardless of what the group is called (e.g., ‘American companies’, ‘IT 
companies’, or even ‘unknown group A’). They are useful to NER because from the 
learning point of view, a gazetteer will be useful as long as it returns consistent labels for 
the same types of named entities, since the correspondence between the labels and the 
named entity types can be learnt automatically from training data (Kazama and Torisawa, 
2008). An advantage over typed gazetteers is that it eliminates the need of labelling gaz-
etteers or their entries, which encourages unsupervised methods to be adopted for gazet-
teer generation. In fact, the majority of studies that address automatically generating al-
ternative gazetteers have adopted unsupervised approaches that require no manually pro-
vided input.  
Several forms of alternative gazetteers have been explored for NER. One commonly 
adopted technique is using word clusters, where words are clustered based on their distri-
butional similarity and the derived clusters are used as a handful of gazetteers for NER 
(Freitag, 2004; Miller et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 2006; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008; Saha 
et al., 2009; Finkel and Manning, 2009; Chrupała and Klakow, 2010). Some studies have 
proposed to automatically extract hypernyms of terms using external resources and group 
terms by their hypernyms, which effectively creates a set of gazetteers that can be used 
for NER (Kazama and Torisawa, 2007a; Kazama and Torisawa, 2008). 
This chapter explores a new dimension of building alternative gazetteers for NER. It 
builds on the hypothetical relationship between the topicality of words and named enti-
ties. Topicality of a word refers to the degree to which a word represents a document’s 
topic. Although a formal definition of ‘topic’ is not available, it can be considered as sev-
eral key terms that summarise the ‘aboutness’ of a document. The relationship between 
document topics and named entities was initially introduced by a number of studies, for 
example, Clifton et al. (1999) showed that named entities are highly relevant to the topic 
of a document. Hassel (2003) argued that named entities are often among the most infor-
mation dense tokens of the text and largely define the domain of interest. Rennie and 
Jakkola (2005) and Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2010) proposed to measure topicality of 
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words in terms of ‘informativeness’, which is then transformed to some features for 
named entity detection. Generally, informativeness is quantified based on a word’s distri-
bution over a collection of documents: it is generally agreed that informative words often 
demonstrate a ‘peaked’ frequency distribution over a collection of documents, such that 
the majority of their occurrences in the collection are found in a handful of documents 
(Church and Gale, 1995b). In practice, most informativeness measures (Spark Jones, 
1973; Harter, 1975; Church and Gale, 1995a; Church and Gale, 1995b; Rennie and 
Jaakkola, 2005) have employed two distributional properties of words: document fre-
quency and term frequency in the corpus.  
However, informativeness may not always represent topicality for two reasons. First, 
document topics can vary largely even if they belong to the same domain. For example, 
articles in the Genia corpus are from scientific journals, each discussing a finely con-
strained subject that is related to biomedical science but individually distinctive. This is 
reflected by largely varying vocabularies as well as varying frequency patterns of words 
at individual document basis. Informativeness however, studies the global distribution of 
words and ignores such varying patterns specific to documents. As it will be discussed 
later in this chapter, many informativeness measures are biased by document frequency 
and can promote words that are irrelevant to topics of individual documents, or miss 
those that are in fact relevant. Second, informativeness scores are globally uniform and 
specific to a collection. As a result, ambiguous words that carry different senses in differ-
ent document contexts can be mis-interpreted. In the biomedical domain, a fair amount of 
named entities can contain common English words. The word ‘bright’, ‘white’ and ‘cycle’ 
can be used to refer to protein or gene names in some documents but also widely used as 
common words carrying no special senses in most documents (Morgan and Hirschman, 
2003). A uniform informativeness score cannot distinguish these cases.  
For these reasons, topicality should be measured locally and specific to individual docu-
ments, taking into account a word’s distributional patterns at document levels. Following 
this hypothesis, this study proposes to measure the topicality of a word in terms of its rel-
evance to a document – a widely adopted notion for Information Retrieval. Next, words 
can be grouped based on their level of topicality and the intuition is that those falling un-
der the highly topic-oriented groups can be useful features to named entities in that doc-
ument; while those belonging to non-topic-oriented groups can be negative features. This 
has motivated the idea of using such document-specific groupings of words as gazetteer 
(or non-gazetteer) features based on the topicality of words. The proposed method begins 
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with evaluating topicality of words using four simple relevance functions: Term Frequen-
cy (TF) in documents, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF), weird-
ness (WD, Ahmed et al., 1999), and one that combines both TFIDF and WD. Next, words 
are ranked based on their topicality scores and a simple equal interval binning technique 
is applied to segment the list into a handful of sections, which effectively creates a hand-
ful of document-specific gazetteers. These are then used for a statistical NER model, 
which, when thoroughly evaluated using five datasets from three domains, consistently 
improves a baseline by between 0.9 and 3.9 points of F-measure and always outperforms 
methods based on informativeness. This confirms that locally measured topicality is an 
effective feature for generating alternative gazetteers for NER and is generalisable across 
domains.  
The remainder of this chapter is organised as the follows. Section 7.2 presents related 
work. Section 7.3 further discusses the hypothesis. Section 7.4 introduces the method in 
details. Section 7.5 presents the experiments and results. Section 7.6 analyses the results 
and discusses the lessons learnt and Section 7.7 concludes this chapter. 
7.2 Related Work 
Methods using word clusters – A common approach to building alternative gazetteers 
for NER is using word clusters. Freitag (2004) showed that word clusters derived based 
on distributional similarity tend to have a useful semantic dimension. For example, clus-
tering words extracted from a sample news corpus yielded two clusters that clearly corre-
spond to ﬁrst names and last names. To exploit this nature they derived word clusters as 
gazetteers from an external corpus similar to that used in an NER task. Specifically, 
words were firstly extracted from a corpus of hundreds of thousands of news articles. 
These were then clustered based on the similarity of their context into 200 clusters. The 
clusters were treated as unlabelled gazetteers to support NER from the MUC6 datasets. 
Miller et al. (2004) applied hierarchical clustering, which generates a binary tree that at-
taches each word as leaf nodes. As a result, nodes higher in the tree correspond to larger 
word clusters, while lower nodes correspond to smaller clusters. Each word is then as-
signed a binary string by following the traversal path from the root to its leaf. The strings, 
indicating the cluster membership of words, are then used as features for NER. This type 
of methods has gained substantial popularity and is adopted by a number of later studies. 
Jiang et al. (2006) applied a similar hierarchical clustering approach to that of Miller et al. 
(2004) and used derived clusters as gazetteers for Chinese NER. Kazama and Torisawa 
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(2008) addressed the issue of computational complexity when deriving clusters from very 
large corpora (i.e., millions of documents) and used word clusters for Japanese NER. 
They also modelled similarity based on syntactic features rather than contextual features. 
Finkel and Manning (2009) used word clusters in nested named entity recognition, i.e., 
identifying named entity mentions that are constituents of longer entity names. Saha et al. 
(2009) tested different methods of computing similarity and studied their effect on word 
cluster gazetteers in biomedical NER. Chrupala and Klakow (2010) clustered words 
based on co-occurrence statistics in a large corpus and used word clusters as gazetteers 
for German NER.  
The major limitation of word cluster based approaches is selecting an appropriate level of 
granularity. Too many clusters provide insufficient generalisation; while too few clusters 
provide insufficient discrimination (Miller et al., 2004). An optimum level is often empir-
ically derived depending on the data, which can involve extensive experimentation. For 
example, the studies described above have all reported different settings of cluster num-
bers (i.e., number of gazetteers), while Kazama and Torisawa (2008) tested several dif-
ferent settings. Meanwhile, the clustering process can be computationally extensive and 
adds considerable cost to the NER task. The effectiveness of clustering may also depend 
on the choice of the similarity function.  
Methods using hypernymy/hyponymy relations – A recent study by Kazama and 
Torisawa (2007a) proposed using automatically learned hypernymy relations as alterna-
tive gazetteers for NER. This has been discussed previously in Chapter 6. To re-cap, they 
firstly extracted candidate phrases containing n tokens with at least one capitalised word 
from documents. These are then looked up on Wikipedia to find matching articles de-
scribing a particular concept or entity. Each Wikipedia article is then mapped to its hy-
pernym, which is the first noun phrase after be in the first sentence of the article. The 
process effectively generates gazetteers that group candidate phrases into a smaller set of 
hypernyms. In their experiment, they mapped over 39,000 search candidates to approxi-
mately 1,200 hypernyms. A large amount of these hypernyms are irrelevant to the named 
entity types required in the final task. However, they acted as alternative gazetteers and 
provided useful evidence for recognising named entities from the CoNLL2003 dataset. 
The same method was later used by Kazama and Torisawa (2008) in a Japanese NER 
task. This type of approach can be limited to the external knowledge resource of choice. 
It depends on particular content and structure of the knowledge resource, the coverage of 
which may also limit the capacity of the generated gazetteers.  
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Topicality and named entities - Clifton et al. (1999) argued that named entities are 
highly relevant to the topic of a document. In an experiment of topic identification, they 
showed that document topics represented by named entities are much more accurate and 
interpretable by humans than keywords. They further demonstrated the document cluster-
ing task can benefit from a representation based on named entities. Hassel (2003) argued 
that named entities are often important cues to the topic of a text. They are ‘among the 
most information dense tokens of the text and largely define the domain of the text’. 
They showed that a text summarisation system can benefit by combining named entities 
in generating document summaries. While these argue that named entities can be indica-
tive of document topics, Rennie and Jaakola (2005) suggested that the opposite can be al-
so true, i.e., topic-oriented words can be useful indicators of named entities. They further 
suggested that topicality of words is equivalent to the sense of ‘informativeness’, a prop-
erty which can be evaluated using informativeness measures.  
Informativeness measures – Although a formal definition is lacking, it is generally 
agreed that informative words often demonstrate a ‘peaked’ distribution over a collection 
of documents such that the majority of their occurrences are found in a handful of docu-
ments (Church and Gale, 1995b). A large number of informativeness measures have been 
introduced in the past and used in a wide range of applications such as Information Re-
trieval (Mei et al., 2007), language modelling (Pan and McKeown, 1999), and machine 
translation (Wong and Kit, 2011). Most measures have employed two distributional 
properties of words: document frequency and term frequency in the corpus. This section 
briefly introduces informativeness measures that have been tested in NER or related tasks.  
The first group of informativeness measures are solely based on document frequency. 
Document frequency is the number of documents in which w is found, given the entire 
collection as D, d  D. The assumption is that words that are rare and unique to a small 
set of documents are informative. Inverse Document Frequency (Spark Jones, 1973) is a 
measure based on this hypothesis. It is calculated as 
|}dw:d{|
|D|
log)w(IDF

      Equation 7.1 
Later Papineni (2001) showed that IDF is a better indication of the ‘weight’ of a word ra-
ther than its importance. Instead, the author proposed to quantify informativeness as the 
optimal gain, calculated as: 
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Under this model, extremely rare and extremely common words have low gain and are 
therefore less informative. Medium-frequency words have higher gain and are therefore, 
more informative.  
The second group of informativeness measures explicitly study the ‘peaked’ or ‘burst’ 
distribution of words. They study the document frequency of words with respect to their 
overall frequency in the corpus. Bookstein and Swanson (1974) proposed the x
I
 measure 
to address this: 
|}dw:d{|)D,w(tf)w(Ix        Equation 7.3  
where tf(w, D) returns the frequency of w in the entire collection. A similar approach 
proposed in Church and Gale (1995b) measure ‘burstiness’ as: 
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       Equation 7.4 
Intuitively, for two words with the same frequency in the collection, the one that is more 
concentrated will have the higher score. However, this score can be biased towards fre-
quent words, which tend to be less informative (Rennie and Jaakkola, 2005). 
Some proposed to evaluate informativeness by studying the degree to which the distribu-
tion of a word demonstrates the ‘peakness’ or ‘burstiness’. These methods (Harter, 1975; 
Church and Gale, 1995b; Rennie and Jaakkola, 2005) often employ two kinds of well-
known probability distribution models: binomial and Poisson. When applied to model 
word distributions, both model the correlation between the document frequency of a word 
and the average number of occurrences of the word per document. They can answer the 
question that, if empirically a word is found on average n times per document (frequency), 
then for any dataset, what is the likely number of documents in which it is found (i.e., 
document frequency) given that the frequency is m? For an informative word, one would 
expect high frequency numbers ‘clustered’ (thus a ‘burst’) for a small range of relatively 
low document frequencies, such as that shown in Figure 7.1.  
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Figure 7.1. The word ‘Kennedy’ has high frequencies in a small set of 
documents belonging to the genre ‘Press’ in the Brown corpus (Church and Gale, 
1995b) 
Under the binomial model, documents in the collection are assumed to have uniform (or 
nearly equal) length N measured as number of words. It says that over the entire collec-
tion, the probability Pw (k) that a word w has k occurrences (i.e., freq(w, d) = k) in a doc-
ument can be computed as the chance of seeing k heads in N independent, biased-coin 
flips where the chance of heads on a single flip is . Under this model,  is the mean 
probability of seeing w in any document. Thus the document frequency for each k can be 
computed as D∙Pw (k). The Poisson model is a limiting case of the binomial model as N 
becomes unbounded while  remains constant. Thus under the Poisson model the only 
factor that determines the frequency distribution of a word is .  
It has been found that both models fit poorly with informative words (Harter, 1975; 
Church and Gale, 1995b). The binomial model tends to predict near linear distribution 
that fails to capture the ‘peaked’ nature; the Poisson model tends to significantly underes-
timate word frequencies with respect to document frequencies (Church and Gale, 1995b).  
Based on these observations, Harter (1975) proposed a ‘Mixture’ model that better de-
scribes the frequency distributions of informative words. He hypothesized that for each 
word w that is informative in a document collection D, D can always be divided into two 
classes such that one is relevant to the subjects that w denotes while the other is irrelevant. 
Under this hypothesis, practically it would be more likely to see w in the class one docu-
ments but more unlikely to see w in the class two documents. The implication of this is 
that for each word that is informative in this collection, there are two modes of frequency 
distribution, which if modelled by Poisson, will have different  values. Thus the fre-
quency distribution of informative words can be modelled by a 2-Poisson model that 
takes into account both classes of documents. Let PoiI(k;1) denotes the probability that a 
word w has k occurrences (i.e., freq(w, d) = k) in class one documents with the mean 
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probability of seeing w in any member of this sub-class as 1, and PoiII(k;2) denotes the 
probabilistic distribution of the word’s frequency in the class two documents with the 
mean probability of seeing w in any member of this sub-class as 2, the 2-Piosson model 
returns the revised probability of frequency as: 
);k(Poi)();k(Poi)k(Poisson III 21 12     Equation 7.5 
The parameters 1, 2 and  have to be empirically derived based on data. Then naturally, 
the degree of informativeness of a word can be determined based on the ‘fitness’ of its 
frequency distribution against the prediction made by this model, a task that can be 
achieved using statistical significance testing metrics such as Chi-square. Further, Harter 
demonstrated that the informativeness of a word is purely based on the two  values 
combined under the z-measure (Brookes, 1968): 
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        Equation 7.6 
The z-measure denotes a sense of ‘overlap’. Intuitively, if 1 is close to 2 then the mean 
probabilities of seeing a word in the two classes of documents are nearly the same, indi-
cating that the two-class documents separation does not exist, or the word can simply be 
modelled by a Poisson distribution and is not informative. 
In fact, the later study by Church and Gale (1995b) confirmed the validity of this hypoth-
esis by showing that words tend to have different frequency distributions with respect to 
the genres of documents in the Brown corpus (Kucera et al., 1967). This is the main rea-
son why a single Poisson model fails since it assumes a single  for the entire collection, 
while in fact this can be different depending on the genre of sub-sections of the docu-
ments.  
Rennie and Jaakkola (2005) also proposed a mixture model where they combined two bi-
nomial models. The frequency distribution of a word is firstly matched against a binomial 
model, and then the mixture model to derive two separate figures as the quantification of 
the matches. The degree of informativeness is then quantified as the log-odds ratio be-
tween the two figures. The intuition is that if the word is highly informative, it will have a 
bad match in the first case but a better match in the second case. 
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Church and Gale (1995a) proposed the measure of Residual IDF, which is the deviation 
of the actual IDF score (Equation 7.1) of a word from its ‘expected’ IDF score predicted 
based on the Poisson distribution: 
)w(FDˆI)w(IDF)w(RIDF       Equation 7.7 
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2      Equation 7.8 
where 1-Poisson(0; ) is the probability of a document having at least one occurrence of 
w predicted by the Poisson distribution model with . The hypothesis is based on the fact 
that Poisson model fits poorly with informative words. Thus a prediction of IDF based on 
Poisson can deviate from its actual IDF observed based on a corpus. Empirically, they 
showed that all words have real IDF scores that deviate from the expected value under a 
Poisson distribution model. However, informative words tend to have larger deviations 
than non-informative words.  
Word topicality for NER – Very little work has explored the relationship between topi-
cality of words and named entities in NER. The most relevant work includes Rennie and 
Jaakkola (2005) and Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2010), both of which studied named enti-
ty detection rather than classification. Rennie and Jaakkola (2005) argued that the topic-
oriented words can be identified using informativeness measures and tested a number of 
measures, including IDF, RIDF, x
I
, Gain, z-measure, and a mixture model. Using a cor-
pus of forum posts annotated for restaurant names and gathered from a bulletin board 
dedicated to restaurant information, they analysed the usefulness of these measures in de-
tecting restaurant names. Based on the data, they showed that IDF, Residual IDF and the 
mixture model are the best options while others (x
I
, Gain, z-measure) ‘have relatively lit-
tle to offer in terms of identifying informative words’. To further validate this conclusion, 
the scores are used as features in a statistical named entity detection model. They also 
experimented with combinations of scores returned by different measures to obtain the 
best results. Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2010) proposed to create gazetteers dynamically 
at both training and testing phase using word informativeness measures. The core of the 
process is creating a lexicon by selecting the most informative words in a corpus – evalu-
ated by a so-called ‘ratio of frequency’ measure that is identical to the ‘burstiness’ meas-
ure, and then filtered by an arbitrary threshold.  The list is then pruned by two strategies. 
Firstly, words from the corpus are clustered based on their distributional similarity, and 
then clusters that contain mostly highly informative words (informative clusters) and that 
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contain mostly non-informative words (non-informative clusters) are identified. The list 
is then modified by adding words from the informative clusters and discarding words in 
the non-informative clusters. Secondly, language and domain specific heuristics – e.g., 
removing stopwords – are used to discard words that are unlikely to be part of entity 
names. The final lexicon is considered to be words that are commonly used in naming en-
tities and used as gazetteers in a statistical learning model. The method was shown to be 
effective in named entity detection for Hindi texts. Zhang et al. (2004) and Wan et al. 
(2011) studied methods for finding the most important named entities from the output of 
Chinese NER tasks. The named entities identified by an NER tagger were submitted to a 
further classification process, which aimed at filtering the most important named entities 
in the document. They showed that the distributional characteristics of named entities 
such as frequency are strong features for this purpose. These are essentially in line with 
the informativeness hypothesis; however, they do not deal with NER but a post-
processing task.  
All these studies have only presented a partial view of the usefulness of word topicality in 
the NER task. On the one hand, they do not directly address NER but a partial phase (e.g., 
named entity detection) or a related task. On the other hand, different methods have been 
evaluated in different languages, for single domains, and mostly single self-created da-
tasets that are unavailable for comparative studies. It is unclear whether the lessons can 
be generalised across these boundaries to support NER in general. 
7.3 Hypothesis 
This study exploits the relationship between topicality of words and named entities for 
automatic generation of alternative gazetteers for NER. It addresses Hypothesis H2.2: 
H2.2 Alternative gazetteer: named entities are highly to contain topic-oriented 
words specific to a document. The topicality of words can be evaluated based on 
the relevance measures widely used for Information Retrieval. It can be used for 
generating alternative gazetteers for NER.    
It builds on the same ground of the previous work by Rennie and Jaakkola (2005) and 
Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2010): the topicality of words can be useful for identifying 
named entities. The major difference is that the topicality of words is defined locally with 
respect to documents, measured by their relevance to documents. As discussed before, in-
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formativeness is measured globally with respect to the entire collection, and it may not 
always represent topicality.  
First, document topics can vary largely even if they belong to the same domain. As men-
tioned, the Genia corpus widely used for biomedical NER contains thousands of abstracts 
of medical journal publications. Each of these focuses on rather narrowly defined, specif-
ic topics such as specific proteins (e.g., NF-Kappa B, proteasome), DNAs (e.g., AP-1 site, 
murine IL-2 promoter), cell types (e.g., Th1 cell, T cell), or specific interactions between 
these objects (e.g., binding, signalling). The CoNLL2003 NER corpus spans across a 
number of different domains, containing news articles of a wide range of topics, such as 
economics, politics, sports and entertainment. This has led to largely varying vocabular-
ies as well as varying frequency patterns of words at individual document basis. Informa-
tiveness measures focus on the global distribution of words and ignores such varying pat-
terns specific to documents. A major component of many informativeness measures is 
document frequency. The assumption is that informative words tend to be specific to a 
small set of documents and therefore, have low document frequency. However, this study 
shows that informativeness biased by document frequency can mis-represent topicality 
particularly when documents in a corpus are characterised by largely varying vocabular-
ies, an indicator of varying topics.  
Second, informativeness scores are globally uniform and specific to a collection. As a re-
sult, ambiguous words that carry different senses in different document contexts can be 
mis-interpreted. In the biomedical domain, a fair amount of entity names can contain 
common English words. The word ‘bright’, ‘white’ and ‘cycle’ can be used to refer to 
protein or gene names in some documents but also widely used as common words carry-
ing no special senses in most documents (Morgan and Hirschman, 2003). A uniform in-
formativeness score cannot distinguish these cases.  
Based on the Genia corpus as a sample, Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 below show several ex-
amples to illustrate the above limitations of informativeness measures. The IDF and 
RIDF measures were chosen because they were shown to be effective at identifying in-
formative words in a different domain (Rennie and Jaakkola, 2005). Each unique word is 
scored using the two measures and ranked by the scores. Then, the documents containing 
the word and the documents containing annotations including the word are counted re-
spectively.  
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 IDF total different scores =313 
Word Rank by 
score. 
#Docs in which word 
found as part of NEs 
#Docs containing 
the word 
Error type 
2alpha 2 1 2 Ambiguity 
TT 2 1 2 Ambiguity 
cripple 2 1 2 Ambiguity 
formally 1 0 1 Biased by doc freq 
disappointing 1 0 1 Biased by doc freq 
fifty 2 0 2 Biased by doc freq 
get 1 0 1 Biased by doc freq 
Table 7.1. Examples of highly informative words (IDF) that can harm learning 
accuracy 
IDF is a measure that is purely based on document frequency. This has led to a major 
limitation: empirically, 57% of all unique words have received the highest IDF score, be-
cause they are found in only one document. This suggests that documents have used 
largely varying vocabularies, a strong indicator of largely varying topics. However, many 
of these words are not related to the topics of documents. Some negative examples are 
shown in Table 7.1. The word ‘formally’ (document id 99138988, ‘formally demon-
strates…’), ‘disappointing’ (document id 99300859, ‘The disappointing results of …’), 
‘fifty’ (document id 96071057, 95161757, used to describe experimental data), and ‘get’ 
(document id 97210575, ‘To get further insights into…’) receive the highest IDF score 
because they are only found in one or a couple of documents. However, these words do 
not carry useful information with respect to the topics of the document and are not part of 
any entity names. Furthermore, the globally uniform informativeness score can mislead 
extraction of entity names containing ambiguous words such as ‘2alpha’, ‘TT’, and ‘crip-
ple’. For example, the word ‘2alpha’ is a highly informative word according to IDF 
(ranked as the 2nd most informative word). In the document with id 99008517, it is used 
to refer to a protein in the sentence ‘… LEF-1 and PEBP 2alpha …’ and annotated as part 
of a protein entity (PEBP 2alpha). While in the document with id 20570933, it is used to 
refer to a type of natural prostaglandin in the sentence ‘Interestingly, addition of PGF 
(2alpha), which was not known to affect …’, which is not related to the core topic and 
not annotated as named entities. Similarly, ‘TT’ and ‘cripple’ denote different meanings 
in different documents, where in one case they are used as part of named entities that are 
relevant to the topic while in the other they are used to describe other information that is 
less relevant.  
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 RIDF total different scores = 1717 
Word Rank by 
score. 
#Docs in which word 
found as part of NEs 
#Docs containing 
the word 
Error type 
tip 24 1 2 Ambiguity 
bright 112 2 3 Ambiguity 
interleukin-5 1083 10 10 Biased by doc freq 
oncogene 798 45 48 Biased by doc freq 
NFAT-1 219 12 12 Biased by doc freq 
CD4 405 114 149 Biased by doc freq 
Table 7.2. Examples of informative and non-informative words (RIDF) that can 
both harm learning accuracy 
RIDF partially overcomes the limitations of IDF by also taking into account word fre-
quencies in the collection. It promotes words that are found many times, but within a spe-
cific set of documents. Empirically, this produced 1,717 unique scores. Manual inspec-
tions have shown that the upper sections of the ranked list contain mostly words that are 
strongly related to topics of documents and that are often part of entity names. However, 
it still suffers from the same limitations as IDF. As it will be shown in further analyses 
later in this chapter (Section 7.6), the upper sections of the list represent only a very small 
proportion of named entities in the dataset and are therefore, not very informative to the 
NER learner. In contrast, a much larger amount of entity names contain words from the 
lower sections of the list, which also include the majority of noisy words. In Table 7.2, 
the examples of ‘interleukin-5’, ‘oncogene’, ‘NFAT-1’ and ‘CD4’ illustrate this problem. 
For all of the four words, in their occurrences they are primarily used as entity names or 
as part of the names. However, they spread across a wide range of documents (i.e., high 
document frequency), which biased their informativeness scores. Some words also suffer 
from the problem of ambiguity. The word ‘bright’ (ranked at the 112nd) is used as a pro-
tein name in the sentence ‘Bright (B cell regulator of IgH transcription) is a B cell-
specific, matrix associating region-binding protein that …’. It is highly related to the top-
ic of the document with id 21293104, which discusses ‘transcriptional activation by a 
matrix associating region-binding protein’. In the different document with id 96178227, it 
adopts the common sense of ‘shining’ in the sentence ‘Specific bright foci of GATA-
1fluorescence were observed in erythroleukaemia cells…’, where it is less relevant to the 
topic.  
Further analyses were carried out to study the problems with IDF and RIDF in a task of 
NER using a total of 5 datasets. These will be presented later in Section 7.6. 
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During the manual inspection, it has been found that for many errors by the two informa-
tiveness measures, word frequencies observed within the local document context can be 
an effective indicator of topicality. For example the words ‘formally’, ‘disappointing’ and 
‘get’ have only a single occurrence in the documents. While in most cases, ‘interleukin-5’, 
‘oncogene’, ‘NFAT-1’ and ‘CD4’ are found multiple times. The ambiguous words 
‘2alpha’ and ‘bright’ are also found only once in the documents where they denote an ir-
relevant sense to the topics, but many times when they are more topic-oriented. This mo-
tivated the consideration of distributional characteristics observed at document level in 
measuring word topicality.  
In the area of Information Retrieval, relevance measures have been used to assess the im-
portance of a word to a document. They represent a sense of topical relevance (Mizzaro, 
1997) and often employ word frequencies in document contexts as an important type of 
feature. Therefore, in this study, relevance measures are proposed as a proxy for topicali-
ty. Furthermore, it is expected that highly topic-oriented words are rare, since topics are 
often composed of a confined small set of keywords. However, they may be found in a 
large proportion of named entity mentions in a document, since named entities that are 
highly relevant to the topic of a document are also likely to be repeated frequently. Based 
on these hypotheses, for each document, words are grouped based on their level of topi-
cality and it is hypothesized that those falling under the highly topic-oriented groups are 
indicative of named entities. This has led to the creation of document-specific, untyped 
gazetteers. Details of the method are presented in the next section. 
7.4 Alternative Gazetteers based on Topicality 
The method of topicality-based alternative gazetteer generation consists of two parts: 
measures of topicality of words (Section 7.4.1); feature extraction method that generates 
gazetteers based on topicality (Section 7.4.2).   
7.4.1 Measuring Topicality 
Let topcat denote a function that measures the topicality of words (w) in a document (d) 
as positive real numbered values: 
  d)topcat(w,        Equation 7.9 
The first and the simplest relevance measure that can be used to evaluate topicality is 
Term Frequency, denoted by TF(w, d), which is simply the count of occurrence of w in d.  
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Intuitively, words associated with the topics of a document are likely to be repeated 
throughout the text and therefore have higher frequency since they are the focus of the 
content. This simple technique was used in earlier studies and found effective in extract-
ing important terms from documents (Dagan and Church, 1994). However, it is also well-
known for its bias towards highly frequent but non-content bearing words (e.g., function-
al English words), and inability to identify less frequent yet equally important words, 
such as those that are unique to a smaller set of documents in the whole collection. Thus 
the second measure used for evaluating topicality is Term Frequency - Inverse Document 
Frequency (Spark Jones, 1973) which is the classic measure used in IR for evaluating the 
word-document relevance: 
)(),( wIDFdwTF  TFIDF(w,d) norm           Equation 7.10 
where TFnorm(w,d) is the normalised frequency of w in d, calculated as: 



d'w
norm
)d,'w(TF
)d,w(TF
)d,w(TF       Equation 7.11 
and IDF(w) is the inverse document frequency of w in the entire collection D (dD), cal-
culated using Equation 7.1. The intuition is that word associated with the topic of a doc-
ument should be frequently used and also unique to that document. The latter can be 
measured by document frequency – a word that is only found in a handful of documents 
is likely to be specific to those documents and bear specific meanings; in contrast, words 
that are frequently found in any document are likely to be functional words or less im-
portant. The major difference from IDF and other informativeness measures that employ 
document frequency is that it balances IDF with word frequency in the local document 
context. This returns a score that is specific to individual documents, and balances out the 
effect of over-promoting low document frequency words in a collection. 
The third measure is the Weirdness function (WD) introduced by Ahmed et al. (1999) for 
document indexing and retrieval. It is also based on word frequency in the local docu-
ment context, and captures the sense of ‘uniqueness’ by comparing the distribution of a 
word in the target document against its distribution in a reference corpus:    
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C) (w,TF
(w,d)TF
  WD(w,d)
norm
norm
      Equation 7.12 
where TFnorm(w, C) is the normalised frequency of w in a reference corpus (C), indicating 
the probability of encountering w in other context. The intuition is that words that are 
more likely to be found in a document than a reference collection are ‘special’ to that 
document and therefore, more relevant to its topic. It is similar to TFIDF in the way that 
both normalise TFnorm(w,d) by a different factor. Empirically, they have led to different 
results.  
Additionally, this study also proposes a function that combines both TFIDF and WD with 
equal weights. The motivation is to balance the different views of ‘uniqueness’. Given Wd 
the set of words found in d, their TFIDF and WD scores are firstly calculated using the 
above equations and then ranked by the scores to obtain two ordered list TFIDFdR and 
WD
dR . 
The final combined score for a word w, to be called as Combined Inverse Rank (CIR), 
is calculated as: 
5.0
),(
5.0
),(

dwR
1
dwR
1
  CIR(w,d)
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d
TFIDF
d    Equation 7.13 
Furthermore, for all of the four measures, a list of stopwords is filtered out prior to the 
calculation of topicality. Stopwords will always have a topicality score of 0.  
7.4.2 Gazetteer Generation  
The scores returned by the topcat measures are real numbers indicating how topic-
oriented a word is to a document. As discussed before, they are document-specific and 
unbounded in range, and cannot be used directly by statistical learning models since the 
scores are non-comparable across documents and therefore, non-generalisable.  
To transform the scores to useful features, this work proposes to create untyped, docu-
ment specific gazetteers based on the strength of topicality of words. Generally, it is ex-
pected that highly topic-oriented words are rare but can be found in a large proportion of 
named entity mentions in a document. As the scores drop, their usefulness (i.e., being in-
dicative of named entities) drops disproportionally faster. Thus a handful of highly topic-
oriented words are most useful indicators of named entities in a document.  Theoretically, 
if it is possible to determine a cut-off threshold for each document such that it correctly 
splits the highly topic-oriented words for the document from the others, one can use these 
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words as gazetteers for NER in that document. However in practice, this may be infeasi-
ble since the number of documents can be large and the thresholds can vary. Instead, this 
work proposes to use a simple binning method to split the ordered list of words from a 
document into k equal sized intervals, and construct a binary feature for each interval.  
Effectively, this transforms the non-comparable topicality scores for each document into 
a uniform set of k groups for each document, while the correspondence between the 
group numbers (between 1 and k) and the classification decision can be automatically 
learned from training data. Formally, this can be represented as a feature function fbin that 
returns a vector of binning values for every word w in d: 
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    Equation 7.14 
where i {1, 2, 3, … k}, Wd is the collection of all words in d, and rnk(w, d) returns the 
position of w in Wd ranked by their topicality scores in descending order. Essentially, the 
features are used in the same way as gazetteers. Each group can be considered a gazetteer 
(or non-gazetteer) that may have either positive or negative examples. This is different 
from the traditional notion of gazetteer that usually contains only positive examples. An-
other key difference is that the gazetteers created in such a way are document-specific, 
while conventionally, gazetteers are not bounded to document context. This is because, as 
argued before, the topicality of words is document-specific. Therefore, gazetteers gener-
ated based on topic-oriented words may only be applicable within the specific document 
context.  
7.5 Evaluation 
This section presents the experiments designed to evaluate the effectiveness of topicality-
based gazetteers for NER. The proposed method is compared against two other methods 
based on the similar ground (Rennie and Jaakkola, 2005; Gupta and Bhattacharyya, 2010) 
on five widely used datasets covering three domains. To focus on the effects of the topi-
cality based features, a uniform learning model is created and used as a baseline; then, the 
topicality based features generated by each method are added to the baseline and the 
changes in learning accuracies are compared. 
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7.5.1 Datasets  
The experiments contain five corpora selected from the newswire, biomedical and ar-
chaeology domains, as shown in Table 7.3. 
Corpus  Domain Docs Avg. len. by tokens 
Archaeo Archaeology 38  6862 
Bio1 Biomedical 100  226 
CoNLL03 Newswire 1,000 237 
Genia BioNLP04 Biomedical 2,400  227 
Yapex Biomedical 200  225 
Table 7.3. Datasets used for experiments 
The Genia BioNLP04 (Genia in the following) dataset is obtained from the Bio-Entity 
Recognition Task at BioNLP/NLPBA 2004 (Kim et al., 2004). It contains 2,400 MED-
LINE abstracts with about 56.5k annotations of protein (60%), cell type (15%), cell line 
(7%), DNA (16%) and RNA (2%) entities. The Bio1 (Collier et al., 2000) dataset con-
tains 100 MEDLINE abstracts with about 3.2k annotations
6
 of protein names (63%), 
DNA (11%), and SOURCE (26%), which include 7 sub-types such as ‘cell type’ and 
‘cell line’ etc. In this study these are treated as a single entity type. The Yapex (The 
Yapex Corpus, 2005) dataset contains 200 MEDLINE abstracts with about 3.7k annota-
tions of protein names. The CoNLL03 dataset contains 70% of the original English da-
taset used by the CoNLL2003 shared NER task (Sang and Meulder, 2003). Documents 
that contain only tables or lists of entities such as game score boards or phone directories, 
are discarded. This is because they do not carry a focused topic and are not suitable 
testbed for the hypothesis. The dataset contains newswire articles with about 22k annota-
tions of person names (PER, 28%), locations (LOC, 32%), organisations (ORG, 21%) 
and miscellaneous (MISC, 19%) such as events, languages and nationalities.  
While these datasets contain documents of similar size, to gain a comprehensive under-
standing of the effectiveness of different methods the Archaeo corpus is included. The 
dataset is based on the annotations created in Chapter 5 and used in Chapter 6. Additional 
8 documents were added, creating a total of 38 articles averaging about 7,000 words. 
There are about 17.5k annotations of three types: archaeological temporal terms (TEM, 
23%), such as ‘Bronze Age’, and ‘1089AD’; location (LOC, 14%), which is UK-specific 
and often refers to place names of findings and events; subject of interest (SUB, 63%), 
                                                          
6
 ‘RNA’ annotations are ignored as there are less than 40 instances only. 
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which is a highly heterogeneous category containing terms from various domains, such as 
architecture, warfare, maritime, and education. Each dataset is then split into five equal 
parts for five-fold cross-validation experiments. 
7.5.2 Baseline 
The baseline NER learner used for this experiment is the same SVM-based NE tagger 
previously introduced in Chapter 4, and used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The following 
basic features are used: 
 The exact token string, and its stem 
 The orthographic type of the token (e.g., alpha-numeric, digits only, capitalised) 
 Context window of 3 – the above features are applied to the previous and the fol-
lowing three tokens of the current token 
The baseline setting is denoted as B in the following. No domain and language specific 
features or data specific optimisations are used. Although it is known that domain specif-
ic features and optimisations can be particularly effective, the goal of this study is to 
thoroughly test the effectiveness of different methods of using topic-oriented words for 
NER and their generality across domains, rather than maximising learning accuracies.  
7.5.3 Methods for Comparison 
The proposed method of document specific gazetteer generation based on word topicality 
(denoted as topcat) is compared against the studies by Rennie and Jaakola (2005) and 
Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2010). Both proposed to use topic-oriented words for named 
entity detection but calculated topicality using informativeness measures. In this work, 
their methods are adapted and tested for NER. 
Topcat – For each of the topcat measures introduced before, the binning method is ap-
plied to generate document specific gazetteers which are then used as additional features 
to the baseline. In the experiment, k is initially set to 20, and the British National Corpus 
(The British National Corpus, 2007) is used as the reference corpus for WD. Thus there 
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are four settings: B, TFbin; B, TFIDFbin; B, WDbin and B, CIRbin. Several topcat measures 
have been implemented based on the JATE toolkit
7
.  
Rennie and Jaakkola (2005, RJ05) – In RJ05, several different informativeness measures 
are tested for named entity detection. Informativeness scores are computed for each word 
using one of the measures, and the scores are then normalised against the mean or median 
score to obtain relative scores, which are used as features in a statistical named entity de-
tection model. It has been found that the IDF and RIDF are two of the most effective 
measures for identifying informative words and also contributed most to the named entity 
detection task. Additionally, as discussed before (Section 7.3), both measures can be very 
sensitive to document frequency and lead to inaccurate predictions of informative words. 
Therefore, a third informativeness measure – the ‘burstiness’ measure (Equation 7.4) – is 
also chosen to be tested following the RJ05 approach. Therefore, four different settings 
are created using the IDF, RIDF, and burstiness measures: 
1) B, median-normalised relative IDF score (IDFmed) 
2) B, mean-normalised (i.e., average score normalised) relative RIDF score (RID-
Favg) 
3) B, median-normalised relative burstiness score (BURmed) 
4) B, mean-normalised relative burstiness score (BURavg) 
IDF scores are normalised against the median of all scores; RIDF scores are normalised 
against the mean of all scores. These settings are chosen because they contributed to the 
best results in the work by Rennie and Jaakkola. For the burstiness measure, both normal-
isation methods are tested. Furthermore, the feature generation is adapted in the follow-
ing ways. First, scores are rounded to two decimal places because empirically this led to 
better results. Second, the same set of stopwords used for topcat based methods is also 
used to filter out noisy words. Empirically, the adaptations reduced the sparseness of fea-
ture space and led to better learning accuracy. These are referred to as RJ05 based meth-
ods in the following.  
Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2010, GB10) – The method introduced in GB10 employs fair-
ly complex processing involving computing distributional similarity, clustering, and fil-
tering by language and domain specific heuristics. However, the core lesson is creating a 
                                                          
7
 JATE – Java Automatic Term Extraction toolkit, last retrieved on 14 Mar 2012 from 
http://code.google.com/p/jatetoolkit/ 
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lexicon to be used as a gazetteer automatically from informativeness scores. The informa-
tiveness measure used in this study is the burstiness measure. To compare this against 
topcat based methods, the informativeness score is calculated for each unique word ex-
tracted from a corpus using this measure. Then words whose scores exceed an arbitrary 
threshold are selected for gazetteers. Since it is impractical to manually inspect the lists 
and select a threshold for each dataset and each cross-fold experiment, the top n% of the 
entire list (each from the training and testing parts separately) is chosen. Empirically n is 
set to 20, which has produced the best results on some sample datasets. Additionally, the 
four topcat measures are also adapted to calculate a global score for each word based on 
their distributional statistics in a corpus. Specifically, the TF measure is adapted to use 
word frequency in a corpus; the TFIDF and the WD measures use normalised word fre-
quency in a corpus; and the CIR measure combines the adapted TFIDF and WD. Thus for 
GB10 five settings are created: B, GazTF; B, GazTFIDF; B, GazWD; B, GazCIR; B, GazBur. 
Stopwords are also filtered out. These are referred to as GB10 based methods in the fol-
lowing. 
7.5.4 Results 
Firstly, the baseline system is evaluated on all five datasets. The baseline has obtained 
comparable results to state-of-the-art. The results are as shown in F1 in Table 7.4.  
Corpus  Entity Types  Micro-average  
Archaeo
8
 LOC SUB TEM    
60.1 66.14 80.1   68.43 
Bio1 Protein DNA Source    
68.56 50.36 64.3   65.74 
CoNLL03 LOC MISC ORG PER   
82.77 79.43 66.03 81.74  78.22 
Genia  Protein DNA RNA Cell type Cell line  
64.12 58.04 64.99 64.17 56.15 62.49 
Yapex Protein      
55.49     55.49 
Table 7.4. Baseline accuracy in F1 
                                                          
8
 Note that the results on the Archaeo dataset are different from those in Chapter 6. This is because 
different features have been used in this study in other to keep a uniform experiment setting for all 
datasets. 
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Next, the topcat based methods are evaluated. The gazetteer features are added to the 
baseline system, and the best results are shown in Table 7.5.  
For ease of comparison, in the following only micro-average F-measure scores are used. 
The absolute improvement in F-measure (micro-average) over the baseline is shown in 
Figure 7.2. The RJ05 and GB10 based approaches are also evaluated and the changes to 
the baseline are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 respectively. 
Corpus  Entity Types  Micro-
average 
Topcat 
measure 
Archaeo LOC SUB TEM     
62.62 68.4 81.36   70.74 CIR 
Bio1 Protein DNA Source     
70.17 51.23 64.79   66.99 CIR 
CoNLL0
3 
LOC MISC ORG PER    
83.13 79.69 66.49 83.1  79.13 WD 
Genia  Protein DNA RNA Cell type Cell line   
65.38 58.97 66.19 66.76 57.77 64.0 CIR 
Yapex Protein       
59.36     59.36 CIR 
Table 7.5. Best accuracy obtained with topcat based methods 
 
 
Figure 7.2. Absolute improvement over the baseline obtained by topcat based meth-
ods 
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Figure 7.3. Absolute changes to the baseline obtained with the RJ05 based methods 
 
Figure 7.4. Absolute changes to the baseline obtained with the GB10 based methods 
7.6 Discussion and Analysis 
7.6.1 Overview 
Firstly, regardless of the choices of topcat measures, the document-specific gazetteers 
based on the locally (i.e., within specific document context) assessed topicality of words 
have consistently improved the baseline. The maximum improvements for each dataset 
are: 2.3 (CIR) for Archaeo; 1.3 (CIR) for Bio1; 0.9 (WD) for CoNLL03; 1.51 (CIR) for 
Genia; and 3.9 (CIR) for Yapex. It is particularly effective for specialised domains, in 
which NER is much harder. Also, considering only the Archaeo dataset, the results on the 
SUB and LOC entities are very competitive compared to those reported previously in 
Section 6.5. This is very encouraging as it suggests that the quality of the gazetteers cre-
ated in such a completely unsupervised way can be as good as those built based on care-
fully curated resources. Further, taking into account the diversity in the datasets, it is safe 
to conclude that the proposed method is generalisable and effective for NER.  
The different accuracies given by different topcat measures are rather insignificant. In 
most cases (expt. Yapex), this is less than 0.01. TFIDF and WD outperformed TF mar-
ginally, and combining both of them (CIR) can lead to further small improvement, except 
for the CoNLL03 dataset. 
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In comparison, the results obtained with RJ05 based approaches are contradictory to the 
findings by Rennie and Jaakkola. The GB10 based methods are also found to be less ef-
fective. For RJ05, the methods originally succeeded in finding a single type of entity – 
restaurant names – in forum posts, where each thread often discusses a restaurant and is 
treated as a separate document. It is possible that the nature of the texts has made in-
formativeness scores such as IDF and RIDF sensible features for named entities. Forum 
discussions are generally very focused on narrowly defined distinctive topics, and can in-
volve a more limited set of vocabularies compared to formally written scientific and news 
articles. However, due to the unavailability of the original data from Rennie and Jaakko-
la, it is not possible for direct analysis. In the NER experiments using standard evaluation 
datasets, these methods have caused significant drop in accuracies on all datasets. For 
GB10, in most cases the gazetteer based features have contributed to small improvements 
over the baseline. For the Bio1 and CoNLL03 datasets some settings produced compara-
ble results to topcat based methods. But the improvements are generally smaller. Also 
there are several occasions (especially on the Archaeo dataset) where these features have 
failed and caused decreased accuracy. This is likely to be caused by inappropriate thresh-
olds for gazetteer selection. Overall the results are rather inconsistent and empirically de-
riving suitable thresholds for each dataset and measure can be difficult. Although the 
GB10 settings are not an identical replication of the original method, we believe they 
provide a useful reference. Both observations have confirmed that informativeness is not 
always a good indicator of named entities and can make spurious features that harm 
learning accuracy.  
7.6.2 Feature Analysis 
In order to uncover the contributing factors to the effectiveness of topcat based gazetteers 
and understand the contradictory results of the RJ05 based methods, a series of analyses 
is conducted to study whether and how the additional features to the baseline can con-
tribute to the learning accuracy. For topcat based methods, 20 (k = 20) document specific 
untyped gazetteers are generated, which is equivalent to 20 unique feature values. All 
four topcat measures are studied. For RJ05 based methods, informativeness scores of 
words are used as additional features. The number of unique scores – i.e., feature values – 
depends on the choice of informativeness measures and the data. Features generated by 
IDF, RIDF, and burstiness with the median score normalisation are studied. Features 
based on burstiness with the mean score normalisation are excluded from the analysis 
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since there are no significant difference in the learning accuracies given by the two dif-
ferent score-normalisation methods (see Figure 7.3). 
Two types of analyses are carried out for each dataset using a sample of positive and 
negative examples (words that are part of an annotation and words that are not) drawn 
from the gold standard. The first addresses the precision perspective by computing the 
fraction of positive instances among both positive and negative instances captured by 
each feature value. Intuitively, the higher the fraction, the more useful the feature can be 
to boost learning precision. This is named ratio of positives and denoted by POSRatio. 
Let v be a unique feature value (e.g., for topcat, this could be the gazetteer id given by the 
equal interval binning method; for RJ05, this could be a unique informativeness score), 
PosInst(v) and NegInst(v) be the functions that return the set of positive and negative in-
stances in the sample represented by v respectively, then  POSRatio(v) is formally de-
fined as: 
|)}v(NegInstw:w{||)}v(PosInstw:w{|
|)}v(PosInstw:w{|
)v(POSRatio
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 Equation 7.15 
The second analysis addresses the recall perspective by computing the fraction of all pos-
itive instances in the sample captured by each feature value. Intuitively, the higher the 
fraction, the more useful the feature can be to boost learning recall. This will be referred 
to as coverage of positives and denoted by POSCov. Let V denote the entire set of 
unique feature values, POSCov(v) is computed as: 
|)}v(PosInstw:w{|
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Equation 7.16 
Additionally, the fractions of the entire sample data represented by each feature value are 
also calculated. Intuitively, one would like features that are useful to precision or recall to 
capture a higher volume of data. This is referred to as volume and denoted by VOL:  
|)}v(NegInstw:w{||)}v(PosInstw:w{|
|)}v(NegInstw:w{||)}v(PosInstw:w{|
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Equation 7.17 
The findings: The analyses are performed for every dataset-topcat measure pair combi-
nations, as well as every dataset-informativeness measure pair combinations for the three 
informativeness measures used by RJ05 based methods. 50% of each dataset (by the 
number of documents) are used as sample for analysis.  
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Figure 7.5. Feature analysis for topcat based methods (POSRatio, POSCov, 
VOL) 
For topcat based methods, on each dataset, 20 document specific gazetteers are generated 
based on each topcat measure, which creates 20 unique feature values. The results for 
each dataset-topcat measure pair are shown in Figure 7.5. On each chart, the x-axis corre-
sponds to unique feature values, i.e., the 20 gazetteers, organised by the descending order 
of topicality from left to right. Therefore, the leftmost feature corresponds to the gazetteer 
that contains the most topic-oriented words. The y-axes denote fractions. The POSRatio 
curves are aligned against the left y-axis; the POSCov and VOL curves are aligned 
against the right y-axis. 
As shown in Figure 7.5, for all topcat measures, both the POSRatio and POSCov curves 
show a clear pattern of non-linear and long-tailed distribution on all datasets. This sug-
gests that highly topic-oriented words (in gazetteers of smaller IDs, e.g., 1 or 2) are useful 
to both the recall and precision of the NER learner and as the topicality scores drop, their 
usefulness decreases more rapidly. This non-linearity relation between the topicality of 
words and classification decisions is well reflected by the simple binning based gazetteer 
generation, which effectively collapses most topic-oriented words for a document into a 
handful of gazetteers useful for discrimination. The strongest pattern is noted for the 
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Yapex dataset, which possibly contributed to the greatest improvement among all da-
tasets. For example with the CIR topicality measure, the leftmost feature (corresponding 
to the gazetteer containing words with the highest topicality scores) has received both a 
very high POSRatio of over 0.6 and a very high POSCov of over 0.5. This means that 
more than 50% of positive instances are represented by this feature, and among all in-
stances represented by this feature, over 60% are positive. Furthermore, the VOL curves 
also show a generally consistent pattern of a fairly uniform distribution that tends to be-
come more non-linear at the left end of the curves (except WD on CoNLL). Accordingly 
the most useful gazetteers account for a higher proportion of data, justifying why this is 
a useful feature for the classifier.  
Next, the same set of analyses is applied to RJ05 based methods. As described before, 
three informativeness measures are studied, and the number of unique features depends 
on the data and the choice of informativeness measures. A summary of these are shown 
in Table 7.6. 
Corpus  IDF RIDF burstiness (median) 
Archaeo 36 486 611 
Bio1 43 195 131 
CoNLL03 57 510 242 
Genia BioNLP04 74 510 363 
Yapex 48 253 168 
Table 7.6. Number of unique features generated on each dataset by RJ05 based 
methods 
The results for the IDF based features are shown in Figure 7.6. Same as Figure 7.5, on 
each chart, the x-axis corresponds to unique feature values organised by the descending 
order of informativeness from left to right. The POSRatio curves are aligned against the 
left y-axis; the POSCov and VOL curves are aligned against the right y-axis. 
As shown in Figure 7.6, features given by the IDF informativeness measure do not dis-
play consistent patterns. POSRatio values appear to be random with respect to the level 
of informativeness and higher values tend to spread towards both ends of the x-axis, pos-
sibly suggesting that there is no definitive correlation between the informativeness of 
words and NER learning precision. For the POSCov curves, non-linear patterns are noted 
on some datasets (Bio1, CoNLL, Yapex), while random patterns are noted on others. 
There is no consistency between the POSRatio and POSCov curves. Furthermore, the 
VOL curves across different datasets also appear to be more random compared against 
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those obtained with topcat based measures. This nature of randomness and inconsistency 
displayed by the informativeness based features can make it difficult to generalise for a 
learner, which may explain the damaged learning accuracies.  
 
 
Figure 7.6. Feature analysis for RJ05 based method with the IDF measure 
(POSRatio, POSCov, VOL) 
The results for the RIDF and burstiness based features are shown in Figure 7.7 and Fig-
ure 7.8 respectively. Due to the high numbers of unique features given by these measures 
and for presentation purpose, POSRatio values are shown as points. In general, similar to 
the features generated by the IDF measure, no consistent patterns can be generalised 
across datasets or between different POSRatio and POSCov values. POSRatio values ap-
pear to be random. Both high and low POSRatio values can be found for any ranges of 
informativeness scores, suggesting that informativeness scores may be non-
discriminative for learning NER. POSCov curves and VOL curves also behave randomly 
and inconsistently with POSRatio values, making it difficult to generalise. Although on 
some datasets (e.g., Bio1, CoNLL), highly informative words appear to be useful for 
learning precision since these features obtained POSRatio values of 1.0 (as indicated by 
the points that cross the leftmost sections of the topmost gridlines), they account for a 
very small portion of data (less than 1%, as indicated by the corresponding points on the 
POSCov and VOL curves) and therefore, may be less informative to the learner. For exa- 
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Figure 7.7. Feature analysis for RJ05 based method with the RIDF measure 
(POSRatio, POSCov, VOL) 
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Figure 7.8. Feature analysis for RJ05 based method with the burstiness measure 
(POSRatio, POSCov, VOL) 
mple, on the Bio1 dataset, the top 3 most informative RIDF scores have corresponding 
POSRatio values of 1.0, suggesting that all the instances represented by these features are 
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positive. However, these instances only accounted for 0.13%, 0.11% and 0.11% of all da-
ta (VOL values) respectively, and 0.3%, 0.27% and 0.25% of all positive instances 
(POSCov) respectively. This makes these features insignificant and less informative to 
the learner. 
The variable k, and an alternative feature extraction function – One potential limita-
tion of the topcat based methods is the optimisation of k for the gazetteer generation pro-
cess. An alternative method that overcomes this issue would be to normalise document-
specific topicality scores by the mean or median scores to a comparable range and use the 
normalised scores as features – the same approach used by RJ05. To test this, further ex-
periments are performed. Given a document, the topicality scores of a word given by 
each of the topcat measures are normalised against the mean of the scores of all words 
from that document. The normalised scores are then used as features and added to the 
baseline. However, as shown in Table 7.7, its effects are rather inconsistent. In most cas-
es it has caused reduction (-4.3 – -0.5) in the overall learning accuracy, which could be 
due to overfitting training data.  
 TF TFIDF WD CIR 
Archaeo -0.5 1.3 1.1 0.9 
Bio1 -1.5 -2.0 -2.9 -1.0 
CoNLL -0.5 -0.6 -1.8 -0.2 
Genia -1.3 -0.5 -4.4 -0.9 
Yapex 1.4 -0.6 -1.3 1.4 
Table 7.7. Absolute changes (F1) to the baseline using normalised topcat scores as 
features 
Further, to understand if and how the value of k can affect the learning accuracy, experi-
ments of topcat based methods are rerun with different settings of k = 5, 10, 15, 25, and 
30. In general, it is found that a too small (≤5) or too large (≥25) value of k have both 
harmed the learning accuracy. Intuitively, the first case creates only a few bins of very 
large size that may not discriminate well. The second case creates many small bins of 
very small size that may not generalise well. However, the differences given by k = 10 or 
15 or 20 are insignificant. In most cases, the difference is less than 0.3%. Therefore, it is 
believed that there is no strong motivation for tuning k for particular datasets.  
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7.7 Conclusion  
This chapter has addressed automatically generating an alternative form of untyped gaz-
etteers for NER. Alternative gazetteers group related terms without explicitly defining the 
type or categories of the groups as the type-oriented gazetteers do. They are useful to 
NER because the correspondence between the gazetteer labels and the named entity types 
can be learnt automatically based on training data. The majority of methods of alternative 
gazetteer generation are unsupervised, and often based on clustering approaches. This 
chapter explored a different direction that is rarely studied – gazetteer generation based 
on the hypothetical relation between topic-oriented words and named entities. 
While the hypothesis that topic-oriented words can be used to predict named entities is 
not new, existing methods have proposed to assess topicality of words by informativeness 
measures. Informativeness is typically evaluated based on word’s distributional patterns 
in a corpus and is therefore defined with respect to a collection of documents. As shown 
in this study, they can mis-represent topicality and harm NER learning accuracy. Instead, 
this study argued that topicality should be defined with respect to specific documents, 
and proposed to use the relevance measures widely used in IR tasks as a proxy for meas-
uring topicality. Furthermore, to exploit word topicality in NER, a simple equal interval 
based binning approach is applied to group words based on their level of topicality, 
which effectively creates document-specific gazetteers based on the topicality of words. 
These can then be used for learning statistical NER models.  
The proposed method was submitted to a comprehensive and comparative evaluation 
against several methods based on informativeness measures using five datasets covering 
three domains. The results have shown that it consistently improves the baseline by be-
tween 0.9 and 3.9 points of F-measure on all datasets. It is particularly useful to special-
ised domains such as archaeology and biomedicine, where NER is much harder and often 
requires domain specific external resources that can be expensive to build.  On the con-
trary, methods based on informativeness have shown unstable performance with often 
damaged accuracies. This has confirmed that topicality measured locally specific to doc-
uments is a more effective and generalisable feature to NER. Further analyses have 
shown a highly non-linear long-tailed relation between topicality and NER classification 
decisions, which is well captured by the topicality measures and reflected by the simple 
binning based approach to gazetteer generation.  
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A number of directions will be further explored in the future. Firstly, other topicality 
measures will be explored. Topic-oriented words can be also related to keywords. There-
fore, keyword extraction methods such as Hulth (2003) and Mihalcea and Tarau (2004) 
may be adapted to this task. The focus of these comparative studies will be identifying 
the strength and weakness of different methods and eventually proposing novel measures 
of topicality. Secondly, other methods of gazetteer generation will be explored. Given the 
non-linear long-tailed distributional patterns of topic-oriented words over named entities, 
a simple approach would be to apply exponential or logarithmic functions to normalise 
topicality scores to comparable ranges. These as well as novel methods will be explored 
in the future. 
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Part IV – Resolving Ambiguities 
 
This part addresses the third research question concerning automatically resolving am-
biguous entity names. Chapter 8 discusses measures of lexical semantic relatedness, 
which are the enabling technique to the disambiguation method proposed in this thesis; 
Chapter 9 discusses Named Entity Disambiguation based on measures of semantic relat-
edness. 
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8 Lexical Semantic Relatedness 
PREFACE 
This chapter presents a study on lexical semantic relatedness methods, which is an essen-
tial technique to enable the Named Entity Disambiguation approach to be introduced in 
the next chapter. Lexical semantic relatedness describes the strength of the semantic as-
sociation between two terms or concepts. It is an enabling technique to many complex 
Natural Language Processing tasks. This chapter is divided into six sections. Section 1 
gives an introduction to the research field. Section 2 presents a comprehensive literature 
review with remarks regarding this research. The goal of this review is to bridge and 
connect studies carried out in different sub-areas and create a first-point reference to re-
searchers and practitioners in this field. Section 3 discusses the hypothesis behind this 
work and Section 4 introduces a novel approach that exploits multiple knowledge re-
sources for measuring lexical semantic relatedness. Section 5 presents experiments and 
discussions. The final Section (6) concludes this chapter. 
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8.1 Introduction 
Lexical semantic relatedness describes the strength of the semantic association between 
two terms or concepts. This strength of association is typically evaluated based on certain 
background information of terms or concepts. It is often a pre-processing step to many NLP 
applications such as Word Sense Disambiguation (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998; Han 
and Zhao, 2010), Named Entity Recognition (Kliegr et al., 2008), sense clustering 
(Matsuo et al., 2006; Bollegala et al., 2007), and Information Retrieval (Finkelstein et al., 
2002). For this reason, a significant number of methods have been introduced in the past 
years.  
It has been noted that, despite the availability of such abundant literature, a comprehen-
sive review of the studies and their connections is lacking. First, although most of the 
pre-2006 studies based on WordNet as the background information resource have been 
thoroughly discussed in Budanitsky and Hirst (2006), a large number of new methods – 
particularly those based on collaborative resources such as Wikipedia and Wiktionary – 
have been proposed but their connections with previous research are rarely discussed. 
Second, a great number of semantic relatedness methods have been introduced in the bi-
omedical domain, an area where semantic relatedness is considered an important tech-
nique for knowledge discovery (Pesquita et al., 2009). However, the work in the general 
domain and the biomedical domain is rarely communicated. Third, a comparative analy-
sis of background information resources for the task is unavailable. These issues have 
caused obstacles in the research and application of lexical semantic relatedness. Firstly, it 
has been noted that near-identical methods have been introduced in different contexts, 
costing expensive research effort. Secondly, it has been difficult to compare and select 
the most appropriate methods for NLP applications; this study shows that from a practical 
point of view, the choice of lexical semantic relatedness methods can depend on many 
factors. However, this has been hardly discussed in the literature.   
For these reasons, the first goal of this study is to present a comprehensive literature re-
view to fill these gaps. First, background information resources widely used for lexical 
semantic relatedness are introduced and their characteristics are analysed. Then, different 
methods covering both the general and biomedical domains are discussed from a generic 
viewpoint, focusing on the rationales and the connections among different methods. Fi-
nally, the strengths and limitations of different types of methods are analysed and com-
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pared, which leads to a conclusive remark regarding the research and application of lexi-
cal semantic relatedness.  
Furthermore, the literature review reveals that the vast majority of lexical semantic relat-
edness methods have employed a single source of background information of terms or 
concepts, while the literature has generally preferred a number of resources, among 
which, the most frequently used are WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary. It has been 
noted that, due to the different purposes of such resources, they encode different kinds of 
information of terms and concepts, and have different focuses. On the other hand, they 
often cover the same sections of vocabularies and concepts. This motivates the hypothe-
sis that different background information resources can complement each other, which 
leads to the idea of combining them in a uniform framework for measuring lexical se-
mantic relatedness.  
Therefore, a new method is proposed. This method exploits three different background 
information resources – WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary – in a uniform framework 
for measuring lexical semantic relatedness. It is based on the idea of creating a joint fea-
ture representation of terms or concepts using the background information encoded in the 
three different resources, which ultimately improves the feature quality and outperforms 
a representation that is based on any one of the three resources. The method is thoroughly 
evaluated on 9 benchmarking datasets, including three datasets from the biomedical do-
main and four from the general domain. It has significantly outperformed the baselines 
that use each single resource, and also achieved higher accuracies on certain datasets 
when compared against state-of-the-art.  
The remainder of this chapter is outlined as the following: Section 8.2 presents the litera-
ture of lexical semantic relatedness; Section 8.3 further discusses the hypothesis behind 
the proposed method; Section 8.4 introduces the new method of semantic relatedness; 
Section 8.5 presents experiments and discussion; Section 8.6 concludes this chapter. 
8.2 Lexical Semantic Relatedness – A Survey 
8.2.1 Terminology and Notions 
In the literature on lexical semantic relatedness, the term ‘semantic relatedness’ is often 
confused with three different but relevant terms: semantic similarity, semantic distance, 
and distributional similarity. Semantic relatedness essentially describes the strength of 
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the semantic association between two concepts, or their lexical realisations. It encom-
passes a variety of relations between terms and their underlying concepts, including the 
classical relations such as hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, antonymy, synonymy; and 
any other ‘non-classical relations’ (Morris and Hirst, 2004) and ‘implicit connections’ 
(Zesch and Gurevych, 2010a). Semantic similarity is a specific case of relatedness, where 
the sense of relatedness is dependent on the ‘degree of synonymy’ (Weeds, 2003), which 
is usually accounted by classical relations. Terms or concepts that are semantically relat-
ed are not necessarily similar, such as ‘car’ and ‘fuel’. Another example is that antonyms 
are considered to be semantically related, such as ‘beautiful’ and ‘ugly’; however, they 
are dissimilar. Computational applications typically require relatedness rather than simi-
larity (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006). For example, for sense disambiguation of the names 
in the sentence ‘President Bush attended the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games in 
Beijing’, it is more useful to know whether the referent entities of ‘Bush’, ‘Olympic 
Games’ and ‘Beijing’ are related rather than similar. The term semantic distance has been 
used in the literature to refer to the inverse of semantic relatedness or similarity. Concepts 
that are semantically similar or related are considered to be semantically close to each 
other, thus denoting a sense of distance. It is also worth noting that although it is general-
ly agreed that semantic relatedness is symmetric, this is not always true for semantic simi-
larity (Tversky, 1977). Asymmetric similarity is often perceived between a concept and 
its superclass concepts. Similarity from a concept to its superclass is usually considered 
greater than the opposite. For example, ‘a pear is similar to a fruit’ is more agreeable than 
‘a fruit is similar to a pear’. However, the literature has predominantly taken the assump-
tion of symmetric semantic relatedness and similarity. 
In addition, methods for measuring distributional similarity of words (Weeds, 2003) have 
been widely used as a proxy to address lexical semantic relatedness. In the literature, they 
are sometimes used interchangeably with word similarity, or co-occurrence similarity. 
Briefly, distributional similarity between two words is based on the extent to which the 
two words tend to occur in similar contexts. By this definition, distributional similarity 
does not strictly adhere to the notion of lexical semantic relatedness, and its application to 
assessing semantic relatedness between words has been controversial (Weeds, 2003; 
Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006). Despite these debates, substantial work has been carried out 
to develop and apply distributional similarity methods to address the issue of semantic re-
latedness and related tasks.  
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To generalise, measuring lexical semantic relatedness requires certain forms of ‘back-
ground’ information of terms or concepts, either as formally, explicitly defined lexical 
and semantic relations between terms and concepts in the case of semantic relatedness, or 
as implicit connections given by distributional context in the case of distributional simi-
larity. The resources from which such background information can be obtained are re-
ferred to as background information resources. Furthermore, measuring lexical seman-
tic relatedness often requires dealing with natural language polysemy. Theoretically, se-
mantic relations are defined for concepts, while the lexical realisation of concepts – 
words or terms, to be used interchangeably in the following – can be ambiguous and used 
to refer to different concepts. This may not be an issue when distributional similarity is 
used as a proxy for this purpose since the background information is collected at lexical 
level. For semantic relatedness methods that truly take into account concept-level back-
ground information, relatedness between two words is generally approximated based on 
their underlying concepts.  
8.2.2 Background information resources 
As discussed before, measuring lexical semantic relatedness generally requires certain 
background information about concepts or terms. Such information is often encoded in 
structured and semi-structured knowledge bases that form a graph of concepts, which are 
lexicalised and indexed by their lexical forms. Concepts are interconnected by links or 
edges that denote a certain sense of semantic relations. Several terms are used by the lit-
erature when describing knowledge bases: ‘taxonomy’ refers to a hierarchical structure, 
in which nodes are organised by the generalisation-specialisation relationship; ‘ontology’ 
refers to a taxonomic structure enriched with other semantic relationships such as anton-
ymy and synonymy, and class properties or attributes; ‘semantic graph’ or ‘semantic 
network’ refers to any kinds of concept graphs connected by any semantic or loose asso-
ciative relations. In an analogy, distributional similarity can be considered to employ 
background information of terms in the form of their contexts, which are derived from a 
large corpus. This source of background information will be referred to as unstructured 
corpora, in the sense that the documents do not provide sense-tagging of words or ex-
plicitly organise words or concepts in a structured way encoding their associations.  
8.2.2.1 Knowledge bases 
Examples of knowledge bases include dictionaries, thesauri, wordnets, and encyclopaedic 
resources. Some methods, especially earlier ones, have employed dictionaries and thesau-
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ri, such as Morris and Hirst (1991), Kozima and Furugori (1993), and Jarmasz and Szpa-
kowicz (2003). Most methods employ wordnets, and encyclopaedic resources. Among 
these, the most frequently used general purpose knowledge bases include WordNet 
(Fellbaum, 1998), Wiktionary and Wikipedia.  
WordNet has been one of the most popular background knowledge bases for the studies 
of semantic relatedness. It is a lexicalised ontology of English words. It groups nouns, 
verbs, adjectives and adverbs into synsets, each expressing a distinct concept. Searching 
for a word in WordNet may return multiple synsets corresponding to different senses or 
concepts. Each concept in WordNet is provided with a short definition called gloss, and 
is connected to other concepts by a set of semantic relations depending on the word class, 
such as hypernymy and meronymy for nouns, hypernymy and entailment for verbs, syn-
onymy and antonymy for adjectives.  
Since WordNet is designed to provide complete coverage of common, open-class English 
words, it has little or no coverage of vocabularies from specialised domains, and very 
limited coverage of proper nouns. This may hinder its application to domain specific con-
texts and tasks required to deal with proper nouns (Hirst, 1998; Strube and Ponzetto, 
2006).  
Wiktionary is a multi-lingual free dictionary built and maintained by collaborative effort. 
It has many commonalities with WordNet: each entry in Wiktionary is an article page 
about a term and distinguishes one or more word classes. Each word class has one or 
more senses that correspond to concepts. Each concept is provided with a short definition 
(similar to WordNet gloss) often accompanied by example sentences. Wiktionary also 
defines lexical semantic relations that are available in WordNet, such as hypernymy, 
hyponymy, coordinate terms, synonymy and antonymy. In addition, it encodes infor-
mation such as alternative forms and etymology at the level of terms; and derived terms 
and translation at the level of word class. 
Meyer and Gurevych (2010) compared resource coverage of English Wiktionary against 
WordNet. They showed that in general, Wiktionary encodes twice the amount of words 
than WordNet. Wiktionary outnumbers WordNet by covering a broader range of word 
classes, a larger number of abbreviations, numerals, symbols and proper nouns. Wiktion-
ary covers a large number of word inflectional forms (nearly 30% of Wiktionary) and ne-
ologisms, which are unavailable in WordNet. However, about half the amount of Word-
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Net lexicons are missing in the English Wiktionary, of which 50% are found to be Latin 
words belonging to scientific domains. Meyer and Gurevych also studied the word sense 
distribution over different word classes and sense alignment in the two resources. They 
concluded that the distribution in both resources is very similar, despite that on average 
WordNet encodes more word senses for verbs while Wiktionary encodes more word 
senses for nouns. Wiktionary has better coverage of slang-related and domain-specific 
senses, as well as word senses for rarely used terms. Using a sample corpus, they discov-
ered that both knowledge bases share many word senses for words with a medium lan-
guage frequency; while Wiktionary encodes a large number of word senses for words 
with a high frequency.     
Navarro et al. (2009) showed that Wiktionary suffers from issues such as uneven density 
of knowledge, imbalanced coverage of different languages and a sparse synonym net-
work. For example, the lexical-semantic information is not always encoded for any words 
belonging to the same word class. And the amount of encoded information is largely im-
balanced. 
Wikipedia has been a popular choice of knowledge base in recent work on lexical seman-
tic relatedness. It is a multi-lingual encyclopaedia created and maintained by collabora-
tive effort. It has been briefly mentioned previously in Chapter 6. In general, article pages 
in Wikipedia describe a vast amount of proper nouns (or entities) and concepts. They do 
not have a dedicated section of definitions similar to WordNet gloss or Wiktionary defi-
nitions. However, research has assumed that the first paragraph of a Wikipedia article 
provides definitional details and the first sentence often gives a short definition. Wikipe-
dia articles are hyperlinked. The links are not typed; they denote rather general semantic 
associations and thus create a loosely connected semantic graph. Articles are tagged with 
multiple category labels, which are general concepts organised in a hierarchical structure, 
creating a category tree generally resembling the broader and narrower sense of relation 
between categories. In addition, Wikipedia groups synonyms and aliases using the mech-
anism of ‘redirect’ – an article page may be linked to a number of alternative names de-
noting a sense of synonyms, which when searched, will always be redirected to the uni-
form article page. Polysemous names and phrases are encoded in separate ‘disambigua-
tion’ pages, which list different meanings with links to corresponding article pages. For 
many Wikipedia pages, a tabular ‘infobox’ of additional metadata is available, usually 
presenting fact-like information of certain types that are common to similar articles.  
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Wikipedia offers several advantages over WordNet and Wiktionary. Most of all, it covers 
a substantial amount of proper nouns and concepts, as well as domain-specific vocabular-
ies. As mentioned before, Holloway et al. (2007) showed that by 2005, Wikipedia already 
contained 1,069 disconnected clusters of categories of articles each denoting a distinctive 
subject. Milne et al. (2006) showed that in the domain of food and agriculture, Wikipedia 
provides excellent coverage of domain terminology and semantic relations that rivals a 
professional thesaurus. Halavais (2008) in an analysis of topical coverage of Wikipedia 
by comparing printed books against Wikipedia articles concluded that the coverage of 
topic-specific knowledge is generally good in Wikipedia. Additionally, the denser con-
nections between article pages and categories as well as longer content also imply richer 
lexical semantic information.  
However, Wikipedia does not annotate article hyperlinks by semantic relations. Likewise, 
the hierarchical structure of category tree rather represents a loose folksonomy than a 
strict taxonomy (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006; Ponzetto and Strube, 2011), since it contains 
relations such as meronymy. Relations are not explicitly defined. Also, due to the ency-
clopaedic purpose of Wikipedia rather than a lexical knowledge base, its content may be 
biased towards specialised concepts and instances rather than lexicographic senses of 
words. In particular, verbs are largely underrepresented, as shown in Zesch and Gurevych 
(2010a). For example, the closest entry matching the word ‘win’ and its verb sense is the 
article on ‘victory’, while all the other articles describe domain-specific concepts or enti-
ties referred to by the same word.  
8.2.2.2 Unstructured Corpora 
Unstructured corpora can be considered the background information resource for distri-
butional similarity methods. Some semantic relatedness methods also employ unstruc-
tured corpora in certain ways. Unlike knowledge bases, unstructured corpora do not pro-
vide sense tagging of words or define lexical semantic relations in an explicit way. As a 
result, background information is collected at the level of terms rather than concepts, and 
connects terms in a rather implicit way. With distributional similarity methods, this is of-
ten in the form of textual contexts of terms or their co-occurring behaviours within cer-
tain contexts based on a sufficiently large collection of documents. The hypothesis is that 
terms that tend to occur in similar contexts are similar.  
Some recent approaches have proposed mining lexical semantic network of terms from 
unstructured document collections, such that methods that use structured knowledge ba-
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ses can be applied. For example, Harrington (2010) proposed to parse a corpus to build 
connected graphs of words based on their syntactic relations, and exploit the link struc-
ture using graph-based algorithms to measure semantic relatedness between words. De-
tails of these will be discussed later in Section 8.2.3.  
A large number of general purpose document collections have been compiled for the use 
in NLP research and applications. The most often used include the Brown corpus (Kucera 
et al., 1967), the British National Corpus (The British National Corpus, 2007), the Penn 
Treebank corpus (Marcus et al., 1993), the Reuters corpus (Rose et al., 2002), and the 
newswire articles published by Associated Press (AP newswire articles) and Wall Street 
Journals (WSJ), some of which are archived by Harman and Liberman (1993). Each of 
these compiles different document resources of various topics to the order of millions of 
words.  
Recently, an increasing number of approaches (Chen et al., 2006; Matsuo et al., 2006; 
Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2007) have explored the Web as the source of unstructured docu-
ments for distributional similarity methods. Typically, queries are composed based on the 
words in question and are used to retrieve documents that are likely to contain co-
occurrences of the words. Compared to pre-compiled document collections, such ap-
proaches can benefit from the sheer size of the Web, which generally provides a better 
coverage. However, they may also suffer from limitations inherited from search engines, 
such as limited query syntax, and potentially misused counting that is intended for num-
ber of pages rather than instances (Kilgarrif, 2007). 
8.2.2.3 Biomedical Resources 
Lexical semantic relatedness has been a focus of research in the biomedical domain, 
since it is often a method for creating new lexical knowledge resources and discovering 
new knowledge (e.g., relations) from data. Studies in this domain often prefer biomedical 
resources due to their comprehensive coverage of domain specific knowledge. They can 
also be divided into knowledge bases and unstructured corpora. Biomedical knowledge 
bases are usually a structured vocabulary of technical terms, which often denote unique, 
specialised concepts.  
The most frequently used knowledge base in this domain is the Gene Ontology – GO 
(The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2000), which defines an ontology of terms representing 
gene product properties and used by the majority of semantic relatedness methods in the 
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biomedical domain, each term is usually assigned a unique identifier; a term name which 
is a word or phrase; a short definition similar to that of WordNet gloss; and a name space 
label indicating the sub-domain that the term belongs to. Terms are inter-linked with oth-
er terms within or across sub-domains, by relations such as synonymy, hypernymy, mer-
onymy, and domain specific relations such as regulation. The majority of studies in the 
biomedical domain exploit the GO as the background information resource (see Pesquita 
et al., 2009). Also, many have exploited the semantic similarity between GO terms to as-
sess the similarity between genes or gene products annotated by these terms. The idea is 
that genes are similar if they share same properties, which are described by GO terms. 
Due to the similarity in its structure with WordNet, many of these methods have adapted 
WordNet-based methods or are developed based on similar rationales.  
The MeSH (Medical Subject Headings, 1999) is a comprehensive controlled vocabulary 
resource for indexing articles and books in the biomedical domain. It is structured as a 
hierarchy of ‘descriptors’, each of which is essentially a subject heading designed for the 
purpose of indexing. A descriptor is accompanied with a definition of the description; a 
list of synonyms or very similar names known as ‘entry terms’, in the sense that the same 
descriptor can be looked-up using such terms. This is similar to the Wikipedia redirect 
mechanism. The descriptors are split into 16 categories representing sub-topics. De-
scriptors of each category are organised as sub-hierarchies from most general to most 
specific levels. A MeSH descriptor may appear in multiple places in a hierarchy. 
The SNOMED-CT (SNOMED CT, 2002), standing for ‘Systematized Nomenclature of 
Medicine – Clinical Terms’ is a controlled vocabulary of medical terminology. The ter-
minology is organised into 13 hierarchies based on different topics and contains over 1 
million concepts. Each concept is assigned a unique identifier, and provided with multi-
ple ‘descriptions’, each of which is a name used to refer to the concept. Thus they are 
similar to the ‘entry terms’ in MeSH. The descriptions are divided into three types: a 
unique ‘Fully Specified Name (FSN)’, a ‘preferred term’, and one or multiple synonyms. 
Preferred terms and synonyms are names that are not unique to the concept, but can be 
shared by multiple concepts. Concepts in SNOMED-CT are organised as taxonomies fol-
lowing the hypernym relation. In addition, a number of domain-specific relations (e.g., 
‘due to’, ‘causative agent’) are defined to connect concepts. 
The UMLS – Unified Medical Language System (Bodenreider, 2004) is a resource that 
maps a wide range of biomedical knowledge bases. It contains three main knowledge ba-
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ses: Metathesaurus, Semantic Network and SPECIALIST lexicon. The Metathesaurus 
contains over 1 million biomedical concepts and 5 million concept names integrated from 
over 100 knowledge bases (source vocabularies) including GO, MeSH, and SNOMED-
CT. One of its main purposes is to group different names for the same concept from dif-
ferent source vocabularies. Each concept is assigned a unique identifier, one or multiple 
concept names, and pointers to their source vocabularies. Many relationships are encoded 
between concepts, including the hypernymy, meronymy and synonymy relations. Rela-
tions encoded in source vocabularies are also retained. The Semantic Network defines a 
set of subject categories called semantic types, such as organisms, biologic functions and 
chemicals. They are organised into a hierarchy representing the hypernymy relation, and 
also interlinked by many other non-hierarchical relations. The SPECIALIST lexicon is 
intended to be an English lexicon of both common English words and biomedical vocab-
ulary. An entry is defined for each word or phrase, and records the syntactic, morpholog-
ical and orthographical information that can be used by NLP systems. 
Furthermore, two other biomedical knowledge bases used by some studies are the Human 
Phenotype Ontology (HPO), a vocabulary of approximately 9,000 terms referring to phe-
notypic abnormalities encountered in human disease (Kohler et al., 2009), and the ChEBI 
(Chemical Entities of Biological Interest), an ontology of molecular entities focused on 
small chemical compounds (Degtyarenko et al., 2007).  
In the biomedical domain, corpora are usually pre-processed, with distributional statistics 
stored in relational databases. The statistics are gathered for domain-specific vocabularies, 
usually terms defined in biomedical knowledge bases such as the GO. Examples of such 
databases include the SWISS-PROT/UniProtKB (Boutet et al., 2007), the Saccharomyces 
Genome DB (Cherry et al., 1998), and the Gene Ontology Annotation database (Camon 
et al., 2004). Unlike counting word frequencies in a general corpus, for many of these da-
tabases the statistics are not based on the lexical realisation of concepts, but according to 
their usage in gene product annotations. Typically, biomedical terms are used to annotate 
mentions of gene products in the corpus if they represent a property of the gene products. 
Thus the frequency of a term is determined by the frequencies of the gene products it an-
notates, and terms are said to co-occur if they are used to annotate same gene products.  
Table 8.1 below summarises different knowledge bases (both generic and domain specif-
ic) that have been widely used in the literature.  
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8.2.3 Lexical Semantic Relatedness Methods 
This section discusses different methods for measuring lexical semantic relatedness, in-
cluding distributional similarity methods that have been used as proxy for the task. The 
studies from both the general and biomedical domains will be included. Due to the signif-
icant amount of studies available in this field, the discussion will focus on the rationale 
that connects different methods, rather than detailing every single method. In the formu-
lae, SemRel denotes semantic relatedness, DistSim denotes distributional similarity. 
Many methods specifically address semantic similarity while some measure semantic dis-
tance as the inverse of relatedness or similarity. They are denoted as SemSim and 
SemDist respectively. Also, some methods apply to concepts, while others apply to 
words or terms. To distinguish these cases, c denotes a concept, w denotes a polysemous 
word, phrase or term. Concepts that are represented by the same word are denoted 
as       . Thus SemRel(c1, c2) denotes semantic relatedness between concepts c1 and 
c2 while SemRel(w1, w2) denotes relatedness between words w1 and w2.  
Given a pair of terms which can be polysemous, semantic relatedness methods typically 
calculate relatedness between their underlying concepts (i.e., C(w)), and then adopt a 
strategy to derive an aggregated score for their lexical expressions. The literature largely 
differs in terms of the approaches to measuring concept relatedness, while the method for 
deriving term relatedness is generally based on some rather de facto practice. Three tech-
niques are commonly used for this purpose: (1) maximum pairwise concept relatedness, 
which assigns the maximum relatedness score obtained for every pair of          and 
        ; (2) average pairwise concept relatedness, which takes the average of relat-
edness scores obtained for every concept pair; and (3) sum of pairwise concept related-
ness. To avoid repetition, the remainder of this section will not explain for each individu-
al method its choice of method for deriving word relatedness from concept relatedness, 
unless a different technique has been used.  
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Table 8.1. Summary of frequently used knowledge bases 
Semantic relatedness – particularly similarity – is often measured with respect to a taxo-
nomic structure, denoted by T. Figure 8.1 shows an example taxonomy of arbitrary food 
concepts. A number of common notions shared by these methods are defined below. 
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Figure 8.1. A sample taxonomy  
 node – a node corresponds to a concept in the semantic graph. 
 edge – a single link connecting two adjacent nodes in a semantic graph. The type 
of an edge is defined as the relation it represents. 
 root – the root node in T, in this case, the node ‘food’. 
 parent(c) – returns the concept(s) that immediately subsumes the concept in the 
taxonomy. For example, parent(sea vegetable) = {vegetable, seafood}.  
 subsumer(c)/ancestor(c) – returns the subsumers or ancestors of a node in a 
recursive manner. For example ancestor {kelp} = {vegetable, seafood, food, sea 
vegetable}. 
 child(c) – returns the concept(s) that are immediately subsumed by the concept 
in the taxonomy. For example, child(food) = {vegetable, fruit, seafood}.  
 descendant(c) – returns the descendants of a node in a recursive manner. For ex-
ample descendant {vegetable}={leaf vegetable, spinach, chard, sea vegetable, 
kelp, sea lettuce, root vegetable, carrot}.  
 cs(c1, c2) – returns the shared or common subsumers of concepts c1, c2. In math-
ematical terms,                                   . In some litera-
ture, this is called common ancestor. 
 lcs(c1, c2) – returns the least common subsumers of concepts c1, c2. There are 
different definitions of lcs in the literature. The majority of these adopt a defini-
tion by Resnik (1995), which defines lcs as the member in cs(c1, c2) at the lowest 
level of the taxonomy. Thus lcs(chard, kelp) = {vegetable}, and lcs(kelp, sea 
lettuce)={sea vegetable}. In some literature this is called most specific sub-
sumer (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006), or lowest common ancestor (Schickel-
Zuber and Faltings, 2007). Following this definition, theoretically two con-
cepts may have multiple lcs, which could happen if each concept has multiple 
parents and two of these are shared between them. In practice, this is not very 
common. For example, a concept in WordNet has on average 1.03 parents ac-
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cording to Schickel-Zuber and Faltings (2007). Despite this low possibility, 
the authors proposed a revised definition to resolve such cases, and their work 
is the only one that applies a different definition of lcs. This will be intro-
duced in Section 8.2.3.1. 
Based on the rationales of semantic relatedness methods, the literature can be divided in-
to path based, Information Content (IC) based, gloss based, feature vector based, distri-
butional similarity methods, and hybrid methods that combine multiple purebred 
measures in certain ways.  
8.2.3.1 Path based methods 
The fundamental rationale behind path based methods is that the relatedness between 
concepts can be determined based on their distance, or the length of the paths connecting 
them in a semantic graph following a given type of edges, or relation. The length of a 
path is typically calculated by counting the number of edges or nodes along the path. For 
this reason, they are also referred to as edge based methods (Pesquita et al., 2009).The 
majority of these methods exploit taxonomic links in a semantic network; therefore, they 
measure similarity rather than relatedness. 
The earliest work of this type is Rada et al. (1989), which measures semantic relatedness 
between two concepts using the shortest path length in a semantic graph. When applied to 
taxonomic structures, the shortest path is typically the one that connects the concepts by 
their least common subsumer (lcs) – the nearest concept that subsumes both concepts in 
the taxonomy (e.g., lcs(pear, sea vegetable) = {food}). This simple method has been used 
by a number follow-up studies using other knowledge bases such as Jarmasz and Szpa-
kowicz (2003), Gentleman (2005), and Bhattacharya et al. (2010). Hirst and St-Onge 
(1998) suggested limiting the length of a valid path and discriminating the change of di-
rections (upward such as hypernymy, downward such as hyponymy and horizontal such 
as antonymy) along the path. The motivation is that the strength of relatedness correlates 
negatively with path length and frequency of changes of direction along the path. Yang 
and Powers (2005) proposed to calculate similarity as the product of edge weights rather 
than their sum, where different types of edges are treated with different weights. The ra-
tionale is that they contribute differently to semantic similarity.   
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Notions of specificity, depth and density  
A widely recognised limitation of these methods is that they do not account for the speci-
ficity of nodes in a taxonomy. Typically, edges at any levels in the taxonomy are as-
sumed to represent uniform length, and that nodes are distributed uniformly across the 
hierarchy. These assumptions are rarely true in practice, particularly for biomedical on-
tologies (Pesquita et al., 2009). For example, in Figure 8.1, the same path length at differ-
ent levels (e.g., the shortest path between ‘seafood’ and ‘fruit’, and that between ‘spinach’ 
and ‘chard’) can denote different distances.  
To overcome these issues, many have incorporated the notion of depth or density, or 
both, to account for specificity. The motivation is that two nodes are semantically closer 
if they reside deeper in the hierarchy or are more densely connected locally. Given a node 
c in a taxonomy T, the depth of c denoted by depth(c) is usually the number of nodes 
along the longest path between c and root, and the depth of the taxonomy is the depth of 
the deepest node. The density of a node denoted by den(c), is usually defined as the num-
ber of its child nodes, or the number of its sibling nodes. In Figure 8.1, depth(spinach) = 
4, depth(T)=5. The density of root vegetable is 1 following the first definition, or 2 fol-
lowing the second definition.  
A recent study by Wang and Hirst (2011) has shown these classic definitions can misrep-
resent depth and density. In terms of depth, the classic definition assumes a linear func-
tion that returns the depth of a node as an ordinal integer. However, experiments have 
shown that the “notion of depth is relative to the distribution of number of nodes over 
depth value”, and the distribution of nodes over depth conforms to a normal distribution. 
Also, there is “no definitive, sufficient and necessary relation between depth and similari-
ty”. In particular, examples are given to show that semantically similar words (and their 
underlying concepts) are not necessarily deeper in the hierarchy. More experiments were 
carried out to show that the correlation between density (as by number of sibling nodes) 
and similarity is found to be even weaker. The distribution of density values is found to 
generally follow the Zipf’s law, with more than 90% of nodes in WordNet having density 
values not greater than 3. This means that for the majority of concepts in WordNet, there 
are “only three integer values to distinguish the varying degrees of similarity”. Wang and 
Hirst proposed new measures of depth and density that reflect their true distributional na-
ture. These are denoted as depthWH and denWH respectively: 
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Due to the recency of this work, existing path based methods still exploit the classic defi-
nition of depth and density. 
Addressing specificity in path based methods  
Several studies (Ye et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2005; Lei and Dai, 2006) have proposed meth-
ods that simply determine semantic similarity using the depth of concepts or their lcs. 
Similar to methods purely based on path lengths, these may also lead to spurious predic-
tions since they would tend to suggest concepts at the same level of a taxonomy (i.e., 
same depth) are similar, which is not necessarily true (e.g., pair-wise similarity between 
‘spinach’, ‘chard’, and ‘cooking apple’ tend to be similar using the taxonomy in Figure 
8.1). The majority of path based methods combine path length with depth or density, or 
both in certain ways. Four widely cited methods in this direction are Sussna (1993), Wu 
and Palmer (1994), Jiang and Conrath (1997) and Leacock and Chodorow (1998). Lea-
cock and Chodorow (1998) normalised the shortest path length between two nodes by the 
depth of the taxonomy: 
)T(depth
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21     Equation 8.3 
where          denotes the shortest path length between two concepts, depth(T) is the 
depth of the taxonomy, which is effectively the maximum concept depth in the taxonomy. 
Wu and Palmer (1994) defined similarity between two nodes based on the depth of their 
lcs normalised with respect to the shortest path connecting them: 
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
 
Equation 8.4 
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Sussna (1993) and Jiang and Conrath (1997) combined both the depth and density factors. 
In Sussna (1993), each edge connecting two nodes is assigned a weight, the calculation of 
which treats the edge as a combination of two unidirectional links, one leaving from a 
node to another and one as the inverse of this. The weight of each directed link is de-
pendent on two factors: (1) the arbitrary weight for the relation it represents and (2) the 
number of links of the same type leaving the same node (i.e., a measure of density). Then 
the path connecting two nodes is weighted following this method, and normalised by the 
depth of the two nodes. The method by Jiang and Conrath (1997) is usually classified as 
IC based although the rationale is partly related to the path between concepts; this will be 
further discussed in the next section. In addition, Pekar and Staab (2002) and Liu et al. 
(2007) also proposed methods that are highly similar to that of Wu and Palmer, based on 
similar rationales. According to Liu et al., the principle behind Wu and Palmer’s method 
can be considered as computing semantic similarity based on the ratio of two concepts’ 
common features and different features, which can be quantified by the depth of their lcs 
and the shortest path length respectively. Another study by Li et al. (2003) concluded 
with a measure that linearly combines path length with the depth of lcs, each assigned 
with a scaling factor to control the contribution of each.  
Al-Mubaid and Nguyen (2006) proposed to combine the shortest path length and the no-
tion of common specificity with different weights using a log function. Common speci-
ficity of two concepts is determined as the difference between the depth of their lcs, and 
that of the cluster – essentially the branch, a sub-hierarchy – in the taxonomy that con-
tains both concepts: 
))c,c(lcs(depthD)c,c(CSpec 2121 
   
 Equation 8.5 
where D is the depth of the cluster containing both concepts in T. The intuition is that 
“the smaller the common specificity score, the more they share information, and thus the 
more they are similar”. Then similarity is defined as a non-linear combination of the 
shortest path length and common specificity: 
 )k)c,c(CSpec))c,c(log(()c,c(SemSim   212121 1    Equation 8.6       
Wu et al. (2006a) proposed a measure called relative specificity similarity which takes 
into account three different factors: the specificity of the lcs of two concepts in the taxon-
omy (α), the generality of each concept (β), and the local distance between the two con-
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cepts relative to their lcs (γ). The method for calculating α is initially introduced in Wu et 
al. (2005), which effectively has equivalent effect to depth(lcs). The β factor assumes that 
the similarity between two concepts is subject to the one that is more general and equates 
the path length between the concept to its furthest leaf node. The γ factor evaluates the 
distance between each concept to their shared lcs. The final semantic similarity balances 
all three factors and the depth of the taxonomy: 
 


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

)T(depth
)T(depth
)c,c(SemSim 21
 
                 Equation 8.7 
which returns 0 when α = 0, indicating that two concepts do not share any ancestors; and 
returns 1 when β =0 and γ =0, indicating that two concepts are the same node. 
Tsatsaronis et al. (2010) proposed a method that takes into account the weighted path 
length as well as the depth of all nodes along the path, which they call path depth. A ma-
jor difference is that a path can be a combination of different types of edges including 
both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations, while different types of relations are given 
different weights. The path length, which is captured under the notion of compactness, is 
computed as the product of weighted edges connecting the nodes along the path: 
 )e(w))c,c(p(scompactne i
l
i21     Equation 8.8 
where e1, e2… el are the edges along the path connecting c1 and c2, and w(ei) is a 
weighting function that assigns a real valued weight to an edge based on the type of rela-
tion it represents. The weights associated with each relation are designed to promote 
those that denote stronger semantic connections. The path depth, which is captured under 
the notion of semantic path elaboration, is calculated as the product of weighted depth 
of the nodes along the path: 
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Equation 8.9 
where c’1, c’2… c’l are the concept nodes along the path from c1 to c2. The intuition is to 
promote paths with deeper nodes, since paths with shallower nodes are more general. The 
final semantic relatedness between two concepts is the maximum product of compactness 
and spe given by any paths between them.  
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While these path based methods assume symmetric semantic relatedness, Schickel-Zuber 
and Faltings (2007) introduced a metric that allows measuring asymmetric similarity be-
tween concepts. It is called the Ontology Structure based Similarity (OSS), which 
firstly computes an a-priori score (APS) of every concept in a taxonomy to reflect its 
topological property; then views the similarity between two concepts as an effect of 
transferring the score from one concept to another via a directed path connecting the two 
concepts by their lcs. The APS of a concept is calculated based on the inverse of the 
number of descendants(c). As mentioned before, the classic definition of lcs may return 
multiple concepts. The authors introduced a tie-breaking method to handle such situation, 
which balances the depth of the node with the number of different paths leading to the 
node from the two concept nodes in question: 
}|))c,c(P||)c,c(P{(|max)c,c(lcs )c(depth)c,c(lcscSF 2212107 21     Equation 8.10                           
The hypothesis is that “a concept found higher in the ontology can still be more useful … 
if it has many paths leading to it”. Following this definition, the single lcs connects the 
two concepts with a directed path, along which the score of the starting concept is trans-
ferred to the target concept. The amount transferred depends on an upward (α) transfer 
from c1 to the lcs, and a downward (β) transfer from the lcs to c2.. α quantifies the amount 
of information of c1 that can be generalised by the lcs as a ratio of their APS; while β 
quantifies how much information becomes specialised by c2 as the difference between 
their APS. Next, both factors are combined in a log function normalised by the depth of 
the taxonomy to derive a score of semantic distance.    
|T|depth
)))c,c(lcs,c(log())c,c(lcs,c(log(
)c,c(SemDist
SFSF 2107121072
21
21 

 Equation 8.11 
Figure 8.2 below summarises the connections between different path-based methods. The 
initial background information resources used in each study are noted as: WN – WordNet, 
BIO – a biomedical knowledge base, OTH – other structured knowledge bases 
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Figure 8.2. A summary of path based methods 
8.2.3.2 IC based methods 
Information content (IC) based methods hypothesize that the relatedness between con-
cepts can be measured by the amount of information they share, which, if in a taxonomy, 
is often determined with respect to their lcs. These methods usually combine knowledge 
of a concept’s hierarchical structure with statistics of its actual usage in text usually de-
rived from a large corpus.  
The first IC based method is introduced by Resnik (1995): 
)c(plog)c(IC                                      Equation 8.12 
where p(c) is the probability of encountering an instance of a concept c, estimated from 
noun (which corresponds to the concept) frequencies observed in a large corpus. The 
counting ensures that the frequency of a noun is added to all of its subsumers in the tax-
onomy, which guarantees p and therefore the IC of a concept, to be monotonic (i.e., p(c) 
≤ p(c’) and IC(c) ≥ IC(c’) if c IS-A c’). The semantic similarity between concepts is de-
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fined as the IC of their lcs. Due to the monotonic nature of the IC measure, it can be con-
sidered as a measure of specificity of concepts (Li et al., 2003). 
Resnik’s definition of IC is widely adopted by later methods. Most of these improved 
Resnik’s in different ways to overcome a number of limitations. The first limitation is 
that any two pairs of concepts having the same lcs will receive the same similarity (e.g., 
the pairs ‘seafood – fruit’ and ‘bramley – kelp’ have the same lcs ‘food’), which is not 
necessarily appropriate. To address this problem, Jiang and Conrath (1997), and Lin 
(1998b) proposed to incorporate the IC of each concept in question as a way to balance 
that of their lcs. Briefly, Jiang and Conrath (1997) proposed a measure based on the ra-
tionale of the shortest path but formulates the distance as a function of the IC measure: 
))c,c(lcs(IC)c(IC)c(IC)c,c(SemDist 212121 2    Equation 8.13 
 Lin’s (1998b) semantic similarity measure aims to address the commonality of two con-
cepts as well as their difference, both measured in terms of IC: 
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In its initial form the measure applies to taxonomic structures only. Maguitman et al. 
(2005) generalised Lin’s measure such that it is applicable to both hierarchical and non-
hierarchical links. A number of studies have adapted these methods to the biomedical 
domain with small modifications. For example, Speer et al. (2004) converted Lin’s se-
mantic similarity measure into a distance metric; while Schlicker et al. (2006) trans-
formed Jiang and Conrath’s distance metric to a measure of similarity.  
The second limitation with Resnik’s definition of IC is related to the calculation of p(c), 
which is dependent on the choice of a corpus. As a result of this, given different corpora, 
it is possible to obtain a different IC for a concept. Seco et al. (2004) argued that the IC of 
a concept should be related to its hierarchical structure, and introduced an alternative IC 
measure called ‘intrinsic IC’, calculated solely based on a taxonomy: 
|)Tlog(|
)|)c(descendantlog(|
)c(ICint
1
1

     Equation 8.15 
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The rationale behind is that taxonomic structures usually organise concepts in such a way 
that the information expressed by a concept is inversely proportional to its descendants. 
Therefore, the IC value of a concept can be assessed using a function of the descendants 
it has. This notion of IC is adopted by Pirro et al. (2009), who introduced a method based 
on the same hypothesis of Lin (1998b) to quantify semantic similarity between two con-
cepts based on their commonality and difference. 
While these methods generally define semantic similarity of two concepts with respect to 
their lcs, which is usually a single concept, some methods have proposed to consider 
multiple common subsumers of the concepts. Couto et al. (2005) proposed the GraSM 
measure which takes the average of IC of all common disjunctive subsumer of two 
concepts. Two common subsumers are said to be disjunctive if there are ‘independent 
paths from both ancestors to the concept’, where an independent path is one that contains 
at least one concept unused by the other paths. The motivation is that each common dis-
junctive subsumer provides a different interpretation of the concepts that can be equally 
important. For example, with an lcs based method, the similarity between ‘leaf vegetable’ 
and ‘sea vegetable’ in the taxonomy of Figure 8.1 depends on their lcs ‘vegetable’. 
GraSM also takes into account the following independent paths to ‘food’: ‘leaf vegetable 
– vegetable – food’ and ‘sea vegetable – seafood – food’, and thus also considers the IC 
of ‘food’. On the other hand, there are no independent paths from ‘root vegetable’ and 
‘leaf vegetable’ to ‘food’, and therefore, their similarity is only dependent on their lcs 
‘vegetable’. Thus following the formula, GraSM will return a higher similarity for ‘root 
vegetable’ and ‘leaf vegetable’ than ‘leaf vegetable’ and ‘sea vegetable’. The intuition is 
that ‘sea vegetable’ has another interpretation (‘seafood’). 
Wang et al. (2007) also argued that firstly, all ancestors of a concept should contribute to 
the semantics of the concept, and therefore, should be accounted for when measuring se-
mantic similarities between concepts; secondly, the significance of the contribution 
should follow an inverse relationship with their distance to the concept. The method is 
based on two core notions: the semantics of a concept c’ with respect to a target concept 
c – denoted by semanticsc(c’), and the semantic value of c. Given a hierarchical structure 
containing a concept c, their method firstly extracts a sub-hierarchy of c to be used for 
measuring semantic similarity. Formally, Tc(c, Cc , Ec) is the extracted sub-hierarchy for 
the concept c, where Cc denotes all concepts in the sub-hierarchy including subsumer(c) 
and c itself, and Ec denotes the set of edges that connect any two concepts in the sub-
hierarchy. The semanticsc(c’) for each c’ Cc is defined as a recursive function that ag-
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gregates the semantics of the descendants of c’ (i.e., semanticsc’(descendant(c’)), where 
the contribution from one concept to its subsumers is modified by weighted edges and 
semanticsc(c) = 1, i.e., the semantics of a concept with respect to itself is 1.   
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Next, the semanticsc(c’) of all c’ Cc is summed up as a measure of semantic value of c, 
denoted by sv(c). The final semantic similarity between two concepts is calculated by 
their ‘semantics in common’, which follows similar rationale with other IC based meth-
ods:  
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Figure 8.3 below summarises the connections between different IC-based methods. The 
initial background information resources used in each study are noted as: WN – WordNet, 
BIO – a biomedical knowledge base, OTH – other structured knowledge bases 
 
Figure 8.3. A summary of IC based methods 
8.2.3.3 Gloss based methods 
As introduced previously in Section 8.2.2.1, concepts represented in knowledge bases are 
often provided with definitions and examples. Gloss based methods generally refer to 
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these as glosses, and hypothesize that the relationship between concepts is often implied 
by the shared words in their glosses. Therefore, gloss based methods propose to measure 
semantic relatedness with respect to the overlap of words in two concepts’ glosses. Fol-
lowing this definition, gloss based methods assess relatedness rather than similarity, since 
they do not make use of the taxonomic links. However, there are also exceptions.  
Lesk (1986) introduced the first gloss based measure, which simply evaluates the related-
ness between concepts by the number of overlapping words in their glosses, denoted by 
gloss(c). It has been adopted by several later studies including Banerjee and Pedersen 
(2003), Mihalcea and Moldovan (1999), and Gurevych (2005), which are distinguished 
by the construction of gloss(c). For example, Banerjee and Pedersen argued that the gloss 
of a concept should be extended by including the glosses of others that are related to the 
concept; while Gurevych adapted the method to knowledge bases that do not provide a 
gloss of a concept by building a pseudo-gloss, which concatenates concepts in close rela-
tion (e.g., hypernym, synonym) to the concept. 
Further to the motivation behind Gurevych (2005), the definition of gloss can be lessened 
to allow different methods of gloss construction. In this way a few other methods can al-
so be classified as gloss based. Gentleman (2005) proposed to measure semantic similari-
ty as the ratio between the overlap and the union of the subsumers of two concepts ex-
tracted from a taxonomic structure, where subsumer(c) can be considered as a gloss rep-
resentation of c. The general hypothesis is that each subsumer of a concept provides an 
interpretation.  Thus the overlap is the amount of interpretations common to both con-
cepts, while the union is the amount required to fully interpret both concepts. Turdakov 
and Velikhov (2008) adopted the same measure but using Wikipedia article links. Briefly, 
a pseudo-gloss for each concept is constructed by concatenating the outgoing and ingoing 
links of the article page describing that concept, and placed into the same formula. While 
the method by Gentleman (2005) can be considered as quantifying similarity with respect 
to the shared knowledge of two concepts, Batet et al. (2010) proposed a method that 
quantifies similarity with respect to ‘non-shared knowledge’. The method represents each 
concept as a gloss of their subsumers in the same way, and the non-shared knowledge is 
simply the difference between the union and the overlap of the subsumers of the two con-
cepts.  
To some extent, the rationale behind these methods is related to that of IC based methods, 
in the sense that relatedness is quantified based on the information that two concepts 
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share in common. However, they are classified as gloss based methods rather than IC 
based for two reasons: (1) they do not quantify the information content of a concept for-
mally; (2) the calculation is generally based on certain forms of vocabulary overlap, 
which is the key feature of gloss based methods. 
Figure 8.4 below summarises the connections between different gloss-based methods. 
The initial background information resources used in the studies are noted as: WN – 
WordNet, WK – Wikipedia, BIO – a biomedical knowledge base, OTH – other 
knowledge bases. 
 
Figure 8.4. A summary of gloss based methods 
8.2.3.4 Feature vector based methods 
Feature vector based methods refer to methods that represent a term or concept using a 
feature vector derived from a structured knowledge base, rather than using co-occurrence 
counts or contexts. For vector based methods, concepts and their lexicalised forms can be 
represented based on features encoded in knowledge bases. For example, in the taxono-
my shown in Figure 8.1, concepts can be described by the features parent concepts and 
child concepts.  
With feature vector representations, assessing relatedness between concepts can be 
achieved by comparing the similarity between their feature vectors. The most well-
known and widely used measure for this purpose is the cosine similarity function, which 
measures the similarity between two vectors by the cosine of the angle between them: 
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The cosine similarity measure is used by the majority of vector based methods. However, 
they differ significantly in terms of how the feature vectors are constructed. Because such 
methods do not exploit the hierarchical nature of a knowledge base, they generally quan-
tify relatedness rather than similarity. 
Generally, feature vector based methods can be further divided into two types. The first 
type of methods build a concept vector using the lexical semantic content (e.g., a con-
cept’s gloss and synonyms in WordNet) directly defined for that concept in a knowledge 
base. Intuitively the lexical semantic content can be considered as features relevant to a 
concept. The second type of methods builds a concept vector using other related concepts 
in the knowledge base. The intuition is that semantically related concepts are related to a 
similar set of concepts. In these methods, features for each relevant concept are exploited 
indirectly and usually contribute to the weight of the relevant concept in the correspond-
ing vector of the target concept. 
Patwardhan and Pedersen (2006) represented a concept by a second-order gloss vector 
using WordNet glosses. Firstly, WordNet is turned into a corpus made of the set of gloss-
es in WordNet. Next, a first-order context vector based on co-occurrence is created for 
every word in this corpus, where words are said to co-occur if they are found in the same 
gloss. Then for each concept, a second-order gloss vector is constructed by combining the 
first-order context vectors of words that appear in its gloss. The intuition is that the orien-
tation of the second order gloss vector indicates the domains or topics it is associated 
with. The relatedness between two concepts is then measured as the cosine similarity be-
tween the two vectors. Zesch et al. (2008b) suggested that different kinds of lexical se-
mantic content defined for a concept can be used as features to build concept vectors. 
They demonstrated this using three different knowledge bases with the generic cosine 
similarity function. Concept vectors are built using the first paragraph of Wikipedia, 
WordNet gloss and Wiktionary gloss separately.  
One of the methods that represent a term or concept as a vector of related concepts is in-
troduced in Ziegler et al. (2006). They firstly queried each term on Google Directory
9
, 
which returns a ranked list of websites each annotated with a category defined in the 
                                                          
9
 Google Directory, originally available at http://www.google.com/dirhp, which has been closed 
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Open Directory Project (ODP) taxonomy. The ODP taxonomy organises category con-
cepts in a tree structure, and classifies websites using the categories. The term is then rep-
resented as a vector  ⃗ of ODP categories, such that | ⃗|  | | the size of the ODP taxon-
omy. The initial weight of each category cat in the vector is dependent on the rank of the 
website that the corresponding category is associated with. Next, for each cat, its weight 
is propagated upwards to the subsumers of cat along the ODP taxonomic links, where the 
amount of propagation depends on the density of the parent node at each step. Then the 
final weight of cat is adjusted to combine the weights of all of its subsumers, resulting in 
the final weighted vector representation of the word. The intuition behind this is that a 
category could be counted as an instance of its subsumers, and therefore its weight should 
reflect the contribution from all its subsumers.  
A similar approach is Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) introduced by Gabrilovich and 
Markovitch (2007). ESA computes word relatedness using vectors constructed using 
Wikipedia concepts. The method firstly builds an inverted index of words and Wikipedia 
articles, then represents each word as a high-dimensional vector of Wikipedia articles. 
Since each article usually focuses on a certain topic, the vector can be viewed as a vector 
of concepts, where each element in the vector corresponds to a concept and the dimen-
sion is the number of Wikipedia articles. Each element in the vector is weighted by the 
tf.idf score of the word in the associated article. The intuition is that the weight denotes 
the degree of relevance between the word and the concept. Semantic relatedness is also 
calculated using the cosine function.  
ESA was later extended by Hassan and Mihalcea (2009) and Radinsky et al. (2011). Has-
san and Mihalcea (2009) introduced three modifications to the original ESA method: 1) 
normalise vector elements to account for the length of the associated concept article, 
since the original method is biased towards long articles; 2) scale the weights of vector 
elements according to the corresponding concept’s depth in the Wikipedia category tree 
to promote concepts that are lower down (and thus more specific); 3) replaced the cosine 
similarity metric with an overlap based metric similar to that by Lesk (1986) in order to 
place more emphasis on the overlap of vectors. Radinsky et al. (2011) proposed to incor-
porate the ‘temporal behaviour’ of words in computing their relatedness. The idea origi-
nates from the observation that semantically related words do not necessarily co-occur in 
the same articles, however, they are likely to be mentioned roughly around the same time. 
For example, by studying the distributional patterns of words over time using a collection 
of New York Times articles spanning over 130 years, they found that the words ‘war’ 
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and ‘peace’ tend to correlate in frequency of use over time. However, they might rarely 
be mentioned at the same time in the same articles. To exploit this feature they proposed 
to modify the ESA method by modelling the ‘temporal dynamics’ of each non-zero 
weighted concept in the vector, and scaling their temporal dynamics according to the 
concept’s original weight in the vector. The temporal dynamics of a concept is modelled 
based on a series of its usage frequency over the corpora: 
|D|
|})d,c(freq|Dd{
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1 Equation 8.19              
where D1 … Dn can be viewed as a history represented by a collection of corpora ordered 
chronologically, Di is a corpus at time point I, freq(c, d) returns the frequency of observ-
ing the lexicalised words of the concept in d. Details of the counting method can be found 
in Radinsky et al. (2011). Next each concept in the ESA vector is represented by its tem-
poral dynamics, the weight of which inherits that of the concept in the original ESA vec-
tor. The final relatedness between the two words can be computed as the sum of pairwise 
concept relatedness of non-zero weighted concepts in their vectors. And the pairwise 
concept relatedness is computed using their temporal dynamics by two different methods 
for measuring time series similarity.  
Milne and Witten (2008) employed the hyperlinked Wikipedia article graph and proposed 
to represent a Wikipedia concept as a vector of concepts linking to it or a vector of con-
cepts it links to. The cosine similarity function and the measure proposed by Cilibrasi and 
Vitanyi (2007) were applied to each vector representation respectively for evaluation. Liu 
and Chen (2010) also represented Wikipedia concept as a vector of links, but defined the 
relatedness between two concept vectors as the sum of the pair-wise relatedness between 
the links in the two vectors, which is then computed using either gloss overlap, or the Wu 
and Palmer’s (1994) measure using the category graph. 
The method by Milne and Witten only considers the adjacent concepts (e.g., neighbours) 
in a semantic graph. Another stream of work based on the link structure of a semantic 
network exploit both direct and indirect connections between concepts. Gouws et al. 
(2010) proposed to apply the spreading activation algorithm (Collins and Loftus, 1975) to 
a semantic network of concepts as a method to derive concept vectors. Briefly, given a 
semantic network of nodes connected by directed and weighted edges, spreading activa-
tion allows propagating the ‘activation value’ from a given node (or a set of nodes) to any 
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other nodes in the network across the path that connecting them. The amount of value 
propagated drops as the number of edges increases (depending on a so-called ‘decay fac-
tor’). For the purpose of measuring semantic relatedness between two concepts c1 and c2, 
Gouws et al. built a semantic network of Wikipedia concepts connected by ingoing links 
from the article page. They firstly set a non-zero initial activation value to the node of 
concept c1, while all other nodes receive an initial value of 0. Spreading Activation is 
started to propagate the value to c2 through each node along the set of paths connecting 
them. After the activation terminates (subject by individual methods), c2 receives a final 
activation value, denoted by act(c2|c1). Meanwhile, a concept vector   ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗  is created for c1 
by collecting the final activation values of all nodes in the network. These values can be 
considered as a measure of the relevance between each node and c1. Next, the same pro-
cess is repeated from the opposite direction, by propagating an initial activation value 
from c2 to c1, to obtain act(c1|c2) and   ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗ . Finally, the authors computed the semantic re-
latedness between the two concepts in three different ways: (1) as a function of the sum 
of act(c2|c1) and act(c1|c2), in which case each value is considered to be a distance from 
one to another; (2) as the cosine similarity of the two vectors; (3) using a distance-based 
formula introduced in Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2007). 
Harrington (2010) and Wojtinnek and Pulman (2011) applied the same technique but de-
rived a semantic and syntactic structure from an unstructured corpus, by applying NLP 
techniques such as NER and syntactic parsing to a corpus to generate a syntactic and se-
mantic network of entities and concepts. The authors argued that the advantage of using a 
corpus is that they may provide better coverage of domain specific information than a 
general purpose knowledge base. 
Another popular stream of methods that exploit the link structure of a semantic network 
for constructing concept vectors is using Personalised PageRank (Haveliwala, 2002), a 
generalisation of the well-known PageRank algorithm (Page et al., 1999), which is based 
on the principle of random walk on graphs. Random graph walk formalises the intuitive 
idea of taking successive steps in a graph, each in a random direction (Lovász, 1993). 
The output of a t-step random walk process on a graph can be represented as a matrix of 
probability distribution, often referred to as a transitional distribution, where each row 
encodes the probability of a random walker reaching this particular node starting from 
any other nodes on the graph after t steps. PageRank, originally well-known for its usage 
in ranking webpages by Google, is the most typical form of random graph walk. It views 
the Web as a graph of webpages, connected by hyperlinks. A surfer randomly clicks on 
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hyperlinks, where each click is equivalent to one step of random walk and takes the surf-
er from one node to another. Then the PageRank algorithm builds on a random walk pro-
cess that takes a very large number of steps, so large that the resultant transitional distri-
bution at any nodes on the graph becomes converged, resulting in a stationary distribu-
tion. The stationary distribution at a node typically consists of uniform values for every 
starting node, which means that the probability of reaching this node is constant, regard-
less of starting nodes. This is considered to be indicative of the amount of time a surfer 
will take to reach that node, while the value is only affected by the connectivity of the 
graph. Intuitively, the longer it takes the surfer to reach the node, the less important the 
node is. Therefore, the results can be used for ranking webpages.  
In personalised PageRank, the ranking (or importance) of each page is biased (or ‘per-
sonalised’) towards a particular query, such that webpages more relevant to the query re-
ceive higher importance and therefore, higher ranks. Such ideas have been adapted to a 
semantic network of concepts to develop semantic relatedness methods (Hughes and 
Ramage, 2007; Yeh et al., 2009; Yazdani and Popescu-Belis, 2010). Generally, the Pag-
eRank algorithm is applied to the semantic network of concepts to obtain the stationary 
probability distribution to represent the likelihood of reaching any node in the network. 
Next, this distribution is personalised against each question concept node following 
Haveliwala’s method, which effectively places more weight to nodes closer to the target 
concept in the graph. Intuitively, this can be viewed as re-ranking all nodes (similar to 
webpages) in the network (similar to the Web) with respect to their connection (similar to 
relevance) with the target concept node (similar to a query). The two resultant distribu-
tions, biased towards c1 and c2 respectively, can be represented as two vectors, the di-
mensionality of which is the number of nodes in the network. Then the relatedness be-
tween them can be computed with a measure of vector similarity.  
A major difference between these methods is how the semantic network is constructed. 
Hughes and Ramage (2007) constructed a graph of WordNet synsets, tokens (e.g., poly-
semous words), and token-with-part-of-speech (tokenPOS, e.g., click#noun, click#verb). 
Edges are established for any relations between synsets defined in WordNet, for a synset 
node and a tokenPOS node if the synset ‘uses’ the tokenPOS (e.g., synset 
‘click#noun#mouse click’ uses ‘click#noun’), and for a tokenPOS node with a token 
node following the same strategy. Yeh et al. (2009) and Yazdani and Popescu-Belis 
(2010) constructed a graph of Wikipedia concepts. An edge is established between two 
concepts if they are connected by links in their article page, by sharing a category, or 
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sharing a link in their infoboxes. Yazdani and Popescu-Belis (2010) assigned higher 
weights to certain types of edges to gain better performance. 
Figure 8.5 below summaries feature vector based methods. The initial background infor-
mation resources used are noted as: WN – WordNet, WK – Wikipedia, OTH – other 
knowledge bases, C – a general purpose corpus, 
 
Figure 8.5. A summary of feature vector based methods 
8.2.3.5 Distributional similarity as proxy for lexical semantic relatedness 
Weeds (2003) summarised the literature and defined that two words are distributionally 
similar if (1) they tend to occur in each other’s context; or (2) the contexts each tends to 
occur in are similar; or (3) that if one word is substituted for another in a context, its 
‘plausibility’ is unchanged. Different methods have adopted different definitions of con-
texts, but usually a context is the set of words collected from the window around the 
word, or an entire document, or syntactic relationship as introduced in Lin (1998a) and 
Weeds (2003). Following this definition, a multitude of measures and algorithms are 
available for measuring distributional similarity.  
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There is a widely accepted hypothesis that distributional similarity can predict semantic 
similarity and thus relatedness in general. As a result, many studies have proposed to use 
distributional similarity methods as a proxy for lexical semantic relatedness. However, 
Budantisky and Hirst (2006) argued that there are three essential differences between the 
two paradigms. Firstly, semantic relatedness is inherently a relation on concepts, while 
distributional similarity is a relation on words; secondly, semantic relatedness is typically 
symmetric, whereas distributional similarity can be potentially asymmetric; finally, se-
mantic relatedness depends on a structured lexicographic or knowledge bases, distribu-
tional similarity is relative to a corpus. Nevertheless, due to the popularity of their appli-
cation to semantic relatedness, in the following, several recent studies in this direction are 
discussed. The criteria for selection is that the method is either evaluated using methods 
or datasets usually used for evaluating lexical semantic relatedness, or that it is later port-
ed to address relevant tasks in other studies. A popular research direction taken by these 
approaches is exploiting the Web as the background information corpus. 
Matsuo et al. (2006) computed distributional similarity of two terms using statistics col-
lected from search engines. The method queries each term using a search engine to re-
trieve the number of pages containing each term denoted by freq(w). Next, the number of 
pages containing both term s freq(w1, w2) is counted as the page counts for a query con-
catenating both terms. Then using these figures, the distributional similarity can be calcu-
lated using the Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) measure or the Chi-Square (x
2
) sta-
tistical test. Essentially, in their method, the context is equivalent to a webpage.  
Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2007) introduced the Normalised Google Distance (NGD) measure, 
which builds on a data compression related theory that is rather intricate. The resultant 
method is however, very simple and also utilises page counts returned for the pair of 
terms and each term separately: 
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  Equation 8.20 
As mentioned before, this method is adopted by Milne and Witten (2008) for measuring 
semantic relatedness between concepts using Wikipedia. Briefly, they substituted freq(w) 
as the number of incoming links leading to a concept article and freq(w1, w2) as the num-
ber of incoming links leading to both concept articles.  
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While these methods based on page counts can be effective, a potential issue is that they 
do not consider the relative position of terms or multiple occurrences of the term in a sin-
gle page. Two terms occurring in a page may not be related at all if they are distant. 
Therefore, methods based on page counts are prone to errors (Bollegala et al., 2007). 
Many methods cope with this by using the returned snippets for the query. Chen et al. 
(2006) proposed to count term co-occurrences in the top N snippets returned by a search 
engine. They hypothesize that two terms w1 and w2 are associated if it is possible to find 
w2 from w1 (a forward process) and find w1 from w2 (a backward process) by web search. 
Therefore, their method queries each term in turn, and count the occurrences of the other 
in the top N snippets returned for the query (i.e., freq(w1|w2) and freq(w2|w1)). This pro-
cess gives two different co-occurrence figures for the two terms, which they call a ‘dou-
ble checking’ process. The distributional similarity is then computed as:  
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where α is a control parameter. Sahami and Heilman (2006) query each word to obtain a 
set of snippets. For each word, each of its corresponding snippets is represented as a 
weighted term vector, and the centroid of the set of vectors is computed. Similarity be-
tween the two words is defined as the inner product between the corresponding centroid 
vectors.  
Although these methods can tackle the limitation of page counting based methods to cer-
tain extent, one of their limitations, as suggested by Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005), is that 
they ignore word-order and phrasal structures. The authors thus proposed a method that 
assesses the substitutability of two terms as a measure of their similarity. It firstly collects 
a set of sentences (S1, S2) from the snippets returned for each word (w1, w2) as a query to 
a search engine. Next, it counts in how many of sentences in S1 it is possible to substitute 
w1 with w2. This is done by replacing w1 with w2 to create a new sentence, which is que-
ried using the search engine for validation. The same process is repeated for S2 and the 
final similarity score is derived based on the percentage of sentences that are substitutable. 
Bollegala et al. (2007) proposed a method that combines both page counts and sentence-
level contexts in snippets. Their method is based on supervised classification trained on 
examples, which is uncommon in semantic relatedness and distributional similarity 
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methods. An SVM based classifier is trained using a set of synonym pairs as positive ex-
amples and a set of non-synonym pairs as negative examples, both of which are randomly 
selected from WordNet. Firstly, they apply a pattern induction process to extract lexical 
patterns that are likely to indicate synonyms and non-synonyms in texts. For this purpose, 
the positive and negative examples are used as queries to retrieve snippets from a search 
engine.  Then lexical-syntactic patterns are extracted from the data and those that more 
often represent positive examples are selected to be used as features for the next learning 
task. Next, each pair of words is queried using the search engine, and each of the selected 
pattern features are searched within the returned snippets. A feature vector is created for 
the pair based on the frequencies of each pattern and four additional scores computed us-
ing page counts based on similar methods to Matsuo et al. (2006). Using this feature rep-
resentation, an SVM model is trained using the training data, and then used to predict the 
similarity between any new pairs of terms given a feature representation created in the 
same way. 
Figure 8.6 below summaries distributional similarity methods and their connections. The 
initial background information resources used are noted as:  WEB – the Web 
 
Figure 8.6. A summary of distributional similarity methods used for lexical semantic 
relatedness 
8.2.3.6 Hybrid methods 
Hybrid methods are those that combine multiple semantic relatedness methods or distri-
butional similarity methods to arrive at a single measure of semantic relatedness. Many 
of these methods firstly calculate semantic relatedness using an assembly of different 
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purebred methods, and then derive the aggregated score as the average, sum or maximum 
of all scores. This kind of simple combination is intuitive – if each distinctive method 
provides a different perspective of semantic relatedness, it is natural to combine them to 
create a full picture. For example Alvarez and Lim (2007) calculated semantic related-
ness as the maximum score given by either a method that inverts the shortest path length 
(weighted by depth of concepts along the path), or a method based on the depth of lcs and 
the taxonomy, or the gloss overlap in WordNet. Riensche et al. (2007) also adopted a 
similar strategy. Sheng et al. (2010) linearly combined the distributional similarity of two 
words using a PMI based method with the sematic similarity score calculated using Wu 
and Palmer’s method (Wu and Palmer, 1994). Similarly, Gracia and Mena (2008) linearly 
combined the score calculated using the Cilibrasi and Vitanyi’s measure with one that 
calculated using an overlap based method.  
Other hybrid methods employ scores given by individual methods as an integral part of 
the hybrid model, usually as some kind of features. To distinguish them from the above 
combination methods, we call this type of hybrid method the integration methods. 
Rodríguez and Egenhofer (2003) combined a gloss based method with depth as a normal-
isation factor. Given the gloss created for two concepts, semantic relatedness is deter-
mined by the common characteristics α measured by set overlap as gloss(c1)∩gloss(c2), 
and non-common characteristics measured by set difference as β=gloss(c1)/gloss(c2), and 
γ= gloss(c2)/gloss(c1): 
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where k(c1, c2) is the relative importance factor for non-common characteristics, calculat-
ed using the depth of the two concepts in the taxonomy: 
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This measure is asymmetric. The effect of weighting non-common characteristics with 
respect to the depth of two concepts is that relatedness from deeper concepts to shallower 
concepts is higher than the opposite, which is consistent with the common perception of 
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asymmetric semantic relatedness. This method is later adapted by Petrakis and Varelas 
(2006) with different definitions of gloss.  
Othman et al. (2007) defined semantic similarity of two concepts in a taxonomy as a 
function of their individual distance to their lcs. This distance is calculated using a meas-
ure that combines the IC, depth and local density in order to address specificity of con-
cepts: 
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where c’1, c’2… c’l are the list of concepts along the path from c1 to c2, D(c) and E(c) are 
functions that return the depth and local density of the concept node respectively. They 
are slightly modified based on the classic definition of depth and density. The distance is 
effectively the sum of weighted edges along the path from c1 to c2, which has a similar 
notion to semantic path elaboration proposed by Tsatsaronis et al. (2010). The final se-
mantic similarity is computed as: 
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Pozo et al. (2008) proposed to derive a taxonomic structure of words from a corpus and 
apply path-based methods to the taxonomy. Their motivation is that even if a well-
curated knowledge base is available, many structural relations may not be encoded but 
may be hidden in a large corpus. Thus they proposed to uncover hidden structural rela-
tions between words by applying hierarchical clustering to the words based on their dis-
tributional features observed from corpora. The approach consists of four steps: (1) repre-
senting each word extracted from a corpus by a vector of its contextual words, and com-
pute pairwise similarity of words using the cosine similarity function; (2) creating a con-
nected graph of words, where edges are established for two words if the pairwise simi-
larity is above a threshold; (3) apply spectral clustering to partition the graph; (4) apply 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering to generate a clustering tree of words, which is used 
as a taxonomy. Then the semantic distance between any words is simply the depth of 
their lcs.  
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Han and Zhao (2010) proposed the Structural Semantic Relatedness (SSR) method, which 
makes use of three methods including that by Lin (1998b), Milne and Witten (2008) and 
the NGD method by Cilibrasi and Vitanyi (2007). Given a collection of words, the meth-
od begins with a pre-processing step that calculates semantic relatedness for each pair of 
words using all three methods. Due to the coverage of background information resource 
used in each method, a pair may receive between 1 and 3 relatedness scores. For multiple 
scores, the score returned by the most ‘reliable’ method is retained. This is arbitrarily de-
termined in the order of preference as Lin, Milne and Witten, and NGD. Next, the words 
are plotted in a connected graph, where the score is used to weigh edges between them. 
Let e(w1,w2) denote the weight of the edge connecting two words, neighbour(w) returns 
the immediate neighbours (connected by an edge) of a word, the SSR is then computed as: 
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where dw is the degree of the node representing a word on the graph, and α and β are con-
trol parameters. The computation of SSR is recursive. It formulates the intuition that two 
words are similar if they are semantically related to a similar set of neighbours. The re-
cursive equation can be solved by applying matrix algebra. The authors claimed that this 
method takes into account both explicit semantic relations and implicit semantic connec-
tions, and overcomes the coverage limitations of individual background information 
sources.  
Another hybrid method that does not fall under either of the two categories is Agirre et al. 
(2009a). They proposed to combine a WordNet based method adapted from Hughes and 
Ramage (2007) with a distributional similarity method based on context similarity. The 
method adapted from Hughes and Ramage (2007) exploits the link structure of WordNet. 
However, due to the limited coverage of WordNet, a small proportion of testing data are 
not covered. To cope with this, for each word that is unknown to WordNet, they firstly 
applied the distributional similarity method to find several similar words. These are then 
used to substitute the unknown word and the WordNet based approach is re-applied.  
Figure 8.7 below summarises hybrid methods and their connections. The initial back-
ground information resources used are noted as: WN –WordNet, WK – Wikipedia, BIO 
– biomedical knowledge bases, OTH – other structured knowledge bases, WEB – the 
Web, C – a general purpose corpus, C-BIO – a biomedical corpus. 
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Figure 8.7. A summary of hybrid semantic relatedness methods. 
8.2.4 Remark 
Given the availability of such a wide range of different methods of lexical semantic relat-
edness, a natural question is how do they compare and how to select the most appropriate 
method for a task. The remainder of this literature review presents an analysis from sev-
eral perspectives that can help to answer this question: limitations of different categories 
of methods, background information resources available and domains, and purpose of the 
task.  
8.2.4.1 Limitations of different categories of methods 
Path based methods can be very sensitive to the taxonomic structure of a knowledge base 
and the density and depth of the structure. They “heavily depend on the degree of com-
pleteness, homogeneity and coverage of the semantic links” represented in the structure 
(Batet et al., 2010). Al-Mubaid and Nguyen (2006) has shown much higher accuracies 
can be obtained using MeSH than using SNOMED-CT for their method. According to 
the authors this is attributed to the higher level of specificity (granularity) in the 
SNOMED-CT concept hierarchy, which has penalised methods that do not address specificity 
adequately. Strube and Ponzetto’s study (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006) has shown similar 
observations when adapting path based methods from the WordNet structure to a less 
strict hierarchical structure, the Wikipedia category tree. Earlier path based methods have 
assumed uniform distance of any edges regardless of the specificity of relevant concepts. 
This has been the major issue since the assumption proves to be untrue in most real tax-
onomies. It has been the focus of research and addressed in different ways in later meth-
ods. One remaining issue is that most path based methods are based on a single path fol-
lowing a single type of relation, typically IS-A. As a result, other useful semantic evi-
dences are overlooked (Wang et al., 2007) and such background information may be in-
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sufficient to represent conceptual distance or relatedness between concepts in a semantic 
network (Lee et al., 1993). It has been shown (Resnik, 1995) that when compared to 
some of the other categories of methods, path based methods can lead to spurious results, 
which may be partially attributed to this issue. Nevertheless, compared to other methods, 
path based methods are generally simple (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Pirro, 2009). 
IC based methods inherit some limitations of the path based methods since they exploit 
the ancestors of two concepts as background information, which is dependent on the tax-
onomic structure. As a result, they can be also sensitive to the chosen taxonomic structure 
and a drop of accuracies of some IC based methods has also been observed when they are 
adapted from WordNet to Wikipedia (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006). To some extent, this 
sensitivity may be offset by the use of corpus statistics in some IC based methods. The 
use of a large corpus provides additional useful background information and may have 
contributed to superior performance in some IC based methods as shown in Batet et al. 
(2010). However, in some cases such corpora are not always available, especially in the 
clinic domain where patient records are often highly confidential. In this case, as well as 
to eliminate corpus pre-processing, methods that approximate the IC of a concept based 
on the taxonomic structure (e.g., intrinsic IC) may be preferred. Similar to path based 
methods, IC based methods ignore other potentially useful semantic evidence but employ 
the IS-A relation. Additionally, path based and IC based methods are generally more suit-
able for measuring semantic similarity, due to their emphasis on the hierarchical relations. 
Empirically, evaluations by previous studies have shown that path based and IC based 
methods generally perform better on measuring semantic similarity than relatedness. 
Gloss based methods present arguably a cheaper alternative to other kinds of methods 
since the gathering of background information and the computation are generally less in-
tensive. Due to the lack of comparable evaluations, it is difficult to discuss their limita-
tions with respect to their performance. However, the study by Zesch and Gurevych 
(2010a) has shown that the Lesk’s method (Lesk, 1986) can be equally sensitive to the 
underlying background information source as path based and IC based methods.   
Vector based methods are generally more extensible than others and adaptation across 
different background information resources are generally straightforward. Most vector 
based methods differ in terms of how the concept vectors are created, while share a large 
degree of commonality in terms of algorithmic calculation. Zesch et al. (2008b) also 
showed that a concept vector based method can be easily adapted across three different 
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knowledge bases (WordNet, Wikipedia and Wiktionary) and obtaining comparable re-
sults. In terms of performance, vector based methods are more balanced for both seman-
tic similarity and relatedness tasks. They are also less sensitive to underlying background 
information resources, as shown by the results in Zesch et al. (2008b) and Zesch and 
Gurevych (2010a). This may suggest that vector based methods can be a better option 
when addressing new domains and datasets. However, the methods of constructing con-
cept vectors differ significantly, and may lead to substantial difference in their perfor-
mances. Methods that construct concept vectors using other relevant concepts in the se-
mantic graph (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Harrington, 2010; Radinskty et al., 
2011) require extensive pre-processing of the entire background information resource.  
Distributional similarity methods offer a major advantage over other methods – the flexi-
bility in the choice of background information resource. Semantic relatedness methods 
typically employ a structured knowledge base, whose structure and the coverage and 
completeness of knowledge may limit the capability of the methods. Distributional simi-
larity, however, is in theory free from such limitation since the underlying corpora can be 
substituted without incurring changes to the method. This also makes it easily extensible 
to other domains. Pre-processing a large corpus of millions of documents will be a major 
issue to be considered with these methods as it creates substantial computational cost 
(Pantel et al., 2009). In addition, the intrinsic difference between distributional similarity 
and semantic relatedness should also be considered when they are used as a proxy for 
semantic relatedness.  
Hybrid methods are usually created to combine the strength of different measures. Based 
on the results which are somewhat inadequate to draw a final conclusion, it seems that 
they can lead to marginal improvement to their purebred competitors. Thus, before com-
mitting to a hybrid method one should consider whether the complexity of the methods 
can be justified in the particular context. Another consideration is that hybrid methods 
may inherit the limitations of the purebred methods that are combined, which might ex-
plain the decreased performance of some methods (Rodríguez and Egenhofer, 2003; 
Petrakis et al., 2006) when they are compared against some path based and IC based 
methods.  
Within each category of methods, the modifications introduced in later methods generally 
lead to higher accuracies than the earlier basic methods. For example, based on the previ-
ously published results in individual work and also the comparative evaluation in Zesch 
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and Gurevych (2010a), in the case of path based methods, those (WP94, LC98, LI03, 
LI07, SF07, TS10, WH11, see corresponding keys on Figures 8.2 - 8.7) addressing con-
cept specificity in a hierarchy generally obtain higher accuracies than those (RA89, HS98) 
ignoring specificity. In the case of IC based methods, later models (JC97, LN98b, SE04, 
PI09) have further improved over their ancestor (RE95). In particular, Pirro et al. (2009) 
demonstrated the superiority of the intrinsic IC (Seco et al., 2004) to the original defini-
tion by Resnik (1995) by comparative experiments. 
8.2.4.2 Background information resources and domains 
Since computing semantic relatedness depends on some background information re-
sources, the choice of such resources will have a major impact on the performance of the 
methods. Apparently the choice of background information resources is often bound by 
the methods. Nevertheless, when multiple choices are available, several factors such as 
the types of information encoded, and the focus as well as the coverage should be consid-
ered, and matched against the requirements of the task.  
Generally compared to unstructured corpora, structured knowledge bases encode explicit 
semantic and lexical relations between concepts and entities, which are essential for as-
sessing relatedness and similarity. As discussed in Section 8.2.2, WordNet and Wiktion-
ary are knowledge bases of common words, focusing on nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-
verbs. They have very limited coverage of proper nouns and specialised concepts. For 
this reason, they can be a good choice for tasks related to words, such as WSD. Also, the 
availability of well-defined hierarchical relations allows the knowledge bases to be tai-
lored for semantic similarity other than just relatedness. In comparison, Wikipedia is a 
vast knowledge base of concepts and entities, which makes it better suited for tasks such 
as NED. However, the coverage of word knowledge can be very limited, as shown in 
Zesch and Gurevych (2010a) where methods based on Wikipedia obtained poor perfor-
mance on the a dataset based on verb pairs. Its broad coverage of a large number of top-
ics also suggests that Wikipedia can be a better choice for domain specific tasks. As an 
encyclopaedic resource, Wikipedia focuses on covering fact-like information related to 
concepts and entities and present them as articles. Although Wikipedia articles are inten-
sively hyperlinked, the semantic relations represented by such links are undefined. The 
category tree used to tag the articles is also a non-strict taxonomy. For this reason, it may 
be better suited for measuring semantic relatedness; while using Wikipedia for semantic 
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similarity may require adaptation in order to obtain competitive results to WordNet based 
methods, which has been shown in Ponzetto and Strube (2011). 
Research in the biomedical domain generally prefers biomedical knowledge bases. They 
usually encode hierarchical relations between concepts, and have been used mostly for 
measuring semantic similarity. Compared to general-purpose knowledge bases, the dis-
tribution of knowledge is more uneven, resulting in different densities of regions and in-
comparable connections (Pozo et al., 2008). This is largely due to the nature of biomedi-
cal science, where knowledge is constantly updated, and the empirical knowledge of each 
concept is highly variable (Li et al., 2010). As a result, methods exploiting the hierar-
chical structure of such knowledge bases should take into account its unbalanced struc-
ture, for example, by addressing specificity of concepts in path based methods.  
A major limitation of using structured knowledge bases is that their scope and coverage 
can limit the capability of the methods. Besides, such resources are usually expensive to 
maintain, and often unavailable in specific domains. In contrast, unstructured corpora are 
generally much easier to obtain, which offers the advantage of easier domain adaptation 
when knowledge bases are unavailable. Background information is often gathered in an 
implicit form, such as co-occurrence statistics primarily used for distributional similarity. 
As a result, important semantic evidences encoded in a structured knowledge base are of-
ten neglected. Although some methods (Pozo et al., 2008; Harrington, 2010) have pro-
posed to mine hierarchical structures of words from corpora to address this, this often 
comes at the price of a computationally expensive pre-processing of the entire corpus. 
Another specific issue in the biomedical domain is “shallow annotation” in biomedical 
corpora. As mentioned before in Section 8.2.2.3, term frequencies and co-occurrences in 
the biomedical domain are often gathered based on their usage in annotating gene men-
tions in a corpus. A potential issue as noted by Sevilla et al. (2005) is that annotators 
sometimes use more general concepts for annotation even if a more specific concept is 
more suitable, possibly by mistake or due to their lack of knowledge. As a result, the sta-
tistics can be biased towards more general concepts, leading to spurious prediction in 
methods that depends on corpus statistics (e.g., some IC based methods and distributional 
similarity methods). Thus the authors suggested that methods that are only based on the 
topological structure of a semantic graph (e.g., path based methods) should be a better al-
ternative in this domain. 
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8.2.4.3 Purpose of the task 
Another aspect to take into account is the purpose of the task. As discussed before, meth-
ods that are particularly tailored for measuring semantic similarity can be found to have 
inferior performance in assessing general relatedness. They may be better options for 
tasks such as synonym detection and taxonomy learning; but less effective for WSD or 
NED where relatedness are more important. Likewise, methods that assess relatedness 
may also produce spurious predictions of similarity and become unsuitable for some 
tasks. The lexical units (e.g., words or entities) involved in a task will also have an im-
pact on the choice of underlying background information resources, due to the different 
focuses of knowledge in these resources. 
For tasks built on top of lexical semantic relatedness, the trade-off between accuracy and 
complexity of the methods will be a major factor particularly in large scale tasks since 
computing semantic relatedness adds extra pre-processing cost. There is limited work on 
comparing applications of lexical semantic relatedness. Curran and Moens (2002) com-
pared several distributional similarity metrics in a thesaurus generation task. Budanitsky 
and Hirst (2006) compared five WordNet based methods in a malapropism application, 
while Patwardhan and Pedersen (2006) performed similar studies in a WSD task. Bolle-
gala et al. (2007) compared their method against Sahami and Heilman (2006) and Chen et 
al. (2006) in an entity clustering task. Zesch and Gurevych (2010a) and Tsatsaronis et al. 
(2010) carried out comparative evaluations of several methods in a word choice applica-
tion. Where semantic relatedness methods are evaluated both standalone and in applica-
tions, there is no strong evidence of a positive correlation between the accuracies of se-
mantic relatedness methods (as in standalone evaluation) and their contribution to the ap-
plication. For example Patwardhan and Pedersen’s method obtained an improvement of 
0.15 point in correlation over the Jiang and Conrath’s method (Jiang and Conrath, 1997) 
on a dataset by Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965); however, it was outperformed by 
this method when applied to a WSD task. Similarly Zesch and Gurevych (2010a) showed 
that several better performing methods in the in-vitro evaluation achieved lower accura-
cies in a word choice application. 
Given these observations, one may want to re-consider their requirements for the accura-
cies of semantic relatedness methods when choosing one for their applications; particu-
larly when dealing with a large amount of data such as in WSD or sense clustering. 
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8.2.5 Towards a new method 
With respect to the method of lexical semantic relatedness to be proposed in the next sec-
tions of this study, it has been noted that different methods have largely focused on using 
a single source of background information. In particular, where a structured knowledge 
base is used, literature has been predominantly based on a single knowledge base.  
The benefits of using multiple resources have already been recognised. For example, IC 
based methods aims to combine the structural information of a concept with its actual us-
age patterns for measuring semantic relatedness. The former is assessed based on a struc-
tured knowledge base, and the latter is assessed based on corpus statistics. However, all 
IC based methods have only used a single structured knowledge base. The use of corpus 
statistics as a second source of evidence has also been criticised (Seco et al., 2004), since 
it makes the method more dependent on the selection of an appropriate corpus. The work 
by Han and Zhao (2010) makes one step closer: three state-of-the-art methods each based 
on a single source of background information are used, and their scores are aggregated 
and further used as features for evaluating semantic relatedness in a different measure. 
However, in this approach, each method is isolated from one another and different re-
sources are used separately. Essentially, each component method still uses only a single 
resource. The approach does not combine different background information resources in 
a uniform approach.  
Considering these limitations and the observations that different knowledge bases share a 
high degree of commonality and their possible complementary nature, this study further 
proposes a different method of lexical semantic relatedness based on the principles of 
combining different background information resources – particularly knowledge bases – 
in a uniform semantic relatedness measure. Details of this are to be presented in the fol-
lowing sections.  
8.3 Hypothesis 
The proposed method of lexical semantic relatedness is based on the following hypothe-
sis: 
H3.2 Lexical semantic relatedness: lexical semantic relatedness measures can 
benefit from combining different background information resources since they 
complement each other in certain ways.  
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As discussed in the previous section, the benefits of combining evidence from multiple 
background information resources have been recognised and partially attested by IC 
based methods that use corpus statistics in additional to structured knowledge bases. 
However, it has also been shown that such kind of methods can be overly dependent on 
the external corpus, which, if not selected properly, can harm the accuracies of a measure 
(Seco et al., 2004; Pirro, 2009).  
Instead, this work studies the combination of multiple knowledge bases in measuring lex-
ical semantic relatedness for two reasons. On the one hand, no work has explored the po-
tential of combining multiple knowledge bases in a single semantic relatedness measure. 
On the other hand, as discussed in the previous sections, many knowledge bases have 
shown two properties that suggest potential advantages by combination: the commonality 
and the complementary natures.  
The commonality nature 
It has been discussed before that many knowledge bases share a high degree of common-
ality in terms of the knowledge units covered, the types of information encoded and the 
structure used for organising the information. For example, both WordNet and Wiktion-
ary are lexicalised ontology of words. They share a large overlap of vocabulary and en-
code similar types of lexical and semantic relations. Wikipedia is a knowledge base of 
entities and concepts. It also includes a hierarchical structure of concepts that encodes 
taxonomic and meronymy relations. Such commonality has been partially demonstrated 
in studies that adapt semantic relatedness methods to different knowledge bases (Strube 
and Ponzetto, 2006; Zesch et al., 2008b; Zesch and Gurevych, 2010a). Typically, these 
studies have shown that different knowledge bases share an overlap of vocabulary and of-
ten encode equivalent or similar lexical semantic information. As a result, same semantic 
relatedness methods can be adapted to different knowledge bases, while achieving rea-
sonable results.  
The complementary nature 
It has also been discussed before that different knowledge bases are designed with differ-
ent purposes, thus placing different focuses in terms of their content and structure. For 
example, due to the collaborative nature of Wiktionary, it has covered in general a larger 
vocabulary than WordNet, particularly neologisms and acronyms. Both serves as a gen-
eral purpose dictionary and therefore, have limited coverage of proper nouns (e.g., entity 
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names) and specialised concepts; but focuses on the lexical and semantic relations be-
tween words and concepts. Wikipedia, on the other hand, is an encyclopeadia that focus-
es on fact-like knowledge of entities and specialised concepts. Wikipedia content is high-
ly interlinked. However, the links are not semantified and Wikipedia does not explicitly 
define lexical semantic relations between entities and concepts.  
Such differences have led to different performances of same methods when adapted to 
different resources and applied to different datasets. On the other hand, this may suggest 
that different knowledge bases can be complementary. For a concrete example, the word 
‘mouse’ and ‘fox’, and their ‘mammal’ senses are considered. The Wikipedia articles of 
‘mouse’ and ‘fox’ describes the two concepts as: 
mouse: A mouse (plural: mice) is a small mammal belonging to the order of rodents. 
fox: Fox is a common name for many species of omnivorous mammals belonging to the 
Canidae family. 
A simplistic overlap based method that determines relatedness based on the word overlap 
between the two descriptions will return a numeric value of 1, since they share only 1 
word ‘mammal’. The WordNet10 glosses of the two concepts are: 
mouse: Any of numerous small rodents typically resembling diminutive rats having 
pointed snouts and small ears on elongated bodies with slender usually hairless tails. 
 fox: Alert carnivorous mammal with pointed muzzle and ears and a bushy tail; most are 
predators that do not hunt in packs. 
Using the same approach based on these two descriptions, the relatedness score will be 2, 
since they share two words ‘ear’ and ‘tail’. Apparently, the descriptions from both re-
sources are correct and in fact present complementary information. If the two descrip-
tions for each concept are merged, a higher relatedness score of 3 can be obtained.  
Following these discussions, it is hypothesized that lexical semantic relatedness methods 
can benefit from a combination of multiple knowledge bases. One natural solution is to 
create a joint representation of a concept based on the information encoded in different 
                                                          
10
 All examples based on WordNet use WordNet version 2.1 for Windows OS. 
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knowledge bases. This lays the fundamental principle of the proposed method, which is 
to be detailed in the next section. 
8.4 Lexical Semantic Relatedness based on Multiple Knowledge 
Bases 
The proposed method is based on the idea of creating a joint feature representation of 
concepts using the background information encoded in different knowledge bases. It is 
divided into four steps. Firstly (Section 8.4.2), each word or phrase is searched in each 
knowledge base to identify their contexts that is specific to that knowledge base. A con-
text is defined as the description of meaning or a concept for a word. It is associated with 
a unique entry in the knowledge base, often denoting a distinct concept. Formally, an in-
put word w can map to multiple contexts in a knowledge base CTXKB(w), i.e., CTXKB(w) 
= {ctxKB(c1), … ctxKB(cn)}. Secondly (Section 8.4.3), for each context of an input word, 
different features are extracted to create a representation of the context. Thirdly (Section 
8.4.4), cross-source contexts are mapped where they refer to the same meaning, thus their 
features from different resources can be combined to derive a joint representation. This 
creates a final, uniform feature representation, which is then used to compute semantic 
relatedness using a vector based similarity function (Section 8.4.5). 
8.4.1 Choice of Knowledge Bases 
Three knowledge bases are selected for this study: Wikipedia, WordNet and Wiktionary. 
Wikipedia and WordNet have been widely used for measuring lexical semantic related-
ness. In particular, WordNet has also been used for WSD and Wikipedia has shown to be 
an effective knowledge base for NED. Although little work has explored Wiktionary for 
this task, Zesch et al. (2008b) showed that it can be equally competitive. Also, consider-
ing the high degree of commonality between Wiktionary and WordNet, the combination 
of the two resources can be straightforward.  
8.4.2 Context retrieval 
Given a pair of words or phrases (each denoted by w), the contexts CTXKB(w) represent-
ing the underlying meanings or concepts from each knowledge bases are retrieved.  
WordNet (wn) 
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In WordNet, a context is a single synset, which corresponds to a concept. For each word 
in WordNet all possible synsets are extracted. Let CTXwn(w)={ctxwn (syn1), … ctxwn (syn n)} 
denote the set of different contexts of the word w, each defined by a synset in WordNet. 
ctxwn(synn) is a function that builds a feature representation of a context based on the syn-
set n from WordNet. This will be explained further in Section 8.4.3. 
Wiktionary (wkt) 
In Wiktionary, a context corresponds to a single Wiktionary entry. As previously de-
scribed in Section 8.2.2.1, each entry in Wiktionary defines all possible meanings for one 
word class (wc) of a word. For example, the Wiktionary
11
 entry for word ‘dog’ with the 
noun word class defines 12 different senses, mapping to 12 different concepts.  The lexi-
cal and semantic relations are defined between word classes, rather than senses. Let 
CTXwkt(w) = {ctxwkt (wc1), … ctxwkt (wcn)} denote the set of different contexts of w, each 
defined by a word class in Wiktionary. ctxwkt(wcn) is a function that builds a feature repre-
sentation of a context based on the word class n from Wiktionary. This will be explained 
further in Section 8.4.3. 
Wikipedia (wk) 
In Wikipedia, a context is an article that describes a unique concept or entity. A word or 
phrase w is firstly searched in Wikipedia. As previously discussed in Chapter 6, three sit-
uations can be anticipated: a single non-disambiguation page describing a single concept 
or entity is returned if the search term is not ambiguous to Wikipedia, or there is a com-
monly used sense defined in Wikipedia; a disambiguation page listing all underlying 
concepts and entities referenced by w, if w is highly ambiguous (Figure 8.8); or nothing if 
there are no concepts or entities referenced by w in Wikipedia. In the first case, the single 
article page is used as the context for w. In the third case, the most relevant page is re-
trieved by searching w as keyword(s) in an inverted index of all Wikipedia pages (this is 
done by searching w on Google and select the first Wikipedia page whose title matches 
w). In the second case, the disambiguation page is further processed by following heuris-
tics to select the candidate pages: 
 Select the article page listed as the first entry on the page – often, the first entry 
refers to the most commonly used sense for w.  
                                                          
11
 All examples based on Wiktionary use a version obtained on the 14 Feb 2012. 
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 For all the other entries that do not link to further disambiguation pages, select 
those whose link text (parentheses and contents within are trimmed, e.g., ‘Jewel 
(film) => Jewel’) matches w –  because many of these in fact link to a concept 
relevant to w, but not necessarily a candidate sense of w (e.g., ‘jewel case’).  
 
Figure 8.8. An example of a Wikipedia disambiguation page for the word ‘jewel’. 
 The second step above can discard many named entities, which are often referred 
by shorthands. For example, surnames of a person are often used to refer to a 
person entity instead of the person’s full name (e.g., ‘Jackson’, ‘Jordan’). Also, if 
w is capitalised, it is likely to denote a named entity. In this case, the candidate 
selection phase is expanded by selecting entries that are likely named entities. 
This is done by selecting entries whose link texts are multi-word capitalised 
phrases that contain w (e.g., ‘The Jewel’ will also be selected if the input word is 
‘Jewel’ instead of ‘jewel’). 
 For any entries that link to further disambiguation pages, retrieve those disam-
biguation pages and repeat the above candidate selection processes. If more dis-
ambiguation links are found on these pages, they are not further processed.   
 Pages that contain less than 100 words are discarded – this is to eliminate pages 
that are incomplete, or created as skeletons to invite contributors for further edit-
ing.  
Thus the search for a word w in Wikipedia can return one or multiple non-ambiguous ar-
ticle pages, each describing a unique concept or entity. Let CTXwk(w) = {ctxwk (p1), … 
ctxwk (pn)} denote the set of different contexts of the word w, each defined by an article in 
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Wikipedia. ctxwk(pn) is a function that builds a feature representation of a context based 
on the article page n from Wikipedia. This will be explained further in Section 8.4.3. 
8.4.3 Feature extraction and representation 
Next, for each context identified from a knowledge base for a word w, features are ex-
tracted to represent the context.  
Wikipedia 
For each element in CTXwk(w) = {ctxwk (p1), … ctxwk (pn)}, the following types of features 
are extracted from the Wikipedia article page: 
 wiki-title: These are words from the title of the page, and the redirection links of 
the page. As discussed before, the redirection links encode name aliases associat-
ed with a term. These can be considered as equivalent to the title. 
 wiki-cat: These are words from the category labels assigned to the page. Catego-
ry labels have been used as equivalence to hypernyms of the concept described 
by a Wikipedia article page (Strube and Ponzetto, 2006). The same filtering 
strategies introduced previously in Chapter 6 are adopted to discard noisy catego-
ry labels that are created for data archiving purposes by Wikipedia. 
 wiki-link: Words from links on the page. Other Wikipedia articles linked by the 
current page are often relevant entities or concepts. For each link, the ‘target’ of a 
link rather than the ‘surface’ of a link is taken. For example, in the page about 
‘Queen (chess)’, the first sentence ‘The Queen  is the most powerful piece in the 
game of chess’ contains a link ‘Chess_piece’ with surface form ‘piece’; in such 
case, the target phrase ‘Chess_piece’ is taken and converted to two words ‘Chess’ 
and ‘piece’. A frequency threshold of 2 is used to filter wiki-link words. This is 
because, Wikipedia links can represent a wide range of semantic and non-
semantic associations, the strength of which can vary to a large degree. A simple 
frequency threshold can filter out words that are potentially less relevant.  
 wiki-word: Words that have at least two occurrences on the page are selected.  
For all feature types, the same stopwords list used by the previous chapters is used to fil-
ter out noisy and often meaningless words. 
WordNet 
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Previous studies (Gurevych, 2005) have proposed to represent WordNet synsets by con-
catenating concepts in close relations such as hypernymy and synonymy. Based on this 
principle, for each element in CTXwn(w) = {ctxwn (syn 1), … ctxwn (syn n)}, ten types of fea-
tures are extracted to represent a WordNet synset: hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms, 
holonyms, synonyms, antonyms, attributes, ‘see also’ words, ‘related’ words, and gloss. 
For example, Figure 8.9 below shows three synsets defined for the word ‘cat’, with their 
gloss highlighted by underlines and synonyms indicated by ‘=>’. 
 
Figure 8.9. Example synsets and features for the word ‘cat’ in WordNet 
Wiktionary 
Wiktionary and WordNet share a high degree of similarity in terms of the structure and 
content encoded for words. Eight out of the ten WordNet feature types are also defined in 
Wiktionary, namely, hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms, holonyms, synonyms, antonyms, 
‘see also’ words, and gloss. Therefore, each word class in CTXwkt(w) = {ctxwkt (wc 1), … 
ctxwkt (wc n)} is represented using these features.  
Furthermore, the ten WordNet feature types and eight Wiktionary feature types are re-
grouped to create four types of features for two reasons. First, WordNet and Wiktionary 
features can be very sparse. For example, the WordNet gloss can be very short since the 
focus of WordNet is to define word senses and their lexical and semantic relations. Also, 
certain relations are only defined for certain word classes. For example, hypernyms are 
only defined for nouns and verbs. Examples will be given later in the experiment section. 
Wiktionary features suffer from the same limitation. Grouping different types of features 
effectively increases possible feature values for each feature type, improving the possibil-
ity of shared features between different WordNet synsets or Wiktionary word classes. 
Second, the features are regrouped in a way to enable mapping similar feature types 
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across different knowledge bases, which will be further discussed in Section 8.4.4.2. For 
WordNet, the ten types of features are regrouped as: 
 wn-synant merges WordNet synonyms and antonyms.  
 wn-hypoer merges WordNet hypernyms and hyponyms, collectively representing 
features by ‘is-a’ semantic relation 
 wn-link merges WordNet meronyms, holonyms, related and ‘see also’, which are 
features corresponding to any associative relations  
 wn-word merges WordNet gloss and attributes that generally describe a concept.  
Similarly, the eight types of Wiktionary features are re-grouped to create four equivalent 
types of features: 
 wkt-synant merges Wiktionary synonyms and antonyms.  
 wkt-hypoer merges Wiktionary hypernyms and hyponyms, collectively represent-
ing features by ‘is-a’ semantic relation 
 wkt-link merges Wiktionary meronyms, holonyms, and ‘see also’, which are fea-
tures corresponding to any associative relations  
 wkt-word which is the Wiktionary gloss that generally describe a concept.  
8.4.4 Combining Knowledge Bases 
Next, the representations created for the contexts defined by each knowledge base are 
mapped to create a joint context and feature representation. This involves solving two 
subtasks: mapping the contexts and the feature types defined by different knowledge ba-
ses. 
8.4.4.1 Context mapping 
In order to create a joint feature representation based on multiple knowledge bases, the 
first step is to map the contexts across different knowledge bases such that they refer to 
similar meanings. To do so, a reference knowledge base is firstly selected and the con-
texts extracted for the word from this knowledge base is chosen as the base set of con-
texts; then contexts extracted from other knowledge bases are mapped to reference con-
texts of similar meanings. Empirically, Wikipedia is chosen as the reference knowledge 
base for two reasons: 1) it has the broadest coverage of knowledge units, particularly spe-
cialised concepts and named entities, which can be critical for the task of NED; 2) the en-
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cyclopaedic nature means a richer feature representation, since the articles  contain much 
more detailed descriptions that those available in WordNet or Wiktionary. 
Following this strategy, CTXwk(w) is chosen as reference contexts, and for each article 
page in CTXwk(w), the closest synset and word class is selected from CTXwn(w) and 
CTXwkt(w) respectively, creating a collection CTXmapped(w)= {     
       
  }, where 
|CTXmapped(w)|=|CTXwk(w)| and each element     
  is a triple {ctxwk(p), ctxwn(syn), 
ctxwkt(wc)} denoting a Wikipedia article page (p) mapped with a WordNet synset (syn) 
and a Wiktionary word class (wc). To select the closest synset and word class from 
WordNet and Wiktionary, a simple maximum feature overlap based measure is used. Let 
F(∙) be a function that returns all feature values of a context as bag-of-words, then for 
each ctxwk(p), it is mapped to a synset  such that |           |  |            |  is 
maximised among all candidate synsets in CTXwn(w). The same procedure is performed 
to select a single context from CTXwkt(w). It is also likely that no WordNet-contexts or 
Wiktionary-contexts can be mapped when CTXwkt(w)=   or CTXwn(w)=   , or when F(∙) 
=  . 
8.4.4.2 Feature mapping 
Next, given the set of cross-mapped contexts of a word CTXmapped(w), a joint feature rep-
resentation is created for each cross-mapped context     
 . This is done by mapping dif-
ferent types of features extracted from each knowledge base to create a joint set of fea-
tures to represent a context. Two different approaches are proposed. 
Feature integration 
With feature integration, the re-grouped four WordNet feature types and four Wiktionary 
feature types are mapped to the equivalent Wikipedia feature types, and collapsed to cre-
ate a set of four joint types of features: 
 merged-synant merges wiki_title, wn-synant and wkt-synant. Intuitively, 
wiki_title contain words that can be aliases to a concept or entity, denoting a 
sense of ‘synonyms’. 
 merged-hypoer merges wiki_cat with wn-hypoer and wkit-hypoer. Wikipedia cat-
egories are treated as hypernyms.  
 merged-link merges wiki_links, wn-link and wkt-link, all of which represent a 
general sense of association.  
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 merged-word merges wiki_word, wn_word and wkt_word, all of which can be 
considered as general descriptions of a context.   
Therefore, with feature integration, each mapped context is represented using the four 
joint feature types, creating a joint feature representation.  
Feature combination 
While feature integration creates a joint feature representation by merging similar feature 
types from different knowledge bases, an alternative approach would be to simply collect 
different types of features extracted from each knowledge base while retaining the diver-
sity in feature types, i.e., a mapped context will be represented by 12 types of features, 
including four types of Wikipedia features, four types of WordNet features and four types 
of Wiktionary features.  
The difference between the two approaches is that feature combination introduces more 
types of features, whereas feature integration retains a small number of feature types but 
increases the number of possible feature values for each type. Since two contexts only 
share features via same feature types, feature combination improves this possibility by 
adding more feature types, while feature integration achieves the same goal by adding 
more feature values for each type.  
Feature diversification 
In addition, a different feature of the proposed approach from many existing methods is 
feature diversification, i.e., a representation using multiple feature types rather than a 
simple bag-of-words model. Existing methods mostly employ a single type of feature. 
For example, most gloss based methods (Lesk, 1986; Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003; 
Gurevych, 2005; Gentleman, 2005) create a bag-of-words representation that combines 
words gathered by all kinds of lexical semantic relations defined in a knowledge base; 
Zesch et al. (2008b) proposed to use only the first paragraph of Wikipedia. To contrast, 
this single-typed feature representation will be referred to as feature unification.  To 
compare the two different designs, the effects of feature unification are also studied. This 
is done by simply collapsing all feature types into a single type that includes all feature 
values. Detailed settings will be discussed in the experiment section. 
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8.4.5 Computing Semantic Relatedness 
Following the above discussion, given a pair of words or terms, each word is mapped to a 
set of contexts CTXmapped(w) where each element is a triple {ctxwk(p), ctxwn(syn), ctxwkt(wc)} 
denoting that a Wikipedia article page (p) is mapped with a WordNet synset (syn) and a 
Wiktionary word class (wc) that are likely to describe similar meanings with p. A joint 
feature representation is created for each element. The next step is to compute the relat-
edness between pair-wise contexts for the two words. For this, the simple cosine vector 
similarity function is used.  
Specifically, given two mapped contexts and their joint feature representations, two fea-
ture vectors are created. For each feature type ft, the unique feature values found in both 
representations are firstly gathered to create a set of unique feature values for that type, 
i.e., {fv | Type(fv) = ft} where Type(fv) states that the type of the feature fv is ft. Next, for 
each context, a feature vector  ⃗ with the size equal to the sum of all unique values of all 
feature types is created, where each element corresponds to a unique feature of a specific 
type that is found in the feature representations of either context. The value of this ele-
ment is assigned as below: 
 0 if the feature value does not exist in the representation; 
          
 
∑                      
, where freq(fv) returns the number of occurrenc-
es of a feature value among all features that belong to the same feature type. This 
feature weighting function effectively places a uniform weight for each occur-
rence of a feature of a specific type. As a result, the feature that is found more 
frequently receives a higher weight.  
An example of the feature vector creation is illustrated in Figure 8.10.  
Thus the semantic relatedness between two joint contexts is computed using the cosine 
similarity function (Equation 8.18) using their feature vectors. The relatedness between 
two polysemous words is derived as the maximum pairwise context relatedness for their 
contexts CTXmapped(w1) and CTXmapped(w2). The cosine function is chosen because it is the 
most widely used metric for assessing vector based similarity and is found generalisable 
across different problems and very effective (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007; Zesch 
and Gurevych, 2010a). Although other metrics such as KL-divergence (Hughes and 
Ramage, 2007) can also be used for the same purpose, they are not studied in this work 
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since the focus of this work is feature engineering with multiple knowledge bases for se-
mantic relatedness, not comparing the effectiveness of different similarity metrics.  
8.5 Evaluation and Discussion 
8.5.1 Method 
Methods for measuring lexical semantic relatedness are typically evaluated by two types 
of approaches: in-vitro and in-vivo. In in-vitro experiments semantic relatedness scores of 
concepts or words are compared directly against a gold standard. In in-vivo experiments  
 
Figure 8.10. Creation of feature vectors 
the methods are evaluated indirectly by the performance of an application built on top of 
it. This study focuses on in-vitro evaluation, while Chapter 9 presents an evaluation of a 
NED method that is built on top of the proposed semantic relatedness method.  
Typically in an in-vitro evaluation, a dataset containing a set of pairs of concepts or 
words are presented to human judges, who subjectively estimate the relatedness between 
each pair within a certain scale. Next, the semantic relatedness method is applied to the 
same dataset. The results are correlated against the human judgement to derive an indica-
tion of the accuracy of the method. 
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Two correlation functions are often used in the literature, the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient and the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient. The Pearson correlation com-
pares the scores computed by a semantic relatedness method with the numeric scores of 
the gold standard. For example, the pair table-chair might get a human judgement of 8/10. 
With Pearson correlation, a machine computed score of 7/10 will be awarded higher than 
a score of 4/10, since the first score is closer to the gold standard. Pearson correlation re-
turns a value of 1 for perfect correlation and a value of 0 for no correlation. Given X the 
list of scores assigned to a list of term pairs by humans, and Y the scores assigned to the 
same list by a semantic relatedness method, it is calculated as below: 





22 )YY()XX(
)YY)(XX(
)Y,X(Pearson   Equation 8.27 
The Spearman rank order correlation coefficient is based on rankings of data series. For 
this method, the list of term pairs are ranked by their scores given by the human judge 
and a measure respectively, and correlation strength is assessed based on how well the 
ranking given by the measure resembles that by the human. Empirically it is calculated 
by the same formula for the Pearson correlation coefficient by simply replacing the lists 
of scores X and Y with the lists of ranks of these scores.  
Zesch and Gurevych (2010a) discussed the limitations of each correlation measures and 
argued in favour of the Spearman measure. Firstly, the Pearson correlation function is 
very sensitive to outliers – a single outlier may produce a significantly different result. 
They further justified this in an experiment and showed that on the dataset by Miller and 
Charles (1991), the method by Lesk (1986) was significantly penalised by a single word 
pair that received an extraordinarily high score representing an outlier in the dataset. Sec-
ondly, it measures the strength of the linear relationship between two data series and can 
produce flawed results when the relationship between human judgements and computed 
scores is non-linear. Thirdly, it requires normal distribution of two random variables 
(scores given by a human judge and a measure) and scores to be normalised within cer-
tain interval scales. However, studies have shown that semantic relatedness scores are not 
always interval scaled (Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Zesch and Gurevych, 2007). For 
these reasons, the Spearman rank order correlation coefficient is used for evaluation.  
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8.5.2 Dataset 
Gold standard datasets for correlation analysis are typically created by asking multiple 
human annotators to rate the semantic relatedness of a pair of concepts or terms within a 
certain scale, and then averaging their interpretations. Since the interpretation is subjec-
tive, inter-annotator agreement (IAA) should also be studied.  
Studies of lexical semantic relatedness in the general domain have predominantly evalu-
ated their methods using general purpose datasets. Several biomedical datasets are also 
available in the same format, but have not been used in these studies. For a thorough 
evaluation, the proposed method is evaluated using both general purpose datasets and bi-
omedical datasets.   
In the general domain, three datasets and their variants have been widely used. These are 
the Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) dataset of 65 pairs of nouns (RG65), the Miller 
and Charles (1991) dataset that is a subset of the RG65 dataset and containing 30 pairs 
(MC30), and the Finkelstein et al. (2002) dataset containing 353 pairs of words (Fin353).  
No IAA figures were reported for the original RG65 and MC30 datasets. Pirro and Seco 
(2008), and Resnik (1995) re-created these datasets with IAA analyses. Also, the Fin353 
dataset contains two subsets, each containing 153 pairs and 200 pairs respectively and 
annotated by different groups of annotators. Zesch and Gurevych (2010a) carried out 
IAA analysis and discover largely varying figures for the two subsets, and therefore sug-
gested treating them separately (Fin153 and Fin200) in evaluation. The RG65 and MC30 
datasets are assessed based on similarity, and are therefore originally used for evaluating 
semantic similarity methods. Fin153 and Fin200 are assessed based on relatedness.   
One widely known limitation of these datasets is that they do not contain multi-word 
phrases, and only the Fin153 and Fin200 datasets contain very limited number of named 
entities. To address this issue, Ziegler et al. (2006) created two English datasets of con-
cept instances and named entities. The first dataset (Zie25) contains 25 pairs, annotated 
by 23 people; the second (Zie30) contains 30 pairs, annotated by 51 people. 87% of anno-
tators are German native speakers. These datasets have rarely been used. Since the se-
mantic relatedness method will be applied to an NED task, it is important to evaluate its 
capability for finding related named entities. Therefore, these datasets are also included 
for evaluation.  
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In the biomedical domain, two datasets have been used for evaluating semantic related-
ness between terms. Petrakis et al. (2006) compiled a set of 49 MeSH term pairs and 
asked 12 experts to assess the relatedness of these pairs. Pairs with standard deviation 
above 0.8 were excluded, resulting in a total of 36 term pairs (MeSH36). Pedersen et al. 
(2006) created a set of 120 pairs of medical terms extracted from the SNOMED-CT ter-
minology annotated by 13 experts. However, they obtained a very low IAA of 0.51 on 
this dataset. To create a more reliable testbed, they selected a subset of 30 pairs and asked 
another two groups of experts – including a group of 3 physicians and a group of 9 medi-
cal coders – to re-annotate them. The final dataset (Ped30p and Ped30c) has IAA figures 
of 0.68, 0.78 respectively and a cross-group IAA of 0.85.  
In total, nine datasets are selected for evaluating the semantic relatedness method. The 
RG65, MC30, Fin153 and Fin200 datasets focus on general domain common English 
words; the Zie25, Zie30datasets focus on named entities; and the MeSH36, Ped30p and 
Ped30c focus on domain specific terminologies, most of which are multi-word units. Ta-
ble 8.2 below summarises these datasets, N – noun, V – verb, A – adjective, NE – named 
entity, T – domain specific terminology. 
Dataset Pairs PoS Similarity/Relatedness IAA 
RG65 65 N Similarity 0.80  
MC30 30 N Similarity 0.90  
Fin153 153 N, V, A Relatedness 0.73  
Fin200 200 N, V, A Relatedness 0.55  
Zie25 25 NE Relatedness - 
Zie30 30 NE Relatedness - 
MeSH36 36 T Relatedness - 
Ped30p 30 T Similarity 0.68 
Ped30c 30 T Similarity 0.78 
Table 8.2. Datasets for evaluation 
8.5.3 Setting 
The versions of knowledge bases and corresponding APIs used for accessing their con-
tents are as below: 
 Wikipedia – a version dated 6 Feb 2007 is used and the JWPL API (Zesch et al., 
2008a) is used for accessing the data. This version is chosen since it is also used 
by Zesch and Gurevych (2010a). Therefore the results can be directly compared. 
 WordNet – WordNet 2.1 for Windows OS is used. This is the most recent ver-
sion of WordNet for Windows OS and is consistent with WordNet 3.0 for Linux 
OS used by Zesch and Gurevych (2010a). 
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 Wiktionary – a version dated 21 Mar 2011 is used and the JWKTL API (Zesch et 
al., 2008a) is used for accessing the data.  
The main goal of the experiment is to study how the different feature representations cre-
ated based on multiple knowledge bases affect the performance of the proposed semantic 
relatedness method. It is further divided into three sub-objectives: 1) test the effect of 
combining multiple knowledge bases; 2) test the effect of feature integration v.s. combi-
nation; 3) test the effect of feature diversification v.s. unification. Different feature repre-
sentation settings are created for these purposes. 
In order to test the effect of combining multiple knowledge bases, the joint feature repre-
sentation is created on an incremental basis and tested separately: 
 Wikipedia/WordNet/Wiktionary features only (wk/wn/wkt) 
 Features from Wikipedia + WordNet (wkwn) 
 Features from Wikipedia + Wiktionary (wkwkt) 
 Features from Wikipedia + WordNet + Wiktionary (wkwnwkt) 
As a result, a total of 18 settings are created for experiments. For each individual 
knowledge base: 
 Four Wikipedia features only (wk4), one Wikipedia feature only (wk1) 
 Four WordNet features only (wn4), one WordNet feature only (wn1) 
 Four Wiktionary features only (wkt4), one Wiktionary feature (wkt1),  
For the proposed joint feature representations obtained by using multiple knowledge ba-
ses, different feature mapping methods, and feature diversification or unification: 
Two knowledge bases: 
 Wikipedia + WordNet, feature combination, four types of features from each 
knowledge base (wkwn4c) 
 Wikipedia + WordNet, feature integration, four joint types of features (wkwn4i) 
from both knowledge bases 
 Wikipedia + WordNet, feature combination, one type of features from each 
knowledge base (wkwn1c) 
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 Wikipedia + WordNet, feature integration, one joint type of feature from all 
knowledge bases (wkwn1i) 
 Wikipedia + Wiktionary, feature combination, four types of features from each 
knowledge base (wkwkt4c) 
 Wikipedia + Wiktionary, feature integration, four joint types of features 
(wkwkt4i) from both knowledge bases 
 Wikipedia + Wiktionary, feature combination, one type of features from each 
knowledge base (wkwkt1c) 
 Wikipedia + Wiktionary, feature integration, one joint type of feature from all 
knowledge bases (wkwkt1i) 
Three knowledge bases: 
 Wikipedia + WordNet + Wiktionary, feature combination, four types of features 
from each knowledge base (wkwnwkt4c) 
 Wikipedia + WordNet + Wiktionary, feature integration, four joint types of fea-
tures from all knowledge bases (wkwnwkt4i) 
 Wikipedia + WordNet + Wiktionary, feature combination, one type of features 
from each knowledge base (wkwnwkt1c) 
 Wikipedia + WordNet + Wiktionary, feature integration, one joint type of fea-
tures from all knowledge bases (wkwnwkt1i) 
Experiments are performed with each of these settings, using the nine datasets described 
before. Results are presented and discussed in the following.  
8.5.4 Results and Discussion 
8.5.4.1 Coverage 
The coverage of each knowledge base is firstly studied. For each dataset, each pair of 
words or terms is searched in each knowledge base. Table 8.3 shows the number of pairs 
that include at least one word or term that are not covered by a knowledge base. For 
brevity, this is referred to as pairs with non-covered words, or PwNC.  
Overall, all datasets are fully covered by Wikipedia, while WordNet and Wiktionary have 
very limited coverage of domain-specific terminologies and named entities. Therefore, 
any knowledge base combination that includes wk (i.e., wkwkt, wkwn, wkwnwkt) has co- 
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Dataset MC
30 
RG 
65 
Fin 
153 
Fin 
200 
Zie 
25 
Zie 
30 
MeSH 
36 
Ped 
30p 
Ped 
30c 
wk - - - - - - - - - 
wn - - 2 4 21 24 13 15 15 
wkt - - 2 4 18 23 18 15 15 
Table 8.3. Coverage per KB per dataset: pairs with non-covered words (PwNC) 
mplete coverage of word pairs such that PwNC=0.  
PwNC provides an overview of knowledge base coverage in terms of knowledge units 
(e.g., words, terms, concepts) covered. However, as discussed before, different 
knowledge bases may focus on different types of lexical and semantic content, and cover 
different depth of content. Therefore, to gain a quantitative view of the content encoded 
for each knowledge unit, the number of pairs that receive a zero relatedness score is also 
analysed. This is referred to as pairs with zero scores or PwZS in the following. In theory, 
two terms may have a zero relatedness score if they are totally unrelated. However, in 
practice, absolute non-relatedness may be too difficult to define. In fact, none of the se-
mantic relatedness datasets contain pairs that have zero scores, while some pairs may 
have very low scores.  
For the proposed method, a zero score will be obtained if the feature representations of 
two terms do not share anything in common. Therefore, the number of zero scored pairs 
may vary depending on how a feature representation is created. Consider the different 
settings of feature representation proposed before, the number of zero scores may depend 
on: 1) the knowledge base(s) used; 2) whether feature integration of combination is used 
for feature mapping; 3) whether feature diversification or unification is used for represen-
tation. Empirically, experiments have shown that the number only depends on the under-
lying knowledge bases used, not feature mapping strategy or feature diversification or 
unification. Namely, the same number is found for wk1 and wk4, or wkwn4i or wkwn1c, as 
long as the compared settings use the same underlying knowledge bases. Therefore, Ta-
ble 8.4 below shows the number of zero scored pairs found with settings of different 
knowledge bases, where ? is a wildcard. Note that the zero scores are partially attributed 
by the non-covered word pairs (see numbers in Table 8.3).  
As shown in Table 8.4, with the proposed method, all feature representation settings suf-
fer from certain degrees of feature sparseness depending on the underlying knowledge 
bases used. In terms of each individual knowledge base, Wikipedia has the best coverage 
of content thanks to its encyclopaedic nature. As a result, a feature space created based on 
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Dataset MC30 RG65 Fin153 Fin200 Zie25 Zie30 MeSH 36 Ped 
30p 
Ped30c 
Single Knowledge Base (KB) 
wk? - 1 1 11 - - 1 1 1 
wn? 7 23 28 49 24 30 19 21 21 
wkt? 13 30 57 115 24 30 23 22 22 
Multiple KBs 
wkwn?? - 1 - 5 - - 1 1 1 
wkwkt?? - 1 - 6 - - 1 1 1 
wkwnwkt?? - 1 - 4 - - 1 1 1 
Table 8.4. Pairs with zero scores (PwZS) per setting per dataset 
Wikipedia can be high-dimensional, effectively increasing the possibility of shared fea-
tures and therefore reducing the number of zero relatedness scores. In contrast, the fea-
ture space created based on WordNet or Wiktionary is very sparse, causing a large num-
ber of zero relatedness scores. This is because both knowledge bases serve the purpose of 
general dictionaries, and focus on lexical and semantic relations between concepts and 
word classes. The content defined for each knowledge unit is much less. For example, 
among all 447 distinctive words in all general domain datasets, only 69% have multiple 
synonyms in WordNet. Features such as attributes and ‘see also’ are present for less than 
20 words. The problem appears to be more acute for Wiktionary, which causes a larger 
number of zero scores than WordNet. This confirms the earlier findings of Navarro et al. 
(2009), that the amount of encoded information is largely imbalanced in Wiktionary; in 
particular, the synonym network can be very sparse for certain groups of words. For ex-
ample, based on the MeSH36 dataset, among all terms covered by both WordNet and 
Wiktionary, all of them have synonyms defined in WordNet, while only 18% have syno-
nyms in Wiktionary.  
Due to the poor coverage of named entities in WordNet and Wiktionary and their sparse 
feature representation, only 1 pair of entity names in the Zie25 and Zie30 datasets re-
ceived a non-zero score based on the two knowledge bases. Similarly, the coverage of 
domain specific terminologies in both resources is poor and the corresponding feature 
representation appears to be ineffective. As a result, semantic relatedness cannot be cal-
culated for over 60% of the biomedical datasets. In contrast, Wikipedia outperforms by 
covering all knowledge units, while giving only one zero score possibly due to sparse 
feature representation.  
8.5.4.2 Accuracy 
Table 8.5 shows the accuracy (Spearman correlation) obtained with each of the 18 set-
tings of feature representation introduced before. These figures are based on ignoring 
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PwNCs under each setting, i.e., word pairs that include non-covered words by a 
knowledge base are discounted. As an example, the score of 0.494 for the setting wn1 on 
dataset Fin153 is obtained when the 2 PwNCs are ignored according to Table 8.3, result-
ing in a total of 151 pairs accounted. However, in the remaining 151 pairs, 26 pairs (28 
minus 2) have zero scores (i.e., PwZS), according to Table 8.4. Similarly, the highest 
score of 0.801 on MC30 given by wn1 is obtained when 7 pairs have zero scores; and the 
highest score of 0.742 on RG65 given by wn4 is obtained when 23 pairs have zero scores. 
In general, a large number of zero relatedness scores damages the resulting correlation 
scores; however exceptions are also noted and discussed below. 
Table 8.5 is divided into three sections. The top section (Single KB) shows the correla-
tion scores obtained when a single knowledge base is used. The PwNC figures associated 
with each knowledge base can be found in Table 8.3. In general, wk covers all pairs from 
all datasets; while varying numbers of PwNCs are ignored for wn and wkt depending on 
datasets. The middle section (Mult. KBs, 1 feature type) shows the results obtained when 
multiple knowledge bases are used with feature unification, i.e., 1 feature type from each 
knowledge base under feature combination or 1 joint feature type under feature integra-
tion. Due to the inclusion of wk in the underlying knowledge bases, all word pairs are 
covered, i.e., PwNC for any datasets is zero. For a fair comparison, these figures are 
compared against the figures obtained with wk1 in the top section. The bottom section 
shows the results obtained when multiple knowledge bases are used with feature diversi-
fication, i.e., 4 feature types from each knowledge base or four joint feature types (Mult. 
KBs, 4 feature types). Similarly, all word pairs are covered and results are compared 
against the setting of wk4. 
Single KB 
Results obtained with single knowledge bases seem to suggest different levels of suitabil-
ity of each knowledge base in terms of datasets. WordNet has led to better results on the 
MC30 and RG65 datasets, which are designed for measuring similarity rather than relat-
edness (see Table 8.2). On the contrary, correlations obtained on the relatedness datasets 
(Fin153 and Fin200) are much lower. Although it has led to reasonably good results on 
two of the three biomedical datasets (i.e., Ped30p, Ped30c), a large number of term pairs 
in these datasets have received zero relatedness scores (see Table 8.4). Further investiga-
tion shows that these zero-scored pairs have favourably biased the resulting correlation. 
For example, when zero scores are ignored, the wn1 setting obtained correlations of 
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0.319 (-0.197), 0.506 (-0.032), 0.523 (-0.08) on the MeSH36, Ped30p and Ped30c da-
tasets respectively.  The wn4 setting also suffers from drop in correlation when zero 
scored pairs are discounted. The correlation on the Zie25 and Zie30 datasets cannot be 
calculated for wn1 or wn4 settings since only 1 pair has non-zero relatedness score. Re-
sults obtained with Wiktionary (i.e., wkt1 and wkt4) have shown similar patterns. Higher 
correlation scores are obtained on the general purpose similarity datasets (MC30, RG65), 
while scores are lower on the relatedness datasets (Fin153, Fin200). The results on the 
biomedical datasets are even poorer than the wn-based, and it is also not possible to cal-
culate correlation on the Zie25 and Zie30 datasets due to poor coverage. In contrast, re-
sults obtained with Wikipedia are found to be more balanced among different datasets. It 
has led to good results on both named entity datasets and three biomedical datasets. 
However, results on the general domain similarity datasets are generally lower than those 
obtained with WordNet or Wiktionary under the same number of feature types, i.e., wk1 
v.s. wn1/wkt1, wk4 v.s. wn4/wkt4. 
Dataset MC30 RG65 Fin153 Fin200 Zie25 Zie30 MeSH 
36 
Ped30p Ped30c 
 Single KB  (the best corr. score is highlighted in Bold) 
wk1 0.761 0.604 0.711 0.475 0.675 0.670 0.684 0.454 0.483 
wk4 0.693 0.614 0.645 0.464 0.532 0.545 0.682 0.647 0.686 
wn1 0.801 0.723 0.494 0.353 - - 0.516 0.538 0.603 
wn4 0.788 0.742 0.461 0.332 - - 0.486 0.656 0.719 
wkt1 0.715 0.691 0.593 0.383 - - 0.119 0.428 0.320 
wkt4 0.697 0.657 0.461 0.333 - - 0.170 0.397 0.358 
 Mult. KBs, 1 feature type, scores lower than the Ref.set are in red 
Ref.set=wk1 0.761 0.604 0.711 0.475 0.675 0.670 0.684 0.454 0.483 
wkwn1c 0.792 0.668 0.749 0.515 0.760 0.708 0.717 0.520 0.535 
wkwn1i 0.773 0.647 0.727 0.510 0.665 0.652 0.744 0.460 0.492 
wkwkt1c 0.810 0.769 0.648 0.509 0.695 0.582 0.658 0.498 0.548 
wkwkt1i 0.827 0.711 0.725 0.496 0.675 0.670 0.729 0.456 0.485 
wkwnwkt1c 0.910 0.797 0.699 0.521 0.730 0.582 0.603 0.514 0.525 
wkwnwkt1i 0.824 0.713 0.734 0.505 0.672 0.665 0.744 0.476 0.506 
 Mult. KBs, 4 feature types, scores lower than the Ref.set are in red 
Ref.set=wk4 0.693 0.614 0.645 0.464 0.532 0.545 0.682 0.647 0.686 
wkwn4c 0.756 0.719 0.660 0.467 0.575 0.536 0.636 0.618 0.688 
wkwn4i 0.781 0.646 0.668 0.498 0.603 0.546 0.729 0.620 0.705 
wkwkt4c 0.787 0.749 0.655 0.464 0.516 0.518 0.685 0.649 0.734 
wkwkt4i 0.747 0.678 0.646 0.500 0.559 0.549 0.767 0.636 0.691 
wkwnwkt4c 0.801 0.737 0.671 0.477 0.496 0.509 0.682 0.648 0.706 
wkwnwkt4i 0.785 0.673 0.660 0.517 0.596 0.545 0.733 0.623 0.710 
Table 8.5. Results per setting per dataset, PwNC ignored. 
Based on these observations and also the findings from the coverage analysis, this study 
concludes that indeed different knowledge bases have varying levels of suitability for dif-
ferent tasks in terms of domain and focus (relatedness/similarity). This is mainly due to 
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the different focuses in knowledge units covered and different types of information en-
coded for these knowledge units by different knowledge bases. WordNet and Wiktionary 
focus on general domain common English words, and define a rich set of lexical and se-
mantic relations. As a result, they are more suitable for measuring lexical semantic simi-
larity between common English words. However, due to poor coverage of named entities 
and domain specific terminologies, they can be very ineffective for tasks concerning 
these areas. On the other hand, Wikipedia focuses on named entities and specialised con-
cepts from both general and specific domains. As an encyclopaedia, it features long de-
scriptive articles and loosely defined associations and links between articles. For these 
reasons, it is more suitable for measuring semantic relatedness rather than similarity. Its 
lack of word-level lexical and semantic information may reduce its effectiveness in tasks 
involving general English words. However, it is better suited for tasks involving named 
entities and domain specific terminologies. 
Multiple KBs 
Concerning general domain common English words (i.e., datasets MC30, RG65, Fin153 
and Fin200), the results in both the middle and bottom sections in Table 8.5 show that us-
ing multiple knowledge bases (wkwn/wkwkt/wkwnwkt) generally improves over the meth-
od using the same method  based on a single knowledge base.  The only exception is 
wkwkt1c on Fin153 and wkwnwkt1c on Fin200, on which the results are lower than the 
scores obtained with only wk1. Considering the conclusion of knowledge base suitability 
drawn in the above section, this is possibly due to the nature of Wiktionary being less 
suitable for measuring relatedness, which the two datasets are designed for. Comparing 
results obtained with all three knowledge bases (wkwnwkt) against those obtained with 
two knowledge bases (wkwn/wkwkt), it is shown that adding more knowledge bases does 
not always lead to further improvement. Table 8.6 summarises changes of correlation to 
the best performing two-knowledge-bases setting when all three knowledge bases are 
used, based on the results for the general domain datasets in Table 8.5.  
Although in more cases (10 instances), the combination of all three knowledge bases 
have led to further improvement, it also caused drop in accuracy. Overall for the general 
domain common word datasets, by combining multiple knowledge bases and using joint 
feature representations, the proposed method has gained more balanced and improved 
performances on both similarity and relatedness tasks when compared against single-KB 
based settings. This confirms that combining knowledge bases can effectively help over- 
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Dataset MC30 RG65 Fin153 Fin200 
 1 feature type 
Best two-KBs, feature 
combination (fc) 
0.810,  
wkwkt1c 
0.769,   
wkwkt1c 
0.749, 
wkwn1c 
0.515, 
wkwn1c 
wkwnwkt1c  +0.1 +0.03 -0.05 +0.06 
Best two-KBs, feature 
integration (fi) 
0.827  
wkwkt1i 
0.711    
wkwkt1i 
0.727  
wkwn1i 
0.510 
wkwn1i 
wkwnwkt1i  -0.003 +0.002 +0.01 -0.005 
 4 feature types 
Best two-KBs, (fc) 0.787, wkwkt4c 0.749, wkwkt4c 0.660, wkwn4c 0.467, wkwn4c 
wkwnwkt4c +0.054 -0.012 +0.011 +0.01 
Best two-KBs, (fi) 0.781 wkwn4i 0.678 wkwkt4i 0.668 wkwn4i 0.500 wkwkt4i 
wkwnwkt4i  +0.004 -0.005 -0.008 +0.017 
Table 8.6. Comparison between results based on two KBs and three KBs. 
come the limitations of each individual knowledge base, resulting in an improved feature 
representation that contributes to higher accuracy.  
For the named entity datasets (Zie25, Zie30), due to the poor coverage of named entities 
in WordNet and Wiktionary, in many cases, combining wn, wkt or both with wk have 
damaged the accuracy of the method. Although improvement is noted in some cases, the 
overall pattern is inconsistent and the improvement may be opportunistic. For the bio-
medical datasets (MeSH36, Ped30p, Ped30c), in most cases a combination of multiple 
knowledge bases have contributed to improvement over a single knowledge base for 
measuring both relatedness (MeSH36) and similarity (Ped30p, Ped30c). However, in 
several cases, the poor coverage of biomedical knowledge in WordNet and Wiktionary 
has also damaged accuracies when they are combined with Wikipedia to create joint fea-
ture representations.  
Based on these observations, this study concludes that under the proposed feature vector 
based method, combining multiple knowledge bases is most effective when individual 
knowledge bases have reasonable coverage of the knowledge concerned for the task. In 
general, it improves performance over the method based on a single knowledge base in 
terms of both coverage and accuracy. However, when an individual knowledge base for 
combination has very limited representation of knowledge required for a task, adding the 
knowledge base for combination may not always lead to improvement.  
Feature combination/integration, diversification/unification 
In terms of the feature mapping methods, i.e., feature combination or integration, fig-
ures in Table 8.5 do not show strong evidence that supports one over another. Both meth-
ods can enhance the feature representation, which then improves accuracy. To study the 
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effect of the number of feature types, i.e., feature diversification or unification, the results 
in Table 8.5 are re-organised to present a different perspective in Table 8.7. Table 8.7 
shows the number of feature types used with the best performing settings, for each com-
bination of knowledge base and feature mapping methods. For example, wk? selects the 
best performing setting between wk1 and wk4; while wkwn?i selects the best setting be-
tween wkwn1i and wkwn4i.  
 Relatedness datasets Similarity datasets 
Dataset Fin153 Fin200 Zie25 Zie30 MeSH 
36 
MC30 RG65 Ped30p Ped30
c 
 where ? = where ? = 
wk? 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 
wn? 1 1 - - 1 1 4 4 4 
wkt? 1 1 - - 4 1 1 1 4 
wkwn?c 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 
wkwn?i 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 4 
wkwkt?c 4 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 
wkwkt?i 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 
wkwnwkt?c 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 
wkwnwkt?i 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 
Table 8.7. Number of feature types of the best performing settings 
According to Table 8.7, in most cases, feature unification – i.e., a single type of feature 
from each knowledge base or a single joint type of features from multiple knowledge ba-
ses – has contributed to the best accuracies on the relatedness datasets. For similarity da-
tasets, there is no consistent overall pattern. However, based on the biomedical datasets 
(Ped30p, Ped30c), feature diversification – i.e., four types of features from each 
knowledge base or four joint types of features from the combined knowledge bases – ap-
pears to be more effective. 
These are possibly due to the linkage between the design of features as well as the defini-
tions of semantic relatedness and similarity. Initially, the four different types of features 
are designed to represent different semantics, i.e., hypernymy relations, synonymy (and 
antonymy) relations, any other semantic associations (e.g., Wikipedia links, other seman-
tic relations in WorldNet and Wiktionary), and implicit connections (words and gloss). 
According to the definition of semantic similarity in Section 8.2.1, semantic relatedness 
encompasses all kinds of connections between two concepts; while semantic similarity 
depends on the ‘degree of synonymy’, which is usually determined based on taxonomic 
relations (e.g., hypernymy, synonymy, and antonymy). Therefore, among the original 
four feature types, the hypernymy and synonymy features are more useful for quantifying 
similarity; while the other two are generally more useful for quantifying relatedness. 
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Since concepts only share features of the same feature types, preserving the different fea-
ture types essentially helps preserve the potential taxonomic links between concepts. On 
the other hand, collapsing feature types breaks the explicit semantic boundaries and links, 
creating simplistic bag-of-words representations that can be linked by any connections, 
which is biased towards relatedness.    
For these reasons, settings with four feature types have achieved higher accuracies on the 
biomedical similarity datasets Ped30p and Ped30c, possibly because the hypernymy and 
synonymy features have been relatively denser than the other types of features and played 
a major role in quantifying similarity. In contrast, for measuring relatedness, in most cas-
es a single bag-of-words representation has been more effective.  
Context mapping 
Previous analyses have focused on the effects of feature mapping methods, and the num-
ber of feature types in the joint feature representation. Another contributing factor to the 
accuracy of the proposed semantic relatedness method is the effectiveness of context 
mapping. A direct evaluation of the accuracy of context mapping can be a difficult task. 
Firstly, there is no gold standard for comparison. Secondly, different knowledge bases do 
not always cover matching knowledge units – in particular Wikipedia, which lacks cov-
erage of general word senses. Thirdly, due to the lack of context, the interpretation of a 
pair of words can be subjective, which can affect the judgement of context mapping re-
sult. For example, human annotators may be more consistent with the selected sense for 
the word ‘bank’ when interpreting relatedness of ‘bank – finance’, but more inconsistent 
with the pair ‘bank – land’.   
However, results discussed before can be considered as an indirect evaluation of context 
mapping. Intuitively, incorrectly or randomly mapped contexts from different knowledge 
bases should damage the feature representation; eventually harm the accuracy of the se-
mantic relatedness method. Therefore, it can be generally concluded that the proposed 
context mapping method has been effective. 
Nevertheless, the context mapping results on the MC30 dataset are manually inspected to 
obtain a closer look at this issue. The mapped Wiktionary entries are discounted, since an 
entry corresponds to a word class, and typically mixes different senses. The correctness 
of a mapped Wikipedia article – WordNet synset pair is judged subjectively by the author, 
based on the comparison of their descriptions.  
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Overall, among all 30 word pairs, 23 pairs are found to have suitable senses defined for 
each word in both WordNet and Wikipedia. Among these, the word senses in 21 pairs are 
deemed to be mapped correctly between the two knowledge bases. For an example, the 
word ‘crane’ has five senses in Wikipedia and 5 noun senses and 1 verb sense in Word-
Net. The five Wikipedia senses are mapped to three closest WordNet synsets (noun sens-
es), as shown in Table 8.8. The other two WordNet synsets for ‘crane’ refers to a person 
and a constellation respectively. 
Wikipedia Page Title Closest WordNet Synset Mapped 
Crane (bird) Large long-necked wading bird of marshes and plains 
in many parts of the world 
Crane (machine) Lifts and moves heavy objects; lifting tackle is sus-
pended from a pivoted boom that rotates around a ver-
tical axis 
Crane (railroad) (same as above) 
Cranes (band) Stephen Crane , United States writer (1871-1900) 
Crane (surname) Stephen Crane , United States writer (1871-1900) 
Table 8.8. Context mapping for the word ‘crane’ 
The remaining 9 pairs are shown in Table 8.9. In most cases, errors are due to the pair 
containing a word for which no matching senses are defined in the two knowledge bases.   
Word 1 Word 2 Comment 
journey voyage No suitable sense of ‘voyage’ in Wikipedia. All candidates 
are named entities. 
magician wizard No suitable sense of ‘wizard’ in Wikipedia.  
tool implement No suitable sense of ‘implement in Wikipedia. 
monk oracle The ‘person’ sense of oracle in Wikipedia is incorrectly 
mapped to the ‘shrine’ sense of oracle in WordNet 
monk slave No suitable sense of ‘slave’ in Wikipedia. 
lad wizard No suitable sense of ‘wizard’ in Wikipedia.  
chord smile No suitable sense of ‘chord’ in Wikipedia.  
rooster voyage No suitable sense of ‘voyage’ in Wikipedia. 
noon string The ‘rope’ sense of string in Wikipedia is incorrectly 
mapped to the ‘chain’ or ‘strand’ sense in WordNet 
Table 8.9. Errors in the context mapping processing 
8.5.4.3 Overall comparison with SoA 
Based on the results presented in Table 8.5, the best figures obtained with combined 
knowledge bases are selected and compared against state-of-the-art. Figures for the gen-
eral domain common words datasets, the named entity datasets and the biomedical da-
tasets are presented separately in Table 8.10, Table 8.11, and Table 8.12. For each group 
of datasets, two groups of figures are compared: 1) Best figures: the best figures obtained 
across different combinations of knowledge bases, feature mapping methods and feature 
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type numbers; 2) Best setting: the figures from one best performing setting based on mul-
tiple knowledge bases.  
Table 8.10 compares against state-of-the-art on the general purpose common words da-
tasets. For each dataset, the best figures reported in Zesch and Gurevych (2010a) are used 
because on the one hand, these are the most recent figures available for the concerning 
datasets; on the other hand, the same versions of knowledge bases have been used, mak-
ing a direct comparison possible. All correlation figures are calculated using the Spear-
man rank order correlation coefficient. 
 MC30 RG65 Fin153 Fin200 
Best figures Corr. 0.910 0.797 0.734 0.521 
Setting wkwnwkt1c wkwnwkt1c wkwnwkt1i wkwnwkt1c 
Best setting  
(wkwnwkt1c) 
Corr. 0.910 0.797 0.699 0.521 
   
Lesk (1986) Corr. 0.78 0.72 0.47 0.33 
KB wn wn wn wn 
Zesch and Gurevych 
(2007, same as Zesch 
and Gurevych, 2008) 
Corr. 0.77 0.82 0.60 0.51 
KB wn wn wn wn 
Gabrilovich and Mar-
kovitch (2007) 
Corr. 0.67 0.75 0.69 0.51 
KB wk wk wk wk 
Table 8.10. Comparison against state-of-the-art on the general domain common 
words datasets 
Table 8.11 compares against state-of-the-art on the two named entity datasets. The work 
that published the best results on these datasets is Ziegler et al. (2006), who used Zie25 
for parameter tuning and Zie30 for testing. The Pearson correlation function was used by 
Ziegler et al.  
 Zie25 Zie30 
Best figures Corr. 0.760 0.708 
Setting wkwn1c wkwn1c 
Best setting (wk1) Corr. 0.675 0.670 
Ziegler et al. (2006) Corr. 0.66 0.751 
KB Web+ODP Web+ODP 
Table 8.11. Comparison against state-of-the-art on the named entity datasets 
Table 8.12 compares against state-of-the-art on the three biomedical datasets. Figures re-
ported by the original dataset publishers are used, i.e., Petrakis et al. (2006) for MeSH36, 
and Pedersen et al. (2006) for Ped30p and Ped30c. Both studies used knowledge bases 
specifically tailored for biomedical data; and they both used the Pearson correlation func-
tion. 
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 MeSH36 Ped30p Ped30c 
Best figures Corr. 0.767 0.649 0.734 
Setting wkwkt4i wkwkt4c wkwkt4c 
Best setting  
(wkwkt4i) 
Corr. 0.767 0.636 0.691 
  
Petrakis et al. 
(2006) 
Corr. 0.71 - - 
KB MeSH - - 
Pederson et al. 
(2006) 
Corr. - 0.84 0.75 
KB - SNOMED-CT + a million-words corpus 
Table 8.12. Comparison against state-of-the-art on the biomedical datasets 
Tables 8.10 – 8.12 show very competitive results compared against state-of-the-art. For 
the general domain common word datasets, the proposed method has outperformed (both 
best figures and figures from the best setting) state-of-the-art on three datasets, i.e., 
MC30, Fin153, and Fin200. The scores on the RG65 dataset are also very close. For the 
named entity datasets, the best figures are obtained with the wkwn1c setting. However, as 
discussed before, WordNet’s coverage of named entities is extremely limited, and the 
improvement gained by combining wk with wn may be opportunistic. For this reason, the 
best setting is chosen to be one that uses Wikipedia only, and in this case, wk1. Note that 
since different correlation functions are used, the results may not be directly comparable. 
However, studies by Zesch et al. (2010a) show that in many cases, the two correlation 
functions (i.e., Spearman and Pearson) can in fact result in comparable figures. There-
fore, it is believed that the original figures by Ziegler et al. can still be useful reference. 
Generally, compared against Ziegler et al. (2006), the results are very competitive. Alt-
hough the proposed method seems to underperform on the Zie30 dataset, the advantage 
of the proposed method is that it is completely unsupervised, while Ziegler’s method re-
quires parameter tuning using some training data (Zie25 in this case). For the biomedical 
datasets, the proposed method again obtained encouraging results. Both the work by 
Petrakis et al. (2006) and Pedersen et al. (2006) have used some domain specific 
knowledge bases; while the proposed method only uses general purpose knowledge ba-
ses. Therefore, the proposed method offers a competitive advantage over classic lexical 
semantic relatedness methods: by harnessing knowledge from general-purpose 
knowledge bases that may have limited domain coverage, it is possible to achieve results 
that are comparable to methods based on well-curated and specially tailored domain-
specific knowledge resources. This is an encouraging finding. Although there are abun-
dant resources in the biomedical domain for this type of tasks, such resources may be 
scarce in other domains and are expensive to build. However, the results suggest that the 
proposed method offers a more affordable approach that provides reasonable coverage 
and quality, even if individual general knowledge bases may be limited in themselves. 
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8.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has addressed methods for measuring lexical semantic relatedness. These 
methods often play an important role and can be the enabling technology in many com-
plex NLP tasks. It is a fundamental building block of the Named Entity Disambiguation 
approach to be discussed in the next chapter of this thesis. The study has two focuses: 1) 
a comprehensive review of the literature aimed at bridging related work from different 
areas and drawing conclusions concerning the research and applications of lexical seman-
tic relatedness; 2) a novel method of lexical semantic relatedness based on harnessing dif-
ferent knowledge bases under a uniform framework.   
The literature review 
While methods of lexical semantic relatedness have been extensively studied in the past, 
a comprehensive review that connects work from different areas is lacking. This has 
caused expensive duplicate research effort that resulted in similar methods being pro-
posed in different contexts, and difficulties in choosing the most appropriate methods in 
applications.  
To address these issues, this chapter has presented a comprehensive literature review that 
discusses different background information resources used for lexical semantic related-
ness, different categories of semantic relatedness methods and the rationales that connect 
them. The conclusion is that the choice of semantic relatedness methods often depends on 
a number of inter-related factors. Each category of methods has some advantages over 
others but equally suffers from certain limitations. These limitations are often associated 
with the underlying background information resources used by the methods. On the other 
hand, the choices of semantic relatedness methods can be limited by the availability of 
background information resources in relevant domains. Furthermore, different back-
ground information resources may cover different types of knowledge units, and focus on 
different types of information and content, all of which may affect their suitability for a 
task depending on its goal and the concerning domain. From the application point of view, 
with limited data it is unclear whether improvement in the accuracies of semantic relat-
edness methods always leads to positive and proportional improvement in the application 
built on top of it. For this reason, it is often necessary to balance the trade-off between the 
potential accuracy of semantic relatedness methods and their complexity when choosing 
for applications.  
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The new method 
The literature review reveals that the vast majority of lexical semantic relatedness meth-
ods have employed a single source of background information, while it has been found 
that different background information resources can have different strengths and limita-
tions. This motivates the hypothesis that different background information resources can 
complement each other, based on which a novel method is proposed to harness different 
knowledge bases in measuring lexical semantic relatedness.  
The proposed method exploits three different knowledge bases – WordNet, Wikipedia, 
and Wiktionary, and is based on the idea of creating a joint feature representation of 
terms or concepts using the background information encoded in the three different re-
sources, which ultimately improves the feature quality and outperforms a representation 
that is based on any one of the three resources. Evaluated on nine benchmarking datasets, 
the method has been shown to produce very competitive results and in many cases, out-
perform state-of-the-art. A key benefit of the proposed method is that by harnessing 
knowledge from general-purpose knowledge bases that may have limited coverage of 
domain specific knowledge, it is possible to achieve results that are comparable to meth-
ods based on well-curated and specially tailored domain-specific knowledge resources. 
This can be particularly useful when adapting the method to new domains where 
knowledge resources are lacking. The overall positive results have confirmed the validity 
of the proposed hypothesis.  
In addition, several lessons are drawn regarding to combining multiple knowledge bases 
in measuring semantic relatedness. First, different knowledge bases are found to have 
varying levels of suitability for different tasks in terms of domain and focus (related-
ness/similarity). WordNet and Wiktionary are generally more suitable for measuring se-
mantic similarity between common English words. Their coverage of named entities and 
domain specific terms is extremely limited. Wikipedia, on the other hand, has good cov-
erage of named entities as well as domain specific terminology. The lack of well-defined 
lexical and semantic relations between knowledge units makes Wikipedia more suitable 
for measuring general relatedness than similarity. Second, under the current method, 
combining knowledge bases is most effective when individual knowledge bases have rea-
sonable coverage of the knowledge concerned for the task. When an individual 
knowledge base for combination has very limited representation of knowledge required 
for a task, adding the knowledge base for combination can adversely affect the perfor-
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mance. In terms of the different ways of feature representation, there is no evidence of 
differences given by different feature mapping methods, i.e., feature combination or inte-
gration. On the other hand, feature unification appears to be more effective for measuring 
relatedness while feature diversification could be more effective for measuring similarity 
in some cases. This could be because the former approach breaks semantic boundaries 
and links between different types of features, creating a feature representation that is con-
sistent with the definition of relatedness; while the latter potentially preserves taxonomic 
links between concepts, thus promoting similarity. This issue will be further explored and 
additional evidence will be sought in future studies. 
Future work 
Several directions will be further explored in the future. First, a major limitation of the 
proposed method is feature sparseness. As discussed before, under the proposed method, 
all methods of feature representation suffer from certain degrees of feature sparseness, 
which caused zero relatedness scores. A solution to this problem can be including ‘sec-
ond order’ features, i.e., features extracted for concepts or terms related to the current 
concept or term. For example, to cope with the sparse feature space given by the very 
short gloss in WordNet, one can expand the gloss by adding the glosses of any synsets in 
close relation to the current synset. For a Wikipedia article, features can be expanded by 
adding features of other articles linked to the current article, an approach that is used by 
Liu et al. (2010). Such approaches will be explored in the future. Second, although exper-
iments have shown no empirical difference between the accuracy given by feature com-
bination and integration, theoretically the two approaches can result in different feature 
representations that should lead to different relatedness scores for the same pair of words. 
It is unclear what the difference is and why it did not contribute to performance differ-
ence. Further work will investigate into this to uncover additional insights regarding 
combining knowledge bases in measuring semantic relatedness. Finally, concerning con-
text mapping across knowledge bases, while the set overlap based method is simple and 
proved successful, its contribution with respect to the accuracy of the semantic related-
ness method was not studied in details. For example, a random mapping method can be 
used as a baseline for reference. This will be explored in the future. Also, alternative 
mapping methods such as that proposed by Toral and Muñoz (2006) will be investigated 
and compared.  
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9 Named Entity Disambiguation
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PREFACE 
This chapter discusses Named Entity Disambiguation, the task that resolves ambiguous 
name mentions of entities to unique objects depending on context. It is divided into six 
sections. Section 1 gives an overall introduction to this task; Section 2 discusses related 
work on NED; Section 3 discusses the hypothesis of ‘agreement maximisation’ based on 
lexical semantic relatedness, which leads to the NED method to be introduced in Section 
4. Section 5 presents evaluation and discussion. Section 6 concludes this chapter. 
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9.1 Introduction 
Natural language is well known for its polysemous nature, a property that describes the 
phenomenon that a word can have multiple meanings. This causes the problem of ambi-
guity, when the speaker or writer uses a polysemous word without explicitly stating the 
meaning of the word. The problem is extensible to named entities. As discussed earlier in 
Section 2.1 and 3.4, the linguistic realisation of an entity – the name or mention – can be 
ambiguous since it may be used to refer to multiple entities. For example, using the 
CoNLL2003 shared task dataset for example, it has been shown in Section 3.4 that 58.4% 
of annotated entities (which are 30.9% of all unique named entities) have used a name 
that is ambiguous.  
While most of the time ambiguity is not a concern for humans, to enable understanding 
of natural language for machines, it is often necessary to process textual information in 
order to determine the underlying meaning. As discussed in the previous chapters, NER 
identifies mentions of named entities in texts and classify the mentions into semantic cat-
egories; while the task of resolving ambiguous names is called Named Entity Disambigu-
ation (NED) and is a step further that should be applied to the output of NER. From a 
theoretical point of view, the two tasks are closely related, complementary and to some 
extent share common goals. From a practical point of view, it is often necessary to further 
process the output of NER by a disambiguation process in order for them to be useful by 
many applications based on named entities. For these reasons, this study views NED a 
further entity ‘recognition’ step and should also be addressed.  
A large number of studies have addressed NED or related tasks, but are limited in differ-
ent ways. For example, supervised learning methods (Han et al., 2004) require annotated 
training data, which are expensive to build and maintain. Unsupervised learning methods 
(Han et al., 2003; Mann and Yarowsky, 2003) on the other hand, are predominantly 
based on clustering techniques that only partially address NED with the goal of grouping 
name mentions that refer to the same entity without learning what the entity is. 
Knowledge based methods (Hassell et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2006; Bunescu and Pasca, 
2006; Cucerzan, 2007) usually exploit the content and structures encoded in a knowledge 
base (e.g., an ontology). Most of these are tightly coupled with the underlying knowledge 
base and become constrained in terms of domain, types of entities or input format. As a 
result, many cannot be generalised for other tasks (Hassell et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2006).  
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This study proposes an approach to NED that is based on the principle of ‘agreement 
maximisation’. Given a coherent text discourse that contains multiple ambiguous names 
of entities, the true referent entities of each name are usually semantically related. To ex-
ploit this, Cucerzan (2007) suggested that ambiguous names can be resolved by maximis-
ing the agreement among the data held for candidate entities in the same discourse. This 
study argues that this agreement can be measured by lexical semantic relatedness, and 
disambiguation can be achieved based on the idea of maximising the semantic related-
ness between concerning named entities in a text discourse. Following this, the semantic 
relatedness measure introduced in Chapter 8 is adapted in this study for NED. It is used 
to measure semantic relatedness between underlying entities of ambiguous names ex-
tracted in a textual discourse. Next, a number of algorithms are proposed to select the true 
entity for each name, ensuring that the semantic relatedness among the resultant entities 
is maximised among all possible candidate entities for each ambiguous name. The meth-
od is evaluated using several standard benchmarking datasets. The results have shown 
that they achieved very competitive results and outperformed state-of-the-art on one da-
taset.  
The remainder of this chapter is organised as the following: Section 9.2 discusses related 
work on NED. Section 9.3 discusses the hypothesis behind this work and Section 9.4 in-
troduces the NED method and describes how the semantic relatedness measure is adapted 
for the task. Section 9.5 describes the experiments for evaluation and discusses results. 
Section 9.6 concludes this chapter. 
9.2 Related Work 
NED is a task closely related to Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and can be consid-
ered as a type of WSD where words to be disambiguated are entity names. It is also relat-
ed to the field of data mining, where a similar task called reference resolution aims at re-
solving ambiguous references to existing records (often named entities) in a database. For 
the clarity of discussion, the task of NED is formalised following a similar fashion as 
WSD below. 
Formally, the task of WSD aims to assign a word w occurring in a document d with its 
appropriate meaning or sense s. The sense s is selected from a predefined set of possibili-
ties, usually known as sense inventory. Generally, a WSD algorithm takes as input a 
document d = {w1, w2, . . . , wh} and returns a one-to-one mapping from words to a list of 
senses X = {s1, s2, . . . ,sh} in which each element si is obtained by disambiguating the tar-
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get word wi. Following this, the task of NED can be formally defined as associating a ref-
erence of an entity – a name, mention, or surface form – n occurring in a document d 
with its appropriate identity (the referent entity, meaning or sense) e, which is the unique 
real-world object that n refers to. The referent e is selected from a predefined set of pos-
sibilities, which will be referred to as entity inventory. In addition, the disambiguation 
method may determine that there are no suitable candidates in the entity inventory for a 
name and assigns ‘none’ in such case.  
While by this definition NED aims to associate name references to entities defined in an 
entity inventory, many studies however, do not use an entity inventory. They address a 
rather simplified goal of making clear if mentions of an NE across a given text collection 
refer to the same entity, then group the mentions without explicitly defining the entity. In 
a strict sense, this is defined as Named Entity Discrimination. Both address the problem 
of NE ambiguity resolution (Navigli, 2009).  
The next few subsections discuss work related to NED. Work from the areas of WSD and 
reference resolution in data mining is also briefly introduced.    
9.2.1 Word Sense Disambiguation 
WSD is a fundamental task in NLP and has seen considerable efforts invested in this re-
search over the last decades. The principles behind most WSD approaches are also the 
foundation of NED studies, and many WSD methods can be adapted to NED. A multi-
tude of methods are available. Navigli (2009) surveyed the state-of-the-art, which gener-
ally, can be categorised into either learning based methods, or knowledge based methods. 
These are briefly discussed below to provide an overall background about disambiguation 
tasks.  
Learning based methods employ supervised or unsupervised learning algorithms for dis-
ambiguation. Generally, WSD is viewed as a classification task, in which word senses are 
the classes, and each occurrence of a word is assigned one or more classes depending on 
its context. Following this, any supervised learning algorithms introduced previously in 
Section 2.3.2.1 can be applied to the problem. Typically, each occurrence of a word is 
represented by some features, usually based on its textual context. A classifier is trained 
for each sense of the word using sense-tagged training data. It can then be applied to new 
instances based on their feature representations generated in the same way. Supervised 
learning methods have been used by a large number of studies (Mooney, 1996; Pedersen, 
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1998; Agirre and Martinez, 2000; Keok and Ng, 2002) and continue to be the most fre-
quently used technique for WSD. However, their main limitation is the cost of creating 
training data to build the learner.  
Unsupervised learning methods for WSD specifically address NE discrimination, since 
the goal is to group word occurrences that reference the same sense rather than explicitly 
linking them to a sense inventory. These have primarily taken clustering algorithms. 
Generally, word occurrences can be represented by their features following the same way 
as in supervised methods. A clustering algorithm is applied to group these occurrences 
based on the similarity between their feature representations. A single cluster is consid-
ered to contain all occurrences of a word that refer to a unique sense. Examples of unsu-
pervised WSD include Lin (1998a), Schütze (1998) and Lin and Pantel (2002). Although 
unsupervised WSD does not require training data, it only partially addresses NED as the 
sense of a cluster or group is unknown.  
Knowledge based methods exploit knowledge resources to infer the senses of words in 
context. Many of such methods are based on the principle of comparing the context of a 
word against the lexical and semantic content encoded for the candidate senses of the 
word in a knowledge base (Lesk, 1986; Banerjee and Pederson, 2002). Also, semantic re-
latedness methods that use knowledge bases can be adapted for WSD. Following the 
principle of ‘agreement maximisation’, the senses for each ambiguous word in a text is 
selected to ensure that the sum of the semantic relatedness scores between any pairs of 
the resultant senses is maximised (Pedersen et al., 2005a). In WSD, the most frequently 
used knowledge bases is WordNet.  
9.2.2 Named Entity Disambiguation 
A milestone study that claims to address the problem of NED is carried out by Wacholder 
et al. (Wacholder et al., 1997). The work essentially addressed NER, but was presented 
from a perspective of disambiguation. In the task of identifying proper names, Wacholder 
et al. listed three types of ambiguities: structural ambiguity applies to proper names with-
in prepositional and/or conjunctive phrases, making it difficult to identify the correct 
boundaries of names (e.g., ‘The Museum of Modern Art in New York City’); semantic 
ambiguity that concerns correctly identifying the semantic types of named entities (e.g., 
‘Ford’ can be a person, an organisation, or a place); and frequent use of common words 
in proper names (e.g., ‘house/The White House’, ‘gate/The Gate’). To tackle these prob-
lems, they proposed to use ‘disambiguation resources’, the focus of which consists of a 
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list of special name words that can indicate specific types of named entities, and a list of 
person first names. Examples of special name words can be personal titles (e.g., Mr, Mrs, 
Dr) that are often used with person names, or organisation words such as ‘Inc.’, or ‘Ltd’. 
These resources are used together with a large number of rules to identify boundaries of 
name mentions and classify them into specific entity types, essentially equivalent to the 
goals of NER. 
In general, due to the strong connection with WSD, methods of NED can also be divided 
into learning based and knowledge based.  
9.2.2.1 Learning based methods 
Thanks to the genericity of both supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms, in 
most cases, the adaptation of learning based methods of WSD to NED is generally 
straightforward. Ambiguous names can be represented by features based on their context 
in the text. Then a supervised learner can be trained using sense-tagged training data; or 
an unsupervised algorithm can be applied to group mentions of the same entities based on 
the similarity between their feature representations. Some example studies based on 
learning based methods include Han et al. (2004), Mann and Yarowsky (2003), Pedersen 
et al. (2005b), and Chen and Martin (2007).  
Learning based methods of NED suffer from the same limitations of learning based WSD. 
For supervised approaches, training data are expensive to obtain; for unsupervised ap-
proaches, the name occurrences are only grouped if they refer to the same entity, but the 
true referent entity is not identified.  
9.2.2.2 Knowledge based methods 
Knowledge based methods for NED are also based on the same principles of those for 
WSD. However, due to the lack of a universal entity knowledge base that is equivalent to 
WordNet or general dictionaries in WSD, these methods are often closely coupled with 
specific entity knowledge bases depending on the task of interest. They employ very spe-
cific features of the underlying knowledge bases, which can make the method non-
generalisable across domains and tasks.  
Most knowledge based methods are built on the principle of comparing the context of a 
name extracted from a text against the representations of its underlying referent entities 
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created based on a knowledge base. In reference resolution, this type of method is called 
feature-based similarity techniques.  
Hassell et al. (2006) proposed a method to disambiguate researcher names using various 
background knowledge encoded in a large scale, real-world ontology extracted from the 
DBLP bibliography website
13
. The ontology contains instances of researchers and defines 
different types of metadata for researchers (e.g., names, affiliation, research interest) as 
well as relationships between them (e.g., co-authors). To disambiguate a polysemous 
name found in a textual context such as a researcher’s webpage, the basic principle is to 
look for the presence of such metadata in the context. Different types of metadata are 
given different weights. Thus each candidate entity that can be referenced by the same 
name receives a different score depending on the types and quantity of metadata found in 
the textual context, and the result is simply the entity that receives the maximum score.  
Peng et al. (2006) proposed a two-level context based method to disambiguate location 
names. Given a large collection of documents that contain mentions of location names, a 
small proportion of name mentions are firstly disambiguated by a light-weight process 
that matches their ‘local context’ against an ontology of locations. Local context is de-
fined as the preceding and following one word of a location name. For example, in ‘Ab-
erdeen, Scotland’, ‘Scotland’ is a local context word of the location name ‘Aberdeen’. In 
this light-weight process, the location name ‘Aberdeen’ is first searched within the ontol-
ogy to identify possibly multiple nodes that correspond to different senses, e.g., ‘Aber-
deen, Maryland’ and ‘Aberdeen, Scotland’. Then the local contextual words are searched 
in the hypernyms leading from each node. If a match is found, the name is assigned the 
corresponding sense represented by the node. This light-weight process generates a 
sense-tagged corpus that is biased towards high-precision but low recall. The next step is 
to generate ‘global context’ of these sense-tagged names to be used for a further step of 
disambiguation. Global context of a sense consists of frequently co-located words of the 
sense in a collection of documents. For example, the location ‘Washington D.C., USA’ 
may often co-occur with ‘President’, ‘the White House’ in a document, but not necessari-
ly in its local context. Such words are extracted for each sense of a location name using 
the sense-tagged corpus to create a ‘profile’ to represent the sense. These profiles are in-
dexed by a search engine. To resolve other occurrences of ambiguous names, the local 
                                                          
13
 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/, last retrieved on 5 Mar 2012 
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context and the name are submitted as a query to retrieve and rank different profiles. The 
highest ranked profile and its corresponding sense is assigned to the name occurrence. 
Both Hassell et al. and Peng et al. used domain specific knowledge bases and their meth-
ods are bound to the structure and content encoded within these resources. As a result, 
their methods cannot be easily generalised to other tasks. Recent research has recognised 
the significant potential of Wikipedia as an entity inventory or a general entity knowledge 
base due to its good coverage of named entities from various domains. This potential has 
been attested in a number NED studies that address different types of NEs.  
Bunescu and Pasca (2006) proposed to disambiguate person names based on feature vec-
tor similarity and used Wikipedia as the name inventory. They firstly extracted all Wik-
ipedia articles that are likely to describe named entities based on some heuristics. Words 
from these articles are extracted and stemmed, and each article is represented as a feature 
vector based on the word stems. Given a query that contains an ambiguous name, the 
name is represented as a feature vector based on its query context and the vector is com-
pared against those of the Wikipedia articles that are potentially candidate entities. The 
one that gives the highest vector similarity score is chosen as the entity referenced by the 
name in the query. Further, they proposed to refine the vector representation by incorpo-
rating the correlation between certain words and category labels assigned to each article. 
The motivation is that the presence of certain words in the query often gives strong indi-
cator of a category of the corresponding true entity to be assigned. For example, in ‘John 
Williams conducted a summer Star Wars concert…’ the words ‘conducted’ and ‘concert’ 
can indicate that the true entity for the name ‘John Williams’ should belong to the Wik-
ipedia category ‘Composers’ or ‘Musicians’. The correlation strength between words and 
a total of 110 category labels applicable to person entities is empirically learnt using a 
collection of Wikipedia articles, and used to enhance the basic vector similarity model.   
Cucerzan (2007) proposed a method that is also based on the ‘agreement maximisation’ 
hypothesis. They used Wikipedia as the name inventory, and proposed to represent a 
candidate entity using an extended vector consisting of two principle components, the 
context and category information, both extracted based on the entity’s Wikipedia article. 
Three types of category information are extracted. The first is the category labels as-
signed to an article; the second is extracted from Wikipedia “list” or “table” pages, which 
usually lists links to similar entities or concepts and has a title in the form of ‘List/Table 
of […]’, e.g., ‘List of animated TV series’. If an entity’s article is found on such a page, 
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the title of this page is also considered a category of the entity. The third type of category 
information is extracted based on enumerations of entities. For example, the article ‘Mu-
sic of Scotland’ contains a paragraph titled ‘Classical Performers’, which mentions and 
links to a list of entities such as ‘Evelyn Glennie’ and ‘Murray McLachlan’. In this case, 
the entity names extracted from this paragraph are assigned the category label ‘Music of 
Scotland’. The context information consists of appositives of titles of articles, and other 
mentions of entities in the page. For example, in the title of the article of the entity ‘Texas 
(TV series)’, the appositive phrase ‘TV series’ is considered a context for the entity. And 
mentions of other entities found on this article are considered as contexts for the entity. 
Empirically, some heuristics were introduced to reduce the number of contexts extracted 
to a manageable size.  
The method then begins with pre-processing the entirety of Wikipedia to identify all enti-
ties, their surface names, and all contexts and categories available for these entities. Then 
each entity is represented by two vectors, one based on the context information (thus con-
text vector) and the other based on the category information (thus category vector). The 
input to the disambiguation system is a document, which contains a number of ambigu-
ous name mentions. The document is then represented as a vector of contexts – to be 
named context vector – such that the elements of the vector is based on the frequencies of 
a context (as extracted from Wikipedia above) found in the document. The disambigua-
tion of the names in this document is based on the ‘agreement maximisation’ principle, 
which ensures that the true entities to be assigned to the ambiguous names in the docu-
ment can satisfy two conditions: 1) the sum of the similarity between the document’s 
context vector and the context vectors of each of the assigned entities is maximised 
among all possible entities for each ambiguous name; 2) and the sum of the similarity be-
tween any pairs of entities’ category vectors are maximised among all possible entities 
for each name. In comparison, the proposed method in this study is also based on 
‘agreement maximisation’ but a rather simplified version. While Cucerzan’s agreement 
maximisation depends on two factors, which adds complexity to the computation, the 
proposed method in this study simplifies this by only considering agreement among can-
didate entities for ambiguous names, and ignoring the document context factor.  
Han and Zhao (2009a, 2010) proposed a hybrid method that mixes the usage of 
knowledge bases and unsupervised learning. The task concerned NE discrimination, in 
which a set of webpages each describing a particular person entity is to be clustered such 
that each cluster groups webpages that potentially describe the same person entity. In 
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principle, the method firstly represents each webpage as a weighted vector of Wikipedia 
concepts, and then clusters webpages based on the similarity between their concept vec-
tors. To do so, they extracted n-grams from a webpage, and then filtered and matched n-
grams to Wikipedia articles that represent specific concepts named by the n-gram. Each 
concept then receives a weight that represents the importance of the concept to the 
webpage to be disambiguated. This is assigned as the average semantic relatedness be-
tween the concept and any other concepts extracted from the webpage. Semantic related-
ness between concepts is calculated based on the incoming and outgoing hyperlinks of 
the Wikipedia article for each concept. Finally, the webpages are clustered based on their 
vector representations.  
9.2.2.3 Graph based methods 
An increasing number of studies have proposed to address NED by exploiting both direct 
and indirect connections between candidate entities, usually represented as a graph. Such 
connections can be based on co-occurrence distributions, or lexical and semantic rela-
tions explicitly defined in a knowledge base. The boundaries between graph based meth-
ods and learning or knowledge based methods are not always clear-cut. When a graph is 
built based on connections defined in a knowledge base, it can be considered as a branch 
of knowledge based methods; on the other hand, in many cases, graph based algorithms 
are applied as a pre-process to derive entity similarities, which are then used as input to 
unsupervised learning methods for NE discrimination. However, graph based methods 
are characterised by the use of a graph based algorithm to incorporate various connec-
tions between candidate entities for disambiguation. It is also a major type of technique 
used for reference resolution in data mining.  
Malin (2005) proposed a random graph walk based method for Named Entity Discrimi-
nation. The task concerned resolving ambiguous person names found on webpages. Giv-
en a set of webpages containing mentions of person names, some of which are ambiguous 
while some are not (known a-priori), Malin firstly created a graph that contains each 
unique unambiguous name and each occurrence of ambiguous names. For example, if 
‘Alice’ is an ambiguous name in the collection and is found in three different webpages, 
the graph will have three nodes each corresponding to one occurrence. On the contrary, if 
‘Bob’ is a name that consistently refers to a single and unique person entity, the graph 
will only have one node to represent the entity, despite the number of occurrences of the 
name in the collection. Then two names are connected by an edge if they co-occur in a 
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webpage. The disambiguation method is based on the intuition that if several occurrences 
of the same name tend to be connected with the similar sets of other unambiguous names, 
they are likely to refer to the same entity. This was formalised by a random walk process 
starting from a node of an ambiguous name; the walk proceeds until another node of an 
ambiguous name is reached, or a maximum of 50 steps is reached. The resultant transi-
tional probability distribution matrix stores the probability of reaching a node a from a 
node b, and vice versa. The two values are used to calculate a similarity score between a 
and b – only nodes of ambiguous names are considered. Then the similarity scores are 
used to cluster ambiguous names.  
Minkov et al. (2006) also used a modified version of random graph walk to disambiguate 
names in emails. Email messages are firstly represented as graphs of different types of 
nodes (e.g., person, email address, date, word stem), connected by different types of edg-
es (e.g., sent-to, sent-from, has-word). The random walk process is modified by also al-
lowing the random walker to stay at the current node in addition to walking to other 
nodes in any step. Disambiguation is casted as a retrieval and ranking problem. Given a 
query containing an ambiguous person name, the query is represented as a vector over all 
nodes on the graph. It is then used to retrieve most relevant nodes from the graph while 
only nodes that denote person names are shown and ranked in the results.  
Fernández et al. (2007) cast NED as a problem of ranking and proposed to use the 
personalised PageRank algorithm. Given a list of entity names extracted from news items 
and an entity inventory that indexes all entities referenced by these names, an initial 
graph is created and contains nodes denoting unique entities that can be refereneced by 
the names, and edges denoting co-occurrences of entities in any news items. The 
information of entity co-occurrence is based on a previously sense-tagged corpus. This 
graph enables the basic PageRank algorithm, which ranks entities on the graph based on 
the connections between them. An entity will have high rank if it tends to co-occur with 
entities that are also highly ranked. They introduced two domain specific factors to 
‘personalise’ the ranking process: 1) the ‘semantic coherence’ principle which states that 
entities of a certain type usually occur in news of a certain category; also the occurrence 
of an entity in a text gives information about other entities; and 2) the ‘news trend’ 
principle which states that important events are typically described with several news 
items covering a certain period of time. As a result of 1), the category of the news item 
that a name reference belongs to will promote certain candidate entities of particular 
types, and the presence of certain entities (unambiguous) can have a similar effect; and as 
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a result of 2), there can be a ‘burst’ in the mentions of particular entities within a given 
period of time and such entities are promoted. Empirically, such information is encoded 
by two vectors that ‘steer’ the mathematical computation of PageRank. In the end of the 
ranking algorithm, each candidate entity for each name reference will receive a rank. And 
the true reference entity is assigned to be the one that has the highest rank among all 
candidates for the name.  
Nuray-Turan et al. (2007) proposed a graph-based method that resolves an ambiguous 
reference based on semantic relations between its underlying entities with other entities 
occurring in the same context using a pre-defined knowledge base, such as a database or 
ontology. The basic principle is that, if an ambiguous name reference r (e.g., ‘J. Smith’) 
is found in the context of an entity e (e.g., a scientific paper with the title ‘The Paper’), 
then the true entity referenced by r is the one that has the strongest connection with e 
(e.g., the candidate ‘John Smith, the researcher’ will have stronger connection with e than 
‘Jane Smith, the singer’). Their method requires the availability of a knowledge base that 
contains candidate entities for r and the entity e, and various semantic relations defined 
among different entities. Then a graph is created where nodes represent entities, and edg-
es represent semantic relations between entities. Different relations are given different 
weights, based on which edge weights are calculated. Then the connection strength be-
tween two entities is defined over the weights of edges that establish paths between them. 
Thus given the above scenario, among the set of entities referenced by r, the true entity is 
the one that has the maximum connection strength with the known entity e. 
9.2.3 Related Evaluation Campaigns  
A couple of related evaluation campaigns are currently organised on a regular basis, 
which has encouraged research in NED. The Web People Search (WePS, 2007) is a name 
of a series of workshops dedicated to resolving ambiguous person names in Web search 
results. The task carries the goal of NE discrimination, with the scenario of clustering 
webpages returned to a person name query, based on the identities described by these 
webpages. Initiated in 2007 and until 2010, WePS has now undergone three series and 
contributed to the publication of a plethora of methods for NE discrimination. Since the 
goal of the task is NE discrimination by clustering, nearly all of the proposed methods 
have used unsupervised clustering techniques. However, they differ largely in terms of 
the algorithms and features used. Therefore, WePS provides an excellent repository of 
literature for researchers that specialise in person name disambiguation.  
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The Knowledge Base Population (KBP) track in the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) is 
another regular event that promotes research related to NED. A subtask of KBP in TAC 
is entity linking, which aims at associating a name reference in a query to an existing en-
tity defined in an entity knowledge base. The name reference is often ambiguous, and can 
refer to multiple entities in the knowledge base. Initiated in 2009, it has currently under-
gone three series. The task describes a typical NED setting, and has contributed to a di-
versity of methods, including supervised learning based (Fisher et al., 2009; McNamee, 
2010; Pinto et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010), unsupervised learning based (Srinivasan et 
al., 2009), knowledge based (Honnibal and Dale, 2009; Lehmann et al., 2010), or a com-
bination of different approaches (Agirre et al., 2009b).  
9.3 Hypothesis  
This section discusses the hypothesis of ‘agreement maximisation’, based on which the 
NED method is proposed:  
H3.1 Resolving ambiguities: an ambiguous entity name can be resolved based on 
the semantic relatedness between its referent entities and other named entities it 
co-occurs with in its context, because contextually co-occurring named entities 
are semantically related.  
Given a coherent text discourse in which a number of (ambiguous) entity names are 
found, the true referent entities of each name are usually semantically related. For in-
stance, the sentence ‘President Bush attended the opening ceremony of the Olympic 
Game in Beijing’ contains three ambiguous names: ‘President Bush’, ‘Olympic Game’, 
and ‘Beijing’. The name reference ‘President Bush’ can refer to multiple person entities, 
e.g., the 43rd U.S. President George W. Bush, or the 41st U.S. President George H. W. 
Bush. ‘Olympic Game’ is a general term that describes a series of international sports 
events, and can be used to refer to any one event in a particular year. ‘Beijing’ is a name 
for cities, and according to Wikipedia, it is most commonly used to refer to the capital 
city of the country China (People's Republic of China), but is also a historic name for a 
number of different locations in different dynasties of the Chinese history. However, to 
most human readers, interpreting these ambiguous names is most likely very straightfor-
ward: in this particular context, ‘President Bush’ is the ‘43rd US President George W. 
Bush’ (for brevity, this entity is denoted as e1), ‘Olympic Game’ is the 2008 summer 
Olympic Games event (e2), and ‘Beijing’ is China’s capital city (e3). The underlying logic 
is that these entities are the only combination in this sentence such that the semantic con-
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nection between them is at the strongest. Specifically, e1 attended e2; e2 was hosted in e3; 
and e1 visited e3 in 2008.  
Arguably, the contextual words (e.g., ‘attended’, ‘in’) between these names may serve as 
important clues to a human reader; nevertheless the semantic connections between the 
underlying entities of the name references can still play a critical role. Imagine that all 
words are removed from the above sentence but the three name references. It is very like-
ly that human readers can still interpret the names in the same way regardless of the con-
text. This is because humans employ their background knowledge and make inferences 
based on the assumption that these names are related if they occur in the same context. 
This is in fact a common practice in human cognition. In practice, experienced human 
readers with proper background knowledge can quickly understand a text by skimming 
through it and spotting important phrases and terms, often representing concepts or 
named entities. In this case, their interpretation of such (potentially ambiguous) phrases 
and terms can be largely based on the similar assumption as in the example above.  
There are two keys to exploiting this for automatic NED. First, there must be a way to es-
tablish and measure the semantic connections between entities, a task which matches well 
with the goal of lexical semantic relatedness measures. Second, there must be a way to 
select the most suitable entity for each name reference such that the overall semantic 
connection among them is at the strongest, or simply put, to achieve ‘agreement maximi-
sation’.  
In fact, the hypothesis of resolving ambiguities based on agreement maximisation and us-
ing measures of semantic relatedness is not new, but infrequently used. Pedersen et al. 
(2005a) and Cucerzan (2007) introduced methods based on similar assumptions. Peder-
sen et al. (2005a) proposed a method of WSD that assigns a sense to a target word by 
maximising the semantic relatedness between the target and its contextual words. Given 
an ambiguous word (target) and neighbour words from its context window, the semantic 
relatedness between the candidate senses of the target word and those of each neighbour 
word is computed. The chosen sense for the target word is the one that maximises the 
sum of the semantic relatedness between the sense and other neighbour words in the con-
text. The hypothesis proposed in this study is different in the way that the agreement 
maximisation is based on semantic relatedness between candidate entities of each target 
ambiguous name. Context of name references are not considered. 
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Cucerzan (2007) applied a similar hypothesis to the task of NED. As introduced before 
(Section 9.2.2.2), their strategy for measuring agreement maximisation has two compo-
nents, one considers the agreement between the context of name references and their 
candidate entities, the other considers the agreement between candidate entities. Com-
pared to the method proposed in this work, this increases computational overheads.  
9.4 NED based on Agreement Maximisation  
This section introduces the proposed method of NED using semantic relatedness. In a 
complete workflow of NED, entity names should be firstly identified from a text docu-
ment. This is done with NER, which has been the focus of discussion in the previous 
chapters. To avoid repetition, this study assumes that entity names are already extracted 
from a text and continues the NED workflow. Thus given a set of (ambiguous) entity 
names, the semantic relatedness measure introduced in Chapter 8 is adapted to measure 
semantic relatedness between underlying entities of the extracted names. Next, a number 
of algorithms are proposed to select the true entity for each name, while ensuring ‘agree-
ment maximisation’ (Section 9.4.2). 
9.4.1 Adaptation of the Semantic Relatedness Measure 
As a brief re-cap, the semantic relatedness measure introduced in the previous chapter 
computes lexical semantic relatedness between two polysemous terms, based on the pair-
wise semantic relatedness computed for their underlying concepts using the background 
knowledge extracted from a combination of multiple knowledge bases. Here the method 
is adapted in three ways: 1) the underlying knowledge base is configured particularly for 
named entities; 2) context (articles describing candidate entities in this case) retrieval is 
adapted to ensure all candidate entities are extracted for a name reference; 3) the method 
is extended to compute relatedness for a set of name references instead of a pair. 
9.4.1.1 The underlying knowledge base 
The semantic relatedness measure originally uses a combination of three knowledge ba-
ses: Wikipedia, WordNet and Wiktionary. The evaluation has shown that, when applied 
to common words and domain specific terminologies, the three resources can comple-
ment each other and eventually improve the accuracy of prediction. However, when ap-
plied to named entities, Wikipedia in general is a good knowledge base but both Word-
Net and Wiktionary have poor coverage of named entities. Further, the quality of the con-
tent encoded for named entities in the two knowledge bases seems inadequate, such that 
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when they are combined with Wikipedia, the resulting accuracy of the semantic related-
ness measure dropped.  
For this reason, both WordNet and Wiktionary are excluded from the semantic related-
ness measure. Only Wikipedia is used as the background knowledge base for semantic 
relatedness and also the entity inventory for NED. Due to this change, context retrieval 
(previously in Section 8.4.2) and feature extraction and representation (previously in Sec-
tion 8.4.3) are only based on Wikipedia; and there is no need of cross-resource context 
mapping and feature mapping (previously in Section 8.4.4).  
9.4.1.2 Context retrieval 
Initially, to retrieve the contexts for a term from Wikipedia, the term is searched in Wik-
ipedia and if a single page is returned, it is chosen as the only context available for the 
term. When applied to NED, the term is equivalent to a name reference, and a context is 
considered to describe an entity. Although in some cases a single page is returned for a 
name reference, it is not always the case that the name reference is unambiguous. As dis-
cussed before, often, a single page that describes the most commonly used sense of a 
term is returned even if the term can be ambiguous. For example, the search for ‘London’ 
returns a single page describing the capital city of the U.K. However, ‘London’ can refer 
to other city entities, such as ‘London, Ontario, Canada’, and ‘London, Texas, U.S.’. This 
feature can restrict the number of candidate entities for a name reference and thus hinder 
the capability of the NED algorithm. 
To rectify this issue, a search phrase is created for a name reference by appending the 
suffix ‘(disambiguation)’, which explicitly retrieves the disambiguation page defined for 
the name reference in Wikipedia. If no disambiguation page is available, the name refer-
ence is used instead. So to retrieve candidate entities for ‘London’, the phrase ‘London 
(disambiguation)’ is searched. If no results are returned, ‘London’ is attempted.  
In addition, it has been noted that some non-disambiguation Wikipedia pages are named 
after ambiguous name references that in fact refer to multiple entities in Wikipedia. 
These articles start with a short paragraph of particular patterns to outline other senses. 
For example, there is no entry for the search phrase ‘Homeland Security (disambiguation)’ 
but one article matching the query ‘Homeland Security’, which begins with a paragraph 
shown in Figure 9.1. In these cases, the links and the corresponding Wikipedia articles 
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(i.e., ‘United States Department of Homeland Security’ and ‘Homeland Security (film)’ 
are also extracted and used as candidate entities for the name reference. 
 
Figure 9.1. A non-disambiguation Wikipedia page named after an ambiguous name 
that refers to multiple Wikipedia articles. 
Furthermore, several heuristics have been introduced previously in Chapter 8 to select 
suitable candidates from a disambiguation page. This is because that many links provided 
on a disambiguation page do not point to a concept or entity referenced by the search 
term, but some relevant concepts or entities; and therefore, the links must be processed to 
discard ‘noisy’ candidates. For this reason and also to ensure maximum recall, all links 
are extracted from list-like structures on the disambiguation page and are submitted to a 
filtering process based on the following heuristics: 
1. If the link matches the search phrase as a whole or partially, it is selected. Thus 
the candidate links ‘London’, ‘Greater London’ and ‘London, California’ are all 
valid candidate entities for the name ‘London’.  
2. If the link or search phrase matches (either completely or partially) the other as 
acronyms, it is selected. Thus ‘LSE’ will match candidates ‘London Stock Ex-
change’, and ‘London School of Economics and Political Science’. 
3. For other links:  
o If the first word in the link is modified by the word ‘a’ or ‘an’, it is ig-
nored. For example, the link ‘tiger’ in ‘A tiger, Panthera tigris …’ is dis-
carded. 
o If the link is within the first three words of a list item, it is selected. This 
will select links that are referred by different names other than the search 
phrase, which can be often a more generic term used to refer to more 
specific senses in particular context. For example, ‘Volkswagen Type 2 
(T1)’ will be selected from the list item ‘Volkswagen Type 2 (T1), gen-
eration T1 (Microbus, or Split-screen bus)’ found on the disambiguation 
page of the search phrase ‘VW bus’.  
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Names that do not match any Wikipedia page titles are searched in an inverted index of 
Wikipedia pages to obtain the first ten most relevant pages. The titles of these pages are 
validated using rules 1 and 2 above and only valid candidates are selected.  
Next, a final check eliminates links that do not contain capitalised words, links that are 
anchor points to a particular position of a parent page (i.e., links that uses ‘#’), and links 
that point to categorisation or management purpose pages (e.g., ‘category: buildings’ or 
‘Lists of U.S. Presidents’). 
9.4.1.3 The input set of names 
Originally the semantic relatedness measure takes the input of a pair of words or terms. 
In NED, the input will be a collection of name references extracted from a text discourse, 
e.g., a sentence, paragraph, or document. Following the majority of sense disambiguation 
studies, this work also adopts the ‘one sense per discourse’ rule that assumes multiple oc-
currences of a single name reference in a single text discourse will refer to the same enti-
ty. Therefore, the input set only contains unique name references.  
Let N denote the set of input name references, ni  N denote each unique name reference 
in the set, E(ni) denote the candidate entities for a name reference ni, and ei,j  E(ni) de-
note each candidate entity for ni, the semantic relatedness measure is applied to every pair 
of (ei,j, ei’,j’), where i≠ i’. That is, the semantic relatedness between every candidate entity 
of a name and every candidate entity of another name is computed. The results are repre-
sented as a matrix, such as that shown in Figure 9.2. 
9.4.2 Algorithms for Agreement Maximisation 
In this step, one candidate entity is selected for each name reference from the resultant 
matrix as shown in Figure 9.2 based on the principle of agreement maximisation. Formal-
ly, let A be the resultant matrix containing pair-wise entity relatedness scores, a function f 
is applied to A to select a single element in E (the set of entities) for each element in N 
(the set of name references to be disambiguated). Three different functions are introduced 
below.   
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n1=George Bush,      e1,1: George W. Bush, 43rd U.S. President 
                                  e1,2: George H. W. Bush, 41st U.S. President 
n2=Olympic Games, e2,1: 2008 Olympic Games 
                                  e2,2: 2012 Olympic Games 
n3=Beijing,                e3,1: Beijing, the capital city of P.R. China 
                                   e3,2: Beijing, a historic name of nowadays                    
                                          Taiyuan city in P.R. China 
 
 e1,1 e1,2 e2,1 e2,2 e3,1 e3,2 
e1,1 - - 0.5 0.2 0.65 0.0 
e1,2 - - 0.15 0.07 0.6 0.0 
e2,1 0.5 0.15 - - 0.7 0.01 
e2,2 0.2 0.07 - - 0.25 0.0 
e3,1 0.65 0.6 0.7 0.25 - - 
e3,2 0.0 0.0 0.01 0.0 - - 
       
Figure 9.2. Example results after computing semantic relatedness for the input set 
of name references 
9.4.2.1 The combination method 
With the combination method, the true referent entity for each name reference is selected 
as the one that has the maximum sum of relatedness scores with every other name refer-
ences. Mathematically, this is formulated as: 
   'ii:Nn 'j,'ij,i)n(Ee)n(Eej,i 'i 'i'j,'iij,i )}e,e(lReSem{maxmaxarge

 Equation 9.1 
where SemRel is the semantic relatedness measure and the value of SemRel(ei,j, ei’,j’) cor-
responds to the value in the cell indexed by (ei,j, ei’,j’) in A. This method is based on that 
used by Pedersen et al. (2005a). The difference is that while Pedersen et al. measure re-
latedness between a target ambiguous word and its surrounding contextual words, this 
method evaluates relatedness between target ambiguous name references. 
Using the example matrix in Figure 9.2, the two candidate entities e1,1 and e1,2 for the 
name reference n1 each receives a score of 1.15 (0.5+0.65) and 0.75 (0.15+0.6). As a re-
sult, the true referent entity for n1 is assigned to be e1,1, which has the highest sum of re-
latedness scores. Similarly, the true referent entities for n2 and n3 are found to be e2,1 (1.2) 
and e3,1 (1.35) respectively.  
In case of a tie, the candidate entity that has produced most of the highest relatedness 
scores with other name references is chosen.  
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9.4.2.2 The voting method 
With the voting method, the true referent entity for a name reference ni is determined 
based on the number of votes for each of its candidate entity, casted by other name refer-
ences. For each ni’ N and that ni ≠ ni’, ni’ casts its vote to the candidate ei,j  E(ni) such 
that the value of        
    
     
  
 (           ) is maximised. 
To illustrate, consider the case for n1 in Figure 9.2, specifically the rows indexed by e1,1 
and e1,2. The goal is to count how many other name references (i.e., among n2 and n3 in 
this case) have casted their votes to e1,1 and e1,2. The semantic relatedness between n1 and 
n2 are stored in the cells of [e1,1, e2,1], [e1,1, e2,2], [e1,2, e2,1] and [e1,2, e2,2], with values of 
0.5, 0.2, 0.15 and 0.07 respectively. The maximum value is 0.5, between e1,1 and e2,1. 
Therefore, n2 casts a vote to e1,1. In the same manner, it can be worked out that n3 also 
casts a vote to e1,1. As a result, the first candidate of n1 – i.e., e1,1 – receives two votes, 
while the second candidate of n1 receives no vote; and therefore, the true referent entity 
for n1 is assigned to be e1,1. Similarly, the true referent entities for n2 and n3 are found to 
be e2,1 and e3,1 respectively.  
In case of a tie, the combination approach is applied and the voter that has the highest 
sum of relatedness scores wins. For example, suppose that the value in [e1,2, e2,1] is set to 
0.6. As are result of this change, both e1,1 and e1,2 receives one vote. To break the tie, the 
combination approach is applied to calculate a sum of 1.15 for e1,1 and a sum of 1.2 for 
e1,2. As a result, e1,2 wins and is selected for n1. 
9.4.2.3 The propagation method 
The propagation method resolves ambiguities in an iterative manner, where in each turn 
two name references are disambiguated by selecting the two entities that produce the 
highest relatedness score in A. Specifically, it proceeds as the following: 
1. Identify the highest relatedness score among all values in A. Select the two enti-
ties as the true referent for their corresponding name references; 
2. Delete the rows and columns that correspond to other candidate entities of the 
two already-resolved name references; 
3. Repeat steps 1 (ignoring the previously identified highest scores) and 2 until all 
name references are resolved. 
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Starting with the example in Figure 9.2, the highest relatedness score in the beginning 
state is 0.7, given by e2,1 and e3,1. They are selected to be the referent entities for the name 
references n2 and n3 respectively. Then, the rows e2,2 and e3,2 plus the columns e2,2 and e3,2 
are deleted from the matrix, resulting in a new matrix as shown in Figure 9.3.  
 e1,1 e1,2 e2,1 e3,1 
e1,1 - - 0.5 0.65 
e1,2 - - 0.15 0.6 
e2,1 0.5 0.15 - 0.7 
e3,1 0.65 0.6 0.7 - 
     
Figure 9.3. Example intermediate matrix produced by the propagation method 
In the next iteration, the previously identified highest values {0.7} are ignored, and the 
next highest value is identified. In this case, it is 0.65 produced by e1,1 and e3,1. Therefore, 
e1,1 is chosen as the referent entity for the name reference n1. When a tie is encountered, a 
score is randomly picked.  
9.4.3 Exploiting Unambiguous Name References 
It has been noted that often ambiguous name references co-exist with unambiguous 
names in the context and it has been a common practice to exploit the unambiguous name 
references in the disambiguation of the ambiguous ones (Malin, 2005; Fernández et al., 
2007). To implement this feature, the values in the semantic relatedness matrix A are re-
set to give a higher weight to the scores between two candidates if one of them belongs to 
an unambiguous name reference, i.e., there is only one candidate entity for the name. Let 
A
+
 denote the modified matrix, practically, the values in A
+
 is reset as: 






else),e,e(Ad
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     Equation 9.2 
where d is a damping factor d(0, 1).  
9.5 Evaluation and Discussion 
This section describes the experiments for evaluating the proposed NED method and dis-
cusses results.  
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9.5.1 Method and Datasets 
Methods for evaluating NED typically take the same forms as WSD. In WSD, the gold 
standard dataset consists of two parts, a sense tagged text collection and a sense inventory. 
Each piece of text includes a number of target words to be disambiguated. And the word 
is ‘sense-tagged’, meaning that it is assigned a reference pointing to one entry defined in 
the sense inventory. An automatic disambiguation method is evaluated based on preci-
sion, i.e., the fraction of the correctly annotated target words according to the gold stand-
ard. In NED, the datasets are simply replaced a text collection that contains sense-tagged 
entity names, each pointing to an entry in the entity inventory. 
While there are well-maintained and widely used benchmarking datasets for WSD thanks 
to the availability of universal and generic sense inventories (e.g., WordNet), standard 
evaluation datasets for NED are relatively lacking. This is due to the lack of an equiva-
lent comprehensive entity inventory, also that specific tasks often require domain specific 
entity inventories that are non-generalisable. Recent research in NED has recognised the 
potential of Wikipedia as a large scale knowledge base for named entities. As a result, a 
number of standard evaluation datasets have been constructed using Wikipedia as entity 
inventory and are becoming widely used. For this study, the datasets created by Cucerzan 
(2007) are used in evaluation for a number of reasons: 
 They use Wikipedia as an entity inventory, which fits well with the semantic re-
latedness measure that also explores knowledge of named entities in Wikipedia; 
 They cover a wide range of named entities, such as person names, locations, or-
ganisations, events etc. 
 They are used as part of the NED datasets published by the TAC evaluation 
campaigns, and therefore, can be a good representation of the NED task.  
Specifically, Cucerzan (2007) created two datasets that are detailed below. 
The NEWS dataset is created based on 20 news stories. These were selected as the top 
two stories in the ten MSNBC news categories (Business, U.S. Politics, Entertainment, 
Health, Sports, Technology and Science, Travel, TV News, U.S. News and World News) 
published in January 2007. The dataset was pre-processed, only the list of entity names 
extracted from each story is provided. The number of entities in each story ranges from 
10 to 50, and in total 756 name references are extracted. For each name reference, the 
most suitable Wikipedia article’s title is assigned to be the true referent entity. Some ref-
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erence names do not have a suitable Wikipedia entry. They receive a ‘null’ annotation 
and are said to be ‘non-recallable’. A total of 127 names are non-recallable. An example 
of named entities in a news story is presented in Figure 9.4. 
Name reference Wikipedia entity ID (article title) 
Timberlake  
Diaz  
N’ Sync  
Justin Timberlake  
Cameron Diaz  
Star magazine  
Star  
Diaz  
Christmas  
Vail  
Colo.  
Timberlake  
Memphis  
N’ Sync  
Saturday Night Live  
Diaz  
Timberlake  
Kids’ Choice Awards  
Timberlake 
Veronica Finn  
Britney Spears  
Spears  
Innosense  
Lou Pearlman  
Justin Timberlake 
Cameron Diaz 
’N Sync 
Justin Timberlake 
Cameron Diaz 
Star (magazine) 
Star (magazine) 
Cameron Diaz 
Christmas 
Vail, Colorado 
Colorado 
Justin Timberlake 
Memphis, Tennessee 
’N Sync 
Saturday Night Live 
Cameron Diaz 
Justin Timberlake 
Nickelodeon Kids’ Choice Awards 
Justin Timberlake 
Veronica Finn 
Britney Spears 
Britney Spears 
Innosense (band) 
Lou Pearlman 
Figure 9.4. Example document in the NEWS dataset 
The WIKI dataset is based on 350 randomly selected Wikipedia articles that describe 
named entities. It contains a total of 5,812 name references. The referent entities for these 
name references are simply the hyperlinked articles created by the Wikipedia contributors. 
However, many of these (681) pointed to empty pages that are created to invite future 
contributions, or referenced out-dated articles and no longer available. The input docu-
ments are formatted in the same way as the NEWS dataset.  
9.5.1.1 Re-creation of gold standards 
Cucerzan (2007) created the gold standards based on an earlier version of Wikipedia 
which was no longer available at the time of this study. Due to the continued updating na-
ture of Wikipedia, the content and structure of Wikipedia pages have substantially 
changed, invalidating a fair fraction of the data. As a result, the gold standard must be re-
generated.  
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In this process, the same 2007 version of Wikipedia used in Chapter 8 was used to re-
create the gold standards for the two datasets. Specifically, for the NEWS dataset, the 
gold standard answer for each name reference was searched in Wikipedia to retrieve a 
matching article. If no article can be found, the name reference is deleted. If the resulting 
article is unambiguous, it is retained in the gold standard; otherwise, the disambiguation 
page is manually analysed and a new answer is defined.  
For the WIKI dataset, the 350 article titles were searched in Wikipedia and the gold 
standards were created in the same way based on the hyperlinks found in these articles. 
Articles containing only 1 name reference for disambiguation were discarded. Also, 
names that link to non-existent pages, disambiguation pages, specific locations within a 
target page, or management-purpose pages were discarded.  
The new datasets are summarised in Table 9.1. The NEWS dataset is smaller than the 
original dataset by Cucerzan, while the WIKI dataset is larger. The numbers of ambigu-
ous name references in the original datasets were unknown in Cucerzan (2007).  
Data # Docs # Names # Ambiguous names 
NEWS 20 598 312 
WIKI 332 6099 1917 
Table 9.1. Experimental datasets statistics 
The number of candidate entities for ambiguous names was also studied. The context re-
trieval method described in Section 9.4.1.2 was applied to each name reference and the 
number of candidate entities retrieved for was recorded. Among all ambiguous name ref-
erences (names that have at least 2 candidate entities), the minimum number of candi-
dates is 2, while the maximum is 156 (for ‘London’). Details are shown in Figure 9.5. 
 
Figure 9.5. Statistics of candidate entities for ambiguous name references in each 
dataset 
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9.5.2 Algorithm Settings 
As discussed before, the semantic relatedness measure is configured to use only Wikipe-
dia as the background knowledge base. Two feature settings have been introduced in 
Chapter 8 (Section 8.5.3): wk4, four types of features extracted from Wikipedia; and wk1, 
a single type of feature that concatenates all features extracted from Wikipedia. It has 
been found that (Section 8.5.4.2) the single-feature setting favours relatedness, while the 
four-feature setting appear to favour measuring similarity on some datasets. Since it is 
hypothesized that disambiguation depends on semantic relatedness between name refer-
ences, the wk1 feature setting is used. Nevertheless, the wk4 feature setting is also tested 
to empirically validate this hypothesis. 
The agreement maximisation algorithms were applied to both the original semantic relat-
edness matrix A, and the matrix A
+
 modified to give higher weights to relatedness scores 
with unambiguous name references. The damping factor d is arbitrarily set to 0.5.  
The same baseline system in Cucerzan (2007) is used. The baseline simply picks the first 
entity listed on a disambiguation page for a name reference, or the first search result if the 
inverted Wikipedia index is used. 
9.5.3 Results 
The proposed method is tested on both datasets. Table 9.2 shows the accuracy obtained 
with the wk1 feature setting when the entire datasets are considered (NEWS-all and 
WIKI-all), as well as when only the ambiguous name references are considered (NEWS-
ambiguous and WIKI-ambiguous). Comb, vote, and prop denote respectively the combi-
nation, voting and propagation method applied to the original relatedness matrix A; while 
comb+, vote+ and prop+ denote respectively the combination, voting and propagation 
method applied to the modified relatedness matrix A
+
. 
 Method (semantic relatedness features = wk1) 
Baseline Comb Comb+ Vote Vote+ Prop Prop+ 
NEWS-all 58.70 83.78 88.80 85.45 86.12 74.25 81.27 
NEWS-ambiguous 20.83 68.91 78.53 72.11 73.40 50.64 64.10 
WIKI-all 80.10 87.11 88.60 88.16 88.26 82.14 86.11 
WIKI-ambiguous 39.54 59.15 63.91 62.49 62.81 43.51 56.13 
Table 9.2. Disambiguation accuracy obtained when using the wk1 setting for the 
underlying semantic relatedness measure 
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Table 9.3 shows the accuracy obtained with the wk4 feature setting for each method.  
 Method (semantic relatedness features = wk4) 
Baseline Comb Comb+ Vote Vote+ Prop Prop+ 
NEWS-all 58.70 78.93 84.95 76.76 77.76 68.23 73.91 
NEWS-ambiguous 20.83 59.62 71.15 55.45 57.37 39.10 50.00 
WIKI-all 80.10 84.14 85.70 85.44 85.47 80.16 82.52 
WIKI-ambiguous 39.54 49.82 54.67 53.89 54.00 37.35 44.76 
Table 9.3. Disambiguation accuracy obtained when using the wk4 setting for the 
underlying semantic relatedness measure 
Furthermore, Table 9.4 shows the results reported by Cucerzan (2007) on the original da-
tasets. Note that due to the change in the datasets and gold standard, the results are not di-
rectly comparable with those in Table 9.2 and Table 9.3. 
Original datasets Baseline Cucerzan (2007) best 
NEWS-all 51.7 91.4 
NEWS-ambiguous N/A N/A 
WIKI-all 86.2 88.3 
WIKI-ambiguous N/A N/A 
Table 9.4. The original results reported in Cucerzan (2007) 
9.5.4 Discussion 
Considering figures in Table 9.2, all the three variations of the proposed NED method 
largely outperformed the baseline on both datasets. The combination (comb, comb+) 
method appears to be the most effective, since it has obtained the majority of the highest 
figures. The voting (vote, vote+) method generally achieved comparable results, while the 
propagation (prop, prop+) method has produced the lowest accuracies among the three in 
all occasions. This is likely due to the fact that it picks the highest relatedness score at a 
time, which effectively only considers two name references while ignoring other co-
occurring names in the context. To some extent, this violates the basic principle of dis-
ambiguation based on the context of a name reference.  
Table 9.2 also shows that disambiguation can always benefit from unambiguous names in 
the context. When the semantic relatedness scores are discriminated such that scores with 
an unambiguous name’s candidate entity are given higher weights, the accuracies of each 
algorithm have been further improved. This strategy appears to be particularly effective 
for the combination and propagation methods, where up to 13% of improvement was 
noted.  
Consistent findings can be obtained from Table 9.3: generally, the combination method 
achieved the best results in most cases; the voting method achieved comparable results 
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while the propagation method produced the lowest accuracy. Exploiting unambiguous 
names in disambiguation has always led to further improvement. Compared against Table 
9.2, each method obtained lower accuracy when four types of features (wk4) were used 
for measuring semantic relatedness instead of one concatenated feature type (wk1). This 
could be a signal that suggests that disambiguation depends more on semantic relatedness 
rather than similarity, since previous experiments (Chapter 8) have proved that merging 
different feature types favours measuring general relatedness rather than similarity.  
Since the datasets and gold standards are different from the originals in Cucerzan (2007), 
figures in Table 9.4 are not directly comparable. However, they can still serve as a gen-
eral reference of state-of-the-art. The best performance obtained by this study is 88.80 on 
the NEWS dataset (NEWS-all) and 88.60 on the WIKI dataset (WIKI-all), which are 
generally comparable with Cucerzan’s 91.4 on NEWS and 88.3 on WIKI. Nevertheless, 
as discussed before, this study adopts a simplified strategy to context modelling and 
agreement maximisation and therefore, offers a lighter approach than Cucerzan’s method. 
Compared against standard WSD tasks using Figure 9.5, the task explored in this study is 
considered to be harder. In a typical WSD task, the average number of candidate senses 
per word is often around 7 (Agirre and Edmonds, 2007; Marine and Wu, 2007; Ng, 1997). 
In this study however, the disambiguation algorithm had to deal with much more candi-
date entities for each ambiguous names: an average of 13 for the WIKI dataset and 24 for 
the NEWS dataset. For the WIKI dataset, over 50% of ambiguous names have at least 7 
candidates; while over 25% have 17 or more. For the NEWS dataset, 50% of the ambigu-
ous names have 11 or more candidates while over 25% have 29 or more.  
Error analyses have shown that many incorrect predictions were due to the use of co-
references in documents. Often, some of them were disambiguated correctly while others 
were not. For example, in one document of the NEWS dataset, the ‘Crimson Tide’ is 
used to refer to the ‘University of Alabama’. However, it was impossible for the candi-
date/context retrieval procedure of the proposed method to select ‘University of Alabama’ 
since it is not found on the pages corresponding to the search phrase. Also in another 
document, ‘Richard Nixon’ (the former U.S. President) was properly disambiguated 
while ‘Nixon’ was assigned the wrong referent due to a larger number of candidates for 
the latter name. It is found that in some cases, the heuristics for selecting candidate enti-
ties were also found to be over-simplified and can exclude legitimate candidates due to, 
e.g., spelling variations, and use of different names. For example, the candidate ‘Galilee’ 
was not selected for the search phrase ‘Galil’; and the candidate ‘American Democratic 
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Party’ was not selected for ‘The Democrats’. This may be rectified by employing string 
similarity in candidate selection. On the other hand, those errors could also be due to the 
over-simplified modelling of context in NED; since in such cases, document context may 
provide additional useful clues for disambiguation. Alternatively, a co-reference resolu-
tion pre-process based on document context can group name references that are likely to 
refer to the same entity in the same context, which NED can benefit from.  
Overall, the experiment has shown the effectiveness of the proposed NED method and 
validated the hypothesis. The datasets are considered to be a good representation of the 
task, which can be harder than the typical WSD tasks due to the larger number of candi-
date entities to be disambiguated for a name reference. Furthermore, this experiment can 
also be considered as an in-vivo evaluation of the semantic relatedness measure. The re-
sults have shown from a different perspective that, the underlying semantic relatedness 
measure can accurately predict the semantic relatedness between named entities by ex-
ploiting diverse knowledge in Wikipedia, thus contributing to the NED task. 
9.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has addressed Named Entity Disambiguation, a task closely related to 
Named Entity Recognition. While NER extracts entity name mentions and classifies 
them into pre-defined semantic categories, the mentions can be ambiguous and can refer 
to multiple real world entities. NED aims to resolve the ambiguity and associate each 
name mention with one and unique entity that is pre-defined in a knowledge base. Theo-
retically, both address the similar goal of ‘learning’ of named entities, from different but 
complementary levels – one recognises the boundary and semantic type; the other recog-
nises the instance. Practically, it is often necessary to further process the output of NER 
by a disambiguation process in order for them to be useful by many applications.  
The literature on NED and the related task of WSD has been summarised, with their limi-
tations discussed. A method of NED based on the hypothesis of ‘agreement maximisation’ 
is then proposed. In brief, the hypothesis states that entities that co-occur in a coherent 
text discourse are usually semantically related. Their ambiguous name references can be 
resolved based on the principle of maximising the semantic relatedness among their can-
didate entities. Following this, the semantic relatedness measure introduced in Chapter 8 
is adapted for named entities. A number of methods are proposed to select the true entity 
for each name reference, while ensuring ‘agreement maximisation’. The method is then 
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evaluated on two standard benchmarking datasets for NED, and has achieved very com-
petitive results.  
The result of this study further confirmed the effectiveness of the semantic relatedness 
measure proposed in Chapter 8. It has also shown the strength of Wikipedia as a 
knowledge base in NED tasks. Among the three different realisations of ‘agreement max-
imisation’, the combination method is found to be most effective; the voting method 
achieves generally comparable performance, while the propagation method is the least 
effective. When unambiguous name references are given higher weights in computing 
semantic relatedness, the disambiguation algorithms can benefit further.  
A couple of research directions will be explored in the future. First, new algorithms will 
be studied and proposed for ‘agreement maximisation’. For example, in the propagation 
method, instead of selecting the highest relatedness score each time, the algorithm can be 
revised to consider the highest sum of scores with unambiguous name references, and 
then incrementally disambiguate one ambiguous name at a time. This process effectively 
propagates the influence of unambiguous name references through the incremental dis-
ambiguation process. Second, recent research focus begins to shift to the use of linked 
data, which serve as a massive knowledge base of named entities, the size and scope of 
which are unprecedented. The Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) introduced an entity 
track in 2011 (TREC Entity Track, 2011), where the goal was to find entities related to a 
query from the linked data. This has sparked new interests of exploiting linked data in 
NE related tasks. In the future, research will be conducted to investigate the methods of 
mining and exploiting background knowledge of named entities from the data for NED.     
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10  Conclusion 
PREFACE 
This chapter concludes this thesis. Section 1 summarises the previous chapters with dis-
cussions of research questions, main contributions and research outcomes; Section 2 dis-
cusses limitations of this research and future research directions; Section 3 provides a 
closing statement to this thesis.  
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10.1 Summary 
This research addressed three research questions related to Named Entity Recognition, an 
important task in Information Extraction and often the enabling technique to many text 
mining applications. The literature has been carefully reviewed and limitations of exist-
ing studies have been discussed. This research then proposed new methods to address 
these limitations. This section summarises this work. 
10.1.1 Problem Definition and Research Questions 
NER is a fundamental task in IE and has been a focal research area over the decades. 
While traditionally NER recognises the references – mentions, names – of entities in un-
structured texts and their semantic categories, this thesis combines NER with a further 
recognition step – recognising the real entity of a reference, a process that requires re-
solving ambiguities in name references.  
The thesis started with an introduction to NER in Chapter 2, where the classic NER task 
is formalised and the background literature are introduced. The research questions con-
cerning NER were described in Chapter 3, where three core research questions to be ad-
dressed by this thesis are discussed in details: training data annotation, gazetteer genera-
tion, and resolving ambiguities. 
Methods of NER nowadays are largely based on learning based methods. Among these, 
the mainstream technique is supervised learning method, which requires an essential in-
put – training data. Training data, in the context of NER, are documents with example 
named entity annotations created by humans. However, it is a widely recognised issue 
that training data are domain and task specific, resulting in limited transferability and 
portability of generated learning models. The standard practice for training data annota-
tion is an expensive process, often involving significant investment in personnel, cost, 
and time. The process is inefficient, and the annotations can sometimes be ineffective. 
For this reason, this thesis viewed training data annotation an important and the first re-
search question to be addressed: an efficient and effective approach to training data an-
notation improves the extensibility and portability of supervised NER methods.   
Another crucial resource to NER is gazetteer, which is reference list of named entities or 
terms that provides background knowledge to an NER learner. They are found to be im-
portant in improving the accuracy of NER learner, particularly in specialised domains 
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where the intrinsic complexity of the terminology and language makes the task more dif-
ficult. In the context of NER, gazetteers can be typed or untyped; the former refers to lists 
of named entities or terms whose semantic types are known a-priori and often relevant to 
the semantic types of named entities to be recognised in the task; the latter refers to gen-
eral ways of grouping relevant terms such that the correspondence between the grouping 
and named entity types are to be learnt automatically by the learner. Gazetteers are not 
always available in any domains and manually compiling such resources is also an ex-
pensive process. As a result, this thesis viewed automatic gazetteer generation another 
major research question in NER: addressing this research question will further improve 
the learning accuracy of NER.   
Due to the polysemous nature of natural language, words can be ambiguous since they 
can be used to refer to multiple senses. This is also common in named entities: the same 
name references can be used to refer to multiple entities. Using some standard NER da-
tasets, it has been shown that ambiguous name references can be a prevailing issue in the 
output of NER. Traditionally, resolving ambiguous name references is dealt by the task 
of Named Entity Disambiguation. This thesis however, viewed NER and NED two com-
plementary tasks that address the ‘recognition’ of named entities at different levels: while 
NER recognises name references and their semantic categories, NED recognises the real 
reference entity of a reference. Practically, many tasks built on top of NER output either 
require a compulsory disambiguation process or can benefit from such a process. There-
fore, this thesis considered resolving ambiguities as another major research question con-
cerning NER. Addressing this research question takes further the ‘recognition’ process 
and enables the NER output to be ultimately useful to a wide range of tasks and applica-
tions. 
10.1.2 Research Main Contributions 
This research carried out a series of studies each designed to address the three research 
questions outlined above. This has resulted in a number of contributions to the research 
of NER and related fields: 
 An approach to training data annotation based on the hypothesis of ‘annotator suita-
bility’ (H1, Chapter 5) 
Starting with a named entity annotation task, the method splits the task into sub-tasks 
each concerning annotating one type of named entities. It then studies annotators’ suita-
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bility for annotating each type, and distributes the workload among the most suitable an-
notators for each type. The motivation is that different annotators will have varying 
knowledge of different types of named entities, which determines the annotator’s suita-
bility for a sub-task. Unsuitable annotators are more likely to cause annotation discrep-
ancies and should be isolated from a sub-task. Empirically, the suitability of annotators 
are analysed using a series of mini-annotation cycles in which the inter-annotator-
agreement on each type of named entities is studied for each pair of annotators and the 
machine learning accuracy based on the annotations are analysed. Suitable annotators 
are selected based on these results following some heuristics. The generality of the pro-
posed approach has also been discussed and in theory this approach can also be adapted 
to other annotation tasks.  
 An approach to typed gazetteer expansion using Wikipedia (Chapter 6) 
This approach has been proposed for expanding existing gazetteers of pre-defined types. 
Given an initial gazetteer, the method hypothesizes that Wikipedia contains knowledge 
that describe the existing gazetteers and also related named entities of the same type 
(H2.1). It explores various content and structural elements of Wikipedia to extract hy-
pernyms of the seed named entities, and then harvests similar entities that share the same 
hypernyms with the seed named entities. Another contribution of this work is that it 
proves the capability of Wikipedia in domain-specific NLP applications.  
 An approach to alternative untyped gazetteer generation based on topicality of words 
(Chapter 7) 
Chapter 7 introduces an unsupervised method for generating alternative, untyped gazet-
teers for NER. It hypothesizes that topic-oriented words specific to a document are often 
indicative of named entities in the document (H2.2), and exploits this by building docu-
ment-specific gazetteers based on the topicality of words measured specific to a docu-
ment context. Compared to the previous work based on similar grounds, this study pro-
posed different approaches to assessing topicality and gazetteer generation. It also con-
tributed a comparative analysis with state-of-the-art to uncover the relation between 
word topicality and named entities.  
 A comprehensive review of state-of-the-art in lexical semantic relatedness (Chapter 
8) 
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In the exploration of semantic relatedness measures for NED, it was noticed that a pletho-
ra of methods has been introduced in different domains over the last decades. However, 
there is lack of a comprehensive review in this area and it was difficult to obtain a thor-
ough understanding of the literature without substantial effort. This also caused very sim-
ilar methods to be introduced in different contexts, which can cost expensive research ef-
fort. Therefore, a comprehensive literature review was carried out to consolidate research 
from different domains, and to summarise and connect different methods for measuring 
lexical semantic relatedness. Further lessons were also drawn on the research and appli-
cation of lexical semantic relatedness measures. This is believed to be a valuable refer-
ence for both researchers and practitioners in this area.  
 A novel lexical semantic relatedness measure that combines multiple knowledge re-
sources (Chapter 8) 
The literature review showed that lexical semantic relatedness measures typically employ 
a single source of background information, which has different focuses and can have dif-
ferent weakness and strengths. This motivates the idea of combining multiple resources 
in a single measure of semantic relatedness, based on the hypothetical complementary na-
ture of such resources (H3.2). The proposed approach adopts a simple feature vector 
based relatedness method, where the central idea is to build a joint feature vector repre-
sentation for concepts using knowledge extracted from different resources. This is the 
first semantic relatedness method that combines multiple resources in a single measure. It 
also contributed an empirical analysis of the strength and weakness of several knowledge 
bases (i.e., WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary) for different tasks (i.e., common words, 
named entities, and domain specific terminology). 
 An approach to NED based on the hypothesis of ‘agreement maximisation’, meas-
ured in terms of lexical semantic relatedness (Chapter 9) 
This approach hypothesizes that ambiguous entity names can be resolved by maximising 
the agreement among the data held for candidate entities in the same discourse (H3.1). 
The agreement between entities is measured using the lexical semantic relatedness 
method adapted from Chapter 8. Three strategies have been proposed for achieving the 
maximisation of the semantic relatedness among candidate entities; from which a dis-
ambiguation solution is derived.   
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10.1.3 Relating Research Outcomes to Research Hypothesis 
Each study carried out in this research is based on a different research hypothesis. Each 
hypothesis has been discussed with literature support, as well as empirically justified with 
well-designed experiments.  
 H1 Training data annotation: the hypothesis of ‘annotator suitability’ and suitability-
based annotation selection is justified with a real-life named entity annotation use 
case study. The use case concerns a task of annotating three types of named entities 
in the archaeology domain, a good representation of the problem due to its increas-
ing demand for document annotations and the scientific nature of the field. The use 
case has shown that, the suitability of annotators can be identified based on varying 
levels of inter-annotator-agreement on different entity types, as well as different ma-
chine learning accuracy obtained on the annotations created by different annotators. 
When unsuitable annotators are eliminated from a task, the quality of annotations is 
substantially improved compared with annotations created using the standard docu-
ment annotation approach. This is demonstrated by higher machine learning accura-
cy using the data annotated by the proposed approach. Furthermore, distributing 
workload among suitable annotators also significantly improved the quantity of an-
notations by the same effort by up to five times.  
 H2.1 Typed-oriented gazetteer expansion: the method for automatic expansion of 
existing gazetteers is empirically tested on three gazetteers of the archaeology do-
main. Using Wikipedia, the initial gazetteers were doubled (even tripled) in size in a 
single iteration. They were then applied to NER as an indirect evaluation, which 
showed that the expanded gazetteers further improved learning accuracy of NER be-
tween 1 and 3 points in F-measure. This confirms the quality of the expanded gazet-
teers as well as the validity of the hypothesis.   
 H2.2 Alternative gazetteer generation: the method for generating untyped gazetteers 
was empirically evaluated on five datasets concerning three domains, and compared 
against state-of-the-art. Experiments showed that, the method contributed to con-
sistent improvement in learning accuracy of NER (between 0.9 and 3.9 points in F-
measure) and it is particularly effective in domain specific contexts (up to 3.9 points 
improvement in F-measure). The scope of the experiments also verified the generali-
ty of the hypothesis. Further analyses showed that compared against state-of the-art, 
the proposed method better captures the relation between topicality of words and 
named entities, which contributed to better performance.  
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 H3.1 Resolving ambiguities: the method for NED was empirically evaluated on part 
of the standard datasets used by major evaluation campaigns in the relevant field. 
The results showed that, the disambiguation outcome based on the ‘agreement max-
imisation’ consistently outperformed a baseline. The maximum improvements in ac-
curacy on the two testing dataset were 30.1 (NEWS) and 8.5 (WIKI) respectively. 
The best performing strategy also obtained comparable results with state-of-the-art, 
while offering a more efficient methodology. It is believed that these are strong evi-
dence supporting the hypothesis based on which the method is introduced.  
 H3.2 Lexical semantic relatedness: the proposed lexical semantic relatedness meas-
ure combines knowledge from multiple resources, and was evaluated on an exten-
sive set of datasets, specialising in common words, named entities and domain spe-
cific terminologies. The results showed that, by combining multiple knowledge ba-
ses, the accuracy of measuring semantic relatedness can be further improved. This 
has led to higher accuracy than state-of-the-art on the common words datasets, and 
very competitive results on the domain specific datasets. In the first case, Wikipedia 
was found to be less representative of the data while WordNet and Wiktionary were 
better knowledge bases; in the second case, Wikipedia has better coverage of do-
main specific terminologies while WordNet and Wiktionary have very limited cov-
erage. Both cases confirmed the benefits of using multiple resources in lexical se-
mantic relatedness. Although contradictory finding was obtained on the named enti-
ty dataset, it is believed to be caused by the extremely poor coverage of named enti-
ties in WordNet and Wiktionary, which were unsuitable for the task in the first place.   
10.2 Future Work 
A number of limitations have been identified and future work is proposed. These have 
been discussed in previous chapters, and are summarised in this section. 
10.2.1 On Individual Studies 
Training data annotation (Chapter 5): The proposed approach to training data annotation 
will be improved in two ways. First, the study has focused on only inter-annotator-
agreement while ignored intra-annotator-agreement, which can also affect the quality of 
annotations and the capability of annotators in a task. Future work aims to incorporate in-
tra-annotator-agreement in the assessment of annotator’s suitability. Second, currently the 
interpretation of analysis results is superficial and principles of annotator selection are in-
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formal. Future work aims to formalise the selection principles, possibly via enumerating 
‘suitability’ such that it can be measured mathematically and interpreted more easily.  
Typed gazetteer expansion (Chapter 6): The research will be further extended in three di-
rections. First, the method will be modified to address scalability, such that it can cope 
with small input gazetteers, reducing the need for user provided input. Second, additional 
Wikipedia content and structures will be explored, such as list and table structures that 
often group similar entities. Third, the long term research objective is to explore a com-
bination of online resources, particularly linked data that naturally integrates various re-
sources in a uniform format.  
Untyped alternative gazetteer generation (Chapter 7): Research in this topic will focus on 
developing new measures of topicality and new methods of deriving gazetteers based on 
topically. Firstly, since topic-oriented words can be related to keywords, keyword extrac-
tion methods may be adapted for this task. They will be empirically compared against IR-
based relevance measures in this task, and novel measures of topicality will be investi-
gated. Secondly, other methods of exploiting the non-linear distributional patterns of top-
ic-oriented words over named entities will also be explored.  
Lexical semantic relatedness (Chapter 8): Future work will be carried out from the fol-
lowing directions: first, the feature representation proposed under the current method was 
found to be sparse and can be ineffective in some cases. Therefore, methods of improving 
the feature representation will be sought. Second, the effects of the context matching and 
feature mapping strategies under the current method were unclear.  Further studies will 
be carried out to uncover the differences between these strategies, as well as exploring 
new methods of combining multiple resources in measuring lexical semantic relatedness.  
Named Entity Disambiguation (Chapter 9): The future work for NED will focus on de-
veloping new algorithms of ‘agreement maximisation’ based on lexical semantic related-
ness. Furthermore, methods of mining and exploiting background knowledge of named 
entities from linked data for NED will be explored. 
10.2.2 On the Overall Research Direction 
It can be said at this point that one major focus of this research has been the exploration 
of background knowledge for NLP tasks. Chapters 6 and 7 have focused on automatic 
generation of gazetteers, a major source of background knowledge for NER; while chap-
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ters 8 and 9 have focused on exploiting background knowledge resources for lexical se-
mantic relatedness and NED. This research has learnt valuable lessons on the use of vari-
ous background knowledge resources – particularly Web-based resources – for NLP, and 
proved that they can be effectively used to support different tasks.  
Recent development in Web 2.0 and the semantic Web has contributed to the emergence 
of a new source of background knowledge – the linked data. Linked data describes a rec-
ommended practice for exposing, sharing and connecting data using URIs and RDF 
(linkeddata.org). It originated from the DBpedia project (Bizer et al., 2009), the initial 
goal of which was to extract structured content from Wikipedia, and make them available 
as relational RDF triples on the Web such that semantic queries can be performed to gain 
deep access to Wikipedia resources. For example, it allows complex queries such as 
‘show me all Americans born after 1940’. The concept was to create a uniform method of 
linking, representing and querying information on the Web. This has been so well re-
ceived that linked data has gained significant growth since its birth in 2009. As of March 
2012, it has connected 123 datasets, with a total of over 19 billion triples (linkeddata.org). 
Linked data covers a wide spectrum of domains, such as newswire, biomedicine, music, 
geography etc.  
It is believed that linked data offers great potential as a source of background knowledge 
for NLP tasks. Specifically: 
 It has good domain representation and coverage. Based on Wikipedia, linked data al-
ready covers a large number of subjects. Furthermore, it extracts and provides deep 
content that were otherwise unavailable directly from Wikipedia articles. It also 
links a significant number of domain specific datasets. For example, the project 
Bio2RDF (Belleau et al., 2008) has interlinked major datasets in the life science do-
main and connected them to the linked data cloud, enabling access to domain-
specific knowledge in the same open format. BBC Music (bbc.co.uk/music) is a da-
taset that publishes over 10 million facts (triples) in the music domain. 
 It is growing very fast. According to the statistics from linkedata.org, the number of 
datasets has doubled every year since it was first created. It could be just a matter of 
time until many domains become well-represented.  
 It provides a uniform method of accessing enormous amount of data. Unlike other 
extensively studied background knowledge resources, such as WordNet, Wikipedia, 
Wiktionary, or domain specific resources such as the UMLS, linked data provides a 
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uniform data representation format and access protocol to vast, diverse data sources. 
For application developers, this is a substantial benefit since they do not need to 
build implementations tailored to specific datasets due to the intrinsic differences in 
the underlying data structures of knowledge resources.  
Such benefits have been widely recognised, as witnessed by increasing effort on publish-
ing and connecting more data resources to linked data over the years. However, the num-
ber of research and applications on using linked data is still limited. Part of the reason 
could be related to the unbounded nature of linked data: on the one hand, the wild open-
ness of linked data enables access to unlimited information from unlimited domains; on 
the other hand, a task is typically bounded by contexts. As a result, it is essential to iden-
tify only the relevant and limited part of linked data to support a task (Gangemi and 
Presutti, 2010). Research in this direction has only just taken off in the recent years.  
Nevertheless, encouraging results have been obtained in both the application and research 
using linked data. Kobilarov et al. (2009) used DBpedia resource URI’s as a controlled 
vocabulary to semantify and interlink BBC news articles to create a richly connected 
network of articles that improves browsing, navigation, and users’ reading experiences 
with BBC websites. Becker and Bizer (2008) used geospatial data in DBpedia to build a 
recommender system for mobile phone platforms. The system requires a connection to 
DBpedia and GPS to work. The GPS constantly tracks the user’s current geospatial coor-
dinates, and the mobile phone is able to query DBpedia triple store for nearby place of in-
terests by searching for geospatial coordinates within a radius of certain distance. Mul-
wad et al. (2010) proposed to use linked data to interpret tables and their semantics, and 
extract entities and relations based on the table structures. The Text Retrieval Conference 
(TREC) introduced an entity track in 2011 (TREC Entity Track, 2011), where the goal 
was to find entities related to a query from the linked data. This has encouraged a large 
number of studies on using linked data to support Information Retrieval or Extraction 
tasks in general.  
The future research will continue in this direction, towards studying and exploiting linked 
data in Information Extraction tasks. Emphasis will be particularly placed on developing 
methods of effectively identifying and using relevant background knowledge from linked 
data to support different tasks. 
10. Conclusion 
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10.3 Closing Statement 
This research has investigated three inter-related research questions concerning NER: 
training data annotation, which enables supervised NER methods; automatic gazetteer 
generation, which enables improving the learning accuracy of NER; and resolving am-
biguous named entity references, which adds a further step of ‘recognition’ and enables 
the NER output to be useful to a wide range of tasks. A number of studies have been car-
ried out, contributing to a series of methods and findings that address each of the research 
questions. As in any research, there is always room for improvement. This chapter has 
summarised the work that has been done already; and listed the research outcomes, limi-
tations and directions for future work. Outcomes of this work have shown that Web-
based background knowledge resources are thriving nowadays and they can be exploited 
effectively to support various NLP tasks and therefore, further work in this direction – 
particular with linked data – will be pursued. 
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